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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the main aspects of social 
stratificationy control and relationships within the urban Bengali 
society and with the attitudes and activities of the mid-nineteenth 
century, urban Bengalis,

The effects of urbanism upon Bengali society* particularly with 
reference to the phenomenon of increasing social mobility involving 
the institutions of caste and the joint family* have been discussed • 
The growth in the areas and frequency of interaction between different 
sections* groups and individuals in society has also been dealt with* 
in the context of various municipal* social* religious and other 
movements of the time. The Brahma fiamaj* the prominent socio
religious movement which mainly appealed to the educated urban 
Bengalis* has been studied in detail* mainly in view of the nature 
of the reactions to the West and the role of traditionalism in the 
changing society in urban Bengal, An attempt has been made to 
analyse the background of the leaders of society* the major forces 
which influenced them* the various groups through which they functioned* 
the associations and alliances which they formed and the media and 
methods which they used in responding to the major contemporary 
political* social* religious and other questions, Calcutta* the 
most important city in Bengal* has been given most attention,with 
some reference to the differences between modem and pre-modem 
cities.

This work is primarily based upon contemporary and near
contemporary sources including the papers and records of various 
government officials* missionaries* societies and associations* as 
well as newspapers* journals* tracts* pamphlets and books - both in
Bengali and English, Later sources such as published books* articles 
and unpublished theses have also been used.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is mainly concerned with the attitudes and ideas 
of the mid-nineteenth century urban Bengalis. It attempts an 
analysis of the physical and social framework within which these 
people lived and worked) the various changes which were taking 
place in the social structure of the urban areast in the pattern 
of urban relationships and in the nature of the responses of the 
urban Bengalis to the major contemporary social* religious* 
political and other questions.

Bengali urbanites were more easily and effectively exposed 
to various agencies of social change such as Vestemization than 
their rural counterparts. In spite of their strong regard for 
tradition and in spite of the continuing importance of family and 
caste in the determination of elite status) the urban situation 
encouraged various forces which undermined the traditional in
stitutions of caste and the joint family. To some extent* in the 
urban situation* family and caste were being replaced by new social 
groups - mainly inter-caste in conposition - which better satisfied 
the demands and interests of the new urban Bengali elite who were 
becoming involved with a large number of public issues which in
volved men from different castes. The growing desire for partici
pation in municipal affairs among the urban Bengalis - whether to 
protect their traditional religious and semi-religious practices 
which were being threatened by municipal innovations or to protect 
their new economic interests - was an evidence of the widening 
interests and activities of the mid-nineteenth century Bengali 
urbanite.

While leadership was still essentially confined to men from



upper Hindu castes« there were signs of important changes taking 
place within the urban Bengali society. A study of the membership 
of the new groups through which the leaders of society worked* 
for instance* gives an indication of the existence of greater 
social mobility than before within Bengali society - a phenomenon 
which utilized the processes of both Sanskritization and Westerni
zation* mainly Western education. Class was often supplementing - 
if not replacing - caste. This happened because the urban situation* 
by providing its residents with numerous and new occupational* 
educational and other opportunities - theoretically irrespective 
of caste and family connections* and by encouraging various types 
of interaction* gave impetus to both physical as well as social 
mobility. The Brahma Samaj movement* which was led by educated 
urban Bengalis who were dissatisfied with the existing state of 
Hindu religion and society* was closely connected with most of the 
issues mentioned above* primarily with the question of caste.

The urban Bengali elite responded to the forces of change 
within society in various ways which sometimes involved a funda
mental reassessment of their values. Sometimes the Western ideas 
and techniques which they derived from their growing contact with 
the West in the urban areas were used without much change - a cir*- 
cumstance which evoked strong reactions from the traditi. onal 
elements within society. Sometimes Western interpretations and 
arguments were attached to Indian ones and used to reinforce the 
tendencies towards change already existing within Indian society. 
Sometimes this situation was reversed and new ideas and values were 
supported by traditional Indian values and attitudes which were



deliberately rediscovered and adapted to the changing needs and 
circumstances by far-seeing Bengalis like Xshwar Chandra Vidyasagar.

In this study of urban Bengali society* the emphasis has 
naturally been laid upon society in Calcutta* the relatively modern 
city which* compared with the pre-modern urban areas such as Dacca 
and Murshidabad* was more open to change. Calcutta acted as the 
focal point for social movements in Bengal and set the main trends 
in political* social* cultural and religious matters. But Cal
cutta society also contained some pre-modem elements and tolerated 
contradictions in attitudes and reactions as could be seen in the 
nature of responses to various municipal and other issues* parti
cularly those with socio-religious indications. To a lesser ex
tent* theother major urban areas like Dacca* Burdwan and Midnapur 
also exerted considerableinfluence upon the neighbouring regions.
The widening and deep influence of the urban* particularly the 
metropolitan* society upon the rest of the country was ensured by 
factors such as the growth in physical mobility. The urban popu
lation* especially in Calcutta and its suburbs* contained a large 
percentage of non-indigenous population* mainly males of working 
age. Rural-urban migration was motivated by economic factors as 
well as by non-economic factors such as the location of the new 
institutions of higher learning in the urban areas and the attraction 
for the Brahma Samaj* the socio-religious movement which was pri
marily an urban movement with its centre in Calcutta. The links 
between the urban and the rural areas also remained strong on account 
of the continuing strength of kinship and family ties.

The period of study is an important one from various points 
of view. It was a period during which Calcutta was undergoing a



phase of transition from a pre-modern to a modern society. It was a 
period during which* on account of increasing economic* educational 
and other opportunities in the urban areas* there was greater 
physical and social mobility - resulting in the formation of open 
groups and associations of a distinctly modern type. Traditional 
authority gradually gave way to modern leadership and traditional 
responses were frequently replaced with relatively modern responses 
to issues. The period under study was a particularly significant 
one for the Brahma Samaj* a major force of social change in Bengal 
at this time* being the period during which it established a distinct 
and separate identity in relation to Hindu society - with the publi
cation of its basic religious manual in 1850 and with the passing 
of the Native Marriage Act which legalized Brahma marriages in 1872.
The period between 18^0^ when the Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 
or the Liberty of Conscience Act, which allowed Christian converts 
to inherit the property of their Hindu predecessors was passed, and 
1872* when the Native Marriage Act'* which legalized inter-oaste 
marriages was passed* witnessed various inportant movements connected 
with religion* caste and the position of women. In politics* beginning 
with the establishment of the British Indian Association in 1851 and 
the increasing political awareness among the educated urban Bengalis 
following the Sepoy Mutiny and the transfer of power from the East 
India Co up any to the Crown, this period saw various important agi
tations in connection with the growing Indian demand for better jobs 
and equality before the law.

This study is primarily based upon contemporary Bengali 
sources, mainly Bengali newspapers, journals* tracts and pamphlets. 
Since the Bengali Press was controlled by the major social groups 
and since the leaders of society were very often prominent authors



and journalists* these sources are very useful in studying the
attitudes and responses of the urbanBengali elite. In spelling

\

Bengali sources as in spelling Bengali terms and names throughout 
the thesis* an effort has been made to keep as close to the original 
Bengali as possible, except in some cases of already familiar names 
and terms. The study is also based upon papers and reports of 
various Christian missionaries who worked in Bengal, letters of 
Governors General and Lieutenant Governors* government records* 
works by contenporary European observers and English newspapers. 
Later sources* including published books* journals and unpublished 
theses have also been used. In this connection* I wish to thank 
the staff of the India Office Library, the British Museum, the 
National Library of Scotland, the School of Oriental and African 
Studies Library* the Library of Congress* Washington* B.C.* U.S.A.^ 
and the Library of the University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.
I am grateful to my friends at the University of California, Santa 
Cruz, U.S.A.j for their support. Above all, I am deeply indebted 
to Professor K.A.Ballhatchet for his valuable guidance and help.



A NOTE: the URBAN AREAS IN BENGAL 
It is often difficult to maintain a rigid rural-urban dichotomy^" 

since the different elements of urbanism might be present in different 
degrees9 "depending on the relative mixture of ruralism and urbanism

pin particular areas.11 Instead, the idea of a rural-urban continuum
where there is a continuous gradation from rural to urban^ has its
benefits. But for the sake of convenience, some sort of a rural-urban
dichotooy baa been used in this thesis. In the Indian Census Reports
prepared in the nineteenth century* the definitions of "city" and
"town" are quite vague* much having been left to the discretion of the
census officials. Generally speaking* a "town" indicated a place of
five thousand or more inhabitants and a "city" indicated a place of

itone hundred thousand or more inhabitants. The criterion of five thou
sand inhabitants to denote an urban area has been generally accepted 
in this thesis. However* various other factors such as the density 
and pattern of settlement* the nature of economic and other activities* 
the stage of development of municipal* educational and other institutions* 
the extent of social mobility* are often of greater importance than the

5mere size of the population in determining the extent of urbanization.

*See C. Raj ag opal an* "The Rural-Urban Continuum: A Critical Evaluation"*
Sociological Bulletin, vol. 10* no. 1, March 1961* pp. 6l-?4.
^N. Anderson* Urban Community. pp. 22-23*
3̂ K. Davis and H. H. Golden, "Urbanization and the Development of 
Preindustrial Areas"* in P. K# Hatt and A. J. Reiss Ceds.)* Cities and 
Society, p.121; R. Mukherjee* The Sociologist and Social Change in 
India Today, pp. 34-35*

itAJP.Veber, Growth of Cities in the 19th Century, pp. 46, 124 (quoting 
Census of India. Ib9l) : K .  Davis. Population of India and Pakistan. 
Appendix H, p.249.

^R. I. Crane* "Urbanism in India", American Journal of Sociology, vol.
50, no. March 1935* P*463; R. Mukher.iee. op.cit.* p.26; K.Davis.



An attempt to classify the cities and towns of Bengal accord
ing to their various features such as locations size, age and function - 
factors which determined their place in the "rural-urban scale” - re
veals certain aspects of the relative importance and significance of 
these urban centres.

The distribution-pattem of the major urban areas^ shows a marked 
concentration of urban population in the Central and Vestern districts - 
especially along the River Hooghly - for example, the districts of 
Twenty Pour Parganas, Howrah and Murshidabad. In Pastern Bengal, where 
urban centres were much fewer, the largest concentration of urban popu
lation was in the Dacca and Jfymensiugh Districts. Dacca and Chittagong, 
both of which were ideally situated for commerce, were the only two 
urban areas in the east with more than twenty thousand inhabitants each. 
The unique position held by Calcutta in the hierarchy of cities and 
towns in Bengal was to a large extent due to its geographical situation, 
its docks and harbour facilities. It was the main port of India, pro
viding a maritime outlet for the important export staples of jute, 
tea and indigo. Calcutta's vexy existence as the capital of the British
Empire in India was due to its position "at the entrance of the Eaglish

nseaways into India." A contemporary British journalist observed in 
186**:

op.cit., p.127; L. Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way of Life", in P. K. Hatt 
and A. J. Reiss (eds.), or.cit., p.**8; G. S. Sjoberg, "Theory and 
Research in Urban Sociology", in P. M. Hauser and L. P. Schnore, The 
Study of Urbanization, p.l64.
^See Map. 1.
nr0. H. K. Spate, "Pactors in the Development of Capitals", Geographical 
Review, vol. 32, 19**2, pp. 127-128. This was particularly true before 
the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 gave Bombay "an advantage in 
distance for England.", ibid.



"It ̂ J7alcutta7 is impregnable, it occupies a command
ing position near the sea, it i& the centre of the rail
way system of Eastern Bengal and Central Asia, all the 
trade of Assam and of Northern and Central India must 
pass through it and nothing but the improbable event of 
the entire closing of the Hooghly can alter the fact that 
it is geographically marked out for the chief seat of the 
empire."®

The contenporary newspapers - both English and vernacular - were
deeply interested in problems and issues connected with the river
and ttie port at Calcutta, for instance, the improvement of the Perries,
the erection of a bridge over Hooghly to connect Calcutta with the

9opposite bank and the creation of an auxiliary port at Mutlah.
Calcutta which had originated with and grown at the initiative

of the British power in India was a new city compared with the old
and "decaying" urban areas like Dacca and Murshidabad^ which were
the traditional seats of Muslim power and still the centres of Muslim
social and cultural life in Bengal.^ By the middle of the nineteenth
century, Calcutta had concentrated within its limits various economic
functions and, according to contemporary observers, had become the

*12"common centre of all commercial operations". It had an extensive

8 Priend of India, 18 Pebruary 1864.
^Friend of India, 25 July I85O; 19 May, 28 July 1853; 30 October 1856;
'18 March 1858; 21 July 1859; 26 March 1863; 21 January 1$69; 28 
December 1871* Sambad Prabhakar, 17 June and 29 December 1865$
Sambad Puma Chandrodaya.4 July 1865. The need for an auxiliary port 
because of the silting of the River Hooghly was finally met about a 
hundred years later in the 1960s with the building of a port at Haldia 
about forty miles south of Calcutta.

^Dacca News, 2 January 1858. For the decline of commerce in Dacca, 
see J. Taylor, Topology and Statistics of Dacca, pp. 188-191.

^See P. B. Calkins, "The Role of Murshidabad as a regional and sub
regional centre in Bengal", in R. L. Park, Urban Bengal, pp. 19, 27.
B. Chunder, Travels of a Hindoo, vol. I, p.72; M. Mujeeb, Indian 
Muslims, p.507.

12 _ +Friend of India, 8 June 185**. Also, Som Prakas, 7 December 1863;
Overland Friend of India, 22 August 1864 (from Priend of India,
11 August 1864).



hinterland sprawled on both sides of the River Hooghly, with
"satellite towns” like Howrah, Hooghly and Chinsurah, Serampore,

13Naihati, Baidyabati, Bansberia and Agarpara. Dacca and Chittagong 
in the east and Howrah, Serampore, Hooghly and Murshidabad in the 
west, though not as prominent as Calcutta, were supported by populous 
hinterlands and combined commerce with small industries. Thus, Dacca 
was famous for its weaving, embroidexy, gold and silver work, manu
facture of brass and other metals, boat-building, manufacture of oil, 
soap and paper. Murshidabad continued to have the small industries 
which had developed here under the patronage of the Nawab's court,
for example, silk-weaving and ivory-carving, as well as its manufacture

15of coarse cotton cloth. ^ Serampore was reported to have "a brisk 
trade in silk and jute" and a hinterland of "a thriving rural popu
lation and wealthy zamindars”^  The smaller towns, in addition to 
serving their usual function as local points of distribution, produced 
either one type of commodity^ or diverse types of goods.^

In 1872 almost twenty per cent of the total urban population 
of Bengal proper lived in Calcutta which could be regarded as a ’’Primate

1̂ Cf. M. Guha, ”The Development of Urban Functions of Calcutta”,
Journal of Social Research* vol. 3* 1* March 1962, p.93. See Maps
1 and 3.

lifA. L. Clay, Principal Heads of History and Statistics of Dacca 
Division« pp. 29-32; J. Taylor, op.cit.« pp. 175-l8°«

15Capt. Gastrell, Statistical and Geographical Report of Moorshedabad 
DLstricti p.19.

16Friend of Indiat 8 January 1863.
17P. M. Hauser (ed.), Urbanization in Asia and Far East, p.7.
18Khulna, for example, was a forwarding mart with a few sugar re
fineries. J. Vestland, A Report on District of Jessore* p.283. 
Shantipur was famous for the manufacture of ’’fine cotton cloths”.
B. Chunder, op.cit.t vol. I, p.21.



City” or "a city with many times the population of the next largest
city and a multiplicity of functions and attractions which gave it 

19dominance." Calcutta had approximately four hundred and fifty-eight
20thousand inhabitants in 1872 and the suburbs of Calcutta were described

as “highly populated1* as well as the living quarters of the “true gentle
society” (bhadrasama.i) by a leading vernacular journalist of Calcutta^
Howrah on the right bank of the River Hooghly opposite Calcutta and
selected as the site for the terminus of the railroad from Calcutta to 

22the N.W.P. and Dacca * the most prominent city in Eastern Bengal* 
had fifty thousand inhabitants each* followed by Murshidabad* the old 
capital« which had about forty-six thousand inhabitantsy and Hooghly9 
Chinsurah and Burdwan - three towns in Western Bengal each having more 
than thirty thousand inhabitants. The Calcutta-Hovrah region was fast
becoming the main focus of population concentration in Bengal. The

23 24population of Calcutta was growing steadily as in the case of the

19N. S. Ginsburgy “The Great City in South East Asia*'* American Journal 
of Sociology! vol. 50» no. 5* March 1955» P-455*

20W. W. Huntery Statistical Account of Bengal /T>AB7« vol. Iy p.44;
Bengal Christian Herald« 2 February 1872; Friend of Indiai 26 February 
1872; Statistical Reporteri 21 March 1873#

21 —iSambad Prabhakar* 3 December I865. Also see IViend of Indiat 26 
February 1872.

first lines were opened in 18.53 and by 1871 Calcutta was linked 
with Bombay and Madras.

23Apart from the Report on Census (f Calcutta* 1850 (the Census was taken 
by the Superintendent of the Police)y F.W. Simms' Report on the Survey 
of Calcutta* 1851* the Report on Census of Calcutta^ l866t and the 
Report on Census of Bengal> 1572» some of the earlier estimates of the 
population of Calcutta were Hamilton's Gazette of 1815$ the Report on 
Census of Calcutta! 1851* taken by Captain Steel and the Report on 
Census of Calcutta* 1837« taken by Captain F. W. Birch* Superintendent 
of Police.

24Friend of India* 25 July* I85O; 5 April 1866. Sambad Prabhakar*
31 March i860} R. M. Martin* The Indian Empire* vol. 3» P*69. ^H® 
population of Calcutta was reported to have grown fzom 413»182 in



25 *other port cities in Asia.
A study of urban population from the points of view of religion 

and sex yields certain interesting results. The major urban areas in 
Bengal were predominantly Hindu and generally male-oriented. In Cal
cutta* the largest city* about sixty?*five per cent of the population
were Hindus* about thirty per cent Muslims and about five per cent

26Christians in 1872. In Dacca* an old Muslim city and* more important* 
situated in an area where the Muslims were predominant* also* the Hindus 
formed the majority* being a little more than fifty per cent of the popu
lation* while the Muslims were a little less than fifty per cent of the 

27population. As far as the male-female ratio was concerned* the larger

I85O to H 7*601 in 1872, having dropped to 377,92*f in 1866. Renort 
on Census of Calcutta. l866t p. 221 Report on Census of Bengali 1872* 
General Statement IB, pp. xxxii-xxxiii. The population of Dacca 
was reported to have grown from iu 1856 to 69*212 in 1872.
Dacca News. 26 July 1856, Report on Census of Bengal. 1872« General 
Statement VIII* p.clxxxix.

«Cf. H. Tinker* South Asia/ a Short History, p.119.
^Report on Census of Bengal* 18721 General Statement IB, pp. xxxii- 
xxxiii* xlvi-xlvii. In the Presidency Division* the Hindus were 
fifty-one per cent and the Muslims were forty-eight per cent* which 
was close to the situation in Bengal taken as a whole where the Hindus 
were about fifty per cent and the Muslims about forty-nine per cent 
of the population. Report on Census of Bengal. l872« General State
ment IB, pp. xxxii-xxxiii.

27Report on Census of Bengal % l872» General Statement IB* pp. xxxii- 
xxxiii; General Statement IX, pp. cxcii-cxciii. In Dacca District 
as a whole* the Hindus were in the minority* being about forty-three 
per cent of the population while the Muslims were about fifty-seven 
per cent* Report on Census of Bengal. 1872« General Statement IB* 
pp. xxxii-xxxiii. The disproportion was greater in the wider area 
of the Dacca Division where the Hindus were about forty per cent and 
the Muslims were about fifty-nine per cent. Ibid. The Muslims were 
generally the larger section of the population in the central and the 
eastern districts of Bengal. Report on Census of Bengal* 1872, pp.
130* 1^3. In Murshidabad, another leading Muslim city, the Hindus 
constituted the majority, being about fifty-nine per cent of the 
population while the Muslims were about forty per cent. Report on 
Census of Bengal* 18721 General Statement IX, pp. cxcii-cxciii.



and the relatively more urbanized areas attracted more males than
females from rural and distant areas. Calcutta showed a striking
disproportion of sexes* approximately sixty-seven per cent of its
population being male* whereas in Bengal as a whole the males were

28only a little more than fifty per cent of the population. In Dacca
the males were about fifty-four per cent of the population* whereas in
the surrounding districts the females were predominant* being about

29fifty-two per cent. In Howrah in Western Bengal and Chittagong in
Eastern Bengal* places which were relatively more urbanized than their
surrounding areas* the males were fifty-five and fifty-nine per cent
of the population respectively* although the surrounding regions

30showed female predominance. There can be two arguments against the 
view that the disproportion of the sexes could have been a result of 
the tendency among the Indians to conceal information about their 
women* first* in Bengal as a whole the females and the males were 
almost equal in proportion; second* the excess of males was generally 
greater among the Hindus than among the Muslims although the Muslims 
might be expected to be more if not equally unwilling to declare the 
true number of their women.

28Report on Census of Bengal* 18721 pp. 138-139* General Statement 
IB* pp. xxxii-xxxiii.

29Report on Census of Bengal* 1872* General Statement IB* pp. xxxii- 
xxxiii; General Statement IX* pp. cxcii-cxciii. In Murshidabad 
also the males were larger in number* being fifty-one per cent of 
the population* while in the Murshidabad District the females were 
the majority* being fifty-two per cent. Ibid.

^Report on Census of Bengal* 1872■ General Statement IB, pp. xxxii- 
xxxiii. In the districts in which Howrah and Chittagong were 
situated* namely* Hooghly with Howrah and Chittagong* the females 
were fifty-one per cent and fifty-two per cent respectively. Ibid.



The socio-cultural and educational importance of an urban area*
although difficult to measure* has great significance in an analysis
of the hierarchy of urban areas. By the middle of the nineteenth
centuiy* the transfer of the socio-cultural leadership of the Bengali
society from Dacca and Murshidabad to Calcutta was almost complete.
However* Dacca retained its importance as the source of social control
in the Muslim society of Eastern Bengal and even regained some of its

31importance as a cultural centre with the establishment of its Press
and with the growth of both the Brahma Sarnia j movement and the Dharma
Sabha movement. As in other spheres of life* the smaller cities and
towns were* on the one hand* recipients of new directions and ideas
from Calcutta* and* on the other hand* centres of socio-cultural
changes in the surrounding areas.

Calcutta acted as the focal point for social movements and change
in Bengal. In 1835 the Baptist missionaries of Bengal concluded that

"whatever i6 done for Calcutta is done in a measure* 
for surrounding districts, and even distant p r o v i n c e s . ”^

Calcutta set the main trends in political* cultural* social, literary
and even religious matters* for instance* the Brahma Samaj movement.
The other major urban areas such as Dacca* Midnapur and Burdwan* some
of the most important centres of the Brahma Samaj movement> also exerted
considerable influence upon life and society in the surrounding areas*
although less than Calcutta which was the political as well as the
cultural centre of Bengal. Dacca and Murshidabad, the seats of Muslim

^ Sambad Furna Chandrodava. 25 September 1865.
32Reports of a Baptist Missionary Conference. Calcutta« 1853*
BMS Papers.



aristocracy in Bengal were important centres of social control among
the Bengali Muslims. Even smaller towns such as Jessore, Kundlla*
Bari sal, Khulna and Rangpur influenced their surrounding areas and
often acted as links between the countryside and the bigger urban
areas. The town of Jessore* for example, maintained a market to
supply the wants of the many people who visited the Headquarters of

33the district on business. The town of Khulna acted as a ground mart
for all Sundarban trades.

In the case of Calcutta* as in Bombay* in the latter half of the
nineteenth century there was considerable growth at the periphery
and overflow to the suburbs.^ In 1859 it was reported that

"already it is cheaper for householders to leave 
Calcutta every night by rail than to jay rent and 
taxes on the metropolitan scale ... already the 
movement of the population* so marked in London* is 
perceptible in Calcutta."36

In 1862 most of the houses available in Barrackpore near Calcutta
were occupied by flCalcutta merchants* who submit to the toil of
crossing the Hooghly twice and using the East Indian Railway."^7 in
I87O further population movement out of Calcutta was considered to
be one of the remedies against "the rising cost of living in Calcutta".
The dominant position of Calcutta and its growing influence upon the

^J. Westland, op.cit., p.250. 
xLIbid. , .pw283. Cf. H. Tinker, op.cit., p.H9.

Weber, Growth of Cities in the 19th Century. p.^59»
^Friend of India. 16 April 1857. Cf. AJlWeber* op.cit.. p.429*
^IViend of India. 13 March 1862.
^Friend of India. 26 May I87O.



¥est of the Bengali society were fortified by the fact of the con
centration within its limits of numerous facilities in connection 
with banking, insurance, light industry, docks, railways, administration, 
law courts, English, vernacular and Sanskrit/Classical education, 
theatre and other recreations. In 1863 a contemporary British journal
ist observed:

"In a higher sense than London is said to be England, 
in the same sense as Paris is declared to be France,
Calcutta embodies the political and commercial activities 
of British India. It reflects English supremacy just as 
Lahore and Agra and Delhi have successively marked Moghul 
dominion and as Benares represents Hindoo wealth and 
supers ti tion. "39

Calcutta was, however, more than a mere political and commercial centre; 
it was also the nerve-centre of Bengali society and culture.

The urban areas in mid-nineteenth century Bengal were not strictly 
"non-farm" or "non-agricultural" areas and there were peripheral farms
and cultivated fields as well as farming and cultivation within the

40 ourban areas. Even in Calcutta in the late 1870s, a considerable
portion of the "occupied male population" of the city was engaged in

4lagriculture and with animals. The crafts were mostly hereditary and 
specialized and trading was mostly in local produce and with neighbour
ing areas. The urban areas in general had certain elements which could

•̂ Friend of India. 22 January 1863.
^ I n  this context, it is important to point out "the danger of con

fusing urbanism with industrialism and modern capitalism"• L. Wirth, 
"Urbanism as a Way of Life", in P. K. Hatt and A. J. Reiss (eds.)« 
op.cit.. p.50. Cf. W. Bascom, "Urbanization amongst the Yoruba", 
American Journal of Sociology, vol. 3^» *o. 3, March 1955* P*43G.
Report on Census of Calcutta. 1876. p.30- However, the percentage 
of occupied males working in non-agri cultural pursuits was consider
ably high within the urban communities, for example, ninety-seven 
per cent in Calcutta in 1871-72. Bengal Administration Report. 
1871-72. pp. xxxiv-xxxv.
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be termed "pre-industrial" such as segregation end congestion in the 
sphere of ecological organization, the concentration of social control 
and social power in the hands of a literate elite, the separation be
tween the elite and the masses and the restriction of formal education

Zf 2to the male elite. The persistence of pre-industrial elements in 
the urban areas helped to maintain closeness between the urban and 
the rural communities.

Contact between urban and rural areas was also maintained by the 
circumstance that the growth of the urban population in Bengal in the 
second half of the nineteenth century could be mainly attributed to

ifif.rural-urban migration. Such migration mainly involved males and
If5was motivated by economic as well as other factors, for instance the 

attraction for the Brahma Samaj* which was primarily an urban movement 
with its centre in Calcutta, and the comparatively high standard of 
living in the urban sire as, especially in Calcutta.^ Calcutta and its 
suburbs, the most populous and commercialized area in Bengal, naturally 
contained the largest percentage of non-indigenous population,

42Cf. G. Sjoberg, "The Preindustrial City", American Journal of Sociology. 
vol. $0, no. 5* March 1955* PP» 438-445.

^J. Long, Vernacular Education in Bengal, p. 158/ SAB, vol. Ill, p.284 
vol. V, p.2 8 6 ; Sambad Prabhakar* 28 June 1865; Sambad PSTrnachandro- 
dava. 6 July l8<£T-------------  ------  ---------

44A. L. Clay, History and Statistics of Dacca Division. p.8. SAB, vol. I,
PP. 5°, 51-* vol. Ill, pp. 43, 282, 284; Vol. V, p.190; vol. IX, 
p.42; Sambad Prabhakar. 10 November 1865;. 6 February 1866. Cf.
P. M. Hauser (ed.), Urbanization in Asia and Far East. p.l5j> A.
Bopegamage, "A Demographic Approach to the Study of Urban Ecology", 
Sociological Bulletin, vol. 9* March i960, pp. 82-93.

45SAB, vol. I, p.51. Cf. B. I. Crane, "Urbanism in India", American 
Journal of Sociology, vol. 50* no. 5» March 1955* p.463.

^Friend of India. 29 May 1862. Cf. P. M. Hauser (ed.), op.cit.. p.44.
47SAB, vol. I, p.51j Friend of India. 4 May l865j Sambad Prabhakar.
28 June 1865. Cf. M. Guha, ’’The Development of Urban Functions of 
Calcutta", Journal of Social Research, vol. 5* do. 1, March 1962, 
p.94} N. K. Bose, "Social and Cultural Life of Calcutta", Geographical 
Be view of India* vol. 201. December .1958.pp.II^ZA.F. Weber, op.cit., pp.259-60.



including a growing European community. Generally speaking,
the pattern of population composition in the urban areas showed
the predominance and increase of the male section of the population

49between twenty to forty, that is, men of working age, mainly due
to the fact that the urban areas attracted men from the rural areas

50whose families continued to live in their original homes. Contempor
ary sources reported that a large section of the residents of the urban 
areas, especially in the case of Calcutta and its suburbs, were b o m  
outside the boundaries of these areas and that a large number of the
rural-urban migrants, especially the labourers, constantly moved be-

51tween the rural and the urban areas. These men helped to maintain 
a close connection between these two regions. Those migrants who
began to permanently reside in the urban areas retained certain

52characteristics of their previous habitat, while those who returned
to the rural areas carried back with them certain typically urban

53attitudes and habits, often influenced by contact with the Vest.

48Bengal Administration Report. 1859-60. part I, p.93> SAB, vol. I, 
p.50: vol. Ill, p.282; Friend of India, 9 December 1858: 21 July
18595 17 and 29 May 1862.

^Report on Census of Calcutta. 1876. p.26.
^ I n  1866 the average proportion of males to females was about 158 to 
100 and the proportion of adults to children was about 486 to 100. 
Report on Census of Calcutta, 1866. p.130. Cf. R. Lethbridge,
Ramtanu Lahiri, p.47} G. 0. Trevelyan, The Competition Wallah, 
p. 82.

51^ F. V. Simms, Report on the Establishment of Waterworks to Supply the 
City of Calcutta, pp. 25-27*

52Cf. R. Mukherjee, The Sociologist and Social Change in India Today, 
p.20: H. Tinker, The City in Asian Polity, p.19^ M. S. Gore, "Some
Problems of Urban Growth", Social Welfare, vol. 9* no. 7, October 
1962, p.7} F. Sinha, "Social Change", in N. K. Sinha (ed.), History 
of Bengal, vol. 3t pp. 404-405.

53R. I. Crane, "Urbanism in India", American Journal of Sociology, 
vol. 50* no. 5* March 1955* pp. 463-467$ S. Kaldate, "Urbanization 
and Disintegration of Rural Joint Family", Sociological Bulletin, 
vol. 11, nos. 1 and 2, March-September 1962, p.105.



Castei for instance* continued to be a strong force in the urban areas,
5ltIt influenced even the pattern of urban residence,^ especially in old

cities like Dacca vhere, as it was observed in 1867• the SankharTs
(shell-cutters), for example,"all reside in one bazar which derives its
name from them (Sankharibazar) where they have been settled since the

55foundation of the city." The links between the urban and the rural
areas remained particularly strong on account of the strong kinship
and family ties which still characterized nineteenth century Bengali

56society* but were put under strain in the urban.environment. Gener
ally speaking* the urban areas in Bengal had begun to acquire certain 
"modem11 characteristics and facilitate social change* including 
acculturation?^

B. Chunder* Travels of a Hindoo» vol. I* pp. 147-1^8* M. Singer* 
Traditional India* p. 19b'f N. K. Bose, Modem Bengal< p.28; N.K. 
Bose, Culture and Society in India* p.392; A. K, N. Karim, Changing 
Society in India and Pakistani pp. 70-73-

^A, L. Clay, History and Statistics of Dacca Divisioni p.4. Also see 
J. Taylor, Topography and Statistics of Dacca« p.88.

*̂ Som Praka5» 19 Aswin 1287 (1887) in B. Ghosh, Samayikpatre Banglar 
Saraa.i-citra /5BS71 vol. •'*, p.298; N. K. Bose, op.cit. % p.28;
S. Kaldate, op.cit. % Sociological Bulletin « vol^ll * nos,--l and 2, 
March-September 19^2, pp. 106-107.

57Cf. R. E. Park, Human Communities. p.ll8; G. Sjoberg, "Theory and 
Research in Urban Sociology”, in P. M. Hauser and L. P. Schnore,
The Study of Urbanization! p.l63'f L. Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way of 
Life", in P. K. Katt and A. J, Reiss (eds.), Cities and Societyi 
p-50.



% URBANISM AND THE BENGALI SOCIETY

I Caste* mobility and social change
The people living in the urban areas of Bengal were more easily 

and effectively exposed to the various agencies of social change 
such as education and Westernization* than the people living in the 
villages. Within the urban society* the position of Calcutta* the 
capital of British India and a prominent port city* was quite unique.
It was a relatively new city and as such was less burdened with the 
controls and pressures of the traditional society than the old cities 
like Dacca and Murshidabad. The urban areas in Bengal* particularly 
Calcutta and its neighbourhood*^ witnessed the beginnings of most of 
the socio-religious* intellectual and cultural movements of nineteenth 
century Bengal.

The attitudes and ideas of Bengali urbanites in the mid-nineteenth
century contained both ”old” and ’’new” traits. Although in general
”ideal-type descriptions of city-dwellers" present them as ,fless

tl2conservative in their behaviour than their rural counterparts* yet 
the nineteenth century Bengali urbanite frequently exhibited a strong 
attachment for traditionalism. The caste system occupied a significant 
place in urban as well as rural Bengal* although the urban environment 
influenced it in many ways.^ Often* as in the case of the South Indian 
Brahmans* in the ’’first phase of their Westernization”* the nineteenth

^See Map 3«
K. Hatt and A. J. Reiss (eds.)« Cities and Society* p.633.

^Sambad Puma Chandrodaya* 3 and 28 July (citing Sambad Prabhakar) 
1863* Cf. M. N. Srinivas* Social Change in Modern India* p.9^»



century Bengali urbanite led a dual existence in which "their
professional life was lived in the Western world while their domestic

Land social life continued to be largely traditional1'. During this 
period numerous treatises were written and published on caste themes^ 
many of them before the Census of 1872 which is supposed to have acted 
as an important factor in promoting caste mobility, by raising or lower
ing the position of a particular caste or group of castes. That 
caste and conformity to caste rules continued to be important deter
minants of a person's social status was also shown by the social per
secution faced by Ramtanu Lahiri and his family in Krishnanagar and 
Burdwan, in spite of Ramtanu's immense social prestige, when he defied 
caste rules regarding food and the sacred thread.^ The rejection of 
the sacred thread by Ramtanu created tension between him and his father
who felt that his son was a heretic and could "hardly hold up his head 

7in public." The restrictions regarding marriage were in many ways
g

the strongest and issues such as KulTn (high caste) polygamy gave
9rise to long and frequent discussions and agitations in urban Bengal.

4M.N.Sriniv^is, op.cit.f p.57*
cFor example, Lai Mohan Vidyanidhi, Sambandha Nirpaya ̂ The determination 
of relationships, a social history of the principal Hindu castes in 
Bengal/, Calcutta, 1865; Hak Chand Ghatak Churamani, Bisam Samasya 

difficult problem,a satire on the impact of Westernization on the 
caste system/, Calcutta, 1866; Ishan Chandra Basu, Hindu JatT /Hindu 
castes7, Calcutta, 1872.

^R. Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri- Brahman and Reformer, pp. 116-1171 
122-123; Appendix I, p.l65« quoting Kshetra Mohan Basu.
^Ibid., p.123.
g
See P.N.Bose, A History of Hindu Civilisation, vol. II, p.35«
9 , __Paridarsak, August l86l; Friend of India, 22 March 1866; Sagibad
Bhaskar, 27 March 1866, See below, pp. X b %  -2,60.



Various castes, obviously strengthened by their economic
position began to claim higher caste status for themselves.^
Such attempts to rise higher in the caste hierarchy often utilized
Western techniques^* such as the writing of pauphlets and petitions

12in support of individual or group claims. In most cases, those 
individuals and groups seeking higher caste status had already ac-

13quired social prominence by taking an interest in Vestern education ^
lifand by taking up modem professions. In generalt urbanization

and associated processes such as migration and Westernization! especially
15Western education! gave impetus to caste mobility. The greater social 

mobility present within urban society as well as the changes in the 
agencies determining social statust social control and social atti
tudes enabled many low caste groups which migrated to the urban areas, 
such as the Subarpa Bapiks or Sonar Benes^ (bankers , money-lendersf 
goldsmiths)! the Tantu Bapiks or Tahtis^ (weaverss doth-merchants),

^See SABi vol. I, p.59* vol. VIIl! p.l60.
11Cf. M. N. Srinivas! op.cit.« p.91«
^N. N. Seth! Kalikatastha Tantu Banik Jaitir Itihas, pp. 86-87i 188-189.
^Bengal Administration Report, l867-68, p.115; SABt vol. IX! p.225;
N.N. Seth, op.cit., pp. l¥f-l46; P. N. Mullick! History of the 
Vaisyas in Bengali pp. 11̂ 4—118, 142-1^3•

1S>AB, vol. I! p.59? vol. Hi  pp. ^7i 195s voli = III} ,p.53;. -vol; ;iy! 
p.225; vol. Ill , p.ififs vol. VIII, p.^3.

1̂ SABi vol. I, p.58r vol. II, pp. ^9-50, 285: vol. V, pp. 190, 288.
16The Malliks (for exanple, Tadu Lai, Nil Mani, Mati Lai, Baja Bajendra 
Nath), the Adhyas (Gour Mohan) and the Laws or Lahas (Maharaja Durga 
Charan and Shyama Charan) were some of the leading Subarpa Bapik 
families of Calcutta.

17Some of the prominent Tantu Bapik families of Calcutta who succeeded 
in accumulating considerable wealth and prestige, mainly as a re
sult of their success in trade and commerce, were the Basaks (Guru 
Das, Bash Bihari), the Seths (Bay Bahadur Badha Krishna, Bihari Lai, 
Priya Nath, Dr. Uma Charan) and the Haidars (Madan Mohan). N. N.
Seth, op.cit., pp. 95-98.



l8and the Sahas (mostly dealers in grain, sugar and salt) to acquire
19considerable wealth and prestige. However, persons belonging to

certain low castes failed to attain higher social status and prestige,
in spite of their growing wealth, on account of the stigma attached
to their castes, for example, the Sun<pfTs (wine-sellers), many of whom
became very rich as a result of the increasing consumption of liquor

20in the urban areasof Bengal, especially in Calcutta. Even the
Subarpa Bapiks mentioned above were sometimes held to be an impure
and degraded caste, perhaps owing to wtheir propensity of pilfering
the gold entrusted to them to work upon11 and their association with

21the money-lending business.
Sanskritization was an important means of social mobility in 

mid-nineteenth century urban Bengali society. It involved the use of 
traditional Sanskritic symbols which were generally used by higher
castes, the taking up of professions which were unusual for the people

22of onefs caste - mainly those which were followed by higher castes,
the practice of rituals which were usually monopolized by higher

23castes and the adoption of customs which were appropriate to higher 
castes - mainly those related to food restrictions such as vegetarianism 
and to marriage and the condition of women such as the prohibition of 
widow-remarriage. These and other signs of caste mobility were visible

l8SAB, vol. VI, p.l*f6.
19SAB, vol. II, p.48: vol. IX, p.51; A. L. Clay, Principal Heads of
History and Statistics in Dacca Division, p.5» Sambad Purpa Chandro- 
daya, 6 June 1865; Sambad Bhaskar, 22 August 1865.

?nSAB, vol. I, p.69.
^SAB, vol. I, p.59s vol. VIII, p.l60.
22SAB vol. VII, pp. 215, 377.
See Sambad Bhaskar. 22 August 1865.
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in nineteenth century Bengali society even before the Census stimulus 
of the I87O5 which is generally considered to be the main factor 
behind caste mobility. The varpa model was Brahmap, Kayastha or 
Vaisya, depending on the particular caste which sought higher status* 
but it was most often the Brahmap model. In Bengal* some of the Kulin 
Kayasthas tended to wear the sacred thread (upabita/paita) as did some 
Baidyas who called themselves tlBaidya-Brahmags,,# In the urban context* 
it even became possible for the Subarpa Bapiks to launch a movement

2}for the purpose of having their caste invested with the sacred thread. 
Leading Subarpa Bapiks such as Maharaja Durga Char an Laha (Law) and 
Gour Mohan Adhya and Tantu Bapiks such as Priya Nath Seth and Ganga
Narayan Datta of Calcutta were famous for their religious fervour and

25numerous charities conducted in the fashion of upper caste Hindus,
The Subarpa Bapiks and the Sad Gops (milk-men) also tried to raise
their position by claiming Vaisya s t a t u s , T h e  Teli (oil-presser)
caste claimed the right to perform the religious ceremonies which could
be performed by the Nabasaks or the members of the nine higher Sudra
castes and received the sanction of the pandits of Nadiya who declared

27that the Telis were Nabasaks, This and similar caste decisions were 
obviously influenced by the increased wealth and social position of the

2!fSAB* vol. I, p. 68.
2^N. N. Seth, op.cit., pp. 84, 95-98; P. N, Mullick* op.cit., pp. 114- 
118, 142-143.

26SAB, vol. I, p.68: vol. IV, p.226: vol. IX* p.^ljBalai Chand Sen,
Subarpa Bapik £& tract on the Subarpa Bapik caste stating that they 
belonged to the Vaisya division of the Hindus/^* Calcutta, l870j 
Dhrubananda Tarkabagish, Kayastha Sadgop Samhitar Pratibad £& treat
ise offering arguments in support of the assertion that the Kayasthas 
are of lower caste than the Sad Gops/̂ , Calcutta, 1878.

27SAB, vol. I, p.6l.



28 tr-caste invoXvdd. The Brahaap-§udra issue which involved the Brahmap
assertion that there were no Kshatriyas or Vaieyas in Bengal and that
the Kayasthas were merely liigher grades of &udras,2^ was a particularly
important one, because of the generally high economic and social status 

_ 30of the Kayasthas, Numerous pamphlets and articles were published
during this period, mainlyin and around Calcutta, claiming higher
ritual status, sometimes Kshatriya status, for the members of this 

31caste. These pamphlets, again, were very often published before
32the Census of 1872, and mainly appealed to ritual practices and 

Sanskrit texts and often took the form of genealogies (vamsabalTs) 
to show that a particular caste group was descended from a revered
sage.

Participation in the social and religious movements of the time 
had important effects on caste mobility. Priya Nath Seth, a Tantu

33Bapik of Calcutta, took partin the movement against Kulln polygamy;
Gour Das Basak, another prominent Tantu Ba#ik of Calcutta, supported 
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar's movement for the remarriage of ’’child-widows

34(bal a-bidhabas), Such action served the dual purpose of bringing 
the low caste participants in closer contact with other members of the 
urban Bengali elite, often of high caste, as well as of enabling them

28Îbid.
2^A. L. Clay, op.cit., p.4.
3° 'SAB, vol. n, p.47s vol* ill, p.53* vol. IV, p.49: vol. V, pp. 191,
4o7: vol. VI, p.380; vol. VII, p.215.

^For example, Eaj Narayan Mitra’s Kayastha Koustubh treatise on 
the Kayastha caste in support of their claim to belong to the 
Kshatriya caste/, Calcutta, 184.5; Tbakur Das Easu, Kayastha Pasayan 

treatise on the Kayastha•caste/, Calcutta, 1843; Madhap Chandra 
Choudhnry, Kayastha DIpika /& treatise on the Kayastha caste/,



to challenge some of the prerogatives of the higher castes.
Some amount of social change was inevitable as a result of

urbanization, modernization and various aspects of Westernization
which developed in the urban situation. Changes in attitudes towards
caste as well as in the functioning of caste as a system of behaviour
were thus bound to take place in the urban areas where society was
generally freer than in the villages, and where the urban Bengali
interacted with people of different castes and races, attended "open11
educational institutions where he was exposed to Western and modern
ideas and earned his own living, thus escaping from some amount of
social control. While this trend was particularly true in and around
Calcutta, it was also visible in other major urban areas in Bengal,
even in old cities such as Dacca. In I856 a Dacca newspaper wrote
on the changing attitude to. caste even in that old city and noticed
that there were frequent discussions "of questions which strike at the
root of ... caste” among the Hindus, primarily the ■higher and educated 

35classes". Urban society encouraged caste mobility in various ways, 
for instance, by offering a variety of educational, economic, politi
cal and other opportunities to people irrespective of caste.

The urban situation in which a man frequently lived by himself 
or with his immediate family and away from the larger family which was 
left behind in a village or in a smaller town also slowly but surely 
undermined the Hindu joint family system. The urban areas, being 
economic, political and educational centres, attracted men who, being

^Dacca News, 27 September 1865*



often employed in low paid jobs* could not afford to have their
36families living with them. The relative scarcity of females, 

who generally show "lore interest in preserving existing social and 
family structure, meant some amount of relaxation of family ties, 
customs and traditions. Moreover, the economic changes taking place 
in the urban areas often meant that the most educated, enterprising 
and successful member of the family, and not necessarily the oldest 
male, became the real head of the family, thus destroying one of the 
fundamental concepts of the joint family system. The increased 
earning capacity, sometimes even the economic independence, of one 
or more members of the family and their lessening dependence upon 
family resources for survival along with their Western education often 
gave them the desire to demand a certain amount of freedom of thought 
and action, sometimes in sensitive areas such as religion, marriage 
and the position of women. Conversion to Christianity or Brahma Dharma, 
often on the part of the younger member or members of the family, also 
had a great impact upon family structure and relationships* The joint 
family system was closely linked with the caste system and the in
fluence of urbanization upon one institution generally led to signifi
cant changes in the other.

The Brahma Samaj movement was one of the major forces of social 
change in nineteenth century Bengal. In theory, the Brahma Samaj stood 
for opposition to caste restrictions in all spheres of society. In 
practice also, at least the younger Brahmas who followed Keshab Chandra 
Sen remained steadfast in their resistance to the caste system. The

^See above, pp. 16 - H  .
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Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj (Brahma Samaj of India)* which was the 
result of a partition of the Brahma Samaj in 1866 mainly on the 
question of caste* and was led by Keshab Chandra Sen* a Baidya* 
took the initiative in controversial issues such as the promotion of 
inter-caste marriages* the removal of the sacred thread or the symbol 
of 'Brahmanattva (the essence of Brahmanism)* the throwing open of 
the post of the Pradhah Xcarya (chief priest/preceptor) of the 
Brahma Samaj to all castes* and had perhaps more faith in the processes 
of Westernization and modernization than in the introduction of 
traditional Sanskritic symbols and ideas. The Xdi Brahma Samaj 
(old/original Brahma Samaj)* however* was less willing to defy caste.
It seems to have contained the majority of the Brahmans within the 
Brahma Samaj and was led by Debendra Nath Thakur (Tagore)* a Brahma9 
who was a strong believer in Brahmanattva.

Around the middle of the nineteenth century* the Brahma Samaj
38 39was rapidly growing m  size* especially in Calcutta and Dacca.

The l850s« 1860s and l8?0s witnessed extensive missionary activities
on the part of the Brahmas* especially among the followers of Keshab
Chandra Sen. In I85O the Calcutta Brahma Samaj (established in
I83O) * the Dacca Brahma Samaj (established in l8*f0) * the Krishnanagar

^See below* pp. ,
38 , _ _Paridarsak, August l86l; Sagibad Prabhakar , 8 July 1865; Sagibad
Puma Chandrodava, 3 August 1865.
39A. L. Clay* Principal Heads of History and Statistics of Dacca Division  ̂
p.17; SAB, vol. V* p.58.
Som Prakas, 6 November 1865; Sagibad Prabhakar, 8 January 1866;
Sagibad Purna Chandrodava, 2 March 1866; Dhaka Prakas, 27 Bhadra 
1277 (1868;.



Brahma Samaj (established in 1844) and the Brahma Samaj at Kumarkhali
(established in 1848) were the only Brahma Samajes in Bengal.**1 By
1870 there were forty-five big Samajes in Bengal, Calcutta and Chan-
demagore having two Samajes each and Dacca having three Samajes, and

42by 1877« eleven more Samajes were established in Bengal. The Brahma
Samaj mainly appealed to the urban Bengali kritavidyas (educated,
cultured men), * especially to the Western-educated kritavidyas. Most
of the converts were young men who had been, or were still being,

44educated in the District Schools and the Government Colleges. A 
large proportion of the Brahmas were professional men belonging to 
the new middle classes**^ who enjoyed a considerable amount of mobility, 
Some of the leading members, even founders, of the various Samajes 
outside Calcutta, were migrants from other parts of Bengal, often 
far from Calcutta. Being away from their families, they had some 
amount of Social freedom over and above their economic freedom. The 
majority of the members of the Brahma Samaj in English Bazar, for in
stance, were Bengali government officials from the outside who were

46stationed there temporarily. The members of the Dinajpur Brahma

**1SAB, vol. V, p.410.
**̂ Som Prakas, 23 March 1863* 19 September 1864; S. N. Sastri,
History of Brahmo Sama.i, vol. II, pp. 348-349 See tfap, 2.

43SAB, vol. Ill, p.38: vol. V, p.409: vol. IX, p.39j vol. X,
p.260; Hindoo Patriot, 24 October l86l; Som Prakas, 28 July 
1862; Sarpbad Purpa Chandrodaya, 21 July, 23 November 1865;
Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 November 1863.

****SAB, vol. II, p.31: vol. V, p.197? Som Prakas, 3 August 1863.
**5SAB, vol. VI, p.283: vol. VIII, pp. 32, 383: vol. IX, p.39:

vol. X, p.260. Most Brahmas seem to have been able to meet the 
expenses of their own Samajes, SAB, vol. V, p.48.

46,



— 47Samaj mostly came from Dacca and other Eastern Districts. In
l870-71» among the twenty-seven members of the Rampur Boalia Brahma

48Samaj« only two were natives of Rajshahi. This tendency was parti
cularly prevalent in the case of the Brahma Samajes in the remote
areas of Bengal where the local Hindu population generally tended to

49be more conservative , for instance* in Chittagong and Noakhali.
Often* the Samajes declined and disintegrated afterthe leaders* who

50were employed in government service, were transferred to other areas.
The Brahma Samaj movement mainly attracted those Bengalis who 

were dissatisfied with the existing state of Hindu religion and society* 
especially with the caste system.***1 This dissatisfaction often arose 
because of a disparity between the economic and educational position 
of some of the urban Bengali kritavidyas and their ritual status in 
the caste system. Debendra Nath Thakur and his family, for instance*

itoCYQtic)
in spite of their abhijat 1 status and wealth, obviously suffered soci
ally from the fact that they belonged to the degraded Pirali Brahma# 
community. Association with the Brahma Samaj movement gave Debendra 
Nath and his family more fame and power and established Debendra Nath 
as one of the leaders of Calcutta society. The traditional Hindu society 
reacted strongly against the Brahma Samaj movement* and the social 
penalties and opposition faced by the Hindus who accepted Brahma

^SAB, vol. VII, p.382.
48SAB, vol. VIII, p.51.
49SAB, vol. VI, pp. 147, 149. 283.
^°SAB, vol. VII, pp. 180-181: vol. IX, p.288.
^ Hindoo Patriot« 24 March 1835 (quoting the Christian Advocate);
Som Prakast 20 June 1864; 7 August 1865.



52Dharma were often quite severe. In certain areas such as in the
small towns of Kumilla and Pabna, the orthodox opposition almost

— 55 —succeeded in extinguishing the Samajes. Some of the Hindu sabhas
(associations) formed mainly to oppose the movement were the Dharma
BakshipT Sabhas (societies for the protection of religion* obviously
the Hindu religion) in Dacca* Pabna and Bampur Boalia* and the Dvija
Dharmopade&jLpT Sabha (Brahmap/ Hindu religious society) in Kumilla
which almost succeeded in breaking up the Brahma Samaj movement in 

54that town.

II The urban Bengali elite* gosthrs and dais
In the urban areas of mid-nineteenth century Bengal* as in pre- 

55industrial cities^ belonging to the "correct family" was still an
important factor in determining a person's social status. This is
evident from a contemporary description of Kali Prasanna Sinha, an
abhijat kritavidya of Calcutta who was well-known for his public
activities and experiments in Bengali literature as

"a leading Hindu* whose family is one of the leading 
families in Calcutta and who himself is rich in 
wealth and man power. "56

However* it was perhaps an unmistakable sign of social change that the

^Som Prakas* 16 February 1863; Friend of India* 21 July 1864;
Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 27 January i860.

53SAB, vol. VI, p.38l: vol. IX, p.288.
^ S A B * vol. VI, p.38l; Sambad .Purra-. Chandrodaya* 18 May, 21 July,

l6 August 18635 24 January 1866  ̂ Sam'bad ohaskar, 18 May 1863.
^G. Sjoberg, "The Preindustrial City", American Journal of Sociology, 

vol. 30, no. 3, March 1935i p.44l.
^Sambad Bhaskar* 22 November 1863* SBS* vol. 3t p*336.



members of the nineteenth century urban Bengali elite did not 
always belong to the "correct families" and that often men other 
than Brahmaps, Kayasthas and Baidyas were becoming leaders of 
society. The examples o f low caste Hindus who had risen to high 
positions within the urban society such as Mati Lai Seal* a Teli 
(oiL-p r e s e e r ), Gour Das Baeak, A Tantu Bapik (weaver* cloth-merchant), 
Rajendra Lai Mallik, a Subarpa Bapik (goldsmith* gold-merchant) 
and Dr. Mahendra Lai Sarkar, a Sad Gop (cowherd)* although still 
comparatively few in number, were very significant, particularly 
in view of the continuing control of caste over urban Bengali society.

An important question which arises in this connection is the 
question of the distinction between the bhadralok (literally* gentle
men) and the elite. While J.H.Broomfield's description of the Ben
gali bhadralok at the beginning of the twentieth century as

"a socially privileged and consciously superior group, 
economically dependent upon landed rents and professional 
and clerical employment; keeping its distance from the 
masses by its acceptance of high-caste proscriptions and 
its command of education, sharing a pride in its language, 
its literate culture, and its history; and maintaining its 
communal integration through a fairly conplex institutional 
structure that it had proved remarkably ready to adopt and * „
augment to extend its social power and political opportunities "

has many elements of truth, it is open to a few criticisms. Broom
field's assertion that the bhadralok were "the common dominant elite"

cQ
in Bengal^ is also open to question. While it is true to say that 
most of the members of the Bengali elite have traditionally come 
from the bhadralok section of the population, the Bengali elite has

57^ J.H.Broomfield, Elite conflict in a Plural Society, pp. 12-13.
Ibid.. p.5.



always constituted only a small proportion of the large group of 
people commonly known as bhadralok in Bengali that is* not each and 
every bhadralok could be considered a member of the Bengali elite.
For instance» an illiterate and impoverished Bengali Brahmap or a 
rich and idle son of a Kayastha - both of them undoubtedly belonging 
to the bhadralok section of the population as opposed to the section 
considered to be the chotalok (literally* low people^?, could have 
little claim to the membership of the Bengali elite. Thust the members 
of the bhadralok did not always have a tlcommand of education",^ al
though it was undoubtedly a desired attribute for the son of a 
bhadra-paribar (gentle family). Ultimately, membership of the bhadra
lok category was closely linked with one's birth. S.N.Mukherjee’s 
assertion that "caste had no part in the selection" of the bhadralok^ 
is inconsistent with the realities of the situation since within the 
Bengali society the term bhadralok is generally used in the same sense 
as the term tfcu^iat (upper-caste) as opposed to nTcu-.jat (low caste) j 
that is* to denote the members of the Brahmap, Kayastha and Baidya 
castes* and often without consideration of criteria which are usually 
considered in the determination of elitehood, such as education* 
social awareness and attitude to social movements and change. The

62examples of low caste men cited by Mukherjee in support of his statement

59S. N. Mukherjee's statement that "the majority of the Brahmins and 
Kayasthas* poor and illiterate* were not considered as bhadralok" 
is highly questionable since such men could hardly be termed "chotalok". 
Cf. S. N. Mukherjee* "Class* Caste and Politics in Calcutta* I8l5-j5&"• 
in £. Leach and S. N. Mukherjee, Elites in South Asia* p.57«
^J. H. Broomfield, op.cit.t p. 13.
^S. N. Mukherjee, op.cit.* in E. Leach and S.N.Mukherjee, op.cit.»
p.56.

62T, . ,Ibid.



were obviously exceptional* being cases of men who would generally 
be considered chotalok and who had risen in society* taking advantage 
of the changing urban situation and by adopting bhadralok or upper 
caste practices. The bhadralok can neither be equated with the new 
niddle class^ since the Bengali abhi.iats (aristocrats) constituted 
a very important section of the bhadralok.

Since the term bhadralok as it has been used by themembers of 
the Bengali society* especially by the members of the bhadralok them
selves* obviously denotes a very large and loose category* it would 
be hardly possible for "all bhadralok" to be "brought ... together" 
by economic* political or other interests and act as a group as sug- 
gested by S. N. Mukherjee. It is perhaps useful to discuss some 
other categories which were more relevant in the context of the 
nineteenth century urban Bengali society. The kritavidyas (educated^ 
cultured men) who were smaller in number than the urban Bengali elite 
and constituted an important section within it* played a very signifi
cant role in social movements and change. The abhi.iats x 
or the traditional elite were very strong in the old cities like Dacca 
and Murshidabad* the concentration of the abhi.iats in the centres of 
power being an accepted feature of the pre-modern way of life. The 
court of the Nawab of Murshidabad* for instance* still retained some 
of the pomp and ceremonies of the past and the Nawab* surrounded by a 
large number of stipendiaries* maintained close contact with other 
aristocratic Muslim families of India such as the royal families of

63 " '
Cf. P. Sinha* "Social Change", in N.K.Sinha (ed.)* History of Bengal* 
vol. 3i pp# 4l0-^l.

(ft /rS.N.Mukherjee, op.cit.* in E. Leach and S.N. Mukherjee* op.cit.* p.7o«



65Delhi and Oudh. Even the new cities,particularly Calcutta and its
suburbs, attracted many abhi.iats, mostly upper caste absentee landlords
for instance Baja Radha Kanta Deb, Raja Satyananda Ghoshal and Rama 

66Nath Thakur, But the leadership of the abhi.iats, many of them
67 68Brahmaps, such as the Thakurs (of Jorasanko), and the Debs of

Calcutta, was being challenged by the kritavidyas, many of them non-
Brahmaps such as the Bens (family of Keshab Chandra), the Mitras
(family of Pyari Chand) and the Malliks (family of Rajendra Lai) of
Calcutta and the Mitras (family of Braja Sundar) of Dacca, as well as
by the navya abhi.iats (new aristocrats) such as the Ghoshes (family

69of Ram Gopal Ghosh) of Calcutta and the Lahiris (family of Ramtanu 
70Lahiri),/ of Krishnanagar, Even among the Bengali Muslims, a "new*1 

Muslim aristocracy was rising in Calcutta and Dacca, mainly consisting 
of businessmen, government officials, lawyers and educationists such 
as Abdul Latif Khan and Amir Ali Khan of Calcutta, Khaja Ahsanulla 
and Khaja Abdul Ghani Mia of Dacca, A large number of the abhi.iats 
had to acquire "new" achievements such as English education and parti
cipation in social, intellectual and other movements of the time, in 
order to retain their dominant position in society. This was true even

^Bengal Political Proceedings* 8 December (nos, 78-80) 1853?
7 May (nos. 120-122) 1857. '

^Samachar Chandrika, 31 July 1865.
67Sambad Furua Chandrodaya, 2 and 3 November 1865; Krishna Kamal 
Bhattacharya, as quoted in B.B.Gupta, Puratan Prasanga,/gP7« P»9; 
Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, p.284.

68Friend of India, 22 November i860; Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted 
in PP, pp. 284-285.

69Ram Gopal*s English-educated contemporaries declared him to be 
their "uncrowned king1’, the ^u-ra.j" (king of the educated), R.N. 
Basu, TEtmacharit, p. 19*

70Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.9; K* Lethbridge, 
op.cit., pp. 126, 132.



in the case of the members of some of the oldest and established 
families like Raja Radha Kanta Deb B a h a d u r K a l i  Prasanna Sinha,^

n-z rjll
Sri Krishna Sinha (of Jorasanko) and Raja Satish Chandra (of 
Krishnanagar). In the early l860s, among the studentsof the Presi
dency College* the leading institution of English education in Bengal* 
the largest group (comprising almost thirty five per cent) consisted

7.5of the sons of "zamindars* talukdars and persons of independent income”•
As in preindustrial cities* the main “threat”* if at all, to the urban 
elite came from the residents of smaller urban areas* rather than from 
the city’s lower classes. The Calcutta elite* for instance, included 
many migrants like Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar who achieved high status 
in society mainly because of their educational and other achievements 
and contributions to social change.

The kritavidyas or the men who had succeeded in educating and 
refining themselves were generally expected by their contemporaries 
and by themselves to take the initiative in matters of social reform - 
“in removing the innate defects in society, in protecting against
future . dangers and in opening the eyes of the community to their re-

77 78sponsibilities and potentialities”. When the widow-remarriage movement'0

^Rangpur Dik Prakas * 1^ June I83O; Friend of India* 22 November i860; 
Paridarsak* 4 September l86l (quoting Sa.i.ian Rah.ian).

^^Rangpur Dik Prakas* l*f June i860; Samachar Chandrika* 2 November 1863.
'73 — — —Samachar Chandrika* 16 October 1865.

Sapbad Puma Chandrodaya* 29 January 1866.
'75g cngal Administration Report* 1861-62* p.xxii* Table K3. See Table 1.
"76Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP* p.293; Krishna Kamal 
Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 9i 16* 20, 111, 123-126, 131* 
l*t2, 312.

•nn j M

Som Prakas* 23 October 1863. Also, Som Prakas* 28 December 1863;
Sambad Prabhakar* 28 August, 20 October 1663.

^See below, pp. 3 <9-339,



began in full force in the 1850s. a contemporary Bengali kritavidya
observed that "all the English-educated Bengalis were on the side of 

79Vidyasagar'V the leader of the movement. The first widow marriage 
was reported to have been attended by "most of the English-educated

gomen of Calcutta including the great Earn Gopal Ghosh". This move
ment! like many socio-religious movements of this timev originated 
in Calcutta and then spread to other urban areas such as Midnapur 
and Krishnanagari where English-educated Bengalis organized themselves 
into groups in order to combat opposition.^

The presence of social mobility in the urban areas led
82to the formation of several gosthTs (groups)! mostly inter-caste in 

composition and mainly located in Calcutta. The members of the elite
O 7

interacted* with each other mainly through various dais (factions) and 
_ gifgosthis - which lacked the regularity and system of associations of

the modern type and were informal groups without features such as for
mal membership! regular meetings and systematic minutes. The gogthTs
were usually of a more permanent nature than the dais whose members often

85came together on a temporary basis to serve a particular purpose. ^ 
Moreover! the members of a gogthT were on a more equal footing with each 
other than in the case of a dal. whose members had hardly any position

79R.N.Basu, op.cit.. p.64.
80Ibid. Alsoi Dacca News. 20 December 1856.
81R.N.Basu. op.cit.. p.64; R. Lethbridge! op.cit.. pp. 11*+—115.
82This view is more acceptable than the one that the urban elites in 
nineteenth century Bengal could be easily divided into "two contesting 
groups" or "two leading dais". S.N.Mukherjee. op.cit.. in E.Leach 
and S.N.Mukherjeef op.cit. . pp. 70-7**.

^S.N.Mukherjee. oprit.. in E.Leach and S. N. Mukherjee. op.cit.. pp. 70-74, 
84Sapbad Bhaskar. 11 November 1856» SBS. vol. 3* P*334.
Or
Satnbad Bhaskar■ 17 and 31 January, 9 December 1856, SBS, vol. 3* 
pp. 291-292, 3^5.



86of their own apart from the dalapati (leader of a dal). The
gosthTst being relatively more flexible than closed groups such
as caste and family' allowed social mobility and flexibility of
action on the part of the kritavidyas. These gosthTs were formed
around various topics which interested the urban Bengalis such as
education' religion, » politics' social reform or even a mixture of
several of these. One of the earliest gosthTs of this type was

87Sam Mohan Ray’s XtmTya Sabha (society of relatives) which was
established in Calcutta in 1815 with the aim of encouraging discussion

88on some of the major social problems faced by Bengali society.
Its members were some of the leading abhi.iats of Calcutta such as 
Dwaraka Nath Thakur* the father of Debendra Nath, Gopi Mohan Thakur 
and his son Prasanna Kumar. Some of the gosthTs were formed around 
more formal associations, for instance the Tatva BodhinT-gosthT around 
the Tattva Bodhinx Sabha and the Dharma Sabha-gosthT around the Dharma 
Sabha; whereas other gosthTs lacked such nuclei' for instance the 
Derozio-gosthT.

89The Derozio-gosthi or the Young Bengal was a groupwhich
became a leading force in Bengali society in the early nineteenth cen- 
tuiy, especially after the 1830s. It was formed almost entirely of 
Western-educated kritavidyas, mainly of upper caste and upper and 
middle class background, who attended the Hindu College of Calcutta

A,4»Clay, Principal Heads of History and Statistics of Dacca Division' 
p.lO.

87This Sabha, although it was sometimes known as the Brahma Sabha, was 
quite distinct from the Brahma Samaj of later years.

00
Calcutta Reviewt 18 May l8l9* as quoted in B. Ghosh, Vidyasagar o 
BahgalT Sairia.i, vol. l,p.83.

89This group was also known as the "Young Calcutta”, the "Derozians" 
and the "Chakrabarty Faction".



Some of the most prominent members of this group were Tara Chand 
Chakrabarty, Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya« Jnanendra Mohan Thakur9 
Sam Gopal Ghosh and fyari Chand Mitra. Their main organs of ex
pression were the Jfoinuirer. the Jnananve^ai^. the Bengal Spectator, 
the Sadharap. Jhanoparjika Sabha (society for the acquisition of
general knowledge) and the Academic Association established by David

90 _Hare. In many ways the Derozio-gosthi symbolized the tendency to-
91wards Westernization. and took a prominent part in many social

92reform movements of this periods mainly using Western arguments to
93criticize the existing social structure. ^

The Tattva Bodhini-gosthT which was closely associated with the 
Brahma Samaj represented the attachment for Sanskritic traditions 
among the urban Bengali kritavidyas. It was formed mostly of upper 
and middle class urban Bengali kritavidyas who were members of or in 
some way associated with the Tattva BodhinT Sabha (society for the

gitinvestigation of truth) established in 1839. Among them were leading
Brahmas of the Xdi Brahma Samaj such cub Debendra Nath Thakur9 Raj
Narayan Basu and Akshay Kumar Datta and non-Brahmas like Ishwar

- * 95Chandra Vidyasagarf who was associated with the Som Prakas» Ishwar

^B. Lethbridge9 Ramtanu Lahirit pp. 81-82; flPeary Chand Mitra”9 
Calcutta Reviewt vol. I2O9 April 1903* pp. 2389240.

91The Young Bengal themselves were^ery much aware and proud of their 
Westernization and their modern "accomplishments”. See Krishna (Kristo} 
Das Pal*s speech9 as quoted in Friend of India1 28 August 1838.

92R.N.Basu9 op.cit.% p.?6; Krishna Das Pal's qpeecht as quoted in 
Friend of Indiat 28 August 1838.

^Sambad Prabhakar» 1 July 1858  ̂ 10 February 1866; R.N.Basu9 op.cit.1 p.76.
^The Sabha was earlier known as the Tattva RanjinT Sabha (society taking 
pleasure in truth) and in May 1839 it was attached to the Brahma Samaj* 
R.N.Basu9 as quoted in SBSt vol. 29 pp. 604-6Q3. The Sabha started with 
only ten members but fby 18439 it was reported to have more than five 
hundred members. Tattva BodhinT Patrikai Phalgun 1767 (1843)9 SBSt 
vol. 29 pp. 323=52^7

^SB S t vol. 2# p. 605; B. Ghoshf Vi dy as agar p Bengali Sama.it vol. 3» p.373.



Chandra Gupta of the Sagbad Prabhakar* ^  Pandit Madan Mohan Tarkalankar^
98and Ram Gopal Ghosh. Some of the contemporary journals* groups and

organizations associated with this gosthX were the Tattva BodhinT
Patrika established in l843ithe Sarba £ubhakari Patrika of Ishwar

99Chandra Vidyasagar and Pandit Madan Mohan Tarkalankar* the
JatTya Gourab SampadanT Sabha (society for the promotion of national
feelings) of Raj Narayan Basu and the Hindu Mela (the fair of the

100Hindus) or the Chaitra Mela (fair held in the month of Chaitra).
In the 1860s and the 1870s* the impetus for social reform and 

change often came from the young Brahmas and Hindus who formed the 
K e s h a b - g o s which, like the Derozio-gogthT* was formed around 
an outstanding personality* and as such was similar to a dal from 
the point of view of the relationship between the leader and the other 
members of the group. However, the definite socio-religious ideas and 
goals of this group made it distinct from the dais which were generally 
more loose in their structure and aims. The members of this group were 
familiar with and generallysympathetic to the process of Westernization 
and used mainly Western arguments in support of religious and social 
reform. They expressed their opinions and ideas primarily through 
the Indian Mirror* an English-language newspaper established in 1861* 
and the Indian Reform Association established in the early 1870s after 
Keshab's return from England.

^Sagbad Prabhakar* 27 September 1848: 20 April 18492 30 June 1856, 
sbs, vol. 1, pp. 3031 366-367, 4l4.

97R.N.Basu, op.cit.* p.21.
98Ibid.1 p.71.
^SBS, vol. 3« p.62.

I0°Sambad Prabhakar, lORialgun 1283 (1878), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 259-260.
101 —This group was sometimes known as the Kaishab Sampradaya (Keshab*s

group).



The forces against social change were also strong within

the Bengali society and often crystallized themselves into gosthTs,
_ 102 The Dharma-Sabha-gogf.h"- , formed around the Dharma S a b h a f o r  in

stance, was mainly formed of upper caste Hindu abhijats who were
103strongly m  favotir of conservatism in society. " Some of the leaders 

of this pogthT were Baidyas, for instance, Ram Kamal Sen. A few were
10?fmembers of lower Hindu castes who had obviously risen in society 

as a consequence of Westernization and other aspects of urbanism in 

Bengal, but still depended largely upon Sanskrit!zation to establish 

the fact of their rise in the social hierarchy. One of the major ob

jects of the Dharma Sabha which was originally established in l8p0 to
105oppose the agitation against Sati (the burning of widows) vas to 

protect Hindu religion and society from Christianity and Brahma Dharma.

The SarrTchTr Chandrika, Bhabani Charon Bandyopadhyaya*s conservative 

journal, was the mouthpiece of this sabha.~ ~ Radha Kanta Deb,

belonging to the abhijat Deb family of Calcutta, 

was undoubtedly the most prominent and active member of tiis gosthi.

Apart from being a well-known Sanskrit scholar and the author of the 

£abdc:r.Kalpa-Dmma,the voluminous• and scholarly Sanskrit dictionary, 

he had also studied Persian and English and was actively interested 

in various aspects of Westernization, especially with reference to 

education. However, he obviously placed his deep attachment for tradi

tional Hindu Pharma above everything else and was primarily known

10? „“The Calcutta Dharma Sabha split up into two Sabhas, namely, the
Dharma Sabha in Siwulia led by Radha Kanta Deb and the Dharma
Sabha in Kalutala attended by other leading conservatives such
as Raja Shib Krishna Bahadur, Asutosh Deb and Raj Krishna Bandyopad- 
hyaya who edited the S:’mlcbar Cl■ nnririka. See Gar, bad Prabhakar,
16 April 18^8, SBS, vol. 1, pp." 167-170.

^ ^ S o e  “Radhakant DebH , Calcutta Review, vol. August IS67, p.323*
i Crh

' 'For example, Subarea Batiks like Gokul Hath Hallik, Ram Gopal Mallik, 
who became the President of the SVqha, Baishnab Das Kallik its treasurer.

10-̂!’.Radhakant Debt” , J.pc.cit., p.3?9.
a!vT*:i PraWTknr, lb y 184-91 BBS, vol. 1, pp. 168-170.



as the leader of the movement for the revival of 'orthodox Hindu
ideas and values. In I85O he severed all connections with the Hindu
College after the conversion of a teacher and a student to Christianity
led to a serious dispute over the policy of the College in such raatters.^^
In 18,51 he presided over the first Patitoddhar Sabha (society or
meeting for saving "lost souls") which aimed at restoring the Hindus who

108had been converted to Christianity to the Hindu society.
Contemporary newspapers and journals testified to the violent 

clashes between the members of the Dharma Sabha and some of the reform
ers of the Hindu society1 mainly over religious and semi-religious issues

109 — such as Hindu marriage and female education. According to the Sambad
Prabhakar of Calcutta which was highly critical of the activities of 
the Dharma Sabha, such clashes were "at the root of all kinds of 
disaster".However* there were many occasins of contact and co
operation between individual members belonging to the various gosthTs 
mentioned above. Radha Kanta Deb of the Dharma Sabha-gosthT* for in
stance, came into close contact with some of the members of the Tattva 
BodhinT-gosthl and even of the "radical" Derozio-gosthT* through his 
interest in the spread of English education in Bengal* particularly in

^^Friend of India* 5 June 1851* as quoted in S.K.Gupta* Unavimsa 
featabdite Eahglar Nava-,j agar an 1 p. 122.

108"Radhakant D6b", loc.cit. * pp. 323* 325*
^■^See Sambad Prabhakar* 16 Hay 184-8: 23 Poug 1257 (1851), SBS,

vol. 1, pp. 168-70,174-175*
^ “̂ Sambad Prabhakar* 16 May 1858, SBS*
^ ‘̂‘Sagbad Prabhakart 23 Pou§ 1257 (l85l)» SBS* vol. 1* pp. 174-175*



112connection with the Hindu College and through his involvement
with the British Indian Association of which he was the President
from the date of its establishment till his death in 1867. Pyari
Chand Mitra, a prominent Calcutta kritavidya of the Derozio-gogthT
was closely associated with prominent members of the Tattva BodhinT-
gosthl and of the Keshab-gosthT through his interest in theism and in

113the British Indian Association of which he was an Honorary Member.
These gosthTs seem to have largely replaced caste groupings 

and acted as groups through which the urban Bengalis expressed them
selves. In an article written in 1863, the editor of the Samachar 
Chandrika,the mouthpiece of the Dharma Sabha-gosthT, mentioned the
lessening of the social control of the caste system in Calcutta, as

Ilkone of the consequences of urbanization.

Ill Education as a factorin social mobility and change.
Education, particularly English education, was recognized by

n qcontemporary Bengali kritavidyas to be a promoter of social mobility 
and the main factor behind the social prominence of low caste Hindus who 
had risen in society like Bhola Nath Chandra and Hasik Krishna Mallik.*"^

112See ”Radhakant Deb”, Calcutta Review, vol. *f3» August 1867, pp. 
318-320. fiadha Kanta, however, was quite conservative on the question 
of female education, advocating ”zenana but not school-instruction, 
for females of respectable classes.11 Ibid., p.320.

^^♦•Peary Chand Mitra”, Calcutta Review, vol. 120, April 1903i pp. 
2^3-2^, 23*f, 237-239.

n  i,Samachar Chandrika, 28 December 1863.
Som Prakas, 23 June 1862; Sambad Prabhakar, 28 August 1865. 

^ ^Sambad Prabhakar, 28 August 1863.



The Derozi o-gog thT considered the spread of English education to be
a sure means of eliminating the "superstitious attachment towards

117caste system among the Hindus". Modern education also encouraged 
occupational mobility. Thus, although medical education of the new 
type raised sensitive questions related to caste* for instance,with 
reference to the dissection of dead bodies, yet high caste Hindus not 
traditionally connected with the medical profession were becoming in
terested in it. In the 1830s, a large number of Brahmape and Kayasthas,
but very few Baidyas, or members of the traditional medical caste,

llSwere employed as Sub-Assistant Surgeons. Brahmans and Kayasthas
119were even engaged in teaching medicine.

But in spite of increasing social mobility, the relation between 
one's social origin and one's occupational opportunity and achieve
ments remained strong and even in the urban areas, educational differ
ences remained closely connected with social stratification. The sons
of the upper or aristocratic classes (abhi.jat srepT), as in previous

120times, generally had the best opportunities of education. The 
composition of students at the Presidency College, the most prestigious 
educational institution imparting modem education in Bengal, seems 
to have been particularly one-sided. In the early 1860s, the largest

^^Bengal Spectator, 1 November 1842, SBS, vol. 3* p. 110.
^^Bengal Public Proceedings, 29 September (nos. 6, 42), 29 December 

(no. 43) 1833; 31 May (no. 39) 1 2 August (nos. 41, 43), 23 August
(nos. 20, 21, 23), 27 December (no. 104) 1833? 28 February (no.
^3)* 3 June (no. 150)* 3 July (no. 16) 1836: 21 May (no. 44)
1857? 7 January (nos. 7» 8), 23 February (nos. 23, 26, 27). 1838^
Bengal Education Proceedings, 11 June (nos. 39 * 60) 1837*

119For example, Surya Kumar Chakrabarty and Jaga Bandhu Basu were 
appointed to teaching posts at the Calcutta Medical College. Bengal 
Education Proceedings, 19 May (nos. 63, 68) 1833? 9 August (no.
108) 1833: 28 May (nos. 36-39) 1^37.

^Psom Prakas, 9 June 1862.



single income group (about thirty-five per cent of the students) from
which the students of the Presidency College came was that of "zamindars

121talookdars, and persons of independent income". Raj Narayan Basu, 
an ex-student of the Hindu College, admitted that the students of the 
Hindu College were generally rich (baramanus) and stood apart from
the poor students of neighbouring educational institutions such as the

122 /Hare School. Even the Bengali Pa$hsala (primary school) attached to
the Hindu College, while theoretically open to the public, remained

125out of bounds for the common people (sadharan) because of high fees.
The Hindu College - which in 1855 became the Presidency College -was
not an isolated case. Financial reasons kept the poor away from even
private institutions such as the school attached to the Oriental Semin- 

124axy. In 1872, the Som Prakas, with which leading educationists 
like Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar were associated, challenged a Christian 
missionary statement which claimed that the children of Kamars (metal
workers), Kumars (potters), Chutars (cazpenters) and Dokandars (shop
keepers) were earning B.A.s and M.A.S in Bengal and argued that "higher
education (ucca-sika a) was still the prerogative of Brahmap-Kayastha

•- 125santans (children)." Contemporary official reports corroborated
this view and stated that higher education was restricted to the members

126of "the upper and literate classes of Bengal";

^^Bengal Administration Report, 1861-62, p.xxii, Table K3. See Table 1.
1 ppR.N.Basu, Ktmacharit, p.10.
2̂^Saqibad Prabhakar, 6 August i860, SBS, vol. 1, p.319.
12lfIbid.
12^Som Prakas, Baisakh 1279 (1872), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 554-555.
12%engal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.227*



"The higher class of English schools ••• which 
educate up to the standard of the University 
Entrance Examination ... are attended for the 
most part by the sons of comparatively well-to-do 
people* who can afford to pay monthly fees ranging 
from Rs. 1 to Rs. 2.8 per month* and reaching even 
to Rs* 4 or 5 in some of the Calcutta schools.*1127
But significant changes were beginning to take place in the

composition of the students* especially at the institutions of higher
12dlearning* Government scholarships were enabling poor students

to attend relatively expensive institutions such as the Presidency
129 *College* In 1870* the Som Prakas expressed pleasure at the

changed situation at the Presidency College:
"How many sons of rich men (dhani lok) are there at 
the Presidency College? Hardly three or four out of a 
hundred. We can confidently say that the majority of 
the students at the College come from the middle classes 
(madhyabiita sreni). They often come from far away re
gions and are entirely dependent upon their scholarships 
which enable them to study at the Presidency College.**130

Even in those cases where the students continued to come from "well-to- 
do" families* these families were often different in character and 
composition from the "well-to-do" families of earlier times* as a 
result of the various socio-economic changes taking place in nine
teenth century Bengal* particularly in the context of urbanization.
The middle classes* mainly those associated with Government* were

131increasingly in favour of giving Western education to their sons.

127Ibid., P.3A9.
These scholarships were instituted in the late 1830s by the General 
Committee of Public Instruction in order to encourage higher* 
especially Western* education.

129Although the Presidency College had higher fees than other colleges* 
the fees were reduced by half for the scholars at the Presidency 
College.

^ ^Som Prakast 3 Sravap 1277 (1870)* SBS* vol. ^»p.5^S.
^^Sambad Prathakar* 17 February 186^* SBS, vol. l*p.38*f. See Table 2.



The members of the middle classes even in remote areas of Easters 
Bengal wanted to give English education to their sons, even though 
it involved more expenses as a result of increase in college fees.^2 
In the 1860s, the student population of the Presidency College showed 
a marked increase in the percentage of sons of "government servants 
and pensioners" (from about fourteen per cent in 1861-62 to about 
twenty nine per cent in 1867-68) as contrasted with an almost constant 
percentage of sons of "zamindars, talookdars« and persons of independent 
income"* The percentage of sons of "merchants» bankers, banians 
and brokers" (about nine per cent) and of "professional men" (about

4*zJlfifteen per cent) remained almost constant throughout the 1860s*
In the late l860s, the sons of "shopkeepers" were significant enough

135as a group (about two per cent) to be mentioned separately* The
Sarobad Prabhakar attenpted to give a socio-economic explanation of the
circumstance that "the sons of middle income/position (madhyamabastha)

136men constitute the majority" at the Presidency College*
"The sons of wealthy men (dhanadhyas) although they 
might join the Presidency College, soon leave the 
College without completing their studies and engage 
in looking after their parentalzaraindari (estate) 
or other business. Some become babus {fashionable 
men without any fixed job or purpose) quite early.
Only very few students from the upper classes have 
completed their studies and passed their examinations."

132PallI Bi ĵ ah* May 1868* p*12.
•̂̂ Bengal Administration Report* 1861-62* p*xxii; Bengal Administration 

Report* 1667-68* p*102.
^Ibid.
^^Bengal Administration Report* 1867-68* p. 102.
^ ^Sambad Prabhakar* 17 February 186^* SBS* vol. 1, p*3&^«



Religion and caste continued to dominate discussions and de
cisions related to education. In the 1850s, the proposal of the

*1Council of Education "for throwing open the Hindoo College to
139all classes of the community irrespective of religious differences" 

was greeted with "sadness" and "horror" by the conservative section 
of the Bengali elite, particularly the members of the Dharma Sabha.
The main fear was that the exposure of the Hindu boys to boys of 
other religions and the possible introduction of Christian missionary 
teachers and the Bible would aid the spread of Christian missionary

lif 1ideas and \alues. The members of the elite saw no contradiction 
between their attitude to the proposal for the admission of non-Hindus

l2fpto the Presidency College and their professed liberalism. They
viewed this aspect of the Government's educational policy, on the
one hand, as an open act of breach of faith against the Hindu community

143whose money had been useful in the establishment of the Hindu College, 
and, on the other hand, as only the first step in the ultimate conversion

*» vO
^ In 1823, the Hindu College, which was administered by a Committee 
of Managers and was having serious financial problems, was placed 
under the supervisory control of the General Committee of Public 
Instruction which became the Council of Education in 1842.

^■^Despatch to India (Public), 13 September (no. 62) 1854, p*530.
^ ^Sambad Prabhakar, 21 December 1852: 11 and 26 Fetaruazy 1853* 3 Sept-

ember 1858: 1 6  August i860 (quoting Samachar Chandrika), SBS, 
vol. 1, pp. 336-340, 348, 376-377.

ijiiSambad Prabhakar, 21 December 1852, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 335-336.
^^Bengal Education Proceedings, 27 October 1853» PP. 99-102.
^ ^Sagbad Prabhakar, 21 December 1852: 11 and 26 February (quoting 

the ~ Bengal Hurkaru): 23 November l853» SBS, vol. 1, pp. 335-336,
338-340, 348-349.



4jjiof the Hindu and Brahma youth to Christianity. In 1853, the con
flict between the Managing Committee of the Hindu College and the 
Education Council reached a critical point over the moral question 
involved in the admission of a particular student who was considered 
to be an outcaste by the conservative Hindu community.Thereupon 
the Hindu College was taken over by the Government and the senior 
department which was thrown open to all communities formally became 
known as the Presidency College on 15 June 1855. On 2 May 1853, Hindu 
and Brahma educationistsestablished a new college named the Hindu 
Metropolitan College (later known as the Vidyasagar College) in Cal
cutta, with money donated bythe foremost wealthy Hindus of Calcutta,
which was incorporated with Seal's Free College and Gour Charan Datta's

146David Hare Academy, two other private Hindu educational institutions.
Unlike the Hindu College,it was under the direct and exclusive manage-

147ment of the Hindus themselves.
Even among the urban Bengali Muslims, important changes were 

taking place - mainly in connection with modem education, indicative 
of social mobility. Thus, the Muslim students who yielded to the ten
dencies towards Westernization in education, with a few exceptions,
belonged to middle class and in some cases even lower class urban Muslim

148families, many of them living in and around Calcutta. The Anglo-Persian

i |i /1
Sambad Prabhakar, 21 December 1852, SBS, vol. 1, p.336.

145̂The boy was rumoured to be the son of a North Indian woman "of ill 
repute" living in Calcutta* Sapbad Prabhakar, 11 February, 21 July 
18531 SBS, vol. 1, pp. 337 . 3^2-3^.

^ Friend of India. 3 May 1855. Sambad Prabhakar. 2 £ravan 1265 
(lb58),SBS, vol. 1, p.373.

147In 1872, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Krishna Das Pal and Dwaraka 
Nath Mitra were the three managers of the college.

148Bengal Christian Herald, 2 February 1872*



Department of the Calcutta Madrassa which showed an increasing number 
1^9of students was reported to have

"a set of pupils mostly belonging to the lower orders 
of Mahomedans ... With the exception of the sons of 
some of the Professors of the College and of the higher 
Mahomedan Law Officers in the Honble Company’s Courts* 
the pupils belonged chiefly to the classes of petty shop
keepers* retailers* attornies and moonshies* and that with 
but a very few exceptions, the study of English had failed 
to make any impression on the better class of Mussalmans."150

The Colingah Branch School of Calcutta was a special institution
151which was established in 18^  "with the avowed object of giving

the sons of the lower classes of Mahomedans (tailors, coachmen;
kidmutgars, petty tradesmen etc.) an English education up to the

152University Entrance standard". It was thus intended to be
"a place of education for Mahomedan boys of a lower 
class; such boys, in fact, as could not be admitted 
into the Anglo-Persian Department of the Mudrassah 
owing to their inability to produce the necessary 
certificate of respectability."^53

In actual fact, the students turned out to be the sons of petty land
holders, shop-keepers, sarkars, daftaris, native doctors, munshis,

15^mukhtars, and writers, tailors and police officers. In 1869 Kali
Prasanna Chattopadhyaya, the Hindu Head Master of the school remarked:

"The Mahomedan boys are chiefly from the middle class* 
but we have also sons of menial servants."155

149Correspondence on Education of Mahomedan Community* p.31.
150Papers relating to the Foundation of the Presidency College* 
Appendix I, pp. 2, 7»
Correspondence on Education of Mahomedan Community, p.*fl.



Contemporary official sources enqphasized the fact of the poverty of
the substantial number of students nwho came from all parts of Bengal
to the /̂Calcutta/ Madrassa” and who were, "while prosecuting their
studies there« lodged, fed and clothed by the berificence of Muhammadan

156residents of Calcutta*'1 In the mid-l860s it was reported that
"From 15 to Zb pupils have of late been provided with 
residence free in the Madrassah building, being supplied 
from time totime with funds by their fathers or guardians, 
or fed by friends outside* The others live with friends 
or with charitable Mahomedans, who provide them with food 
and lodging gratis, or at the out-offices attached to 
Mosques, etc., some few managing to eke out a difficult 
subsidence by giving instruction during leisure hours in 
Persian and the elements of Arabic to the children of 
Mahomedans of Calcutta or to anyone who applies to them."
But, on the whole, higher education^ especially traditional Muslim

education, remained the prerogative of aristocratic Muslims often
based in the rural areas* The majority of the students attending the
Arabic Department of the Calcutta and the Hooghly Madrasses came from
Chittagong, Tripura, Noakhali, Sylhet and some other remote districts

158of Eastern Bengal far from the Metropolis* No student was ad
mitted without a sharafatnamah (certificate of respectability), and 
as a result, these students constituted "a set of pupils belonging to 
the learned and highest class of Mahomedansl^tfhey were mostly sons of 
petty zami^darf1talukdars, munsiffs, kazis, merchants and munshis, many 
of them living in rural areas and nearly all belonging to abhi.iat,

160if declining, Bengali Muslim families* The Calcutta Madrassa

156T9J.Mouat, Secretary to the Council of Education, quoted in Papers 
Relating to the Foundation of the Presidency College, p*ll*

^^Letber from C.H.Campbell, J* Sutcliffe, and A. Latif to the Officiating 
Secretary to the Government of Bengal, dated 1 December l86*f, in 
Correspondence on the Education of Mahomedan Community, p«22*

153Ibid. Also, W.W.Hunter, Indian Musalmans, p.199*
^^Papers relating to Foundation of Presidency College, p.2.

Correspondence on Education of Mahomedan Community, p.22.



Commission, which included Bengali Muslim kritavidyas like Abdul
Latif, was in favour of the perpetuation of this system through the
continuation of the sharafatnamah and stated:

"The great object is to attract Mahomedan boys of good 
parentage of the institution ̂ Calcutta Madrassa/, but 
nothing could have a worse effect than the admission of 
the boys of tradesmen, petty shopkeepers, etc. etc. For 
such the ^Colingah/Branch School is specially intended.r>

IV Social interactions
In the urban areas, on the one hand, the increased contact and 

cooperation between the members of different Hindu castes was made 
possible by the various changes associated with urbanization; on 
the other hand, such interaction and cooperation contributed towards 
greater social mobility and change. Generally speaking, the urban 
milieu favoured an increase in different types of interactions, parti
cularly in connection with various religious, socio-cultural and liter
ary movements such as the Brahma Samaj movement. The new urban re
creational movements such as the growing interest in amateur theatre 
among the urban Bengali kritavidyas also encouraged interactions between 
the members of different Hindu castes. Gour Das Basak, a Tantu Ba$ik 
of Calcutta, for instance, was one of the founders of the Native 
Theatre at Belgachia and took part in the dramatization of Madhu Sudan

162Datta's Rat nab all in 1858. Priya Nath Seth, another Tantu Banik, was
also an enthusiastic supporter of the Belgachia Theatre and took part 
in the dramatization of Madhu Sudan Datta's ^ar mist ha in 28^9 along 
with Rajendra Lai Mitra, Yatindra Mohan Thakur and other upper caste

^^Letter from Campbell, Sutcliffe, Latif, dated 1 December 1868, in 
Correspondence on Education of Mahomedan Community, pp. ^7-^8*

i62b.h .Seth, Kalikatastha Tantu Banik Jatir Itihas,pp.lMf-l*t6.
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Hindus. Upper caste urban Bengali abhi.iats and kritavidyas such 
as Rama Nath Thakur and Ram Gopal Ghosht who were interested in civic 
activities! also came into close contact with some of the members of 
low castes who had risen to prominence in the urban areas $ .especially 
in Calcutta! mainly through their participation in the growing trade 
and commerce! for instance! Yadu Lai MaUikf a Subarpa Bapik who be
came an Honorary Magistrate and Justice of the Peace of Calcutta and

l6*fthe Twenty-Four Parganasi Gour Das Mallik» a Tantu Bapik of Bara- 
bazar in Calcutta who became a Deputy Magistrate and was the first 
man of his community to become an Honorary Magistrate of Calcutta!^* 
Durga Charan Laha (Law), a Subarpa Bapik who became a J.P. and an 
Honorary Presidency Magistrate and the first Indian member of the Port 
Commissioners of Calcutta**^ and his brother Shyama Charan Laha (Law)
who was a Commissioner of the Suburban Municipality and an Honorary

167Magistrate of Calcutta and the Twenty-Four Parganas. In Calcutta! 
the presence of numerous contacts and the increasingly wide area of 
interaction created greater complexity than anywhere else in Bengal. 
Here professional and educational kinship often tended to act in a 
more forceful manner than other kinship ties. In the smaller cities 
and towns of Bengali the diversity of the contacts and the dimensions 
of the areas of interaction! although less than in Calcutta! were 
definitely more than in the rural communities.

^ ^Ibid.! p.8*t.
^■^P.N.Mullicki History of the Vaisyas of Bengali pp. Il*f-ll8. 
^^N.N.Sethi op.cit.» pp. lMf-1̂ 6.

P.N.Mullicki op.cit.i pp. l*f2-1^3.
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Urban Bengali society also experienced conflicts between
168different social groups, classes and generations* In 1866 a

leading vernacular journalist of Calcutta remarked that the Bengali
parents sent their sons to English education institutions hoping that
they would become educated and respectful towards their own culture;
but instead, the sons lost faith in their national religion and customs

169and became totally alienated from their disappointed parents* The
contemporary vernacular newspapers were full of articles on the dilemma
of the educated young Bengali urbanite, such as on "The Pains of the
well-educated Hindu Youth" "The Family Troubles and Mental Un-

171happiness of the Educated Youth". The choice before these young men
seemed to be either to stay within the circle of their relatives and
friends and attempt to remove their "superstitions" by "friendly advice
and guidance"* or to give up society altogether and live "as their

172conscience directed them". The vernacular journalists* who were
themselves often members of the "suffering urban elite", tried to pub
licize the "injustice of the situation", particularly the "isolation 
of the elite" and pointed out that the traditional family life* meaning
the joint family, was very often "like a ppf-son" to the educated urban 

173Bengali. One of the strongest complaints against the traditional

168Cf. P. Sinha, "Social Change", in N.K.Sinha Ced*), History of Bengal, 
p.JfOO.

^ ^Som Prakas, 2 April 1866.
17°Som Prakas, 29 May 1865.
171 — —Samachar Chandrika, 1 June 1865*
172Sambad Furpa Chandrodaya, JQ August 1865*
173 — —Samachar Chandrika. 1 June 1865; Sambad Furpa Chandrodayat 30 August



family - a complaint which was obviously derived from the West - was
that it tended to stand between the educated man and his wife by im-

174posing various restrictions upon their relationship*
Contemporary British observers noticed a marked estrangement

and deterioration in relations between the Bengalis and the Europeans,
175particularly the English. Even the testimony of the contemporary

Vernacular Press seemed to suggest that there was a decline in the
relationships between the Indians and the Europeans living in India*
According to a Bengali journalist of Calcutta, the desire to maintain

176distance was very often mutual* The Indians, particularly the
Bengali Hindus,traditionally disliked the idea of living close to the
Europeans whom they called "mlecchas" (followers of an alien religion)
and, as a result, the "EangalT Para" or the Bengali locality in Cal-

177cutta was rapidly growing in density. This overcrowding of the 
Indian quarters indirectly contributed towards a decline in relation
ships, by leading to feelings of resentment against Europeans who had

1 nQ
a lot of space. The vernacular journalists generally tended to
blame the British, especially the British officials, for their feelings

179of "contempt", "distrust" and "suspicion" towards the Indians.
However, some Bengali journalists expressed hopes such as "there will 
be friendly and brotherly relations between the Hindus and the British",

174 — — —Samachar Chandrika, 1 June 1865.
17^Friend of India, 27 July 1854: 13 December 1855: 23 April 1857:

5 July i860: 2 May 1863.
^7^Paridarsak, 16 August l86l.
7̂7Samachar Chandrika, 19 March 1866. See below^ P/>. 

l7SSee below, pp I02>, U5-I26 .
7̂^Pari darsak, 16 August, 6 November l86l; Som Prakas, 18 July 1864; 
Sapbad Purga Chandrodaya, 11 May, 31 August l8b5; 5 February 1866;
Sagbad Prabhakar, 17 June, 21 October 1865. 0f. K.A.Ballhatchet,
Social Policy and Social Change in Western India, p.102.

^^Paridarsak, 16 August l86l.
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But the fear of being discriminated against on the bar:?.s of race 

and colour seemed to dominate the writings and thought of the urban
3 S iBengali kritavidyas of this period*'"' On the occasion when the Rev.

Lai Bihari Be was called an ’’Asiatic nigger15 by a British military

officer* the editor of the Sagbad Prabhakar remarked:

’’Now weknow that pride and colour-prejudice are more 
thoroughly established in Europe than in India and 
that Christianity has been unable to remove these 
evils.”182

Kali Prasanna Sinha, a Calcutta abhi.iat who became an Honorary Magis

trate and o.P. of Calcutta, remarked in the course of his protest 

against the ’’injustices” committed by a British medical officer:

’’The Court of Justice is rot an instrument for social 
revenge. nl83

18^The increase in the number of Europeans* mostly of ”3.ov.- social rank” ,' 

coming to India* Bengali journalists feared* would load to a further
185deterioration in relations between the two races* The Vernacular 

Press also accused the English journalists in Bengal* particularly the 

editors of the Bengal Hurkaru and the Englinhrum of being ’’vastly 

prejudic. ed” against the Bengalis* and of thin causing ill-feelings 

between the two communities.**^

In an indirect way, Westernization, mainly Western education* 

was said to have contributed towards the declining relations between 

the two communities.'^ In an editorial published in .1866* the

Parldarsak* 1? and 19 April l86l; Sambad Prabhakar* 21 June* 21 
October 1063; Spr-.bnd Purna Chrndrodaya* 11 May, 29 August 1863; 
5 February 1866.

^^Saphad Prabhakar* 21 June 1863.

~'°"oa^bad Fir"; kar, 21 September 1863.

" Sambad Fu 7r 1 a Chancrodaya* 9 April 1866.

" SaytfTd Prr,bhalcar, 21 October, 29 November 3.863*
126 *Parldnrsak* 19 September* 10 October* 13 her l86l; Sambad

Purr:w 0.inndrodaya, 17 June, 23 August 1863.

•lu'Prii ifl -1* India, ?*» April 1857* Sow Prakas, 2 April 1866*
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Som Prakar declared "the independent spirit of the educated Ben-
188galis" to be "the primary reason behind this situation'1:

"In the earlier days* the British did not observe any 
desire among the Indians to be treated as equals* 
and hence* they treated the Indians with kindness and 
pity. But now the situation has been reversed. At 
present* in their relations with the educated Indians* 
the British discover the Indian tendency to behave as 
their equals and this disturbs as well as angers the 
members of the ruling community."189
The majority of the Hindu and Brahma elite reacted strongly 

against the Christian missionary attempts to introduce Christian ideas
190and values into the Bengali society and gain converts to Christianity.

The identification of Christian missionary education with Christiani
zation in the minds of many contemporary Bengalis - both Hindu and 
Muslims - was an important factor behind many of the socio-religious 
and cultural movements of this time* including the Brahma Samaj move
ment. In the urban areas cf Bengal* those who vereexposed to the 
teachings and activities of the Christian missionaries were mostly 
upper and middle class Hindu and Brahma youth. As a result* the 
leading vernacular journals of this time which were run by urban Hindu and Brahma 
abhi.iats and kritavidyas were more concerned about this aspect of Christiani
zation than about the mass conversion of low caste Hindu communities

191which was more common in the rural areas of Bengal. Calcutta was 
the centre of agitations in this connection since most of the contro
versial conversions to Christianity involving Hindu and Brahma students

^ ^Som Prakas* 2 April 1866. 
l59Ibid.
^9^Som Prakas* 17 August 1863? 3 July 1863; Samachar Chandrika* 

20 July* 19 October 1863; Sambad Prabhiikar* 28 December 1865.
^^Sambad Prabhakar* 19 May 1833• SBS, Vol. 1, p.3^2; Som Prakas* 

3 July 1865: 3 Graven 1277 Cl87o5T SBS, vol. 4, pp. 3^3, 3^7; 
Samachar Chandrika* 19 October 1863; Sambad Puroa Chandrodaya* 
30 October 1863.



192took place m  the metropolitan area. The Christian missionary
whose name appeared in many of these cases was Alexander Duff, the
Scottish missionary who was known among the Bengalis as "a veiy strict
Christian ... the leader of the Christian missionary pal (gang)".'^
The event which made Debendra Nath, an important figure in the anti-
Christian missionary campaign, finally take direct action against
Christian missionary activities was the conversion of a young Hindu

19̂fstudent and his wife by Duff in 18^5. f The propaganda against
Christian missionary education was primarily carriedon through modem

195media such as the Press, public meetings and schools* The argu
ments used, however, were generally drawn from Sanskrit sources and 
finally rested upon the belief in the greatness of "pure" Hinduism*
This growing faith in the Indianization of society and culture among 
the urban Bengali elite and the alliance, however temporary, between 
the Pharma Sabha-ftogthT led by Badha Kanta Deb, the Tattva Bodhini*-
gosthx led by Debendra Nath Thakur and even some members of the Westem-

— 196ized Derozio-gosthx like Ram Gopal Ghosh against the spread of
Christianity among the urban Bengali youth were the iwo major factors 
in the success of the anti-Christianization movement in the mid-nine
teenth century. Debendra Nath claimed that, in the 1850s, the "current^

192See below, pp.
^^Sapbad Prabhakar, 27 April I85O, SBS, vol. 1, p.3l8.
^*D,N,Thakur, Ktma.iTbahl, p.62.
^ ^Ibid., pp. 63-65.



Csrot') of Christianization through education was stopped as a result
of the earnest efforts of some of the “aristocratic (sambhranta)

— 197and respectable men (manyas)* of Calcutta. Even Duff noted a de
finite “falling off in the number of students“ attending Christian 
missionary educational institutions such as the Free Church Institution 
in Calcutta in the 1830s.

The British^ obviously influenced by Christian missionary propa
ganda* generally condemned the Hindu social customs and habits*

199especially the “law of caste" with its restrictions on inter-dining*
as the major hindrances to greater interactions between the Indians

200and the British in India. However* the many changes in attitudes
towards caste which were taking place in the urban Bengali society*

201especially in Calcutta* must have led to some improvements in the
relations between the Indians and the foreigners. During this period*
the contemporary Press - both English and Vernacular - published many
reports on the parties and gatherings which took place both at the
houses of the abhi.iat Bengalis such as Maharaja Kali Krishna Bahadur
of Calcutta and Abdul Ghani Mia of Dacca* as well as at the Governor
General's house in Calcutta and the Lt.-Governor's house in Belvedere,
and were attended by abhi.iat and kritavidya Bengalis and prominent 

202British officials. The tone of the.Bengali journalists - representing 
both conservative and liberal sections of the urban Bengali community -

^ ^Ibid. * pp. 62-65*
198Letter from Alexander Duff to Dr. Tweedee, dated 17 May 1858,

Calcutta*Duff Papers (MSS).
199Cf. K.A.Ballhatchet, op.cit.* p.102.
^^Friend of India* 23 April l857i citing Hodgson Pratt, the Inspector 

of Education in Bengal, 21 May 1863.
^^Paridarsak* 16 August l86l.
POPIndian Daily News* b February 1857» Samachar Chandrika* 28 August*

9 October lo6>5; Sambad Bhaskar* JO January* 29 March 1866; Sambad 
PrabhaVar* 28 March* 13 November 1866.



203was one of approval • The few visits paid by Europeans along
with their families to the houses of Calcutta abhi.iats such as Kali
Prasanna Sinha of Jorasankr and Bhola ifath Mallik of Barabazar on
the occasion of the Durga Pu.ia festival, in spite of the intervention
of Christian missionaries who condemned the Europeans who attended
Hindu socio-religious ceremonies, were reported by Bengali journalists

20kwith obvious pleasure.
It is difficult to determine to what extent the theory of the

deterioration in relationships between the Europeans and the Indians
was merely an aspect of the tendency of every generation to look back
upon the past as a "golden age" in comparison with the present and
how far it was based upon actual fact. The growing involvement of

205 206the urban Bengali elite in municipal affairs, politics and 
207education must have brought them into closer contact with the 

British, In May 1862 a meeting held at the Dalhousie Institute in 
Calcutta with the aim of developing "brotherly friendship" was attended 
by prominent Europeans such as the Governor General Lord Elgin and 
the Lt, Governor Cecil Beadon and, according to a popular vernacular 
newspaper of this time, followed "the increasing trend among the British

203Samachar Chandrika, 28 August, 9 October 1865; Sambad Bhaskar,
30 January* 29 March 1866; Sambad Prabhakar* 28 March.13 November 1866.

204 _ _Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, 21 September 1865* Samachar Chandrika*
9 October 18^5• The gradual decline in this and similar practices 
was regretted by vernacular journalists. See Sambad Bhaskar« 6 
July 1865; Sambad Prabhakar* 2k February l866.

^^Sambad. Prabhakar* 16 May 1865.
^^Som Prakas* 25 May 1863; Samachar Chandrikat 13 April 1865,
^^Ifriend of India* l*f November I85O; Som Prakas* 23 March 1863*

Sambad Puma Chandrodaya * 15 August 1865: 7 and 23 March 1866.



of arousing friendly feelings towards the rulers in the minds of the 
Indians, especially the educated Indians, in order to facilitate the

P03
ruling of the country.T,w In l86*t the same newspaper remarked
that the main aim of the Bethune Society of Calcutta was to improve
relationships between the Indians and the Europeans, and that the

209Society had succeeded considerably in this, A study of the member
ship lists and activities of the growing number of voluntary societies, 
associations and meetings such as the Bethune Society and the Mahomedan 
Literary Society indicate that there were many occasinns of interaction 
between the two communities, more specifically between the prominent 
Europeans and the urban Bengali elite. In the case of the Western - 
educated urban Bengali kritavidyas, their proximity to the English 
officials and educationists in the urban areas and the similarity of 
interests created by their Western education enabled many of them to 
have contacts and friendships with Europeans. Ramtanu Lahiri* the 
leading Brahma educationist, for instance, had many prominent English
men as his intimate friends, including educationists such as David 
Hare and Eoper Lethbridge, writers such as William Wilson Hunter and
leading men in the Government such as Lt. Governor Frederick James

210Halliday, Ashley Eden, James Westland and Henry Cotton. The British
Indian Association was one of the many organizations which encouraged
interactions between different gosthTs and communities and acted as a
link not only between the Indian elite but also between the Indians

211and the British residents of urban Bengal.. It seems that by the

*̂ S o m  Prakas, 19 May 1862.
^^Son Prakas, 25 January 186^.
210R.Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri, Appendix III, pp. 221-227*
211Samachar Chandrika, 13 April 1865*



1860s* the frequently expressed British hope regarding the emergence
212of "native" leaders and "interpreters” had been largely satisfied.

The idea of an enlightened and mixed "native" and European society 
evolved around the urban Bengali kritavidyast particularly the products 
of the new urban educational institutions such as the Calcutta Uni
versity.2^

In spite of the increasing social mobility in the urban areas*
the distance between the elite and the masses remained pronounced as

21^in preindustrial cities. The fact that the members of the elite
were often Westernized?^ emphasized their isolation. The Sambad
Bhaskar of Calcutta wrote in 1856:

"The English-educated youth (navya) do not mix with 
any other class (sreaT) and have continued to exist 
like a separate class (srepT)."2l6

In 1872 Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya* a graduate of the Calcutta Uni
versity and a rising Bengali novelist* wrote:

"whether for good or bad the English language has 
become our medium today. And* as a result* the cleav
age between the upper and the lower strata within the 
Bengali society is widening day by day."217

The traditional Sanskritic practices and values of a large number
of the members of the elite* most of them belonging to the upper Hindu 

218caste, also stood in the way of greater interactions between the 
elite and the masses.

212friend of India* 30 March 1865.
213̂See the address of Vice Chancellor Henry Maine delivered at the 1866 

Convocation of the Calcutta University, as quoted in friend of India, 
22 March 1866.

21*fCf. G.Sjoberg, "The Preindustrial City", American Journal of 
Sociology, vol. 50* no. 5» March 1955* p«*A"l.

2<̂ B.N.Basu, TCtmacharit* pp. 1V7-GA8.
216Sambad Bhaskar* 15 January 1856, SBS* vol. 3t p»^38.
217Letter from Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya to Sambhu Mukhopadhyaya* 

dated 16 March 1872, as quoted in S. Banerjee, Patra Sahitya* p.8l. 
.Basui ff'tmacharit* pp. 17-19•



V The Vernacular Press

During this period, the Vernacular Press was becoming in

creasingly popular and influential among the urban Bengali kritavidyas.

Humorous journals and newspapers, most of them in the Bengali language,
219were born - mainly in and around Calcutta* ' While the urban Bengali 

kritavidyas were the creators of the Bengali Press, the Press in its 

turn became an important force in the formation of public opinion 

among the kritavidyas* Many important social, religious and political 

issues of the time were first exposed said discussed in the Press.

Sometimes journals and newspapers were even published for a particular

section of the urban Bengali society, for instance, the periodicals
220 221 

published for Bengali women and for "Native Christians".' Journalism

also gave social control and power to various individuals and groups 

within the urban society and was a factor in promoting social, mobility.

For example, Advaita Charan Adhya, a Subarpa Bapik, became the editor 

of the influenti;il Bengali journal Sanbad Purpa Chandrodaya ^Tull- 

noon of news/ and enjoyed an important position in Calcutta society.

The journal J. - "rng.odaya /rise of the sun of knowledge/ was edited by 

Keshab Karraakar of the low blacksmith caste.

Often, the different journals and newspapers represented different 

go.-thTs (groups) and different sets of opinion* The Tattva BodhinT 

Putrile a /paner for the understanding of knowledge/, for example, was 

the mouthpiece of the Tat tv a £ c dhi n 1 -g o r, t hi which was dominated by the 

leaders of the Xui Brahma Samaj; the K e s n ab-gothT, most of whom be

longed to the Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj, established and managed

22 9_______ _ j Ch? ndr .-•••*., 22 April, 26 April (letter), 15 I- . •,
19 June (letter) 1565; •" 'char : k September 1865s 29
January l86£; Indian larror, 1 August 1861.

2^o £For exawole, Sarba Subhakari* /Tor the good of everyone/(l850); Masilc
Patrika iIC5it)» & monthly; Subhakarx /5eneficial/(l862),

monthly ; * otirangan /a courtyard of light/(.1667), anillustrated monthly;
friend of women/(1869), first published from Dacca ond

tnan, in ioy-r, when ic became a monthly, from Calcutta; NhrX-Siksha /Journ
•the of 1/Q.870)* a monthly published fro:.; Dacca*

' ■' • . U  ■ U ptahik Sambad /weekly new&7.



the Indian Mirror and the National Paper* both in English* and the 
comparatively cheap Sulabh Samachar /cheap newspaper/ in Bengali*
Apart from these journals and newspapers which had a wide circulation 
among the urban Bengali kritavidyas* the Brahma Samaj also published 
a few journals mainly for the members of the Samaj* for instance* the 
Pharma PracharioT Patrika /paper for the propagation of the Religion/ 
(186*0, established by Abinash Chandra Mukhopadhyaya and Bajendra 
Nath Guha; the Satya-.jfiana PradayinT /giver of true. knowledge/ (1865) 1 
published by the Jorasanko Brahma Samaj; the Sudha SadhinT /giver 
of nectar/(Baisakh 1277 or 1870), published by the Brahma youth of 
Dacca and edited by Kali Prasanna Ghosh; and the Pharma Tattva

ppp
/[religious knowledge/ (186*0. The Brahma journals frequently clashed 
with the Hindu-dominated newspapers. Thus* there was a long feud between 
the Indian Mirror and the Som Prakas. In Dacca, the Hindu HitaishipX
/[Benefactor of the Hindus/ 1 which was published every Saturday and 
issued the maximum number of copies for a weekly - whether English 
or vernacular - in Dacca, was the mouthpiece of the Hindu Dharma

22*fRakshipT Sabha (society for the protection of Hinduism) of this city*
Erom the early days of its publication* the Hindu HitaishipT entered
into a journalistic battle with the Dhaka Prakas. The Samachar
Chandrika ̂ rTews of the moon/ of Calcutta was associated with the famous

226Bengali author Bhabani Charan Bandyopadhyaya* and was the mouthpiece

published from Bhowanipur in Calcutta. See Saptahik Sambad*
January 1869.

222See Pharma PracharipT* Jaip^ha 1786 (l86*f).
*^See Som Prakas* 23 March 1863*
22*fA.L.Clay, Principal Heads of History and Statistics of Dacca Division*

p.122.
22 qSee Sambad Furpa Chandrodaya* 25 August 1865*
226Among his most famous works were Kalikata Kamalalaya* Nava Babu 

Bilas and Nava Bibi Bilas* all of which were based on social change 
in nineteenth-century Calcutta.



of the Dharma Sabha (religious association), the foremost association 
of the orthodox Bengali Hindus. It generally represented the opinions 
of the members of the Dharma Sabha-gosthX and strongly criticized the 
Brahma Samaj movement and the processes of Westernization and Christiani
zation in Bengal.

Calcutta and Serampore where the Baptist Mission Press was 
situated, were the main centres of journalism in mid-nineteenth century 
Bengal. Among the Bengali kritavidyas, the Calcutta journals and news
papers such as the Som Prakas /exposure of the sun7(l858), the 
Sambad Prabhakar /news of the sun/ (established in I83O, became a 
daily in 1839)* the Sambad Bhaskar ̂ lews of the sun/, the Tattva BodhinT
Patrika (1843), the Samachar Chandrika (l82l) and the Sambad Furpa

227Cha n d r o d a y a  became the most popular. Many kritavidyas considered
the Som Prakas to be the most important Bengali newspaper of this time -
a newspaper which had fulfilled Mmost of its initial promises”, namely,
“supporting social reformjprotesting against political injustices and

228discussing the defects in administration and justice”. A prominent
Bengali educationist remarked:

“The maximum work was done by the Som Prakas. It 
published articles, debates and discussions in every 
field - politics, sociology and religion. Vidyasagar

See Paridarsak, 28 August (letter), 23 September (letter) l86l;
Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 26 April (letter) 1865. According to 
a contemporary official report, the most prominent “native news
papers” in the late 1860s were "among the dailies, the Sambad 
Prabhakar, the Sagibad Puma Chandrodaya, the Samachar Sudha Barshan; 
among the tri-weekly papers, the Sambad Bhaskar; among the bi-weekly 
papers, the Samachar Chadrika, the b'arta Baha, the Sambad ]Rasa 
Ea.j; among the weeklies, the Som Prakas, the Dhaka Prakas, the 
Hindu HitaishipT, the BijfHTpanX, the Education Gazette, the Bharat 
Ran.jan, the Rangpur Dik Prakas and the Amrita Bazar Patrika; 
among the monthlies, the Siksha Darpan, the Grama Barta Prakasika, 
the PalIT BijnapanT, the RajshahX Patrika; and the Bapga Vidya 
Prakasika, published in Bengali, Rnglish and Hindi. Bengal Ad
ministration Report, 1867-68, p.229.

Paridarsak, 28 August (letter), 23 September (letter) l86l.



was the first to maintain that an excellent newspaper 
could be published in the vernacular. The Som Prakas 
ushered in a new age in literature and society.

The reading public was quite large in the context of the state of
education. An official report of the mid-l860s estimated that apart
from the Tattva BodhinT Patrika, the scholarly Brahma monthly, there
were at least three other Bengali newspapers (the weekly Education
Gazette, the daily Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya and the weekly Som Prakas)
which had between three hundred and four hundred subscribers, two
newspapers (the tri-weekly Sambad Bhaskar and the bi-weekly Samachar
Chandrika) with about four hundred subscribers, and two newspapers
(the daily Sambad Prabhakar and the Brahma weekly Bama BodhinT Patrika)

230with about five hundred subscribers.
Outside Calcutta, Dacca and Mymensingh in the east, Rangpur in 

the north, and Hooghly and Murshidabad in the west were some of the 
important centres of journalistic activity. Dacca was a particularly 
important centre, witnessing frequent journalistic clashes between its 
strong Brahma community and strong conservative Hindu community gathered

—231
in the Dharma Sabha. In the 1860s, there were three Bengali weeklies 
published from Dacca, namely the BijnapanT, the Dhaka Prakas and the 
HitaishipT or the Hindu HitaishipT, the first two being considered

232by the contemporaries to be competent rivals of the Calcutta papers. 
Among the Mofussil newspapers, there were two (the weekly BijnapanT 
of Mymensingh and the weekly Rangpur Dik Prakas of Rangpur) which had 
between one hundred and two hundred subscribers, three (the weekly

229Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.53«
nengal Administration Report, 1865-66, p.159,
Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 19 April 1865; Sambad Prabhakar, 10 
November 1665 (quoting Dhaka Prakas).

^ ^Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 19 April 1865.
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Dhaka Prakas of Dacca* the weekly Bharat Ran j an of Murshidabad and the
monthly Grama Barta Prakasika of Pabna) with between two hundred
end three hundred subscribers* and one (the weekly Hindu HitaishipT
of Dacca) with about four hundred subscribers* and the monthly £iksha

233Darpan of Burdwan with seven hundred subscribes.
The Bengali journalists were almost entirely urban-based, urban- 

educated and urban-oriented in outlook and temperament. A large per
centage were. Western-educated and had received their education in the 
schools and colleges in Calcutta. Some of them were eminent educationists 
like Dwaraka Nath Vidhyabhushan, a Professor of the Sanskrit College of 
Calcutta, who founded the weekly Som Prakas. Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, 
the foremost educationist of the time* was closely associated with the 
Tattva-Bodhini Patrika* the Hindoo Patriot and the Som Prakas edited 
by his friend and colleague Dwaraka Nath - perhaps the three most in
fluential newspapers run by Bengalis in the second half of the nine
teenth century. The urbanism of the journalists was apparent from 
their style of writing* involvement with urban topics and obvious pre
occupation with the urban reading public. The journalists as well as the ur- 
bafl reading public belonged almost entirely to the Hindu and Brahma

23lfcommunities.. v High caste Brahmaps seem to have dominated Bengali 
journalism during this period. Thus* among the twenty editors of the 
“newspapers in existence11 mentioned in a contemporary newspaper report*

233Bengal Administration Report* 1865-66* p.159.
23̂ f■"some of the important exceptions were: Krishna Mohan Bandy opadhyaya*

the Bengali Christian who published the Sudhangsu; Mir Mosharaf 
Hussain* the Bengali Muslim who was closely associated with Hindu- 
dominated newspapers like the Sambad Prabhakar and the Grama Barta 
Prakasika; and Allah Dad Khan, another Bengali Muslim who edited 
the F aridpur Darpap. J. Long, Correspondence relating to Vernacular 
Education in the Lower Provinces of Bengal, 1855i P»30b; Kazi A.
Odud, Banglar Ja.garap., p. 116.



there were eleven Brahmans, four Europeans* three Baidyas, one
235Kayastha and one Subarea Bapik.

The vernacular journalists saw themselves*most often rightly*
as the creators of public opinion with reference to most of the social*

236religious and other important questions of the time. ^ Social reform
- S'

237was one of the major aims of most Bengali journalists. The Govern
ment realized the importance of the Vernacular Press as a source of

238••native public opinion1* and made careful and repeated arrangements
for the translation and compilation of portions of the isportant Ben-

239gali journals and newspapers. The Rev. J. Long wrote:
•'Surely the mental food of the Indian people ought to 
be examined, as also its purveyor* the Native Press.
In the present position of India, the Native Press ought 
to be attended to; if the sound part of the Native Press 
be encouraged by the authorities, it will become the in
strument of much good; if it be left in the hands of ill- 
designing* ignorant men, it will be the source of much 
evil.”240

^^Friend of Indiat 1 May 1851.
^^See Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya« 22 April 1865.
^^See Bapga Vidya, Kartik, Agrahayan 1262 (1853); Som Prakas* 28 

December lob3; Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya* 22 April* 20 September 
1865; Sarba £ubhakarX Patrika of Madan Mohan Tarkalankar and Ishwar 
Chandra Vidyasagar* as quoted in R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.21.

?38Bengal Administration Report* 1863-64, p.105.
^^Bengal Public Proceedings, 1 February (nos. 46, 48, 49) 1855:

19 September (no. 64), 21 September (no. 657), 24 September (no.73)* 
19 October (no. 75)* 5 December (no. 98), 20 December (no. 105) 1864:
7 January (nos. 1, 2, 3)» 21 January (nos. 9* 10), 8 February (nos. 
13* 14), 20 February (nos. 17* 18), 4 March (no. 27), 6 March (no. 
28), 11 March (no. 33)* 14 March (no. 34), 5 April (no. 43)* 6 
April (no. 44), 7 April (no. 43)» 13 April (no. 48), 18 April (no.

: 49), 8 May (nos. 53* 54)* 13 May (no. 39) 1863* India Public 
Proceedings, 6 January (no. 28), 12 January (nos. 1, 2), 31 January 
(no. 31) 1872; Bengal Administration Reportt l863-64« p.103;
Bengal Administration .Report, 1667-68, p.229; A.L.Clay, on.cit., 
p.122; Friend of Indiai 10 September 1863? Sapbad Prabhakar,
23 October 1663.
J.Long, as quoted in Hindoo Patriot, 11 July i860.



In the late 1850s, the Government sanctioned an annual grant of
two thousand and four hundred rupees for the publication of a cheap
weekly newspaper in Bengali, ’’designed to induce the people to take
an interest in public events, and to encourage among them a taste
for general literature”, to be under the control of the Education 

241Department. This paper was expected to be ’’specifically the organ
242of the Education Department" and was published under the name of

the Education Gazette. According to Brahma Mohan Mallik, a well-
known scholar in mathematics and literature, the journal succeeded
in attracting the respect of the ’’educated community” (siksita sama.i) 

243m  Bengal.
The Vernacular Press became the most important and popular

meduim for the expression of public opinion, although a section of the
244urban Bengali kritavidyas favoured the English newspapers. Even

the members of this group seem to have changed their opinion with the
publication of scholarly journals such as the Tattva Bodhini Patrika.
Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya, whose journal Banga Darsan ̂ picture
of Bengal7(l872) created ”an unprecedented excitement” among the

245Bengali kritavidyast wrote to a friend:

24*1Bengal Education Proceedings, 24 April (nos. 63, 64) 1856;
30 April (nos. 48, 49), 2 July (nos. 269, 270) 1857; Despatch 
to India (Public, Education), (no. 3 5 )
1857, p.582; Despatch to 'India- (Public, Education,'Bengal), 26 May 
(no. 74) 1858, p.1308.

2^2Despatch to India (Public, Education, Bengal), 26 May (no. 74) 1858,
p.1308.

243Brahma Mohan Mallik, as quoted in PP, p,195«
244 ,Friend of India, 10 April I85I; Paridarsak, 29 August l86l;

Som Prakas, 20 August I865 (letter); Samachar Chandrika, 29 
January 1666.

2if5R.N.Thakur, Chelebela, pp. 70, 73.



,!I think that we ought to 'disanglicize* ourselves* 
so to speak* to a certain extent, and to speak to 
the masses in the language which they understand, I 
therefore project a Bengali magazine."2^

Bengali journalists and kritavidyas in general saw a close and neces
sary link between the success of the Vernacular Press and the progress

247of the Bengali society. In 1862 the Hindoo Patriot commented on
the Bengali journalists' "responsibilities not only as members of the
Fourth Estate* but also as exponents of the nation, which for the most
part is under the present order of things represented by the Press to

248the great body of the European community," The work of an editor
was viewed seriously and a high standard was set up by the Bengali

249journalists themselves:
"The work of an editor is very serious,•• the newspaper 
is the representative of the country and it is the duty 
of the editor to express the public opinion openly and 
clearly. He should do this even if it goes against the 
wishes of a particular sampradaya (community, group),,, 
the newspaper* after all, is the main ally of the social
reformers,"250

"It is the duty of the editor to reform society, remove 
injustices, advise the ruler to govern in keeping with 
the interests of the ruled,advise the public to do their 
duty, compare the customs of this country with those 
of foreign countries and remove the misconceptions of 
the public,"251

The Rev, James Long, a keen observer of nineteenth century Bengali

Letter from Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya to Sambhu Chandra 
Mukhopadhyaya, dated 14 March l8?2, as quoted in S.Banerjee,
Patra Sahitya, p.8l.

247 *See Paridarsak, 23 September 1861 (letter); Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 
15 May, 30 August (letter), 23 September 1865; Sambad Bhaskar, 23 
May I865 ; Samachar Chandrika, 29 January 1866,

248Hindoo Patriot, 22 December 1862,
249 / _Paridarsak, 10 December l86l; Sambad Bhaskar, 23 May 1865,
250Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 22 April 1865.
251 _Samachar Chandrika, 4 January 1866,
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societyy wrote on the "Native Press":
"The mind of the masses in awakening from its torpor 
and the activity of the Vernacular Press is one of its 
signs,"252
"This power) though young at present is generally rising 
to a giant's strength) and even Young Bengal is coming 
to acknowledge it to be a power • •• The publication of 
half a million copies of Bengali worksin Calcutta annually 
for sale cannot be without its effect,"253

He concluded that "the opinion of the Native Press may often be
25lfregarded as the safety valve which gives warning of danger") 

and considered the suppression of the "Native Press" or the establish
ment of "a rigorous censorship as suggested by some official^1to be

255"suicidal ... to the interests of good government and sound education,"
The editor of the Hindo Patriot wrote on the difficulties of the
"native journalist";

"Incomparatively hard is the task of the native 
journalist in India who has the novel problem of 
representing and reconciliating the ruled to the 
ruler and the ruler to the ruled) both of whom are 
aliens in birth) religion) language) habitst customs 
and what not,"256

252J.Long) General Conference of Bengal Protestant Missionaries. <i?n 
Vernacular Christian Literature) p.l,

OC7J,Long) Five Hundred Questions Requiring Investigation) p.62,
254«J.Long) Returns relating to Publications in Bengali Language) 

as quoted in Hindoo Patriot) 11 July i860.
255Ibid, In his review of Long's observations) the editor of the 

Hindoo Patriot generally agreed with the views of the missionary 
educationist. Ibid,

^ ^Hindoo Patriott 21 April 1862,



2. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT AND POLICE

I, The municipal situation and urban problems in mid- 
nineteenth century Bengal.
The modern system of municipal government - with its 

system of election by rate-payers and distinct powers of admini
stration and taxation vested in the local bodies - was introduced 
by the British) in Madras in 1687 and in the other two Presidency 
towns in 1727. The Boyal Charter of 1727 created a Municipal 
Corporation in Calcutta with a Mayor and nine Aldermen who were 
entrusted with local public works and had the power to collect taxes. 
The experiment had little success and came to an end in 1794. Be
tween 1794 and 1847 the municipal government in' Calcutta was in the 
hands of the Justices of the Peace who looked after conservancy) 
roads and police and collected a house-tax. In the early nineteenth 
century) the Justices were aided in their work by two Committees 
which used lottery money for municipal work - primarily for sani
tation work) namely, the Fever Hospital and the Town Improvement 
Committee (I803-I836) and the Lottery Committee (I817-I836). Be
tween 1847 when the conservancy functions of the Justices were 
transferred to a Board of Improvement Commissioners^ and 1863 when 
the Justices regained their position, the municipal affairs of Cal
cutta were controlled by the Improvement Commissioners. As the

^Act XVI of 1847 provided that the Board of Improvement Commissioners 
would consist of seven members of whom three were to be appointed 
by the Government and one elected by the rate-payers - both European 
and Indian - of each of the four Divisions of Calcutta. Section II 
of Act XVI of 1847.



municipal reports published in the late 1840s indicated, the major 
municipal functions in Calcutta were health-oriented, being the 
cleaning of the town, especially the streets and the drains, the 
supervision and control of the markets and preventing the existing 
practices relating to the disposal of waste-material and the dead 
among the "native11 population.- Between 1847 and 1867, all ex
penses connected with the Police rested with the Government under 
Act XVI of 1847.

In the rest of Bengal, that is, in the Mofussil, the Bengal 
Act X of 1842 tried to introduce some form of modem municipal 
government by permitting the formation of local municipal committees 
on the application of the inhabitants of a particular area.^ The 
Government, however, retained the final power of actually granting

4municipal government and appointing the municipal committees. Act 
XXVI of I85O, which repealed Act X of 1842, put the matter of 
popular "desire" for municipal government in even vaguer terms 
and placed the power of the appointment and dismissal of Municipal 
Commissioners entirely in the hands of the Government.^ But these 
Acts were generally unsuccessful and till the l860s the urban areas 
in the Mofussil were still governed largely along pre-modem lines.

2First Ealf-Ycarly Report of Commissioners for Improvement of Town 
of Calcutta for 1846, pp. 39-40; Second Half-Yearly Report of 
Commissioners ... for 1849, Statement no. 2; Third Half-Yearly 
Report of Commissioners ... for 1849, pp. 3-4.
^Section 1 of Act X of 1842.
4Section II of Act X of 1842.
^Section II of Act XXVI of I85O.
^Section VI of Act XXVI of I85O.



Although in the 1850s the Home Government tended to agree
with the view of the Government of Bengal that the existing
Municipal Acts and Municipal Commissioners afforded "ready means
of introducing such local improvements as might from time to time

7be found practicable" and viewed the working of the municipal
g

system, particularly in Calcutta, with satisfaction, yet the real
situation was far from being satisfactory. In 1852, for example,
the Court of Directors found the sanitary condition of the city

9of Murshidabad to be deplorably bad.
With the progress of urbanization, the major concern of the 

municipalities in mid-nineteenth century Bengal was the improvement 
of the physical conditions of the urban areas. Water supply was 
an inportant issue which, on the one hand, was closely related 
with the question of conservancy in view of the climate and the 
ecological situation, and, on the other hand, had deep caste and 
religious inplications."^ These issues together with the prevention 
of fire were urgent concerns in the old and congested cities such 
as Dacca and Murshidabad, but also became significant in the new 
and rapidly growing urban centre in and around Calcutta. In 1864 
the Governor General wrote to the Lt. Governor of Bengal:

"^Despatch to India (Legislative), 2 July (no. 9) I85I1 pp* 851-852.
g
Despatch to India (Judicial, Bengal), 15 October (no. ^3)» 1856, 
P.7̂ 2._
^Despatch to Bengal (Public), 3 November (no. 3^) 1852, pp. 907-91*t 

■^See below, pp.



"These constant fires must do much harm and ruin 
many poor people. It is difficult to predict 
to what extent a conflagration may not extend 
someday. The other night near Sealdah, it only 
went out because the wind was not strong and it met 
with some impediment in the shape of a pucca 
^Brick-built/ bazaar. Could you not manage to 
make the owners tile their houses and sheds if they 
cannot or will not construct them pucca?"H

Indeed, Calcutta had many'of the characteristics of the older cities
and many of its parts - mostly the Indian localities - were ill-

12planned, congested and unhealthy.
But Calcutta also had some special problems for instance with 

relation to crime, mainly because of the mixed nature of the popu
lation, the high proportion of men living on their own and away 
from their families, and the rising prices. The crime situation 
as well as the higher expectations regarding living conditions which 
attracted a large number of abhijats from all over Bengal to the 
metropolis gave rise to special needs such as the need for better 
lighting and for a better system of police. The growing number of
liquor shops in Calcutta and its neighbourhood which resulted in a

13marked increase in "the crime of drunkenness" constituted a major 
source of trouble and posed the additional problem that the attempts 
made by the Municipal Police to control these shops frequently 
brought them into direct conflict with the Revenue Department which

q Zfwas interested in keeping them open. The thriving port in Calcutta^

John Lawrence to Cecil Beadon, dated 15 April l86*f. John Lawrence 
Collection, IiSS.Eur.F90/51. In l872-73» the Suburbs of Calcutta 
had 5,̂ 51 paka .('solid, brick-built) houses and 39»6Mf ks>\c3 (mud) 
houses. Administration Report of the Municipality of the Suburbs 
of Calcutta, 1872-73> p.^0. The proportion of brick-built houses 
to tiled and thatched houses was one to seven in the Suburbs as a 
whole, one to nine in the older Northern Division, one to six in the 
Southern Division and ten to six in the newer Central Division. Ibid., p.*tl.

^J.Long, Calcutta and Bombay in their Social Aspects, pp.4-5* 8, 22.
^Letter from G.F.Cockburn, Chief Magistrate of Calcutta, to the Secretary 
to Government of Bengal, Judicial Department, 30 April 1856. Report on 
the State of Police of Town of Calcutta for 1855* p.7.

I k Ibid., pp. 8-9; Report on the State of Police of Town of Calcutta
and its Suburbs for 1.8h2-6 ,̂ pp. 7-8. _________



the distance between the business quarters in the city and the
residential areas in the suburbs and the growth in the number of 

15carriages, among other factors, required the better maintenance 
of roads and the provision of better means of communication. Most 
of the municipal needs mentioned above became magnified in the case 
of Calcutta because of the rapid growth in population and commerce. 
In view of the growing population of Calcutta and the recurrent epi
demics, the drainage system was found to be inadequate and "a

16source of great anxiety1’ to the municipal authorities. In the 
early 1850s, the main purposes for which the Commissioners for the 
Improvement of the Town of Calcutta were required to spend the muni
cipal income were: first, the maintenance of roads; second,
drainage; third, conservancy; fourth, water-supply; fifth,
building of streets and squares; and sixth, general improvement 

17of the city. In the late l860s, the major municipal concerns
in Calcutta as reflected in the Special Committees formed within
the Calcutta Municipality were- drainage, water supply, roads and

l8illumination of the city. In the early l8?0s, Special Committees
were founded to supervise the two matters which were of particular
importance around this time, namely, measures for the prevention

19of fire and the Census of Calcutta.

^In 1872, the Justices licences for 6l0 carriages drawn by
two horses, JOkO carriages drawn by onehorse and 377 buggies. 
Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1872, p.9.

^Tenth Report of Commissioners for Improvement of Calcutta for 1853, 
p.8. Also, J.Long, op.cit., pp. 5i 22-23.

17Section LXV of Act X of 1852.
18Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1869, p.l.
19Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1871, pp. 1, 28.



20The growing Suburbs of Calcutta had many problems in 
common with the city itself. Since a large portionof the residents 
travelled to Calcutta for the purposes of work* the Suburban Muni
cipality was greatly concerned with communication. A considerable 
proportion of municipal activities consisted of the establishment 
and repair of roads* the filling up of sewers and the laying of
lines of Tramway in the suburban areas of Bhowanipur and Khidirpur -

21two thriving "native” localities. In the early 1870s, the Com-
missioners in charge of the Suburban Municipality felt that "the
four great wants" to be supplied before the sanitary condition of
the region could be improved were: first* an improvement in the
drainage system; second* a better system of water supply; third*
the filling up of holes and puddles and the cleaning of tanks;

22and fourth, the cleaning and remodelling of the slums.
The old cities such as Dacca also had special problems. Since

Dacca was an ill-planned, and congested city which was notorious for
its narrow and filthy "gullies" (alleys), the building, widening
and repairing of roads were works of great importance and constituted

23a major portion of the municipal functions in Dacca. The tanks 
and the khals (canals) which served as important water-ways were

2kalso old and needed to be deepened and cleaned. The city also had 

20From the geographical point of view the Suburbs of Calcutta sur
rounded the city "on the north, east and the south side, the re
maining boundary being formed by the river Hooghly or port of 
Calcutta". Administration Report of the Suburbs of the Municipality 
of Calcutta* 1872-73* p.^-0. See Map*/-,

21Administration Report of the Suburbs of the Municipality of Calcutta* 
1872-75, pp. 12-15.

22Ibid. * p.2 f̂. The bustees or slums, especially those inhabited by 
buffalo and cow-keepers were considered to be "a standing menace 
to the health not only of the Suburbs but of the city". Ibid.* p.25.

23A.L.Clay, Principal Heads of the History and Statistics of Dacca 
Division, pp. 87-89.

2i’Ibid., p.88.



many old buildings and wells which were found to be "in a ruinous

state"." Sanitation was in a bad state and in the l860s, the

main object of the Municipal Commissioner of Dacca was reported
26to have been "to improve the sanitary condition of Dacca".

Some of the problems arising out of congestion and physical de

terioration faced by old cities such as Dacca were also becoming 

\isible in the relatively new urban areas, but were.obviously diffi

cult to deal with in the older cities where the problems were deeply 

rooted. For example, the problem of prevention of fire, which was 

made acute by the unsophisticated nature of fire prevention arrange

ments and by the fact that most of the houses were thatched with 

straw and hence highly combustible, was great in congested old urban 

areas such as Dacca. As in the case of Calcutta, the disposal the 

dead - an important religious issue to both Hindus and Musiims - 

was a delicate problem before the muncipal authorities of Dacca.

II The olu Lion cl ir.nnic: vernmort, pol ? ̂  ,-rd finance

During this period several pieces of legislation were passed

which indicated a shift towards greater governmental control over

municipal affairs in Calcutta than before. This control was mainly

exerted through the manner of appointment of the Municipal Commissioners

and through the Chairman or the chief'municipal officer over whom <Ad

Government exercised a close control. Act X of lc52 decreased the

effectiveness of the elected members within the Board of Commissioners

for the Improvement 01 the Town of Calcutta by reducing their number
27

from four to two and by thus turning them into a minority. Even the

^Ibid,
‘“ Ibid., p. 67.. Act 111 01 lo>7f- provided that no burial or burning 

place could be formed without the permission of Government or 
of Municipal Commissioners and that the Municipal Commissioners 
could order certain burial or burning places to be closed if they

eb. Lt. ( ........ in Council for lS6*f, p*23&*
^  Section IV of Act V of 1652; India Legislative Proceedings, 6 February 

(■• u-82, , • al (Judicial)t 15



system of election was of an essentially limited nature since the
electorate was restricted to the owners and occupiers of relatively
expensive establishments , that isi owners of houses* buildings or
grounds paying not less than ten rupees1 tax and occupiers of the

28same paying a monthly rent of not less than seventy rupees.
Moreover* only those persons who were qualified to vote in the
election were qualified to be candidates for election as Commissioners
The Government felt that the elective principle had failed and it
was totally suspended by Act XXVIII of 185^ which empowered the
Lt, Governor to fill up vacancies on the Board cf Commissioners,
Act XXVIII of 1856 or the Police Act reduced the number of
Municipal Commissioners to three, all of whom were to be appointed

30by the Lt, Governor and be ’’removable at his pleasure."^ One of
the Commissioners was to be appointed President of the Board by the
Lt. Governor. Act VI of 1863 made the Justices of the Peace - all
nominated members - into a Corporation and there was a further trans-

32fer of executive powers from the Corporation to the Chairman. The
Lt. Governor explained the benefits of the measure thus:

"While a popular character is given to the Municipality 
by the selection as Justices of a large number of the 
leading citizens and ratepayers ... the evils of 
election (which has once before been tried and failed) 
are avoided and the advantages of a strong, able, and 
responsible Executive are as far as possible secured."-^

~ “Gctober" (no7^3) > '1856; p.7^5.------------------------------------
Section VI of Act X of 1852.

^Section XIII of Act X of 1852.
3°Section IV of Act XXVIII of 1856.
31Section V of Act XXVIII of 1856.
32Some of these powers were the grant of licences for horses and 
carriages and for trades and professions, the assessment of 
properties and the hearing of appeals against assessments.

33Cecil Beadon to Elgin, l*f May l86*t. Indian Papers of the Eighth 
Earl of Elgin (MSS. Eur. F.83).



Act IV of 1875 which followed Lord Mayo*s Resolution of 1870 
on provincial finance encouraging the development of local self- 
government, finally introduced the elective principle in Calcutta - 
four years after Bombay - and invested the affairs of Calcutta Muni
cipality in a body of Commissioners, two-third of whom were to be 
elected by the rate-payers of the city. But the electorate was still 
restricted to affluent male residents of the city. Government con
trol over the municipal bodies was also considerable, since the 
Chairman who could also hold the office of the Commissioner of the 
Police was to be appointed by the Lt. Governor while the appointment 
of the Vice-Chairman and all statutory officers was subject to the 
approval of the Government.

As far as the Calcutta Police was concerned, Act XIII of 1856 
made it clear that the Government was in supreme control, having 
the power of appointment and removal of the Commissioner of Police, 
and of the Deputies to the Commissioner of Police. The Commissioners
had the important powers of framing rules for the Force - subject to

35the approval of the Government, the appointment, suspension,
dismissal, fining and otherwise imposing penalties upon the members

•2)6
of the Force. The main municipal functions performed by the Police
were to supervise and grant licences for places of public entertain-

37ment, inspect and control the system of weights and measures m

^Sections III, IV, V of Act XIII of 1856. The Commissioner of 
Police was to be a J.P., but was to act only in certain cases.
Section VI of Act XIII of 1856.

^Section VIII of Act XIII of 1856.
^Sections X, XI, XII of Act XIII of 1856. The Commissioner could 
also appoint Special Constables when necessary. Section XX of 
Act XIII of 1856.

^Sections L, LI of Act XIII of 1856.



38shops, and put a check upon various offences committed m
. . 39public streets such as drunkenness and negligent driving.

Act II of 1866 added to the powers of the Commissioner of Police 
by creating a single urban police area consisting of Calcutta 
and its Suburbs under the final control of the Commissioner 
of Police of Calcutta. The Bengal Act IV of 1866 or the Calcutta 
Police Act further clarified the municipal functions of the Com
missioner of Police by specifying that he was to act as a Justice 
only so far as might be necessary for ”the promotion of peace,
the prevention of crimes and the detection, apprehension andde-

40tention of offenders.” As recommended by the Sanitary Commission
4-1for Bengal in 1864, certain offences such as those relating to

weights and measures were ”summarily triable” by the Magistrate,
being offences which carried the punishment of less than six months

42in jail and less than two hundred rupees as fine. The Commissioner1
43.control over the granting of excise licences was again emphasized. 

Another important Act in view of the growing need for better com
munications in Calcutta and its neighbourhood was the Bengal Act V
of 1866 which gave the Commissioner of Police power over the re-

44gistration and punishment for negligence to register. ' The drivers

^Section LXXVI of Act XIII of 1856.
^Section LXXXI of Act XIII of 1856.
^Section VII of Act IV of 1866.
4lMinute on the Sanitary Condition of Calcutta, by the President of 

the Sanitary Commission for Bengal, dated 5 March 1864, in 
Parliamentary Papers (H. of C.), vol. 40 (Paper 68), p.4.

4?Section XXVI of Act IV of 1866.
^Section XXXVI of Act IV of 1866.
^Sections II, VIII, XII of Act V of 1866.



I 45of Hackney Carriages wer^required to be licensed and could be
\

punished for offences such as drunkenness, refusal to be hired,
46demanding more than the correct fare.

The municipal authorities of Calcutta derived their power
of taxation from various Acts of Government. Act X of 18^2 authorized
the Commissioners for the Improvement of the Town of Calcutta to
impose a tax on houses, buildings and grounds at the rate of six

4-7and a quarter per cent. Acts XXV and XXVIII of 1856 extended the 
scope of municipal taxation by sanctioning taxes on vehicles and

48animals^ a lighting-rate of two per cent of the annual value,
49imposed upon all houses, buildings and lands, and a drainage- 

50rate on houses. Act XXVIII of 1858 increased the house-tax to
51seven and a half per cent and also specified a Municipal Fund to

52which fines - a further source of income - were to be paid. In the 
late l860s, the Municipal Fund was primarily made up of house-rate 
at ten per cent, followed by licences for trades and professions,

53carriage and horse licences and registration of carts and hackeries.

^Section XVIII of Act V of 1866.
46Section XXXIII of Act V of 1866.
^Section XXIV of Act X of 1852.
^Section XII of Act XXV of 1856; Section XIII of Act XXVIII of 1856. 
^Section XXI of Act XXVIII of 1856.
^Section XXVI of Act XXVIII of 1856.
^Section IX of Act XXVIII of 1856.
^Sections XXX, XXXI of Act XXVIII of 1856.
C7
Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 186?, p.2.
See Table 3«



After 1870, corresponding with the increase in water supply*
the water-rate became the primary source of municipal income*
followed by the police-rate and licences on professions and trades,
the lighting-rate, licences for carriages and horses and registration
of carts and hackeries. Corresponding with the major sources of
income, the major items of expenditure were conservancy, roads and

55lighting and later, water supply and police. ^ The Government
was generally reluctant to give financial assistance to the Calcutta
Municipality on a major scale and wished that the Municipality would,
if necessary, be able to raise money on its own credit. This became
clear during discussions on the Calcutta Hospital, the Calcutta

56drainage scheme and the water supply project.
In the Suburbs of Calcutta, as in Calcutta proper, the rate 

on houses, buildings and land - at seven and a half per cent on
the ahnual value in the Suburbs as provided by the Bengal Act III

57 58of l86*f - formed the foremost source of income. But the relative

Bengal Municipalities Report, 1 8 7 3 - 7 Statement I. See Table
Some of the other items of income each of which contributed less
than one per cent to the total income were notices of demand,
warrant fees, other fees and fines, rents and conservancy receipts,
the municipal slaughter-house, tramways, jute warehouses, contri
bution of Suburbs to fire-brigade, Government contribution to
censuses and other forms of Government loan.

55^See Table „ Some of the other items of expenditure were hospitals 
and vaccination, improvement and maintenance of the fire-brigade, 
slaughter-houses, jut e-warehouses, tramways and municipal railways, 
municipal markets, public squares and various kinds of city improvement

56Letter from John Lawrence, Governor General, to Y/illiam Grey, Lt. 
Governor of Bengal, dated 28 May 1867. John Lawrence Collection 
(MSS. Eur. E90/51). Letter from Grey to Lawrence, dated 2 July 
1868. John Lawrence Collection. (MSS. Eur.F.'90/50).

57The rate was fixed at seven and a half per cent on the annual 
value. Section XXVI of Act III of l86̂ f.

^8See Table 6.



importance of the other major sources ofincome in the Suburbs was
59different from the pattern in Calcutta. Thus, whereas in Cal

cutta in the early l870s, after the house-rate, the water-rate was 
the most significant source of income followed by licences on 
professions and trades and the police-rate - as was natural in 
view of the commercial importance of Calcutta and the new water 
supply experiments for which some governmental help was forthcoming^ 
jn the Suburbs, where the majority of the affluent Bengalis lived, 
the major sources of income were fees and fines and tax on carriages 
and horses, followed by collections for conservancy work and 're
gistration of hackeries.^ In Calcutta, the seat of govern
ment and commerce, the major items of expenditure were conservancy, 
water supply and maintenance of roads followed by police and lighting. 
These items were also important in the Suburbs where the main re-

6 2sidential quarters of Calcutta and its neighbourhood were located.
In Calcutta and its neighbourhood, mainly because of the 

mixed nature of the population and because of the fact that a large 
number lived on their own away from their families, the rate of 
crime was high and consequently the maintenance of an efficient 
Police was of great importance. The Government of India was keen 
on the reduction of expenses in connection with the Bengal Police

59See Table 6.
6°See Table 6.
6lSee Table k.
62See Table 6.



"where it can be done fairly".^ But it was generally recognized
that in order to perform effectively, the Municipal Police required
a considerable amount of money. Act XI of 1867 transferred the
burden of police expenditure from the Government to the Calcutta
Municipality, by authorizing the latter to levy a police-rateof
three per cent of the annual value of houses, buildings and lands
upon their occupiers. The Justices made the Government agree to bear
the whole cost of the River Police and one-fourth of the cost of
the Town Police, on condition that the expenses of the Pauper

64Hospital would be borne by the Municipality. From i860 all the
fines and miscellaneous fees realized under Act IV of 1866 and
three-fourths of the fees and penalities imposed under Act V of
1866 were credited to the Police Fund. In the late 1860s and the
early I87O5, the two biggest sources of income of the Calcutta
Police were: first, the police-rate which supplied more than half
of the total amount in the Police Fund, and, second, contributions
from the Government.^ Expenses on the Police establishment con-

66stituted by far the biggest item of expenditure.
In the Mofussil, modern municipal government was introduced 

much later than in the metropolis. Although Acts X of 1842 and XXVI

63Letter from John Lawrence to Cecil Beadon, Lt. Governor of Bengal, 
dated 2 August 1864. John Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F90/51).

64Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1867, p.24.
65Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1872,Statement 
B. See Table 5.

66t , . ,Ibid.



90

'of I85O provided for the establishment of municipalities* the Home 
Government was anxious that the voluntary principle should be care
fully maintained ana that "the Act should not be put in force in 
any place where the bulk of the population have not after full 
acquaintance with its objects, declare^unequivocally in its favour."
The Government of India impressed upon the local Governments the nec
essity of "exercising extreme caution in giving effect to the pro-

68visions of this Law". But by 1864-, the Government seems to have 
given up the policy of caution to some extent. The Bengal Act III 
of 1864- or the District Municipal Improvement Act placed the powers 
of the appointment and dismissal of the Municipal Commissioners as 
well as of defining the limits of any particular municipal area in

69the hands of the Lt. Governor of Bengal. In addition to the Muni
cipal Commissioners appointed by the Government, the Commissioner,
the Magistrate and the Executive Engineer were to be ex-officio Com-

70missioners of the Municipality. Moreover, the Magistrate of the
71District was to be the ex-officio Chairman of the Municipal Committee. 

This Act further increased the functions and powers of the Municipal 
Commissioners by giving them control over the Municipal Fund and the 
purposes to which this Fund was to be applied, the power to set 
apart out of the annual rate a sum sufficient for the maintenance of

^Despatch to India (Public), 1 November (no. 81) 1854-, p.4-3.
68Letter from Under Secretary to the Government of India to the Secret
aries to the Governments of Bengal, Madras, Bombay ••••, dated 21 June 
I85O. Board's Collections vol. 24l7i I85O-I83I1 p.231.

69Acts of the Lt. Governor of Bengal in Council for 1864-, pp. 217-218.
7°Ibid., p.218.



Police Officers* the control over public highways* the power
to enter houses and to demand the registration of carts* hackeries

72and other wheeled vehicles without springs. These were, undoubtedly,
important powers giving the Commissioners considerable control over
municipal finances and broad rights with regard to the supervision
of private property. The British Indian Association of Calcutta
criticized this Act for giving the power of appointing Commissioners
entirely to the local Government, for paying no attention to the
wishes of the local inhabitants and for giving too many powers to 

73the Magistrate.
Whereas the Bengal Act III of 1864 was mainly applied to the 

larger urban areas in Bengal such as Dacca, Hooghly, Krishnanagar 
and Midnapur, the Bengal Act VI of 1868 or the District Town Act - 
which modified some of the provisions of Act III of 1864 - regulated 
the municipalities of the comparatively smaller towns in Bengal such

74as Agarpara* Dinajpur, Maldah, Rangpur and Nadiya. Under this 
Act, the Town Committee was to consist of a minimum of five persons - 
in keeping with the tradition of the panchayat system - who owned 
houses or lands or traded or resided in or near the town. Although 
the Magistrate had the power to appoint the Town Committee, yet the 
Government retained the real power in this matter since the Act pro
vided for the municipal appointments to be made by such persons and
in such manner as the Government might direct. The Committee had 
the right to elect their own Chairman and Vice-Chairman only when and

72Sanitation and health were important concerns* particularly in old 
cities such as Dacca. A.I..Clay, op. cit. * pp. 87-88.

*̂ Som Prakas* 29 February 1864.
74Bengal Administration Report* 1871-72* p.l80; Bengal Administration 
Report* 1872-73* p.lb4.



if the Government did not appoint the Magistrate to be the ex
officio Chairman of the Committee. The basis of taxation was broadened, 
being levied upon occupiers insteadofupon owners. The Magistrate 
was given even more powers under this Act and the Municipal Com
missioners merely constituted a governing body.

Under the pressure of pronounced criticisms - mainly from the 
Bengali elite - to the effect that too much power was concentrated in 
the Magistrate, an official of the Government, and that the municipali
ties lacked real self-government, the Government began to reconsider 
the situation. In the early 1870s the Lt. Governor of Bengal stated:

"We may best supplement our own deficiencies and give 
the people that measure of self-government and local 
freedom to which both their old traditionl and their 
modern education alike point, by giving to towns and 
restoring to villages some sort of municipal or com
munal form of self-government."73

In 1871 a new Municipal Bill which contained provisions regarding 
roads, canals and education and gave power to the Lt. Governor to 
introduce elections into any municipality and to make rules for election 
was introduced in the Legislative Council. But this Bill was also 
open to various criticisms and there were several petitions against 
it questioning the sincerity behind the Government's decision to 
give a liberal measure of self-government to the Bengal Municipalities, 
in view of the fact that there was no definite provision for the 
election of the Municipal Commissioners and that all real power would 
still remain with the Magistrate as the Chairmanof the Municipality.
The British Indian Association objected to the Bill on the grounds 
that it imposed new obligations upon the local population by sanction
ing the levy of a number of new taxes and that it required the com
pulsory retirement of the Commissioners every three years, thus

^Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.192.



depriving them of the opportunity to establish their position within 
the municipalities and put up effective opposition to any dictatorial 
dealings on the part of the chairman. A similar petition was pre
sented to the Government by some of the inhabitants of Dacca. These 
petitioners obviously feared that the measures sanctioned by this 
Bill would add to the unpopularity of the municipal bodies among the 
local people, especially in the smaller towns of theinterior. To 
the concerned Bengalis, on the one hand, the concentration of power 
in the hands of the Magistrate deprived the offices of the Commission
ers of any great interest or attraction among the Bengali elite, 
while on the other hand, the heavy burden of municipal taxation added 
an odium to those offices. Even English journalists criticized the 
Lt. Governor for summarily dismissing the "native petitions" and 
felt that neither of the two major principles involved, namely, the

. . 77elective principle and the principle of taxation, were beyond criticism. 
Public opinion against the Bill proved to be extensive and the Governor- 
General refused to sanction this Bill. Finally, Act II of 1873 enabled 
the Government to provide for election by the rate-payers and also 
contained provisions relating to the establishment of municipal schools.

As in Calcutta, the maintenance of an efficient system of police 
was a major concern of the municipalities throughout Bengal. In 1851 
some of the "respectable landholders and other inhabitants" of some 
of the major urban areas in Western Bengal, for instance, Burdwan,
Hooghly and Krishnanagar, presented a memorial to the Government of 
Bengal complaining of "the great increase of gang robbery and thefts

^Friend of India, l8 April 1872 (quoting Hindoo Patriot).

^ Indian Observer, 27 April 1872; Friend of India, 25 July, 5 
August 1872.



and the inefficient state of the Police, especially, of the village
78watch." In Eastern Bengal, however, the urban Bengalis generally

ied to favou ii urovenient of the ,..■•vchayat
79system. The i-ogistrate of Dacca ~ a city v/hich was divided into

15 0 i.:ahal las (localities) each having a separate a an c hay at - udvo-
go

cated the continuation of the system.  ̂ But the panehayat system 

or the local police structure was being modernized and gradually 

placed under the strict control of the Government by various Acts 

passed during this period. Act XX of 1856 or the Chowkidari Act, 

which laid down rules for the organization of the Police in the larger
g-|

urban areas of Bengal outside Calcutta, gave the Magistrate the
82power to determine the number of the Police and the amount of

87tax to be raised for the maintenance of the Police, as well as 

appoint a panchFyat consisting of three or five "respectable persons 

residing or carrying on business" in or near the urban area to assist
84him in police activities. The p anc hay ato or the majority of them

were required to make assessments or rates upon the people liable

to be assessed or rated in respect of their occupation and property
85or revise and amend the existing assessments or rates. Act V of

^ See Board's Collections, vol. 2byi, 1856-5?, P-39.
79From C.T.Davidson, Commissioner of Circuit, Dacca Division, to 

Secretary to Government of Bengal, dated 20 December 1854. Board's 
Collections, vol. 2691, 1.858-57? pp. 146-47.

8oTV, j-i. C ?i. c »
81Section II of Act XX of .1.856 provided that it should not be ex

tended to any urban area which was under a Police officer of a 
grade below that of a Jamadar.

80
‘“Section VII of Act XX of 1856.

81"Sections IX and X of Act XX of I856. A charge was levied upon the 
owners of houses, shops, buildings and grounds and the assessment 
was not Co exceed five per cent on the fair rental of the property 
rated. Minute by the Hon. Mr. Peacock, dated 6 March I65. . Board's 

^Collections, vol. 269I, 1656-57, pp. 52-53*
Section XIV of Act XX of 1856.81✓  a, . «  ifir i r» * 1 ,^,1" r* ‘I C  p£&'CTionn ?.nu /Vi 01 cz o?



l86l, mainly inspired by the recommendations of the Police Com- 
86mission of i860 which emphasized the need for the centralization 

of the Police in the hands of the provincial governments and the 
duties of the Police to be entirely civil and not military* further 
tightened government control over the local police system by vesting 
the superintendence of the Police in the Local Government* subject

O n
to the general control of the Governor General of Indiain Council.
The administration of the Policevas to be conducted by the Inspector 
General of Police who was to have the powers of a Magistrate and the 
power to appoint and dismiss Police officers aided by District Super
intendents and Assistant District Superintendents.

In matters of taxation also the municipal authorities in the 
Mofussil were under the general control of the Government. Act XXVI
of I85O* for instance, gave the Commissioners the pov/er to prepare

88the rules connected with taxation, but only subject to the approval
of the Governor or the Governor in Council or the Lt. Governor. Act
III of 1864, while giving the Commissioners considerable powers over
taxation and the Municipal Fund, restricted these powers by providing
that the rate on houses, buildings and lands was not to exceed seven

89and a half per cent of their annual value and that the Commissioners 
had to give public notice of valuation and assessment of property to

Report of the Indian Police Commission and Resolution of the 
Government of India (presented to both Houses of Parliament), pp. 10<

^Section III of Act V of 1864.
^Section VII of Act XXVI, of I85O.
o q
Acts of the Lt. Governor of Bengal in Council for 1864, p.223*



90be taxed, prepare lists of persons liable to be taxed in con-
91nection with carriages and animals and submit estimates and

92statements to the Government. The Commissioners could only
93borrow with the sanction of the Lt. Governor.

In the case of the old cities of Dacca and Murshidabad - 
places where the majority of the population were permanent residents -

94taxation on houses, lands and buildings constituted the major
95source of income. In Dacca, which was situated in a region where

river transport was an important means of communication, income from 
ferries and tolls along with income from pounds constituted the
second largest source of income, followed by the tax on horses, car-

96riages and carts. While in Calcutta conservancy and various works
97on public utility were the major items of expenditure, in Dacca

and Murshidabad the major items of expenditure were roads, conser- 
98vancy and police. In Bengal taken as a whole, the major sources

of municipal income were: first, taxation of immovable property
either in the form of rates upon owners according to the annual value 
of houses and lands owned in the urban areas which was imposed upon

9^Ibid., p. 224.
91Ibid., p.227.
92Ibid., pp. 222-223.
93Ibid., p.230.
94In Dacca the owners were taxed, in Murshidabad the occupiers were 
taxed.

95See Table 7.
96See Table 7.
9^See Table 4.
987 See Table 7.



Calcutta and the municipalities under the Bengal Act of l86*f or a tax
upon occupiers of holdings within the urban areas according to their
circumstances and according to the property to be protected which
was imposed upon towns under Act XXVI of I85O and Chowkidari Unions
under Act XX of 1856; secondi the tax upon movable property in the
form of tax upon carriages, carts* horses and elephants; third, various
municipal fees and fines; fourth, income from pounds, ferries and
tolls; fifth, rents of houses, gardens and markets belonging to 

99municipalities* The biggest item of expenditure in the municipalities
as a whole was in connection with the Police establishment, followed
in most cases by expenditure on roads, conservancy and various works
of public utility.

According to official testimony, the municipal experiments -
particularly in Calcutta and the Suburbs of Calcutta - had met with
considerable success. By the 1850s it was recognized that the growing
needs of Calcutta in fields such as communication and lighting could
not be met by old and private attempts. In 1853 the Improvement
Commissioners of Calcutta reported:

"The additional 30 public lamps mentioned in our last 
Report have been brought into use, and have added much 
to the convenience of the people. For some months past 
the private lamps have been much better attended to than 
formerly, but they are of necessity very irregularly 
placed, and therefore not so generally useful as those 
which are under the. regulation of the Conservancy."101

102In l86l the number of oil lamps was seven hundred and thirty-four,

99See Table 8.
100See Table 8.
'^'Tenth Report of the Commissioners for the Improvement of Calcutta 

for 18531 PP« 9-10.
102Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for l86l, p.23*



that is, in one year the number of street lamps lit with gas had
103risen by almost thirteen per cent. During the l860s, the oil

lQ/flamps were gradually replaced by gas lamps. During this period
major innovations were introduced in connection with water supply
in Calcutta in the form of pumps and steam engines. The water
supply works which were commenced at the close of 1866, for instance
the Palta (Pultah) works* the pipe from Palta to Tala (Tallah) to
the north of Calcutta, the works at Tala and Wellington Square in
Calcutta and the pipe distribution work throughout the city*
were completed by 1870 and were reported to be ’’regularly working*

106with ... thorough efficiency.” In 1870 the Rev. James Long ob
served that ’’the recent introduction of fresh water by pipes into

107Calcutta is improving the general health of Calcutta.” By 1867*
the. drainage works in Calcutta were also reported to have made ’’rapid
progress” but primarily in the area of the city south of Park Street -

108an area which was primarily inhabited by Europeans. Apart from
success in the prevention of crime* in the l860s, the Municipal
Police in Calcuttawas credited with considerable success in fields

109such as the prevention of fires. The success in reducing the

^Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for i860* Appendix 
XII, pp. xv-xvi; Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality
for l86l* p.23. Between 1861 and 1&66, the number of gas lamps
rose from 9*+l to 1*677 while the number of oil lamps declined
from 73*+ to 3b7. Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality
for l86l, p.23; Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality 
Tor 1867, p.17. “ ~  -- ----------

10AAdministration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1867* p.19. 
^^Ibia, * pp. 20-22.
10°Ibid. * '
107J.Long, Calcutta and Bombay in thoir Social. Aspects, p. 3» fri.

108Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1867* p.17.
^■^Report on the State of Police of Town of Calcutta for 1860-61* p.9? Report 

nn the State of Police of Town of Calcutta for Ib6*-b2* p.9. See chart below.



number of fires was primarily the result of the strict enforcement 
of laws regarding the removal of inflammable roofs from huts in 
the "Native" parts of the city.110 In 1868, only five fires were 
reported to have taken place in Calcutta - all in "puccâ  (brick-built) 
godowns.111 In 1869 the annual Police Report commented on the ex
cellent conduct of the Calcutta Police Fire Brigade as the major

112factor behind success in this area.

Prevention of fire in Calcutta, 1839-62

1839-60 1860-61 1861-62

Number of fires 23 3
Houses destroyed 1.331 317 11

Pucca kS 7 0
Tiled 263 283 7
Thatched 1,060 23 *+

Sources: Report on the State of Police of Town of Calcutta for
1860-61, p.9; Report on the State of Police of Town of
Calcutta for 1861-62, p.9.

As in the case of Calcutta, in the Suburbs of Calcutta the 
lighting situation improved considerably during the late l8o0s and 
the early l8?0s, the number of street lamps rising from fifty in 
1868-69 to one hundredand eighty seven improved kerosene lamps 
in 1872-73."^^ In the early 1870s there was a steady increase in
the amount of work done in watering the streets, thus serving the

llOyi • JIbid.
111Roport on the State of Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs 

for 1868, p.ll~
11^Report on State of Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 

1869, p.17.
11^Administration Report of the Municipality of Suburbs of Calcutta 

1872-75, PP. 13-17.



dual purpose of increasing the ’’comforts of the residents” and
114ensuring the ’’saving effected in the wear and tear of roads”.

Similarly, the Commissioners agreed to help in the building of
tramways between Calcutta and the Suburbs because it would be ”a
great boon to the residents” as well els ”an advantage to the Munici-

115pality in saving of wear and tear of roads”. Efforts at vaccina
tion were alsoincreasingly successful, the ratio of success being 
more than ninety per cent for both Calcutta and the Suburbs in

1872-73-116
In the Mofussil also the officieil reports spoke of general 

success. In Dacca, for example, the Commissioners were said to have 
succeeded in compelling the owners of old buildings and wells either 
to repair or to take them down, several tanks and khals (canals) 
were cleaned, public gstrdens were laid out, tiled huts which were an 
improvement upon thatched huts from the point of view of fire pre
vention were built, and better arrangements were made with regard

117to the maintenance and supervision of the Muslim burial grounds.
In 1866 the Municipal Police system in the Twenty-Four Pargcinas was

ll8praised for its all-round efficiency.

n ^Ibid., p. 18. 
n ^Ibid., pp. 12-15-
ll6Ibid., p.35.
117A.L.Clay, Principal Heads of History and Statistics of Dacca 

Division, pp. 8O-82, 88.
118Report on Police of Presidency Division for 1866, p.5-
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But contemporary reports - both official and non-official - 
described how the urban areas of Bengal - both old and new - in 
general suffered from a wide range of problems arising out of cir
cumstances such as the inadequacy of measures for the prevention of

119 120fire and epidemics, the miserable condition of roads and em-
121bankments, the absence of good arrangements for transportation,

122marketing, health, sanitation, drainage and water supply,
123accidents and deaths con nected with horses and carriages, and

124problems arising out of crime and lawlessness, mainly in Calcutta,

119 o — —Report of Committee on Drainage of Calcutta, 1837» P-30; Samachar
Chandrika, 23 November, 13 December 1863; S a gib ad Prabhakar, 9 
December 18631 1 March 1866; Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 12 and 20 
December 18631 13 March 1866"; Samachar Chandrika, 22 Februaiy
1866; Friend of India, 30 May 1872; J.Long, Calcutta and Bombay in 
their Social Aspects, p•21•

120J.L.Sherwill, Geographical and Statistical Report of Dinagepore 
District, p.8; Friend of India, 14 February ̂1 S3 0: 2 May 1872;

Sarba SubhakarT Patriko, August 1833? Paridarsek, 19 November l86l;
Som Prakas, 13 Baisakh 1270 (1863); Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 28 
July, 23 August, 18 November, 19 December lOop: 2 February and 30 
March 1866; Sambad Bhaskar, 20 May, 7 September 1863: 20 and 22 
March 1866; Saybad Prabhakar, 23 November 1863: 6 March 1866;
Samachar Chandrika, 13 November 18631 19 March 1866; J. Long, 
op.cit., p.23.
Despatch to Bengal (Public), 29 June (no. 24) l833i p.1089;
J.L.Sherwill, op. cit., p.8; J.Taylor, H-pfrg>*>py»vj and Statistics of 
Dacca, p.88; J.J.Pemberton, Geographical ana Statistical Report 
of District of Maldah, p.43; Dacca News, 2 January 1838; Friend 
of India, 8 January lSo3; Samba a Purpa Chandrodaya, 29 January 1866.

122SAB, vol. V, p.36l; A.L.Clay, History ana Statistics of Dacca Division, 
p.80; Friend of India, 10 October lS6l; 8 January l6b3; Sambad 
Furpa Chandrodaya, 23 May, 23 August 1863; Samachar Chandrika, 13 
November 1603; Sambad Bhaskar, 22 March i860; Sambad Prabhakar,
24 March i860; B.Chunder, Travels of a Hindoo," vol~. 1, p. 147;
J.Long, op.cit., pp. 4-3, 22-23; G.0.Trevelyan, The Competition 
Wallah, p.20?.

123 /■> — _Report of Commissioners of Calcutta for lS35» p. 38; Sambad Bhaskar,
1 June 1803; Sambad Prabhakar, 8 and 9 August 1863; Sambad Jrurna 
Chandrodaya, 11 Nov embe rib 6'3 •

1 ?4Dacoity in Bengal, 1834, pp. 2, y5; Friend of India, 14 July 1833;13 June 1834
21 August I030: 7 April 1839; Sambad Bhaskar, lo August 1836, SBS,
vol. 3, pp. 323-324; Saybad Purp.a Chandroaaya, 6 May, 6 July, 10
and 14 September: 2$ October" 1863: 3 April 166b; Saybad Bhaskar, 3 June,
2 November, 16 19 and 21 December 1865: 4 January, 2 March lbbb;
Saybad Prabhakar, J> July, 3i 9» 12, 16 and 22 August, 13 September,
19 October 1563; Snmebh'ar Chnndrik*?, 2 November, 4 December 1863.



125Dacca, and some of the densely populated urban areas in
126Western Bengal such as Hooghly, Barasat and Chandernagore.

A substantial amount of the problems, especially those relating
to the question of health, arose from overcrowding as well as from

127the defects in - sometimes even the total lacktof - town-planning.i
128Calcutta suffered most from these problems, mainly because

of its growing population and the poverty of a large portion of
this population which resulted in the growth of slums, mostly
inhabited by poor migrant groups, for example, Bihari labourers

129and Muslim leather-workers. Officials of the Calcutta Municipality
blamed the Bengali zamindars of the "parahs" or villages which ex

it 1/tended over both che Native and European parts of the town and were
inhabited by "lower classes of natives" for the extremely m-

130sanitary condition of these areas. But apart from these slums, 
the city of Calcutta was divided into the White or European Quarter 
(svet-pall1/para) and many of the problems faced by the Bengali 
residents of Calcutta were said to be derived from this apparently

Dacca News, 26 July 1865.
1?6Saybad Prabhakar, 3 June 1863*
127A.L.Clay, on.cit., pp. 80-82; J.J.Pemberton, op.cit., p.^3;

Friend of India, 30 October 1856: 27 June l86l: 2b March 1863:
17 May lbbo; Hindoo Patriot, 1 September 1862; Sambad Prabhakar,
28 June., 11 July 1865; Saybad Purga Chandrodaya, 13 July, Q  
August, 21 September, 19 December lScfji 23 February, 28 March 1866; 
R.Lethbridge, Rsmtanu Laiiiri , pp. ^9-30; G.O.Trevelyan, op. cit. , 
pp. 199-200, 207, 223, 22̂ -2*f3.

128Minute on the Sanitary Condition of Calcutta, by the President 
of the Sanitary Commission for Bengal, dated 5 March l86*f, in 
Parliamentary Papers (H.of C.) 1863, vol. kO (Paper 68), pp. 1-2.

"^^Saybad Prabhakar, 28 June, 1863; Friend of India, 17 Mary I066; 
Long, op.cit., pp.^-3, 8, 22-23.

^^Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1868, p.33*
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131rigid division of Calcutta. The Bengalis were traditionally
132concentrated in the Northern region of the city ^ which according

to contemporaries was the most filthy, shabby and densely populated 
133area m  the city. The Europeans,on the other hand, were mostly

settled in the sparsely populated and hence healthier Southern
134region of the city. In the Suburbs of Calcutta also there was

a marked demarcation between the European and the "native” places 
133of residence. The typically "English Suburbs" were Alipur,

Garden Reach and Ballyganj, while the "bulk of the middle class
136European and Eurasian population" lived in Entally. The principal

"native quarters" were Bhowanipur, Kalighat, Tallyganj, Beliaghata,
137Maniktala, Shambazar, Chitpur, Kashipur and Khidirpur . Leading 

Bengali journalists felt that the neglect of the Bengali Quarter by 
the municipal authorities,who were mostly Europeans,was at the root

138of most of the municipal problems in Calcutta and its neighbourhood.
In 1870, the Rev. James Long, speaking at the Bengal Social Science
Association, pointed out that the Bombay Municipality had not

"as in Calcutta sacrificed to so great an extent ,
the welfare of the native town to the European quarter."

Letters from Alexander Luff, July 1846. Duff Papers (MSS); E.
Thornton, A Gazetteer of the Territories under the Government of the 
East India Company etc., vol. 1, p.236; Friend of India, 30 
October 1836: 27 June l86l: 3 April 1866; Sambad Prabhakar, 3 June 
l86l, SBS, vol. 1, p.173i 28 June 1863; Sambad Bhaskar, £$ April,
23 May, 17 June 1863; Sagibad Purpa Chandroaaya, b July, 2 November 
1863; Church Missionary Atlas, p.33; G.O.Trevelyan, op.cit., p.200;
R.Pearson, Eastern Interlude, pp. 220-221, 231-232; J.Long, op.cit.,
pp. 22-23.

132F . V / . S i m m s Report on the Survey of Calcutta, pp. 3?-^l» Report 
on the Census of Calcutta, 1876, p.20; Friend of India, 23 July I83O.

^■^Minute on the Sanitary Conditions of Calcutta, by the President of
the Sanitary Commission for Bengal, dated 3 March 1864, in Parliamentary 
Papers (H. of C.) 1863, vol. 40 (Paper 68), p.lj F.W.Simms, op.cit., 
pp. 37-^1; A.L.Clay, op.cit., pp. 80-82; Friend of India, 10 October, 
l86l; J.Long, op.cit., pp. 22-23.

134F.W.Simms, .op. cit., pp. 37-*+l; Friend of India, 7 April 1839; 23 
November 1868; Statistical Reporter, 21 September 1871; R.Pearson, 
op. cit. , pp. 236-232; J.jDunbar, I’he Golden Interlude, p.47; H.Caunter,



"The authorities,however» generally attributed the "miser-
140able condition" of Calcutta and of most of the urban areas in

Bengal to various factors beyond their control, for instance, the
l4llimited funds available to the municipalities, the congested

142 143living areas, the Bengali aversion to taxation, certain habits
of the people such as throwing filth in rivers and prejudices such

144as objecting to the use of water passing through iron pipes.

The Oriental Annual, p.253*
135Administration Report of the Municipality of the Suburbs of 

Calcutta, 1872-73, PP. 42-44.
^^Ibid., p.44.
137Ibid. Bhowanipur was a thriving locality, being "a favourite 

place of residence of the native members of the legal profession". 
Ibid.

^^Sasibad Bhaskar, 14 Sravan 1263 (1838); 3 June l86l, SBS, vol.l,
pp. 17b, 240: 28 June 1$63; Sambad Chandrodaya, 6 July
1863; Samachar Chandrika, 23 December 1863; Pakshik Saffibad,
1 February 1871 (citing Som Prakas).

139J.Long, op.cit., pp. 22-23.

140V.V.Schalch, Chairmanof the Board of Improvement Commissioners 
of Calcutta, as cited in Sambad Prabhakar, 28 June 1836.

"^Bengal Political Proceedings, 13 January (nos. 130 and 13l) 1837; 
Despatch to India (Pubic Works, Judicial) 1 July (no. 22) 1837)* 
pp. 123-124; F.W.Simms, Report on the Establishment of Water-works 
to supply the City of Calcutta, p.30; Bengal Administration Report, 
1871-72, pp. 182-183; Friend of India, 3 December I83O; 8 June 1834.

l4?V.V.Schalch, as cited in Sagibad Prabhakar,28 June 1836. In 1868-69 
the density of population in Calcutta was 47,240 to the square 
mile, that is, more than double the density of the population of 
London. Parliamentary Papers (H. of C.), vol. 46 (Paper 332),p.17.

^ ^Friend of India, 5 April l833: 24 September 1863: 18 April 1872.
144Fourth Half-Yearly Report of Commissioners for the Improvement of 

Calcutta for lbpO, p.4; Seventh Half-Yearly Report etc. for 1631, p.6 
Report of the Commissioners for the Improvement of Calcutta for .18^, 
P«36; Report of the Committee on the nrmnage of Calcutta, io37» 
p.2: Appendix V, p.lxix; Bengal Administration Report, 1663-q4,
p.88; Bengal Administration Report, locp-Cu, p. 132; Bengal 
Administration Report, I867-08, p.l89; A.L.Clay, op.cit., p.80. 
Minute on the Sanitary Condition of Calcutta, by the President of the 
Sanitary Commission for Bengal, dated 3 March 1864, in Parliamentary
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145and the apathy of the leading members of the Bengali community.
In Calcutta, the negligence of the "native" land-owners was blamed 

146for epidemicsg In 1869 the Justices of the Peace reported:
"The importance of keeping the 'Parahs' literally, 
localities but here referring to 'those portions of 
the Town inhabited by the lower classes of natives^/ 
will be better understood when it is mentioned that it 
was inthe villages between Dhurrumtollah ̂ DharamtaT:a7, 
and Park Street, that a serious epidemy of cholera 
broke out in August last, and in spite of the measures 
taken by the Health Officer and his subordinates, the 
land-owners of the villages in which the fatal scourge 
appeared, had done nothing to improve the sanitary 
condition of their tenants or the land occupied by 
them."147

The "Native Quarter" or the Northern Division of Calcutta presented
acute problems connected with drainage and water supply because of

148its fast growing population. Generally speaking, Calcutta seemed
to require more water than any English town of this time - probably

149because of its climate, over-crowding and other related factors.
River water was declared to be particularly bad for health and
"corrupted not only by impure matters but also by dead bodies of men 

150and animals". Repeated attempts by the municipality to prevent

Papers (H. of C.) 1865* vol. 40 (Paper 68), p.2. 
l45Minute on the Sanitary Condition of Calcutta, etc., loc.cit., p. 3.
146Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1868, p.33: 

Appendix 8, p.l.
147

Letter from C.Fabre Tonnerre, Health Officer of Calcutta, to 
Stuart Hogg, Chairman of the J.P.s for the Town of Calcutta, 
dated 22 February 1869, in Administration Report of Calcutta 
Municipality for 1868, Appendix 8, p.l.

148F.W.Simms, Report on the Establishment of Water-works. to Supply the 
City of Calcutta, p.35; Report of Committee on Drainage of Calcutta, 
pp. 26-2o, Appendix I, pp. xiv-xvi.

149,Report of Committee on Drainage of Calcutta, pp. 26-28.
V.W.Simms, Report on the Es 
the City of Calcutta, p.35»

150F.W.Simms, Report on the Establishment of Water-works to supply



"harmful practices" such as bathing and the washing of clothes and
animals in the aqueducts were reported to have been repeatedly 

151frustrated. ^ The Committee on the Drainage of Calcutta admitted 
that although the tanks and the pools in the Northern Division were 
dangerous and insanitary, yet "their abolition would be a hardship 
(to the natives) until water in some other form was supplied to the

152Town". Accordingly, in the early l860s an engine was set up at
Nimtala Ghat in Calcutta with the specific purpose of supplying the

153"native part of the town" with water. In 186? a new water-works
scheme was begun at Palta which, by the early 1870s, placed "an
ample supply of pure water at the services of the poorer classes

154of natives free of cost." Yet, the prejudices and superstitions
of the Hindu residents - more specifically caste taboos connected
with drinking water - stood in the way of their taking advantage

155of the new water supply system. The urban Bengalis generally 
referred to Hindu religious practices and caste in their arguments 
against municipal innovations and changes such as the removal of the 
burning ghat (embankment) from Nimtala to some place outside the city-

151Fourth Half-yearly Report of the Commissioners for the Improvement 
of Calcutta for 1650, p.V.

152Report of Committee on Drainage of Calcutta, Appendix I, p.iii.
l c3Bengal Administration Report, 1865-64, p.87.
154Bengal Administration Report, 1865-66, p.176.
^^See below, pp.
^^See below, pp. ■ J2>0 —



and various conservancy measures. The attempt of the Justices to 

make the Hindus build their houses or alter them Mso as not to be 
open nuisances to the street" was opposed by Ram Gopal Ghosh on the 
ground that it was contrary to the Hindu religion to allow a low- 
caste sweeper to enter the house of upper castes.^57 The "native 
papers" started complaining* but the Lt. Governor observed that 
their "real objective" was* "as in the case of the burning Ghats* 
the expense involved in the change, not anything connected with

158religion". The English newspapers - both in India and abroad -
created special problems by generating "false impression made in
England both as to the nature of the order ̂ regarding the prohibition
against throwing dead bodies into the Hooghly and the proposal to
remove the burning Ghats to some place on the river outside the

159Towns/ and as to the possible or probable consequences of it."
The municipal authorities often had conflicts of interest with 
affluent Bengalis who owned land, markets, shops and slaughter-houses 
in Calcutta over the question of the extension of municipal control 
over such properties.According to official opinion, the Bengali 
character was mainly to blame for the failure of specific municipal 
projects as well as of the municipal system in general. In connection 
with the matter of the introduc lion of new conservancy measures in 
Calcutta, the Lt. Governor - protesting against the allegations made

157Letter from Cecil Beadon to John Lawrence, dated 3 June 1864.
John Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/*f8A).

158lbid.
159ibiT.
■^^Acts XII of 1852, XIV of 1856 and VI of I863 invested the Munici

pal Commissioners with broad powers with reference to the in
spection of markets, shops and slaughter-houses and the punishment 
of "offenders".



by native journalists that the Bengalis had not been informed in
advance - wrote:

"Eveiybody knew that it was the intention of the 
Justices to put the Law in force* and notices to 
that effect have been published in all parts of the 
Town, But many natives partly from procrastination* 
party from stinginess* partly from a vague hope that 
the law would still remain a dead letter, have neg
lected to comply with the reasonable requisitions of 
the Law and when fined for their neglect pretend of 
course that they knew nothing at allabout them,"^^
With regard to the municipal situation in the Mofussil* the Lt.

Governor remarked in 1864:
nFor years past we have been able to do nothing towards 
improvement in towns in the Mofussil simply because 
the lav; forbad the introduction of municipal arrange
ments unless it appeared to the Government that the 
inhabitants of any town desired it. It generally hap
pened that while most of the respectable people were 
anxious that a municipality should be formed and taxes 
levied for local improvement* a majority, consisting 
chiefly of the lower classes opposed the measure.”162

With the passing of Act III of 1864, however, the Government had
the power to establish municipalities without the previous consent
of the inhabitants and the Lt. Governor took steps "to introduce this

163Law into every Town which is the Sudder Station of a District”
. although he was aware that it would be "a measure very distasteful 
to great numbers of people, who have been accustomed to live in 
filth all their lives and are quite indifferent to it.”

Letter from Beadon to Lawrence, dated 22 June l86*f. John Lawrence 
Collection (MSS. Eur. F.9^/^8A).

162Letter from Beadon to Lawrence, dated 3 June 1864-. John Lawrence 
Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/^8a ).



The Lt. Governor concluded:
"Of course all prejudices must be treated tenderly 
and in a general humoured way: but. without firmness
nothing can be accomplished. The Bengali is all talk 
and no action. He likes to have everything done for 
him, and to pay nothing. While you are doing it he 
abuses you roundly especially if you touch his pocket.
But he does not resist, and when the thing is done 
he is thankful.”165
As in Calcutta, the sanitary situation in the old city of 

Dacca presented serious problems. A contemporary official observer 
reported:

"At present the sanitary condition of the town varies 
in different localities. The main thoroughfares and 
places of public resort are, as a rule, clean and well 
kept, as are also the streets in the neighbourhood of 
the river; it is in the back streets and unfrequented 
by lanes and alleys in the centre of the town, that 
nuisances are still rife, and here many very objectionable 
localities are still to be found.

Various factors such as the lack of outlet for drains and their 
consequent stagnation, the unhealthiness of the River Buriganga, the" 
Indian practice of throwing refuse into mud wells and the over
crowded poor localities consisting of houses and huts with poor
ventilation were mentioned as some of the factors which contributed

l67towards the extreme unhealthiness of Dacca-

III Bengali involvement with and responses to the municipal system 
But apart from questions concerning the presence or absence

l6̂ Ibid.
166A.L.Clay, History and Statistics of Dacca Division, p.80.



of specific municipal amenities* the major issue involved was the 
question of the elective principle. A gradual shift in policy away 
from electoral partijipation which essentially meant away from parti
cipation by Indians who formed the majority of residents^was noticed 
and resented by the urban Bengali elite. The Som Prakas expressed 
the need for a change in the municipal system, preferably in the 
direction of municipal self-government in the form of the election
of the Justices of the Peace by the rate-payers and the complete

168control of municipal finances by the Justices. It was felt
that the Government always sided with the Chairman of the Municipality -
a government appointee and an European - in situations of conflict

*169 —between him and the other Justices of the Peace. The Saybad
Prabhakar criticized both the Government and the Justices, the former
for their almost "dictatorial” dealings with the Justices and the

170latter for their "servile attitude” towards the Government. However,
in the early 1870s, official reports complained that the Justices of
the Peace had become a "sort of life-peers, directly responsible neither
to any constituents nor to the Government” and "far independent of 

171the Government”. R.C.Sterndale, the Vice-Chairman of the Munici
pality of the Suburbs of Calcutta in the 1870s, more or less supported 
the official viev; when he described the majority of the Municipal 
Commissioners - particularly the Bengali Commissioners - as

"a few self-seeking self-nominated would-be re
presentatives of the rate-payers ... sham representa
tives who pose as exponents of the popular feeling...

l68 *Som Prakas, 22 August 1864.
~^^Som Prakas, 8 August l86 .̂
^ ^Saybad Prabhakar, l8 July 1865.
171Bengal Administration Report, lfl7l-.72, p.190; Bengal Administration 

Report, ley2-73, p.29.



designing intriguers, office clerks, idlers and the 
third-rate legal practitioners of the local courts,”

He opposed the election of the Municipal Commissioners since he
believed that

"these are the men who would be elected were the 
Government weakly to give way to the clamour raised 
and fomented by themselves and the small and insignifi
cant section of the Press with which they are connected, 
or are able to influence,”173

Thus, the official view seems to have been that the Indian municipal
officials were inefficient and incompetent. The "inefficiencies

174of the Native Police" and "the extraordinary difficulties which
beset every attempt to enlist a superior class of men and keep them 

175when enlisted", particularly in Calcutta and its Suburbs where the
1 76pay was lower and living more expensive than in the Mofussil, were

often pointed out. On both physical and psychological grounds,
men from various parts of Northern India, especially from the U.P.,

177were preferred to the Bengalis, the latter being generally found
to be "as a rule unsuited for service in the Municipal Police of

178
large towns, either as an Officer or Constable". The authorities

172R.C.Sterndale, Municipal Work in India, pp. 7-8.
^ ^Ibid. , p.8.
174Report on Plice of Tov/n of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1868, p. 135 

Report on Police of Town of Calcutta etc. for lSo7, P.13»
175Report on Police of Town of Calcutta etc. for 1863-64, p.6. A 

large portion of the Force was "always fluctuating". Tn 1863-64, 
for example, there were 886 changes out of 1,400 appointments".
Ibid. Also, Report on Police of Town of Calcutta etc. for 1867, p.l6.

^ &Report on Police of the Lower Provinces of Bengal Presidency for 
l8bS, vol. 1, p.4.

177Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1867, 
p.lbl Report on Police of the Lower Provinces of Bengal Presi
dency for ibtb, vol. 1, p.4.

■I nQ
Report on Police of the Lower Provinces of Bengal Presidency for
1868, vol. 1, p.4.



in charge of the Municipal Police in Calcutta were strongly
opposed to the employment of the local population on similar 

179grounds. What was of particular importance was that the
Hindus from Northern India were found to be very disciplined, even in

lSocases of conflict between caste injunctions and police duties.
But in view of the enormous interest shown in municipal 

affairs by the urban Bengali Press and the increasing participation 
of an important section of the urban Bengalis in municipal matters, 
the Government could hardly expect to be able to uphold the argu
ment of Bengali apathy. The frequent discussions of various aspects 
of municipal government and police in the Vernacular Press - parti
cularly in connection with the so-called bias against Indians mani
fested in municipal policy and the possibility of official encroach
ment upon the religious and caste practices of the local people 
through the municipalities as in the case of the burning
ghats - caused great excitement within the urban Bengali society. 
During this period, an increasing number of urban Bengalis became 
aware of the impact of municipal affairs upon their lives and felt 
the need to associate themselves with the municipalities. In the 
city of Calcutta in 1849-50» the "Native Commissioners" were only 
slightly less in number than the European Commissioners. These 
men, however, came from a particular section of the Bengali com
munity, being members of two high Hindu castes, namely, Brahman 
(Tarini Charan Bandyopadhyaya) and Kayastha (Bhuban Mohan Mitra and

179Report on state of Police in Town of Calcutta for l860-6l, p.7.
l80y, • jIbid.
101

The proportion of European to "Native" Commissioners was four 
to three both in 1849 and I85O. Third Half Yearly Report of 
Commissioners for Improvement of Town of Calcutta for 1849, 
p.5? Fourth Half-Yearly Report etc. for l85(>» p.4.



Lina Bandhu Le But by the late 1860s, in keeping with the

changing situation in the urban areas especially in Calcutta* 

two lower caste Hindus (Krishna Has Pal, a Kumbhakar or petter, 

and Kira Lai Seal, a Teli) and one Muslim (Maulavi Abdul Latil 

Khan) became very prominent in the municipal organization in Cal-
183cutta."1- The majority of the Indians who actively participated 

in the municipalities still belonged either to the Brahman caste

(for example, Yatindra Mohan Thakur, Rama Nath Thakur, Satyananda
. _  .Ghoshal) or to the Kayastha caste (Rajendra Lai Mitra). Not

surprisingly, most of these men were Bengali abhi.iats end navy a-
-  185abhi.iats who were associated with the British Indian Association. 

Thus, this period saw a gradual increase in the number of urban Ben

galis connected with muncipal government - a situation which re

flected both a growing interest among the Bengalis in such matters 

as well as governmental dependence upon these members of the Bengali 

elite for the familiarization and acceptance of the municipal system 

among the local population. The membership pattern of some of the 

Special Committees set up during this period to consider matters

which required the close cooperation of the local population, for
186instance, reflected this trend. w Thus, in l8yl, the Committee to 

consider means for the prevention of fire - a very real problem in 

Calcutta at this time - had eight European Justices and seven ''Native
lg'7

Justices”. ' The Special Committee on the Census of the Town of

l0^Ibid.
lg V
“ Krishna Las Pal and Abdul Latif Khan served on the Special Com

mittee for the reduction of Establishment and General Expenditure, 
Hira Lai SoaGL acted as a Trustee of the Fund for the gradual liquida
tion 01 tnc municipal L> an. /.0*r r 1 strat ~ on Report of C' leuf ~n fo2" 
for 1SC8, pp. 1-2.

184Ibid.,, p.l. 
lo5 -■ ^for example, Yatindra Mohan Thakur, Knorary Secretary, and later,

President of the Association* Rama Hath Thakur, President of the 
Associate on.

•Lcl'This was particularly true in pre-industrial urban societies such



Calcutta founded in the same year even showed a predominance of
Indian Justices, who were nine in numberj as opposed to the Euro-

188pean Justices, who were seven in number. The Brahman caste 
still held a leading position in the Calcutta Municipality through 
abhi.jats, mostly landlords, like Raja Satyananda Ghoshal, Yatind<r<3 
Mohan Thakur and Rama Nath Thakur. But they faced stiff competition 
not only from the Kayasthas who all along showed an interest in 
municipal affairs, but also from lower caste navya-ahhi.jats and

n Q q

kritavidyas like Hira Lai Seal and Durga Charan Law (Laha). Not 
only was prominence in municipalities a logical extension of the 
prominence of these men in other spheres of native society, but some
times it was even a necessary condition of their urban leadership. 
Moreover, a large number of these men were vitally interested in 
controlling municipal affairs because they owned land, houses, 
bazars or markets, horses and carriages.

The Bengali elite were more powerful in the Suburbs of Cal-
191cutta where most people owned the houses which they occupied and

where the houses of many Bengali abhi.jats and navya abhi.jats were 
192located. In 1872-73* the Suburban Municipality had a large

as Dacca where mixed committees were set up to look after matters 
like conservancy and water supply. Bengal Administration Report 
1871-72, p.183; Sagibad Fur^a Chandrodaya, 17 and 18 April lSb3.
Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality for 1871, p.l.

188-,,, 2pIbid., p.2o.
189The Baidyas seem to have taken little interest in municipal acti

vities in Calcutta, perhaps because relatively speaking they con
stituted a small proportion of the owners of immovable property 
in Calcutta who were the persons most interested in controlling 
the municipal bodies and committees.

190Hira Lai Seal and Yatindra Mohan Thakur, for example, owned large 
markets in Calcutta. Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality 
for 1866, p.8; Bengal Municipalities Report, l673-7*+t Appendix I, p.2.

191 r, Administration Report of Municipality of Suburbs of Calcutta, 1872-73,
pp. 41-J+2. '

192Ibid., pp. Mf, ^9.



193majority of ’’native members”. The Bengali members were veiy 
active within the Municipality, Apart from F,B.Peacock* the 
Chairman* and R.C.Sterndale, the Vice-Chairman* and two other 
European Commissioners, the Commissioners attending more than 
fifty per cent of the meetings were: Maulavi Abdul Latif Khan,

igZfRaja Satyananda Ghoshal, Rajendra Lai Mitra and Yadu Lai Mallik.
After the Vice-Chairman who disposed of about twenty-three per cent
of the cases* the major load of the judicial work was carried by
Yadu Lai Mallik who disposed of about eighteen per cent of the
cases and Rajendra Lai Mitra who disposed of sixteen per cent of 

193the cases. Among the Hindu Commissioners, the Brahmans and the 
Kayasthas were almost equal in number. A third important category 
consisted of lower caste Hindus such as Yadu Lai Mallik, Shyama 
Charan Mallik, Bhola Nath Mallik, Debendra Mallik, Hira Lai Seal 
and Kali Mohan Las - primarily Subarna Baniks, an affluent community 
in Calcutta and its neighbourhood. Because of the nature of muni
cipal functions such as scavenging and sweeping which were considered 
’’low” from the point of view of caste, both in Calcutta and its 
Suburbs, the lower municipal workers were mostly lower caste Hindu^6r 
Muslims. Many of them were migrants from remote and impoverished 
regions of Bengal and neighbouring provinces such as Bihar and 
Orissa. The Conservancy Establishment of the Suburban Municipality*
for example, included a large number of low caste Loms (men working

196with dead bodies), Mehtars (sweepers) and coolies(bearers). The 

193The Municipality had 16 Europeans and 26 Indians in lo72-73*
Ibid., Appendix A, p.60.

^■^^Calcul ated from Administration Report of Municipality of Suburbs 
of Calcutta, 1872-73» Appendix A, p.60,

195Ibid.

196Ibid., p.17.



"natives" who were appointed as subordinate officers of the
Municipality* however* were almost always Bengalis belonging to
higher Hindu castes. Thus* some of the subordinate officers of the
Suburban Municipality who were considered to be "worthy of mention"
by the authorities in 1872-73 were: Ambika Charan Gangopadhyaya
(Ganguly)* Assessor, Aghor Nath Mukhopadhyaya (Mukherjee),

197Collector and Gobinda Prasad Basu, Jute Inspector.
In the early 1870s* as in the Suburbs of Calcutta, in the

198municipalities of Bengal taken as a whole, the non-official and
the "native" elements largely outnumbered the official and the Euro-

199pean elements in the municipal committees. The officials formed 
the majority of the members in the Western and Central urban areas 
of Seranpore, Uttarpara, Krishnanagar, Jessore, Tamluk and Ghatal 
and in Chittagong in the East; eksewhere, the non-official element 
dominated. The Europeans were predominant only in the municipalities 
of Calcutta and Howrah near Calcutta and in all other cases the 
"native" element constituted the overwhelming majority.^^ Although 
governmental control over the municipal bodies was very real* an out
ward show of independence was retained by letting the non-official 
members outg/number the official members in the cities of Calcutta*
Dacca and Murshidabad, especially in Calcutta where the non-official

201element was four times the size of the official element.

197Ibid.* p.38.
198At this time, the various municipalities in Bengal existed under 

Act XXVI of I85O which created Municipalities, Act XX of 1856 which 
created Chowkiaari Unions, Bengal Act III of 1864 which created 
Municipalities and Bengal Act VI of 1868 which created Townships. 
See Appendix I.

^99Bengal Municipalities Report, 1673-7^-* Statements I* II, III, IV.
See Chart below and Appendix I.

20QSee chart below.
201See chart below.
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Corapositicn of Municipal Coi i < es
Muni j i ilex, Tc . r.ships, • :r C mould, cirri Unions
forme;.- 1 r v i r i c i. : .• orccntane of total
roetnb* •

Europeans and Indians Officials an a Non - 0 i f i c i al s

Europeans Indians Officials Non-Officials

Act XXVI of 1890 88 12 12 88

Act XX of 1856 9 95 7 95

Act III of 1864 4p 57 44 56

Act VI of 1868 18 82 28 72

Source: Calculated from Bengal Municipalities Report* l8?3-74* p.5.

Coraposit an of governing bodies of munidualities
in Mur si di percentage
of total members

Europeans and Indians Officials and Non-Officials

Europeans Indians Officials Non-Officials

Calcutta 57 'o 18 82

Bacca 35 65 50 70

Murshi dabad

SO-T 55 67

Source: Calculated from Bengal Municipalities Report, 1871-7'*.
Appendix I, p.2.

In the case of the Kun.icipa.l Police the higher
202ties, constituting a small percentage of the Force,

police authori- 

were almost

always Europeans, But the increasingly busy Executive Police Force, 

especially in Calcutta and its Suburbs* required a substantial number
20Jof ’’native*5 officers and constables in order to function effectively.

In 1.869, for example, the total strength of the Municipal Police 
Force stood at 0,769 of which only five per cent were officers.

. r Provii f tl Fre. .... o p
1569, p..19.OQ / • —    -1-t , i >r ■ xamp .., the Executive Police Force of Calcutta



During the l860s there was a rapid increase in the Police Force 
in keeping with the growing need for a large and efficient Police

204Force in the urban areas. The majority of this Force were Indians, 
representing three linguistic groups, namely, Urdu, Bengali and 
Hindi-speaking people.

The Municipal Police Force in Bengal in 1868

Number Rank Percentage of 
total annual 
cost

7 Inspectors at 250,200 and 100 
(rupees per month)

2

20 Sub-Inspectors at 80, 70, 60 and 50 3
348 Head Constables at 25, 20 10
3 European Constables at 90, 85 less than 1

5*637 Constables at 9* 8, 7* 6 and 5 81
307 Chowkidars at 4-8, 4, 3-8, 3 and 2-8 3

Source: Calculated from Report on the Police of the 
of Bengal Presidency for 1868, vol. 1, p.3.

Lower Provinces

and the Suburbs consisted of 1 Commissioner, 1 Deputy Commissioner, 
7 Superintendents of Divisions, 52 European Inspectors, 45 Euro
pean Serjeants and Constables, 156 Native Officers, 2,715 Native 
Constables, 6 Mounted Police and 116 Manjees, Dandies and Peons 
of the River Police. Report on State of the Police of Town of 
Calcutta for l86l-62, p T o I A l s o  see chart below.

204-In 1868, for example, about eighty-nine per cent of tho Municipal 
Police as enrolled under Act V of l86l consisted of Native Con
stables. Report on the Police of the Lower Provinces of Bengal 
Presidency for l8u8, vol. 1, p.3.

205This is evident from a study of the languages in which the manual 
for the constables was translated. Report on Police of Town of 
Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1868, p.13.



Since the argument of the indifference of the Indians to 
the municipal system was untenable and thus could not provide a real 
explanation of the Government's attitude towards Indian participation, 
it is possible to argue that in fact the Government was alarmed 
at the extent of Indian involvement and feared an Indian take-over 
of the municipal system. The European Municipal Commissioners often 
spoke out against the elective principle, for instance, in connection 
with Act X of 1852 which reduced the number of the elected members 
within the Board of Commissioners for the Improvement of the Town

2q£
of Calcutta from four to two. In a memorandum written in 1851,
Dr. I.J.Pearson,■one of the members of the Board of Commissioners
of Calcutta, wrote:

"Would Lnot the expenses and trouble of ... the 
elections ... deter the more respectable natives 
from becoming candidates?"207

Longueville Clarke, a prominent barrister of the Calcutta Supreme
Court, criticized the "Native Commissioners" and remarked:

"Never was the business worse done than by elective 
Commissioners, the worst had been chosen and the 
worst had been done."208

But the real fear was expressed by H.E.Watts, Commissioner of the
209Fourth Division of Calcuttal

^^See above, pp.
207Memorandum from Dr. Pearson, enclosed in letter from Under 

Secretary to Government of Bengal to Under Secretary to Govern
ment of India, Home Department, dated 14 January 1851. India 
Legislative Consultations, 6 February 1852.

208Report on meeting of inhabitants of Town of Calcutta. India 
Legislative Consultations, 6 February 1852.

209He wanted that Calcutta should be divided into three Divisions 
namely, Native (North), Trade (Central) and European (South), 
instead of two, namely, North and South. Note by H.E.Watts,
India Legislative Consultations, 6 February 1852.



"The present scheme would throw the whole elective 
franchise into the hands of the Natives of a class 
of inhabitants* it must be confessed* who from their 
habits and prejudices are either ignorant or regard
less of the benefits of cleanliness and improvement 
and consequently blind to any nuisances other than 
private and peculiar ones."210

The prospect which created alarm was that the "Native ratepayers"
who were in the proportion of 50 to 1 to the Europeans would "swamp
the few of the latter who possess houses in the Southern parts of 

211the Town". A partial solution to the problem was to give the
right to vote to the occupiers of expensive establishments since
the Europeans generally lived in rented houses rather than owning 

212them.
However* if this was the whole picture, it would be hard to 

explain the return to the elective principle - in whatever form - 
in the 1870s. It is true that persistent Indian criticism of muni
cipal policy - which sometimes even appeared as a deliberate

213attempt at misrepresentation - was resented by the Government.
But during this period the authorities also seem to have made genuine 
attempts to analyse the reasons behind the "inefficiency" or "apathy" 
of the Indians. R.C.Sterndale, the Vice-Chairman of the Suburban Muni
cipality, for instance, admitted that under the existing situation,
"good men" were "deterred from giving their time, their talents and 
their experience to the service of local municipalities, partly from

210Note by H.E.Watts, Commissioner of Fourth Division of Calcutta.
India Legislative Consultations, 6 February l8j?2.

2 H  ti • j Ibid.
212Minute by the Honble. C.R.M.Jackson. India Legislative Consultations, 

6 February 18^2.
213Letter from Beadon to Lawrence,22June 1864. John Lawrence Collection 

(MSS. Eur. F. 90A8A).



the notorious waste of time and temper involved in sitting out
the interminable harangues ••• and partly frorathe knowledge that
the Commissioners as a body corporate have no real substance* but
are simply a medium through which to register the decrees of govern- 

214ment." In 1870 the Health Officer of Calcutta* commenting on
the inadequacy of the salaries of the Overseers, wrote:

f,I was allowed the very poor number of 6 Overseers* 
on salaries so very inadequate that no competent -
person could be induced to accept the appointments.''

Many Police Commissioners'in Bengal held the opinion that "municipali
ties require rather a better than a worse class of men than the 

2l6regular police" and that the need for "a comparatively highly-
paid and highly-organized police" was "absolutely necessary in the

217neighbourhood of Calcutta". While inadequate accommodation and 
heavy duty were undoubtedly two major reasons behind the unpopularity

2^3of the Municipal Police Force, ' by all accounts, the main reason
behind the unpopularity and consequent low quality of the Force and

219the high rate of change within it was its low pay. In 1871 the 
Inspector General of Police of Bengal observed:

2iifR.C.Sterndale, Municipal Work in India, pp. 6-7.
215Letter from C. Fabre Tonnerre, the Health Officer of Calcutta, 

to S.S.Hogg, chairman of the Justices of the Peace for Calcutta, 
dated 10 March 1870, in Administration Report of Calcutta Muni- 
pality for 1869, Appendix E, p.l.

216Report on Police of Lower Provinces of Bengal for 1874, p.5*
21W
218Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1863-64, 

p.6; Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 
1864-65, p.& ; Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs 
for 1867,p p .5-5*219Minute by the Lt. Governor of Bengal, dated 3O April 1856, in Papers 
relating to the System of Police in the Bengal Presidency, pp. 49, 61



"The Municipal Police in Bengal do not come up 
to the standard of the Regular Police. There are 
two causes for this: first, they are not so well
paid, and secondly, the work is particularly irksome 
to them. There is nothing a Bengalee dislikes so much 
as doing 'pahara' /watch and guard/, and it is there
fore with the greatest difficulty that any respect
able Bengalee can be induced to enter the Municipal
Police".220

The low pay of the Municipal Police was particularly inadequate
in the context of the various job opportunities which existed in
the urban areas. The fact that the pay was often lower than that
earned by a common day-labourer was a major obstacle to recruitments
for the Force. In Calcutta, in particular, the "difficulty experienced
in obtaining recruits" was largely attributed to "thehigh rate of

221wages which prevails in Calcutta". When coolies could obtain
five annas and more a day for six hours' work, they were naturally

"reluctant to join the Police Force in which they not only receive
a far lower rate of pay but are subject to irksome restraint and dis- 

222cipline". This was also a problem in large urban areas in the
Mofussil. Thus, it was reported that

"Inadequate pay is generally assigned as the reason 
for the dislike to this service in such towns as 
Dacca and Howrah, and in the district of the 24- 
Pergunnahs, where the earnings are less than those 
of day labourers."223

Despatch relating to the System of Police in the Bengal Presidency
(Judicial Department), 24 September (no. 4) 1856, in Papers relating 
to the Sj/stem of Police in the Bengal Presidency, p. 3^ Report on 
State of Police of Town of Calcutta for lbcO-Gl, p. 7 J Report on 
Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1863-64, p.b;
Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 1864-63, 
p.6; Report on Police of Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 186?,
p.14.

220Report on Police of Lower Provinces of Bengal Presidency for the 
year 1871, p.7.

221Report on the Police of the Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs for 
1867, p . l o . . .

222Ibid.
^ ^Report on the Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presidency 

for the year 1875,p.5.



The District Superintendent of Dacca complained that he found
"great difficulty in obtaining qualified men at Es. 5 per month* while

2?*fthey can earn nearly double as much as coolies." In Jessore* the
Municipal Police werepaid five rupees while common day-labourers'

2^5earned from seven to eight rupees per month.
It is* however, possible that the Government*^ attitude towards 

the issue of the desirability of having Indians as higher municipal 
officials underwent a change during this period - probably as a result 
of contact with efficient Bengalis such as Eara^Gopal Ghosh, Eama Nath 
Thakur and Abdul Latif. The various controversies during this period 
also revealed the enormous hold of the largely upper caste urban 
Bengali elite upon the urban Bengali society in general and convinced

2'the authorities of the need to "carry the leading Hindoos" with them. 
In connection with the burning ghat question in Calcutta* John Law
rence reproached Cecil Beadon:

"Had you sent for half a dozen of the leading men of
the Municipality, and talked the affair over with
them, matters would have run much smoother. With
all our *zuberdustee1, we carry men much more with
us in the Punjab and North West: becalrse we-,dc so much by
personal communication."227

As far as the Police was concerned, Lawrence wrote:

ppcr
Eeport on Police of Lower Provinces of Bengal Presidency for 1871,
p.11.

226Letter from Jchn Lawrence to Cecil Beadon, dated 31 May 1864-.
John Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/31). Also, Bead®n to 
Lawrence, dated 22 June 186^* John Lawrence Collection (MSS.
Eur. E90A8A).

ppnLetter from John Lawrence to Cecil Beadon, dated 31 May l86*fr 
Jfchn Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/31).



"I should also like to see you take in some Ben
galee Police Officers, if you can find any fit for 
the work."228

Cecil Beadon*s reply to John Lawrence revealed his awareness of
the importance of Indian cooperation and involvement:

"I think you are under some misapprehension on 
supposing that we aont act in counsel with the 
Natives in Bengal. For myself I can say that I 
do scarcely anything without consulting them. The 
Municipal Act which I brought irto the Bengal Council 
passed in 1&6A is based upon the principle that the 
natives should have a fair voice in the Municipal 
Government of Calcutta and in the disposal of the 
funds raised principally by taxation from them. The 
Mofussil Municipal Bill just proposed is based on 
the same principle."229

According to Beadon, this municipal policy was part of general
government policy with reference to Indian participation:

"My object through life has been to bring the natives 
forward as much as possible, and free them, as it were, 
to take a part in the management of their own affairs.
Numbers of them come to see me every week and speak their 
opinions freely on all subjects. And my practice on this 
subject is followed generally by all the officers of the
administration."230

The urban Bengalis, however, continued to feel that they were 
generally discriminated against by the municipal authorities in con
flicts of interest between, on the one hand, the Government and the 
European community and, on the other hand, the Bengali population. 
Even the method of the appointment of Bengali municipal officials was
not totally satisfactory. The Bengali Justices were often criticized

231for their "lack of synpathy for the common people". This was not

2 28Letter from John Lawrence to Cecil Beadon, dated 2 August l86*f. 
John Lawrence Collection (MSS, Eur. F.90/31).

229Letter from Cecil Beadon to John Lawrence, 22 June 1864. John 
Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/^8^).

230iMd.
Bhaskar, l8 April 1863 (criticizing Kashi Prasad Ghosh, a 

J.P. of Calcutta and the ex-editor of the Hindoo Intelligencer); 
Samachar Chandrika, 19 March 1866.



surprising because although at the time of the introduction of
the Calcutta Municipal Bill of 1863 the Lt. Governor claimed that

232the Justices were to be "selected from all classes", in reality* 
the Bengali justices were invariably selected from a particular 
section of the urban Bengali society, that is, the abhi.jats and 
the navya abhi.jats. The Som Prakas of Calcutta which generally 
upheld middle class Bengali interests strongly criticized the virtual 
monopoly of the few posts available to the Indians by affluent 

Bengalis:
"At the moment only such men hold the posts of 
Honorary Magistrates. There is virtually no one
from the middle class (madhyam sre^T). But there
is little chance of good work or progress without 
the representation of the middle class. The rich 
Bengalis belong to the upper class (pratham srefiT) 
and are unaware of the conditions of both the middle 
class and the lower or the third class (tritTya srepT)."

But, perhaps the most pronounced fear was that of an "European
234bias" in municipal policy. The "deplorable" sanitary condition

and other drawbacks such as the scarcity of water in the Bengali
Quarter in Calcutta as compared with the "improved conditions" of
the European Quarter was a recurrent theme in the pages of contem-

235porary Bengali journals and newspapers". In 1865 Krishna Das Pal, 
a prominent kritavidya journalist of Calcutta of Kumbhakar (potter) 
origin, wrote a letter to the members of the British Indian Association

0*2 pLetter from Cecil Beadon to Elgin* dated 14 May 1864. Elgin 
Collection (MSS. Eur. F.83).

^^Som Prakas, 30 March 1863.
^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 17 June, 18 December 1865; Friend of India,

17 February 1070; 28 December 1871.
235Ber.ral Spectator, June, 1842, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 86-88; Saipbad Bhaskar,

14 Sravan 12o5 (1858), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 24C-241; 25 April, 25 May,
17 June 1865; Manohar, 25 November l86l; Samachar Chandrika, 11 
May, 5 June, 6 July, 25 December 1865: 19 March l866.; Som Prakas
15 May 1865: 2 April i860; Sagbad Prabhakar, 28 June, 16 September 
(letter), 6 November 1865; Saybad Purga Chanarodaya, 6 July 1865:
22 March 1866.



in which he pointed out the disparity in the number of tanks in
the Northern Division where the majority were Bengalis aid the

236Southern Division where the Europeans lived. According to the 
Sagibad Prabhakar, the three main reasons behind municipal problems 
in Calcutta were: first, the partial .policy of an English-dominated
municipal body; second, the ineffectiveness of the opinions of the 
’’Native Justices"; and, third, the absence of strict official con
trol over the Conservancy staff who extorted money from people il- 
legally. The municipal taxes, particularly the house-tax,
were also considered by Bengali journalists to be examples of a

• 239"biased" municipal policy. A major criticism against the house- 
tax - obviously put forward on behalf of the house-owners mostly

/

belonging to the upper class - was that the increase in house-tax
was particularly directed against the Bengalis since they owned the
houses , while, the. English "live in rented houses and do not have
to pay the tax."2^

Throughout this period, the urban Bengalis were generally opposed 
2^1to the idea of taxation. The Home Government was aware that under

2^Sa}jibad Prabhakar, 9 May 1863. Also, Sagibad Prabhakar, 9i 15 and 
16 May 1863; Bom* Prakas, 15 May 1865; Saip'bad Purpa Chandrodaya,
18 May 1865.

2^Sambad Prabhakar, 5 April, 30 November 1865.
2~̂ Sagbad Prabhakar, 17 February 1851, SBS, vol. 1, p.51*
239 —' _ _Ibid.; Som Prakas, 6 April 1863; Sagibad Purfia Chandrodaya, 8 June 1865.
240Sambad Prabhakar, 17 February 1851, SBS, vol. 1, p.51*
241Friend of India, 27 February 1851} 5 April 1855: 24 September 1863:

18 April 1872; Sambad Prabhakar, 19 Tisadh 1259 (l852)» 30 Baisakh,
5 Kartik 12c0 (1653), vol. 1, pp.*82-83, 1951 197: 24 January 
1866; Som Prakas, 27 April, l8 and 25 May 1863; Sambad Purna 
Chandrodaya, 6 June loc5; Samachar Chandrika, 21 September, 25 Dec
ember 1605; Indian Observer, b April 1672 (letter). The dislike for 
censuses and other methods of estimating the population partially 
generated from the belief that censuses preceded new taxes. Bengal 
Administration Deport, lSb5-6b, p.lŷ -; Memorandum regarding the
Proposed Census of Lower Bengal in l87kr-P*2; A.LatifPublic liife.,’TEedembdb' 1665. < 1 j-— ^ j 1 * * — - -1 1 , - •-*— J_____________________________________________________________________________



the various Acts passed during this period, municipal functions
were continuously increasing, with a simultaneous increase in

24-2taxes - generating \ jstile Indian reactions. Act XXVI of 1850 
laid down that a fund could be raised for municipal purposes

243"either by a House Assessment or by the levy of Town Duties".
The second method of taxation was said to have been introduced
into the Law "in consequence of the extreme feeling of dislike"
which was known to have existed in many parts of India to the

244imposition of a house-tax. The Local Governments were cautioned
"It should be left entirely to the people themselves, 
to decide in every instance which mode of taxation 
they prefer and great care should be taken by the 
Local officers and by the Government that the Act 
isnot put in force in anyplace contrary to the general 
wish of the inhabitants."245

Act XX of 1856 commonly known as the Chowkidari Act raised con-
246siderable hostility among the urban Bengalis. In 1856 the tax

which was inposed upon the looms and silk-cloth in Serampore was
247remitted when the weavers petitioned the Government. The Home

Government admitted that the tax was "open to the objection of being
248

partial and of oppression bearing on a particular class" and em
phasized that

242Despatch to India (Legislature), 10 December (no. 2) 1856), p.1008; 
Despatch to India (Revenue), 2 June (no. 3) 1858, pp. 164-165.

243Letter from Under Secretary to Government of India to Secretaries 
to Governments of Bengal, Madras and Bombay, dated 21 June l850,’f>v 
Board's Collections, vol. 2417, 1850-51* p.233-

2Vfibid.

246 *Som Prakas, 23 November 1863.
Despatch to Bengal (Judicial), 30 September (no. 54) 1857, p.1419. 

2̂ Ibid.



"We regret to see any attenpt made to levy taxes 
upon a populatinn even for municipal purposes, 
which subsequent experience proves to be ill- .
devised and obnoxious to their feelings and habits,"

The Bengal Act III of 1864 or the District Municipal Improvement
Act was resented by many urban Bengalis for introducing more taxes
and the Bengali elite put up a strong opposition to various aspects

250of this Act, mainly through the British Indian Association. In
view of the scarcity of money available for municipal purposes, it
was considered to be particularly unjust that the Police should be

251maintained from municipal funds. In 1868 the Governor General-
in-Council concluded that in view of the fact that the people of
Bengal disliked any form of direct taxation, the best course was
"to combine direct with indirect taxation, for, by this means alone
can a sufficiently broad base be secured for raising a sufficient

252income without undue pressure on individuals." The Municipal Bill
of 1871 which was finally rejected was again opposed by the British
Indian Association mainly on the ground that it sanctioned the levy
of a number of new taxes. In 1872 a contemporary British observer
cautioned the Government that, in the eyes of the Indian people, the
"chief fault" of the British Government was its "capacity for dis-

254covering new forms of taxation."

2% * d .
2*̂ Som Prakas, 29 February 1864.
251 _ _Som Prakas, 23 November 1863; Saqibad Purga Chandrodaya,4 December

1865; Sambad Prabhakar, 7, 11 and 2b December l8o5: 2 January, 27 
March 18ob.

252Resolution of Government of India, Home Department, dated 6 November 
1868, published in Gazette of India, 14 November 1868, reprinted 
in Statistical Reporter, 21 August 1871.

2^Friend of India, 18 April (quoting Hindoo Patriot), 25 July, 5 
August 1872.

254Indian Observer, 6 April 1872 (letter to editor).



255 256While the house-tax and the police-tax were strongly-
disliked by the urban Bengalis, particularly the abhi.jats, the 
local population was most disturbed by those aspects of municipal 
taxation which had religious implications. Thus* the tax on pro
cessions created ’’much remonstrance from people who feared an undue

257interference with their social customs”. The Hindus of Cal
cutta opposed the imposition of the water-rate since they con
sidered the water supplied by the new water-works to be unaccept-

258able on religious and caste grounds. They also resented the
refusal of the Justices to meet the costs involved in improving

_ 259the burning ghats of the Hindus from municipal funds.
Broadly speaking, the responses of the urbanBengali elite to

municipal issues can be divided into two categories, namely,
traditional Indian and Western. But, each category contained elements
of the other. The complexity of the situation was enhanced by the fact
that any particular go§£hT or individual could react differently
to two diferent but related issues. For example, Ram Gopal Ghosh
of the Derozio-gogthT and a Western- ducated Justice of the Peace
of Calcutta, condemned the practice of throwing dead bodies of men

^ ^Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.201; Bengal Administration 
Report, 1872-73, p.171. The abhi.jats of Calcutta were naturally 
anxious for a reduction in the house-rate since, like the Shetias 
of Bombay, they had invested heavily in houses, especially in 
and. around the metropolis. Cf. C.Dobbin, ’’Competing Elites in 
Bombay City Politics in mid-19 Century”, in E.Leach and S.N. 
Mukherjee, Elites in South Asia, p.85.

256See Petition of British Indian Association, dated 20 December 
l855i in Board's Collections, vol. 2691, 1856-57.

^ ^Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.201. Also see Despatch 
to India (Legislative), 9 November' (no. 18) (l853» PP. 1300-1301? 
Indian Observer, 27 April 1872.

^^Saipbad Bhaskar, 25 April 1865; Sagibad Prabhakar, and 15 May 
1663? Som Prakas, 15 May 1865.

259Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 13 July 1865; Sambad Prabhikar, 17 July 1865



2£oand animals into the River Ganges and supported the removal
of the skinning ghat from Nimtala to a less populated neighbourhood.
But neither Ram Gopal nor kritavidya newspapers like the Hindoo Patriot
could afford to be as progressive on sensitive issues such as the
transfer of the burning ghat from its traditional spot at Nimtala in 

262North Calcutta. The depth of Ram Gopal's feelings on the subject 
was apparent from his description of the government order for the re
moval of the ghat as '’arbitrary"* "irregular if not illegal", "objection-

265able",nWounding and exasperating" and "a dire calamity". His appeal
to the authorities raised the important question of the extent to
which the Government could interfere in the socio-religious affairs
of its subjects:

"Call it wisdom or call it usage, or if you prefer call 
it a superstitious prejudice, I submit you are equally 
bound to respect it.... Is it consistent I ask, with 
due regard to our usages, to tell us to resort to other 
than the localities so long used for the cremation of 
our dead?"264

Rama Nath Thakur, a Bengali abhi.jat who was a leading figure in the
British Indian Association and a Justice of the Peace of Calcutta,
warned that it would be "highly impolitic on the part of the Government

265to insist on this measure." He pointed out that this question had

260Report of the Proceedings of an Ordinary Meeting of the Municipal 
Corporation, held at the Town Hall on 7 March 1864, pp. 2-3• The 
other "Native Justices" agreed with Ram Gopal, a Special Committee 
of the Justices agreed with the proposal of the Government of Bengal 
to put an end to the practice, and, as a result, it came to an end 
by the mid-l860s. Ibid., p.l; Bengal Administration 
Report, l863-66, p. 133; , Saybad Prabhakar, 27 July 1863.

261Ram Gopal Ghosh's speech, quoted in Report of the Proceedings of an 
Ordinary Meeting of the Municipal Corporation, p.2. Also, Report 
of Improvement Ccmmissioners of Town of Calcutta for l855i p•57•

^ ^Hindoo Patriot, 29 December 1862.
2^Ram Gopal Ghosh's speech, quoted in Report of the Proceedings of an 

Ordinary Meeting of the Municipal Corporation, pp. 4-5»
264Ibid., pp. 6-7. Ram Gopal's speech created a sensation within the Hindu 

community and he was praised by the orthodox Bharma Sabha-gosthJ



important religious implications for the Hindus who believed ih 
266reincarnation. The Hindoo Patriot> the mouthpiece of the British

Indian Association^ had earlier warned the Government:
"Let the native community be not at any rate be 
interfered with in burning the dead."2°7

The Som Prakas emphasized the necessity to treat this particular
question with great caution:

"This is a matter related with the religion of the 
Hindus. The Justices should consider whether it 
is within their authority to introduce changes in ^gg
connection with the religious practices of the Hindus."
It is surprising that even after detailed discussions of the

socio-religious implications of the issue in the Press and at meetings
269such as the one held on 7 March l86*f at the Town Hall of Calcutta!

the Lt. Governor wrote to the Governor General:
"There is no peculiar sanctity attaching to either 
of the Calcutta burning Ghutsi so that the question 
of removing them beyond the limits of the Town is 
one of custom and convenience! not of religious ob
servance! except in so far as the observance of re
ligious rites depends upon the distance one has to go
to perform them."270

for his "adherence to the Hindu religion" which was held to be 
synonymous with "patriotism". Samachar Chandrika! 1 and 15 February 
1866.

265Rama Nath Thakur's speecht quoted in Report on the Proceedings of 
an Ordinary Meeting of the Municipal Corporation! p.9.

2o6tIbid.
^ ^Hindoo Patriot! 29 December 1862.
^^Som Prakas i 6 June l86 f̂.
269See Proceedings of an Ordinary Meeting of the Municipal Corporation 

held at the Town Hall... on 7 March
270Letter from Cecil Beadon to John Lawrencet dated 3 June l86*+.

John Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F. 9Q/k&k).



Beadon attributed the entire problem to the action of Bam Gopal 
271Ghosh, thus indicating his failure to comprehend the real 

nature of this problem. However, even he recognized the fact of the 
enormous impact of Bam Gopal's speech"upon the majority of his
timid fellow justices" who "voted a special Committee to devise

272means for making the Ghut as unobjectionable as possible".
The Sp’ecial Committee was composed of seven Justices, among them Bama 
Nath Thakur, Bam Gopal Ghosh and Chandra Mohan Chattopahyaya - three 
high-caste "Native Justices" who were well-known for their influence
within the urban Bengali society. The urban Bengalis continued to

273agitate over this issue, aided by the urban Bengali Press.
Ultimately, some of the richest Hindus of Calcutta contributed to
wards the installation of "improvements" such as the special in-

— 27*fcinerators at the Nimtala Burning Ghat. Prominent among them 
were representatives of lower caste groups - who obviously hoped to 
rise higher in society by siding with and helping high caste Hindu 
leaders on this important issue - such as Hira Lai Seal, a Teli and 
Shyam Krishna Mallik and Yadu Nath Mallik of the Subarna Banik caste. 
The agitation spread to the Mofussil where the Hindu communities, 
although generally "less prosperous than the Hindus of Calcutta",

271Letter from Cecil Beadon to Lawrence, dated 22 June l86*f. John 
Lawrence Collection (MSS. Eur. F.90/48A).

272Ibid.
2^Som Prakas, 6 June, 23 October 1863; Sambad Prabhakar, 19 October,

28 November, 2̂f December 1863: 17 January lSco; Samachar Chanarika,
23 October 1863; Sambad Fur^a Chandrodaya, 13 July l6b3i 18 January 1866,

^^engal Administration Report, 1863-66, j?.133j.
Sajjioad Pracnakar, 17 July 1803; Sambad Furna Chandrodaya, 7 December 
18o5; Saipbad BTiaskar, 6 February l86'6.



strongly opposed every municipal attempt to control Hindu burning 
ghats.

The question of water supply was another important issue 
which, on account of various caste implications and the strong 
feelings generated by the question, interested both traditional 
abhi.jats as well as Western-educated kritavidyas of the Derozio-gogfhX.
The meeting held at the Town Hall of Calcutta to discuss the new
water-works at Palta, thus, was attended by the representatives of 
various gogfrhXs and interests, for example, Yatindra Mohan Thakur,
Rama Nath Thakur, Hara Chandra Ghosh, Shri Krishna Sinha, Kali 
Prasanna Sinha, -Digambar Mitra and Krishna Das Pal. The new 
water-works gave rise to a serious controversy among the Hindus of
Calcutta and led to the formation of various outwardly improbable
alliances, for instance the one between some of the members of the 
Pharma Sabha-gogfrhX and the Derozio-gogthT, against the use of the
water supplied by the new system. Most of the conservative Hindus,

— 277including journalists like the^editor of the Sagibad Prabhakar,
were opposed to the new scheme on socio-religious as well as financial 

278grounds. Most of them, along with Western-educated kritavidyas
like Pam Gopal Ghosh, Krishna Das Pal and Digambar Mitra, preferred
the construction of new tanks in North Calcutta to the bringing of

279water from Palta through iron pipes. The opposition to this view

275 —  —Sagibad Bhaskar, 6 February 1866; Sambad Prabhakar, 20 February
lbbo; Samacnar Chandrika, 22 February I860.

27 fsSamachar Chandrika, 15 May 1866.
^ Ŝagibad Prabhakar, 16 May 1865.
^ Ŝaiybad Bhaskar, 25 April 1865; Samachar Chandrika, 15 May 1865;

Son! Prakas, 15 May l8b5; Sambad' Prabhakar, 15 and 16 May 1865;
Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 2 August l8b5.

279 _  _  /Sambad Bhaskar, 25 April 1865; Som Prakas, 15 May 1865; Sagibad
Prabhakar, 9» 15 16 May 1865? Sambad Puma Chandrodaya, l8 May 1865.



was led by progressive kritavidyas like Kali Prasanna Sinha,
280Tara Nath Bhattacharya and Rajendra Chandra Mallik. Apart from

28D.Western arguments such as the issue of health, the argument which 
was most effective in finally bringing about a change of mind among 
the Hindus was the Sanskritic argument of the absolute purity of

282the Ganges water as laid down in the Hindu Scriptures. Tara 
Nath Bhattacharya, a respected Brahmap scholar, issued a bybastha- 
patra (sanctioning document) in the traditional style upholding the 
use of water fromthe Palta Water-works which was read at a well- 
publicized and well-attended meeting held at the Town Hall of Cal-

pQ?
cutta on 11 May 1865. The increasing support for the new water supply
system among a large section of the Bengali population of Calcutta
was indicated by the growing demand for filtered water and by the
fact that an increasing number of premises throughout the city were

28̂being connected with, the water-works. The pattern of this and 
other agitations revealed that Calcutta society encouraged various 
contradictions in attitudes and reactions to both traditional pract
ices and modern innovations.

280
Samachar Chandrika, 15 May 1865; Sambad Prabhakar, 16 May 1865*

pO-,
Samachar Chandrika, 15 May 1865; Sambad Prabhakar, 15 May 1865 
(citing Digambar Mitra); Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 2k October 1865*

282Sagibad Prabhakar, 15 May 1865; Sagibad Puma Chandrodaya, 2 August 1865*
^ ^Samachar Chandrika, 15 May 1865.
28 -̂Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 2 August 1865; Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 

February lbbb.



s3. URBAN BENGALI REACTION TO THE WEST

The urban areas of Bengal generally encouraged more frequent 
and numerous contacts with the Vest than the rural areas* either 
through direct personal contacts between the Europeans and the Indians^ 
or through media such as modern education and familiarity with the 
British legal system and administration. Two important circumstances 
which resulted from these contacts and reactions to them were: first*
the formation of various alliances - both temporary and permanent - 
between individuals and gosthTs (social groups)« and, second* the 
emergence of a belief in the importance of pubhc opinion in the minds 
of the urban Bengalis* especially the elite. The growing belief in 
public opinion also led to a feeling among some urban Bengalis that 
the Government was often* if not always* reluctant to take into account 
Indian opinion and was generally discriminatory in its policy.

Bengali reactions to contacts with the West can be broadly 
divided into two - the political, concerned mainly with British policy 
and the lack of opportunities, mainly for attractive jobs* under British 
rule* and the socio-religious, concerned with British policy in social 
and religious matters and with Western influence upon Bengali society.
In the political sphere, Bengali reactions began to take the form of 
various demands and protestations. In the socio-religious sphere* 
the reactions were generally more critical and suspicious of the de
sirability of Western influence upon Bengali society. The two major 
forms taken by these reactions were* first, the revival of Hindu and 
Muslim orthodoxy and, second* the reform of the existing society through

^See above, pp. 59 ~ 66 *
^See above, pp, W
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movements such as the Brahma Samaj. In both spheres, Calcutta 
society contained elements of all the various types of reactions*
As a new society compared with the pre-industrial societies in old 
cities such as Dacca and Murshidabad, Calcutta society could be 
ejected to react favourably to Western contacts whereas the old 
societies could be expected to be generally unfavourable in their 
reactions to Western influence* But in reality the social situation 
was much more complex than this both in the old and the new urban 
areas* Both Calcutta and Dacca were important centres of two of the 
rival movements of this time, namely, the Dharma Sabha which stood 
for the revival of Hindu orthodoxy and the Brahma Samaj which stood 
for the reform of the Hindu society*

The Muslims who had been the rulers of Bengal before the British 
came to power, had virtually drawn away from politics, perhaps because 
of their feelings of pride and lack of adjustment to the changing cir
cumstances* Bengali Hindu journalists of this period felt that the
Bengali Muslims were out of favour with the Government, particularly

3 —following the Sepoy Mutiny and the Wahhabi movement. Hindu journal
ists also took care to point out that, comparatively speaking, "the
Mahomedans are less well-disposed towards the Government than the

5 _Hindoos." But the urban Muslim abhi.jats and kritavidyas, even in
the traditional Muslim cities like Dacca, tried to show their loyalty
to the British rule in various ways* In 1837 leading Muslims of

■̂ The abhi.jat Bengali Muslims seemed to be generally suspected by the 
British Government of being sympathetic to the rebels who aimed at 
restoring the Muslim Emperor to power. Sambad Bhaskar, 18 June 1837* 
SBS, vol. 3, p.390.

ifHindoo Patriot, 3 September 1861.
^Ibid.



Calcutta made arrangements to circulate "loyal resolutions" de
nouncing the rebellious Sepoys.^ Khaja Abdul Ghani, perhaps the 
most prominent Muslim of Dacca, made a large subscription to the

nGovernment Loan in 1857 and as a result was made a Companion of 
the Order of Star of India in 1871* Indeed, throughout this period, 
the educated urban Bengali Muslims, especially of Calcutta, repeatedly

g
professed their loyalty to the British rule and denounced anti-Briti6h 
movements such as the Fara’iji or Faraidi^ movement and the Wahhabi 
movement which reinforced Government's attitude of suspicion towards 
the Muslims. Both these movements were in the nature of unfavourable 
reactions to the British influence and rule and had important political 
as well as socio-religious implications for the Bengali Muslims. The 
Fara#î i? or Faraidis were the followers of the puritanical and primarily 
rural Fara*i&i movement, popular among the Muslim lower classes, which 
was started by Hazi Shariat Allah of Faridpur in Eastern Bengal and 
continued by his son Dudu Miya and declared that India under British 
rule was a ' dar-al-frarb1 (land of ̂ eirfaye,) and as such a place where 
every true Muslim had the religious duty of resisting the "infidel".^

^Despatch, to India (Public), 26 August (no. 120) 1857» pp« 10^3-10^^.

^Dacca News, 3 July 1838.
g
Public and Judicial Correspondence with India, Public no. 1620:
2k March (no. 33) 1864; letter from E.C.Bayley, Officiating 
Secretary to the Government of Bengal, dated 23 April 1867, as 
quoted in Indian Daily News, 26 April 1867; "The Mahomedan Address" 
to Cecil Beadon, dated 25 April 1867, as quoted in Indian Daily News,
29 April 1867; Friend of India, 13 May 1869 (from a Muslim correspond
ent); Indian Daily News, 27 August ("A few words from a Mahomedan"); 
^.Khan, An Account of the Loyal Kahomedans of India, i860; Abdul 
Latif Khan, A Short Account of My Public Life, p.2k% Appendices E and 
F; G.O.Trevelyan, The Competition Wallah, p.3^5*

9'Faraid' refers to obligatory ordinances of the law and religion which 
are believed by the Muslims to have been established by God himself.

10, M.A.Khan, Faraidi Movement, pp. xxiv-xxv; A. Seal, The 
Emergence of Indian Nationalism, p.310.
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The Wahhabi movement put renewed emphasis on tauhid (the unity of 
God)$ adherence to the principle of ijtihad (the tradition)* opposed 
the worship of saints which was held to be a form of shirk (poly
theism) and aimed at removing all traces of the practices of their 
earlier faith from the worship of the Hindu converts to Islam.^
This movement declared British India to be *dar-al-harbfor.a non-
Muslim state where the Muslims could not enjoy amah-i-awwal or, the
security and religious status which Muslims enjoyed under rulers of 

12their own faith . Although the "generality of the Muslims seemed
to have no intercourse with the Wahhabis in either religious or social 

13matters* yet this movement could not but affect the lives of all 
Bengali Muslims since it appeared to the contemporary British observers 
as a broad-based Muslim movement amounting to jihad (religious war)

lifagainst the British rule and as "the Great Mussalman Conspiracy",
The members of the urban Muslim elite tried their best to establish the
fact of their loyalty to the British, The Mahomedan Literary and Scienti-

15fic Society of Calcutta* founded by Maulau* Abdul Latif* acted as the
platform for loyalist Muslim speeches such as the one delivered by
Abdul Latif on 30 November l8?0 based on an exposition by MaulavV
Kararaat Ali of Jaunpur, Karamat Ali challenged the theory that British
India was 1 dar al-harb* and declared instead that it was Mar al-Islam is/a*.)

^M.T. Titus, Islam in 3hdiat p.l86.
12 —K.Odudi "Hussalmans of Bengal's Visva-BharatT Quarterly, vol. l^t19̂ 8-̂ 9. p.2̂ .
I-? /Som Prakasi quoted in Friend cf India* 7 January 1869,
l̂tFriend of Indiai 5 October l871« Also, Friend of India* 31 August 
1865, 4 January 1872^ W,.W#Hunter* Indian Musaltnans* pp, 10* 108-109,

^See below, pp. 2(3 4~ 3^5,



and that as such it was unlawful and even irreligious for Muslims 
to preach or carry on .jihad against the British Government in 
India. ^  The Government was pleased with Abdul Latif's "efforts 
to calm the excited feelings among the Mahomedans of Lower Bengal 
or certain of them, about the end of 1870."^

I Reactions connected with politics
The introduction of the British legal system and the spread 

of Western education generated belief in equality before the law and 
various expectations connected with this belief. By the middle of 
the nineteenth century, the progress of Western education in the urban 
areas led to the growth of an influential group of Western-educated 
kritavidyast mostly belonging to the middle classes* but also having 
a few abhi.jats and navya abhi.jats among them* who were interested in 
Government jobs.

Higher education which was often synonymous with Western edu
cation was almost entirely urban in character. Even the new educational 
policy of the Government of India based upon the 1854 Despatch of the 
Court of Directors* while providing for vernacular education, in fact 
perpetuated this urban-centred system, ©fhigher Western education. This
was done through the foundation of the Calcutta University in 1857

18which was followed by a growing response to University education.

A.Latif, op.cit., pp. 28-29; W.W.Hunter, op.cit.* p.121* Appendix 
III, p.215.

17Letter from E.C.Bayley to Abdul Latif, dated 4 April 1878, as 
quoted in A.Latif, op.cit., pp. 28-29.

l8Bengal Administration Report, 1865-66, p.14; Despatch to India 
(Public, Education), l8 August (no. 123) 1858. The number of candi
dates for the University Entrance Examination almost doubled in ten 
years from 759 candidates (out of whom 399 passed) in 1860-61 to 
1473 candidates (out of whom 579 passed) in 1871-72. Bengal Admini
stration Report, l860-6l, p.46; Bengal Administration Report,
1871-72, Statement IVB, p.cxxxiii.



the expansion of secondary education through financial aid to
missionary and other educational institutions located in the urban 

19areas, and through various other means such as the award of
graduate scholarships to students attending the elite institutions

20of higher learning such as the Presidency College. Since the 
governmental machinery and other semi-governmental organizations 
were mostly located in and around Calcutta, the metropolitan region 
showed the greatest proportionate increase in education. Among the 
other factors contributing to the generally urban character of the 
educational framework were: the growth of the urban middle classes*
the presence of the affluent Bengalis who were concentrated in the 
urban areas* mainly in Calcutta and its suburbs and in Dacca* and 
the existing traditions of education and learning in many of the 
urban areas.

Apart from the metropolitan institutions of higher learning
21which attracted a proportionately large number of students and

occupied a special place in the educational system because of their
22generally higher standard of education, other urban educational

In l86l-62, for example, there were $2 scholarships at Presidency 
College, 29 at Dacca College, 17 at Medical College, 12 at Hooghly 
College, 12 at Krishnanagar College, 11 at Berhampur College, 7 at 
Free Church Institution, 6 at Civil Engineering College, 6 at Doveton 
College, 2 at Sanskrit College and 1 at St. Paul's College. Bengal 
Administration Report, 1861-62, Statement K2, p.xxi.

19 For example, government grant to the London Missionary Society School 
at Behala in the suburbs of Calcutta. Bengal Education Proceedings,
12 November (nos. 32-3*0 1837.

21In 1871-72, the number of students at all colleges fell, possibly 
because of the unusual strictness of the Entrance Examination, but 
increased at the Presidency College and the General Assembly's 
Institution in Calcutta. Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.23. 

^See Tables 9» 10.
Friend of India, 1 June 183**; Sambad Prabhakar, and 10 September 
l8f&, SBS« pp. "56Q-361, 378-379- According to an official report, 
the Presidency College was "made a model for imitation, as far as 
possible, by the Mofussil Colleges". Bengal Administration Report, 
1855-56. pM .



23 *institutions were also showing rapid progress. The Hooghly 
College i for instance $ was a popular and growing institution in 
the l860s. The Dacca College had a special position in Eastern
Bengal, attracting students from various rural and urban areas in

25 26this part of Bengal. It had a growing number of students who
27were showing a high rate of success in the University examinations.

The Dacca elite made various attempts to improve the educational
situation in this city compared with Calcutta. The almost total
absence of Muslims from the membership of the Local Committees of
Public Instruction, even of abhi.jats and navy a abhi.jats such as Khaja

28Abdul Ghani of Dacca was resented. The student community of Dacca
began to demand special and better arrangements in educational matters,
"Dacca being at a greater distance from the Presidency (Calcutta) than

29other Mofussil Colleges". The students of the Dacca .College re
quested the Lt. Governor for professors who would prepare them for

30the B.A.Examination.
31At the school level also there was a steady increase in education.

2^See Table 9.
pLSambad Prabhakar, 3 January 1851, SBS, vol. 1, p.32*f. Its student 
population more than doubled between 1 January i860 and 30 April 1862, 
Bengal Administration Report, 1867-68, p.102. See Table 9.

25"However, students from EasternBengal also attended the Presidency 
College which had about 57 per cent Mofussil students in 1861-62. 
Bengal Administration Report, 1861-62, Statement K3, p.xxii.

26Between 1 January i860 and 30 April 1862 there was a mere than four
fold increase in the number of students attending the College. Bengal 
Administration Report, 1861-62, p.25. See Table 9.

^Friend of India, l*f May 1857• 30 January 1868.
2^Pacca News, 31 May I856.
^Hindoo Patriot, 6 October 1862.
^°Ibid.
"^Bengal Education Proceedings, 18 November (nos. 10,11) l86̂ f; Friend 
of India, 6 July 1871. Between 1855 and 1861-62, for example, the number



The urban Bengali society, particularly in Calcutta and its suburbs,
showed a remarkable enthusiasm and “earnest desire11 for better and

32more schools. The Government responded to this enthusiasm in the
771850s and the l860s by showing interest in vernacular schools and

in English and Anglo-vernacular schools in response to the changing
needs of the urban society and the necessity of making primary educa-

34tion relevant to higher Western education. English education spread
beyond the metropolitan limits. In 1853 Government recommended the
establishment of English schools in various comers of Bengal far from
Calcutta! such as Jfymensingh, Barisal, Pabna, Noakhali, EdLnajpur,

35Faridpur and Sylhet. The changing needs felt by the urban society 
also resulted in the growth of a number of Normal (teachers' training)

7 ^ 'T ry

schools, girls' schools and a considerable demand for “special

of schools in Bengal rose from 147 to 2,108 and the number of students 
rose from 12,865 to 91*203. Bengal Administration Report, 1859-60, 
p.37; Bengal Administration Report, l86l-62, p.23*

^Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.198; R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, 
pp., 8-10.

^Bengal Education Proceedings, 29 January (nos. 11, 12), 11 March (nos. 
14-17), 18 March (no. 26), 8 April (nos.8, 9) 1852: 13 September (nos,
84, 85) 1855* 3 January (nos. 30-35), 24 January (nos. 86-89)1856:
22 January (no. 135) 1857• 18 November (nos. 10,11) 1863.

34Bengal Education Proceedings, 17 November (nos. 68, 69) l853: 17
April (nos. Ill, 114) 1354; Sambad Bhaskar, 6 March 1856; SBS, vol.
3, p.440; Som Prakas, 1 September 1862.

^Bengal Education Proceedings, 15 July (nos. 79, 80): 17 November (no. 
69) 1853.

^^Bengal Education Proceedings, 7 February (no. 33X 27 March (nos.
77s 78) 1856. The number of Normal Schools rose from 11 schools 
(713 pupils) in 1863-64 to 28 schools (l8?l) pupils) in 1871-72.
Bengal Administration Report, 1865-64, p.49; Bengal Administration 
Report, 1871-72, Statistical Returns/ pp. cxxxiv-cxxxv.

^Bengal Administration Report, 1867-68, p.ll4; Bengal Administration 
Reports, lu?2-75, p.l48;^ Friend of Tndia, 29 April, 10 July 1862:
7 April 1864; Som Prakas, 20 May 1&64; Samachar Chandrika, 12 March 
1866. The number of girls' schools rose from 16 schools (395 pupils) 
in 186L-61 to 344 schools (9,518 pupils) in 1871-72. Bengal Admini
stration Report, 1871-72, p.243»



education” sucluaslaw, engineering and medicine. Medical education 
made rapid progress* the number of medical students increasing six
teen-fold in ten years between the mid-l8̂ 0s and the mid-l860*r^
The major Government Colleges had law departments* the Presidency Col-

39lege having the majority of students. The Presidency College also
ZfOhad the only Civil Engineering College.

Enthusiasm for higher education* particularly English education*
was thus largely confined to the major urban areas* and even there*

1mto the upper and the middle classes. This is evident from a study
iof the socio-economic background of the students attending the colleges.

The growing interest in higher education among the members of 
the urban Bengali elite was directly connected with their desire for 
more and better jobs. The success of the students of the Presidency 
College in getting covetable jobs with the Government was increasingly 
being resented by those associated with the other urban * 
educational institutions. In the early 1850s, the Principal of the 
Sanskrit College wrote a letter to the Government "soliciting that the

38The number of students attending the Medical College, rose from 8 
in 1855-56 to 128 in 1865-66. Bengal Administration Re-port* 1855-56* 
p.Mf; Bengal Administration Report* 1865-66* p.76.

39In 1865-66, Presidency College had 262 law students, Dacca College 
had 36 students, Hooghly College had students, Krishnanagar had 
16 students and Berhampur College had 19 students. Bengal Admini
stration Report* 1865-66* p.76. 

itQIn 1865-66, the Civil Engineerig Department at Presidercy College 
had kO students. Bengal Administration Report, 1865-66, p.76.
Moreover, the majority belonged to the Hindu community. In 1871-72, 
for example, about 83 per cent of the total number of candidates for 
the Calcutta University Examinations were Hindus, about K per cent 
were Muslims, about b per cent were Christians. Bengal Administration 
Report, 1871-72, Statement IVB, p. cxxxiii.

^2See Tables 11, 12.
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distinguished pupils of his College might obtain similar appointments

there was a growing movement among the Bengalis in favour of abolish
ing the standard of age for admission to the University and in 1870 
some of the parents and guardians of aspiring students presented a 
petition to the Syndicate of the Calcutta University praying for the 
abolition of the limit of age so that “clever industrious boys can 
pass the test at an earlier age than sixteen". Obviously* the main
reason behind this movement was to give the Bengali candidates more 
time to prepare for the Civil Service Examination,

The fact that the British Government in India needed educated 
men to run the different departments and fill various offices was. 
particularly favourable to the urban Bengali Hindu and Brahma 
kritavidyas. In the 1850s - at the time when discussions were going 
on connected with the foundation of the Presidency College and the 
establishment of the Calcutta University- the Home Government approved 
of theinstructions issued by the Lt, Governor of Bengal for "promoting 
the employment, in the higher branches of the public administration,
of the young men who have gained distinction in their educational 

45course," y in order to bring forward "an increased number of young
men from the Government Colleges qualified for the higher branches

46in the Public Service," It was felt that

4?as pupils of the Hindoo and Madrassah College," ^ In the late l860s

■̂ Bengal Education Proceedings* 15 April (nos, 2 and 3) 1852,
44Friend of India* 27 April 1871.
^Despatch to India (Public)* 12 September (no, 92) 1855*
pp. 191-192.



"those who have reached the highest place in the 
Colleges* and who may be well informed and good 
scholars, are excluded from the higher Government 
appointments by the prospect of attaining which it 
has been interded to stimulate both the industry 
of the College students and the general desire for 
education, for the want of some practical instruct
ions necessary to the holders of such appointments, 
and which the colleges afford so good an opportunity 
of inparting to them. "**7

In 1863 the Hindoo Patriot» representing the politically-minded urban
Bengalis - many of them belonging to the British Indian Association,
was pleased to observe that the Governments attitude towards "native"
involvement in political matters was marked by "a singular spirit of 

48conciliation";
"To conciliate Native feeling Her Majesty*s Govern
ment have admitted Natives to the Council, have in
vested them with the powers of Honorary J.P.s and have 
raised one of them to the bench of the High Court, 
thus opening to them the highest judicial positions 
in their own country."49

**Native appointments*’ to the Bengal Councils particularly those of
navy a abhi.jats such as Pam Gopal Ghosh and Maulair Abdul Latif along
with those of traditional abhi.jats such as Prasanna Kumar Thakur were
praised by the progressive Brahma newspaper the Indian Mirror on the
ground that "such appointments signified that our Government is

50realizing its promises".

47Ibid., pp. 197-198. There is a note in pencil on the margin, perhaps 
written by a representative of the local Government, commenting on 
the "difficult" attitude of the "native scholars": "I fear in many 
cases they are above accepting appointments of low grade in the 
service, in which the necessary political instruction can be acquired, 
They will not gradually ascend from the bottom, but expect to reach 
the summit at once." Ibid., p.197.

48Hindoo Patriot, 5 June 1863.
49Ibid. Vernacular journalists welcomed the appointment of "native 

judges** such as Dwaraka Nath Mitra and Anukul Chandra Mukhopadhyaya. 
Fakshik Sambad, 1 February 1871.

50J Indian Mirror< 1 February 1862.
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But government encouragement given to ♦'native1' participation
in administration was essentially of a limited nature, at least in
the view of a large section of the urban Bengali elite. A major
area of friction in this period was the question of Indians entering
the Indian Civil Service, perhaps the most coveted service in the
eyes of the ambitious Western-educated urban Bengali kritavidyas.
A contemporary Bengali journalist described the attractions of the
Service thus:

"The people of our country frequently express their 
frustration at the scarcity of high posts available 
to them ... Most well-educated people fall into the 
abyss of either a teaching job yielding a mere thirty 
rupees or a clerkship of fifteen rupees •••• The only 
way of remedying this situation is to try for the 
Civil Service Examination."51

To the kritavidyas,entry into the Indian Civil Service together
with success in the legal profession represented "the height of gain,

52primarily financial gain, and prestige."^ Success in the Civil Ser
vice Examination was also closely linked with the questions of "natural

53pride" and political independence.
But admission to this coveted service remained generally out 

of the reach of the Indian community. The existing system of examination 
was criticized by.the urban Bengali elite, often through the newly 
established political associations such as the British Indian Associ
ation, mainly on two grounds. First, it was argued that Indians should 
be allowed to sit for the entrance examination in a Presidency town 
in India instead of being forced to go to England since such a trip

^Paridarsak, 2 December l86l. Also, Paridarsak, 3 December l86l.
cp
Sambad Prabhakar, 13 December 1863*

^Paridarsak, 2 and 3 December l86l.



involved financial difficulties as well as "caste fears” Ciati bhay)
and "social fears” (sama.i bhay), more specifically* the fear of be-

54coming "outcaste” (.jatT-chyuta). Second, the examination itself
was felt to be a difficult one for the Indians and the Government was

55urged to reserve a portion of the covenanted posts for Indians. In 
1853 eome of the "native gentlemen” of Calcutta, including leading 
Calcutta abhi.jats and kritavidyas such as Raja Radha Kanta Deb, Ram 
Gopal Ghosh, Pyari Chand Mitra and the Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya 
(Banerjee) held a meeting and drew up a resolution protesting against

56"the virtual occlusion of the educated natives "from the Civil Service.
In 1837 the British Indian Association sent a memorial to the President
and Members of the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India
"calling the attention of the Honblev Board to the position of Her
Majesty's Hindu and Mahomedan subjects in relation to the Public Civil

57Service of the India Government.”
Two things convinced the Bengali elite that the Government wanted

to keep them out of the Service: first, the lowering of the age limit
for the Civil Service Examination from twenty-two to twenty-one in 1863
was seen as a deliberate attempt to exclude the Indian contestants and
was severely criticized by the Calcutta branch of the British Indian 

58Association. The Sambad Prabhakar of Calcutta sarcastically remarked
59that soon one would be able to see five year old "competition-wallahs”.

^Friend of India, 4 August 1855; Sambad Bhaskar,22 January, 18571 SBS,
vol. 3 , p.367; Som Prakas 1 18 September 1863; Sagibad Purua Chandrodaya,
23 October 1865: 2 February 1866; Samachar Chandrika, 9 November 1865;
Sarpbad Prabhakar, 1 and 4 December 1&&5* *

r-̂ Fambad Puma Chandrodaya, 2„February 1866. bCryibha or Inai~5~~*F~A'a£n51 1833.
^Bengal Public Proceedings, 29 January (no. 6?) 1837*
58 Sambad Puma Chandrodaya, 10 August, 12 September 1863; Sambad 
Prabhakar, 4 December 1863.

59Sambad Prabhakar, 8 September 1863.



Bengali journalists frequently blamed the "young age" of the British
Civil Servants for their "immature behaviour" and "hot temper" as
well as for their lack of knowledge of Indian culture, languages 

60and legal system. But obviously what concerned the educated Bengali
most was that the lowering of the age limit would place the Indian
contestants at a disadvantage compared with their British counterparts,
more specifically with the products of the leading British universities.
The British Indian Association of Calcutta proposed that the age limit
be raised to twenty-five years in order to give the Indian candidates
more time to prepare. The Vernacular Press of Calcutta greeted the
success of Satyendra Nath Thakur, one of the brilliant sons of Debendra
Nath, at the Civil Service Examination as a source of great pride and
hope for the Bengali kritavidyas.^  But at the same time the failure
of Man Mohan Ghosh which, according to Indian sources, resulted from

62a sudden change in the examination rules, raised serious doubts about
63the impartiality with which the examination was supposedly conducted.

In 1872 the Som Prakas boldly suggested that perhaps the British were 
becoming afraid at the prospect of an increasing number of Indians in

64 'the Civil Service. The Som Prakas felt that such an attitude on the

^Som Prakas, 29 June 1863: 10 September 1865* 13 December 1866;
Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 10 August, 12 September 1863.

^Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 12 September 1863* 2 February 1866;
Sambad Prabhakar, 13 December 1866.

62Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 2 February 1866. The lowering of the maximum 
marks for Sanskrit and Arabic followed Satyendra Nath's success at the
examination. J.M.Compton, "Indians and the Indian Civil Service",
Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1967, parts 3 and 4, p.100.

^Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 27 Novembery 3 December 1863; Sambad 
Prabhakar, 1 December 1863? Som Prakas, 4 December 1865.

64 , ,Som Prakas, 22 Asvin 1279 (1872), SBS, vol. 4, p.265, citing the
Englishman. Also, Som Prakas, 4 December 1865. Contemporary official 
sources seemed to support the view that the changes in the examination 
rules resulted from the fear of "native" success. See J.M.Compton, 
op.cit., Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1967, parts 3 and 4, p.100.
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part of the Government should make the educated Bengalis more deter
mined i and urged them to try to introduce the Civil Service Examination 
in India and extend their opportunities in the Service in every way 
possible.^ In 1871 the Som Prakas observed that attitude towards 
trips to Europe, a matter which raised sensitive religious and social 
questions! had become generally tolerant, at least in the urban areas 
of Bengal.^

The Bengali kritavidyas also began to express their resentment
against the fact that the Indians were being deprived of their legitimate

67share in the improved prospects of the Uncovenanted Service. That
the "native officers'* received lower salaries than their European or

68Eurasian counterparts was pointed out. Among the offices which the
•'native officers" most coveted and had lost were the Junior Magistracy
of Calcutta, the Deputy Collectorship of Customs, the Principalship
of the Sanskrit College in Calcutta and the Inspectorship of vernacular 

69schools. To the Bengali observer, all this clearly constituted "a 
70crime of colour".

Apart from expressing frustration with reference to jobs, the 
mid-nineteenth century urban Bengali elite also began to express their 
dissatisfaction with various aspects of British policy in India which

Som Prakas, k December 1865. Also Sambad Prabhakar, 3 May 1865; 
Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 10 and 29 August 1865; Som Prakas,
18 September I863.

66Som Prakas, l6Ph!5lgun 1277 (1871). SBS. vol. 4, p.223.

68
^Hindoo Patriot, 12 May 1862.
Ibid. 

69Ibid. 
7°Ibid.
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they considered to be discriminatory. The Western-educated 
kritavidyas, mainly the members of the politically-conscious Derozio- 
gosthi, took a leading part in these agitations. The desire for equality 
before the law was the main motivating force.

In the 1850s, a great deal of excitement and controvery centred 
round the so-called ‘'Black Acts" which were drafted by J.D.Bethune 
and sought to remove some of the judicial inequalities between the Euro
peans and the Indians. Most Europeans were greatly disturbed by the 
prospect of being tried by Indian judicial officers. In early January
I85O, about five hundred of the European residents of Calcutta attended

71a meeting where a memorial was drawn up against the Acts. In late 
January a deputation consisting of some of the British residents of both 
Calcutta and the Mofussil waited on the Deputy Governor with a memorial 
which maintained that "it was beyond the power of the Legislative Council 
of India to pass the Act for subjecting British subjects to the Company's 
Courts in matters of felony."7^ The Bengali kritavidyasf led by Ram 
Gopal Ghosh, the prominent navya abhi.jat of the Derozio-gosthXi gave 
voice to their reactions to the Black Acts in a pamphlet entitled Re
marks on the Black Acts discussing European oppression in the Mofussil 
and supporting the draft proposals. On 6 April 1857 there was a meeting 
in the Calcutta Town Hall at which leading members of the Derozio-gosthT
including Ram Gopal Ghosh, Kishori Chand Mitra and Digambar Mitra spoke

73in support of the Acts. Digambar Mitra voiced the demand of the urban 
Bengali kritavidyas for the removal of all "real" and "implied" distinctions

71Friend of India, 3 January I85O.
^Friend of Indiai 2k January I85O.
73Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, p.28^.



between the British and the Indians and their growing faith in
7kthe Western concept of equality before the law. The urban Bengali

Press generally supported the Acts and favoured the principle of
75equality before the law.

Although the measure proposing to place Europeans living in 
the Mofussil under the jurisdiction of Mofussil Criminal Courts was 
ultimately withdrawn, yet the Black Act$ controversy served several 
important purposes from the point of view of the rising political con
sciousness of the urban Bengali elite. It was a major factor in the

76formation of the British Indian Association in 1851 which increasingly 
took the lead in political discussions and agitations. The membership 
of the new organization was significant from two aspects. First, it 
was an exclusively Indian political organization, a fact which reflected 
the intensity of political frustration experienced by the urban Bengali 
elite around this time. Second, it stood for an alliance between 
different sections of the urban Bengali elite. The list of the first 
Committee included the names of both conservative abhi.jats such as 
Raja Radha Kanta Deb, Raja Kali Krishna Deb and Raja Satya Narayan 
Ghoshal and progressive navya abhi.jats and kritavidyas such as Ram 
Gopal Ghosh and Pyari Chand Mitra. This affair generally served as the 
rallying point for the members of diverse gosthXs within the urban 
Bengali society, for instance, the Pharma Sabha-gostKT which consisted 
of orthodox Hindus like Radha Kanta Deb and the Tattva BodhinT-gosthT

7kPublic Meeting in Favour of Extension of the Jurisdiction of Mofussil
Criminal Courts, pp. 33-39.

^Som Prakasi 21 Bhadra 1266 (1859)$ SBS, vol. *f, pp. 55-58? Sambad 
Furpa Chandrodava, 29 August 1865.

^See below, pp. 7.
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which included leading social and religious refdrmers like Ishwar
77Chandra Vidyasagar and Debendra Nath Thakur. The meeting held in

Calcutta in 1837 in favour of ” the ec tension of the jurisdiction of
Mofussil Courts” was attended by some of the most prominent and
influential men in the urban Bengali community* including abhi.jats
such as Jay Krishna Mukhopadhyaya and Rama Nath Thakur and kritavidyas
such as Digambar Mitra and Kishori Chand Mitra* conservatives like

78Radha Kanta Deb and progressives like Rajendra Lai Mitra.
But the urban Bengali elite* profiting from the new system of 

education and other changes taking place in the new urban situation 
and having a vested interest in the continuation of British rule?was 
on the whole loyal to the Raj. The Sapbad Prabhakar, representing the 
educated middle classes* praised the Government for its ”great interest 
in the cause of the education of the subjects and for various benefits

11
enjoyed by the people such as good roads and bridges and claimed that
the subjects had been generally happy since the country came under 

79British rule. The educated section seems to have taken pride in
8Qthe apparent ’’invincibility” of the British Empire. Contemporary 

British observers saw a direct connection between education, especially 
English education, which was received by the urban Bengalis, mostly 
upper and middle class Hindus, and loyalty towards the British Government.

^Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP» p.284,
78Public Meeting in Favour of Extension of the Jurisdiction of Mofussil
Criminal Courts, pp. 2-88.,

^Sambad Prabhakar, 28 Jai^fcha 1236 (l8^9)i SBS, vol. 1, p.173*
80Saqibad Prabhakar, 17 Jai^ha 126l(l83*0» SBS, vol. 1, pp. 202-203.
81Dacca News, Zh October 1857; 8 May 1858; Friend of India, 13 January



Bengali kritavidyas themselves saw a causal link between English
education and the loyalty of the Bengali babu. *

The loyalty of the Bengali elite was particularly gratifying to
the British Government during and after the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857*^
Neither the abhi.jats nor the madhyabittas (middle classes) in Bengal*
as the Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya of Calcutta later reported* had shown

8̂any sign of sympathy towards the mutineers. Instead* at a meeting
held in the Hindu Metropolitan College of Calcutta in 1857* some of the
leading Hindu "aristocratic gentlemen" (sambranta mahasayas) of Calcutta
like Baja Radha Kanta Deb (chairman)* Raja Kamal Krishna Bahadur* Kali
Prasanna Sinha* Rajendra Datta and Hara Chandra Ghosh* deplored the
actions of the sipahTs (sepoys) and offered to help the Government

85in "the preservation of peacej^The minutes of the meeting were sent to
86the Governor General and translated copies were sent Veverywhere". 

Leading vernacular journalists advised the affluent Bengalis to give 
financial help to the Government and thus ensure future British patron
age.®^ The rebellion was generally condemned in the Bengali Press 
and it was frequently pointed out with some amount of sarcasm that the
"ever-loyal" and "rice-eating" (hence lethargic) Bengalis did not even

88"dream about rebellions". The Sambad Prabhakar and the Sambad Bhaskar*

82Som Prakas* 25 May 1965; Sapbad Furna Chandrodaya* 8 September 1865.
^Dacca News* 5 July 1858; F.J.Halliday's Minute of 19 November 1858 
November 1858 and Duke of Argyll's speech of 15 April 1859 in the 
House of Lords* as quoted in T.R.Metcalf, The Aftermath of Revolt* 
pp. 12^-125.

8̂  -'Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya* 8 September 1865.

86
8^SapbadPrabhakar26 May 1857* SBS* vol. 1, p.223.
Ibid.

87Sambad Bhaskar* 3 February 1857* SBS* vol. 3* p*378.
88Sambad Prabhakar1 13 April I858.



the tvo leading vernacular dailies of Calcutta, published several
editorials and letters praising the British rule in India and de-

89nouncing the sipahis. The tone of these articles and letters was
90often Hindu nationalistic and anti-Muslim. According to a contenporary

Bengali report* both the Hindu rich men (dhanT lok) and the middle
classes (madhyabi11as) of Calcutta* especially the former* sided
with the Government and took great effort to protect themselves and

91the city during the Mutiny:
,fThe rich gentlemen of the city have made 'war prepara
tions* as they had promised to the Government at the 
Metropolitan College and the British Indian Association.
To the North of Calcutta, the Rajas of Paikpara-Raja 
Pratap Chandra Sinha and Raja Ishwar Chandra Sinha - have 
stationed two thousand armed men, among them forty to 
fifty goras (white/British soldiers), on the main road 
in front of their palace ... Within Calcutta* there are 
many sipahTs (Indian soldiers) and goras guarding the 
palaces of Shobhabazar* the house of the Dattas of 
Malanga and the palace of Rani Rasmani in Janbazar. Prom 
Kolutala l(Colootola) in Central Calcutta to Bagbazar* at 
the houses of wealthy men such as the Sens* Seals* Dattas*
Malliks, Thakurs, Sinhas, Ghoshes, Mitras, Basus and Debs,gp 
both Indian and white soldiers are playing martial music.”

Feelings against the Sepoys seemed to have spread in every section
of the urban society:

"Every subject (praja) has bricks on his roof. Rich and 
poor - everyone is on the side of the Government.”93

89Sambad Bhaskar* 2k January, 3 and 7 February* 1, l8 and 20 June 
1837i SBS* vol. 3i pp. 368-369, 376, 379. 386-393; Sambad Prabhakar, 
20 and 23 June 1837: 1 and 13 Baisakh 1263 (185$, SBS* vol. 1, pp.
226-2̂ 0. 

90Sambad Bhaskar* 2k January, 3 and 7 February, 1, l8 and 20 June 
i837i SBS * "'vol'. 3, pp. 368-369, 376, 379* 386-393; Sambad Prabhikar, 
20, 23 and 29 June 1857: 1 and 13 Baisakh 1263 (1838), SBS, vol. 1,
pp. 226-2̂ 0.

91Sambad Bhaskar, 18 June 1837. SBS, vol. 3* pp. 389-390.



The urban Bengali elite continued to voice their support of Govern
ment policy against the Sepoys, and thus remove any**feelings of enmity" 
which might have been generated in the British mind against the Indians, 
in meetings such as the one held on 3 November 1838 at which Radha 
Kanta Deb of the conservative Hindu Pharma Sabha-gogthT was one of

Qlfthe main speakersj and through their organizations such as the
95British Indian Association. On the occasion of the beginning of

Queen Victoria*s rule, elaborate and expensive celebrations were held
both in Calcutta and its suburbs as well as in old urban centres such

96as Murshidabad, Burdwan and Krishanagar.
The policy of oppression*1 carried out by the British indigo-

planters in Bengal with the support of a large section of the British
journalists and government officials was a politicalassue which greatly
excited the urban Bengali elite belonging to different classes and 

97gogthTs (groups). To them the indigo situation symbolized the in
equality inherent in the British rule. The "indigo troubles"(nll- 
hapgama) of the 1850s and the l860s, apart from revealing the growing 
political awareness of the urban Bengali elite, was also significant 
for the important role played by the urban Bengali literature and Press.

94Friend of India, 11 November 1838. .
95See The Proceedings of British Indian Association, June 1859.

^Sambad Prabhakar, 21 Kartik 1263 (1838), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 244-247.
An interesting feature of these celebrations which were initiated by 
abhi.jat Bengalis was the use of traditional Indian "auspicious signs/ 
decorations" (mangalikchinhas)«- ibid.

^Tattva BodhinX Patrika, Agrahayap 1772 (I83O), SBS, vol. 2, pp.323-
132; Sambad Prabhakart 4 July 1&59: l8 January (citing Hindoo Patriot),
12 March i860: 30 March 1864 (citing Hindoo Patriot and Som Prakas),
SBS, vol. 1, pp. 9S799» 102-103, 103-106, 109-113* 119-121: 24 May
(citing Dhaka Prakas and Bi.jnapanT), 29 and 31 May, 2 and 7 June 
I863; Som Prakas, 21 Bhadra 12o6 (l'859)s 2 Baisakh and 24 Bhadra 
1269 (l86<)i 9 and 18 Chaitra (letter) 1270 (1864): 14 and 21 Baisakh,
28 Agrahayap 1271 (1864): 4 Magh 1271 (1863)* BBS, vol. 4, pp. 35-5$,
62-66, 68-69, 75-84, 90-94; Rangpur Dik Prakas, 8 August l86lj 
Paridarsak, 16 and J>1 August, 28 October, 21 November, 6 and 20 December,



The controversies surrounding the Bengali drama.NTl Darpan /Tndigo
mirror/ (i860) written by Dina Bandhu Mitra* a Western-educated
Bengali Inspector in the Postal Department, gave the maximum publicity
to the question. In l86l the Indian Mirror* the English-language
newspaper published by the progressive Brahmas* reported:

"The Mil Dar-pap drama has earned a celebrity which 
it is not given to ordinary pamphlets to obtain.
It forms now the staple of conversation in every 
society, and commands the attention of the official 
and non-official European and native alike.n98

The dramatic presentation of Nil Darpapt in Calcutta in 1872 was
greeted with enthusiasm by the Bengali community in Calcutta.^ Its

. . . 100criticism by British journalists representing the interests of the
indigo-planter6 led to the writing of a few other popular farces and
dramas criticizing British civil servants, journalists and police."*^

According to the leading Bengali journalists of this time the
main reason behind the miserable condition of the indigo cultivators
was the partiality of the British government officials towards the 

102planters. The officials were accused of being indifferent to stories
103of oppression by the planters.. In view of this situation, the 

appointment of indigo-planters to the post of Honorary Magistrate was 
naturally resented by the Bengalis and in 1858 the British Indian 
Association under the chairmanship of Raja Pratap Chandra Sinha formally

1861; Sambad Puraa Chandrodaya, 22 June, 13 July (citing Bi.inapanT 
26 July I663; 1 February l866; Siksha Darpan, Bhadra 1272 (,1863);
Samachar Chandrika, 29 January l8b6.

98Indian Mirror, 1 August l86l. Also, Umesh Chandra Datta, as quoted
in PP, p,17*fj Charles Wood to Governor-General in Council, Judicial
no.Ill, 25 July l86l, in Parliamentary Papers (H.of C.),1862,vol.40(Paper 1?)
Amrita lal Basu, as quoted in PP, pp. 223, 245.

100For example, Indian Empire, 10 July l86l. The Vernacular Press of 
Calcutta criticized the support given to the indigo-planters by 
the English journalists, primarily the editors of the Englishman and 
the Bengal Hurkaru. See Paridarsak, 6 November l86l; Samachar Chandrika,
2 November 1863*

lOlAmrita Lal Basu, as quoted in PP, p.174.
^•^Sagbad Prabhakar, June 1848, 23 Chaitra 1235 (1849), 23Phalgun,
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protested against the measure. The Sambad Prabhakar pointed out
how the situation improved remarkably whenever Bengali kritavidyas

105were posted as high government officials in the Mofussil. Another 
major complaint of the members of the urban Bengali elite involved in 
this agitation was that the Government tended to consider the opinions 
of the British journalists and the British indigo-planters to be the 
public opinion of the country, whereas in reality, they argued,the 
opinions expressed by kritavidya Bengali journalists such as the editors
of the Som Prakas and the Dhaka Prakas constituted the "true public
.... 106 opinion".

An important aspect of this affair was the close cooperation be
tween the urban Bengali elite taking part inthe anti-planter agitation 
and the Bev. James Long of the Church Missionary Society - a circumstance 
which contributed towards better understanding between the Indian 
community and the British. In l86l the trial and imprisonment of 
Long for his responsibility in the translation and publication of Mil

27 Chaitra 1258 (1852), 4 Kartik 1261 (1854), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 50-51* 
8l-82, 98-99* 102-103* 1 June 1865; Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Agra-
hayan 1772 (1850), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 130-132; Sagbad Bhaskar, 13 March 
1836, SBS, vol. 3* p.310; Hindoo Patriot, 26 August 1850; Som 
Prakas, 24 Bhadra 1269 (1862): 9 and 16 Chaitra 1270 (1864): 21
Baisakh, 1 Egsfrhand 4 Asvin 1271 (1864), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 68-69, 
73-78, 81-83* 89; Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 18 September 1863#

103 —  —Samachar Chandrika, 7 September 1865.
^°^Sambad Prabhakar, 27 Sravap 1265 (1858), SBS, vol. 1, p.243.
105For example, Deputy Magistrate Chandra Mohan Chattopadhyaya in 

Murshidabad and Deputy Magistrate Kishori Chand Mitra in Rajshahi. 
Sambad Prabhakar, 1 Magh 1265 (1869).
Som Prakas, 25 May I863, 21 August 1865; Samachar Chandrika, 2 
November 1865; letter from poet Madhu Sudan Datta, dated lb 
November 1864, in S.K.Gupta, Madhusudaner Patrabair, pp. 224-225.
The importance of recognizing "true" public opinion was emphasized 
by the Vernacular Press in connection with almost every political 
issue, for instance, the taxation policy. See PallT Bi.jnan, 21 
August 1865; Sapbad Prabhakar, 25 December 1865.



107Darpa^i which was accused of slandering the two leading newspapers,
namely* the Englishman and the Bengal Hurkaru and the planters as a

108 109group, was deeply resented by the urban Bengali elite. Vernacular
journalists fondly referred to Long as the l!great soul” (mahatma) and
the ,fgreat friend" (param bandhu) of India. In July 1861 the
Hindoo Patriot of Calcutta, a newspaper whose popularity among the
English-educated urban Bengalis could be largely attributed to its

111 112 role in the indigo agitation, printed an address to the Rev. Long.
It was written by "the leading natives of Calcutta", mostly abhi.jat
zamindarjs, who resented the prominence enjoyed by the British planters
in Mofussil, such as Radha Kanta Deb, Rama Nath Thakur, Raja Kali

113Krishna Bahadur and Raja Narendra Krishna. They expressed their
appreciation of Long's connection with Nil Darpan which, athough ad
mittedly a work of fiction, was described as "a genuine expression of

Indian Mirror, 1 August l86l; Paridarsak, 18 September l86l.
After the publication of the Bengali drama, in I960, Long brought 
it to the attention of W.S.Seton-Karr, Secretary to the Government 
of Bengal and, after receiving the latter's sanction, employed poet 
Madhua Sudan Datta to translate it into English and acted as the 
main contact with the printer. The Landholders and Commercial 
Association brought legal proceedings against the printed and, later, 
against Long who was indicted on 19 July l86l and tried for libel 
before Calcutta Supreme Court. B.B.Kling, The Blue Mutiny, pp. 201- 
203.

108B.B.Kling, op.cit., pp. 203-20*f.
1OQIndian Mirror, 1 August l86l; Hindoo Patriot, 8 August l86l;

Rangpur Dik Prakas, 8 August, 12 September l86l; Indian Reformer,
10 August 1861.

^■^Paridarsak, 22 and 31 August l86l; Samachar Chandrika, 29 January
iessi

111 —Samachar Chandrika, 29 January 1866.
^ ?Hindoo Patriot, 17 July l86l



native feeling on the subject of Indigo Planting'1 The import
ance of "native” public opinion was emphasized in the address:

"Constituted as the British Indian Government is* it 
is needless for us to dwell on the importance of 
consulting in matters of legislation and administration.
Native opinion and Native feelings* expressed in what
ever form and through what medium so ever."H5

In August l86l the Hindoo Patriot published an open letter to the Rev.
Long from leading Bengalis of Calcutta "expressive of the confidence
and regard of the native community of Calcutta"'*'^ and assuring him

117that notwithstanding the result of his trial* the July address
"accurately represented the sentiments of the multitudes* who then had

ll8no opportunity of joining in its presentation." The originators 
of the July address or the leading Calcutta abhi.jats were described 
as "eminent and honoured members of the native community of the Prov
ince* who not only command the confidence of their countrymen* but
many of whom have lately received a distinguished mark of confidence

119of Her Majesty's Representative here." The important question
of the role of Indian public opinion was again raised:

"If the result of your ̂ ]Eong,s/r trial be to establish 
the principle that no one is to make known to the 
European community in India or the people of Great 
Britain the opinions and feelings of the native popu
lation unless he is prepared personally to adopt all 
their opinions and feelings, we fear that our means 
of reforming any part of our social and political

11'tIbid.
u 5lbid.
^ Hindoo Patrioti 8 August l36l«
117Xbid.
Il8Long was sentenced to one month in jail and a fine of one thousand 

rupees which was paid by Kali Prasanna Sinha, a leading Hindu 
abhi.jat of Calcutta.

^ ^Hindoo Patriot* 8 August l86l.
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systems are seriously diminished, and that the freedom 
of the Press is placed in jeopardy.”120

In September l86l, the Bengali elite of Calcutta presented an address
of gratitude to the Rev. Long at a meeting held in the house of Raja 

121Radha Kanta Deb. To a contemporary Bengali observer* this meeting
symbolized the new "bond of unity" among the aristocrats and the
educated community in Calcutta who ordinarly stood apart from each 

122other. The major Bengali newspapers, representing diverse interests,
also showed an almost unprecedented "unity of opinion and purpose"

123during this affair. Such cooperation between different groups and 
organizations, a Calcutta kritavidya remarked, was "sure to benefit 
the country".

II Reactions connected with religion and society
In the socio-religious sphere al60 contact with the West led to 

many frustrations and disappointments, both among the conservatives 
and the progressives within urban Bengali society. The Som Prakas of 
Calcutta which primarily represented the middle class kritavidya^ and 
took a liberal stand on most socio-religious issues, described some of 
these frustrations!

120tv.,Ibid.
121 tParidarsakt 5 September (letter from Calcutta), 6 September 1861.
122 *Paridarsakt 5 September l86l (letter from Calcutta).
123Ibid.
12**Ibid.



"The conservative/old community (pracin sampradaya) 
laments that all our social virtues such as our 
ancient religion, simplicity of behaviour and modera
tion with respect to food and drink are being gradually 
destroyed. The progressive/new community (navya sampra- 
daya), on the other hand, laments that our religion 
is being destroyed by rituals and that our social be
haviour is not tasteful."123
The aspect of Western influence which was disliked most by the

urban Bengalis, both conservatives and progressives, was the extreme
126Westernization of some of the urbanites, especially the youth 

which sometimes culminated in their conversion to Christianity.
Even relatively liberal Bengali journalists felt that those who re
nounced Hinduism and "deserted" the Hindu society could not be ex-

127pected to be of any future help in improving social conditions.
Even the Hindoo Patriot, which was run by Western-educated kritavidyas 
described an apostate as "a public enemy of the community he deserts"

h •‘l 2 8and felt that it would"do no good to restore such a man to his society.
The Som Prakas feared that if Christianity was allowed to spread any

129further, the Hindus would lose their identity. Both the conservative 
section and the progressive section of the urban Bengali Press carried 
on a ceaseless campaign against Christian missionary activities, 
particularly against the use of education as a means of converting

125 *Som Prakast 3 Agrahayan 1273 (1866), SBS, vol. *!, p.210.
Tattva BodhinT Patrika,§ravan 1778 (183b), SBS, vol. 2, p.l8*!j 
Paridarsak, 6 September (letter), 1 November l86l; Som Prakas,
29 February 186*!: 20 November 1863 s 26 Baisakh 1278 (1871), S3S, 
vol. *!, pp. 232-233; Sambad Prabhakar, 20 November 1863. Krishna 
Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.127; Madhu Sudan Datta,
Ekei Ki Bale Sabhyata ?, pp. 10*!, 111-116; N.C. Gunanidhi, Kali 
Kutuhala, p.9*!; N.N.Choudhuiy, Calni Balen Sunc, p.2; ftyari Chand 
Mitra, Mad Khaoa Bafjo Day, p.51*

^2^Som Prakas, 3 Agrahayap 1273 (1866), SBS, vol. 4, p.211; Sambad 
Pur p. a Chandrodaya, 28 March 1866.
Hindoo Patriot, cited in Friend of India, 21 March 1872.

^2^Som Prakas, 23 October 1865. The Som Prakas, although generally
in favour of social improvements, did not want all the ancient customs 
and habits to be swept away by "the current of change". Som Prakas,
28 July 1862.
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130the urban Bengali youth. The feelings expressed were often 
optimistic. In 1871 the Som Prakas expressed faith in the power 
of modern education and claimed that with the spread of education 
in general, the urban Bengali youth had become farsighted and as

131a result looked at the Christianization movement more critically.
Christianity, the Som Prakas declared with obvious relief, had "lost
much of its earlier novelty" and, as a result, the youth were "not

132becoming converted to Christianity in large numbers any more".
Opposition to Christian missionary activities was a factor

which bound different gosthTs and individuals within urban Bengali
society together, at least occasionally. In the early l860s, a
Bengali kritavidya living in the metropolitan area described the
general feeling of "religious animosity" felt by the local people to-

133wards the Christian missionaries. Cases of conversion to
Christianity, especially among the Hindu students of Calcutta and
its suburbs, were reported and almost universally condemned by the

134urban Bengali Press mainly on religious grounds. The conversion
of Hem Nath Basu (Bose), the eldest son of Kali Prasanna Basu, a

135respectable Kayastha of Calcutta, was one of the most discussed

130 _ _ ,Samachar Chandrika, 19 October l86l; Paridarsak, 18 December
l86l; Som Prakas, 3 July 1865? 10 Jaistha 1277 (187^  SBS, vol.
4, pp. 217-215. The Rev. J. Long was obviously mistaken in his 
belief that the Vernacular Press was becoming less stringent in 
its opposition to Christianization. J. LongtCh Vernacular Christian 
Literature, p.7*

' ^ Som Prakas, 23Phalgun 1277 (1871), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 224-226.
132Som Prakas, 23Phalgun 1277 (l87l), SBS} vol. 4, p.225.
^^Paridarsak, 23 September l86l (letter from Behala).
^■^For example, Sagbad Prabhakar, 15 February 1848; J>0 August 1851,

SBS, vol. 1, £p. lt>4-165» 176: 18 and 22 July, 1 August (letter)
1̂ 5; Paridarsak, 26 August, 18 December l86l; Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 
12 December 10b5; £iksha Darpan, &ravap 1272 (18661

^ ^Sagibad Prabhakar, 18 and 22 July, 1 August 1865.



cases of this kind, The process of Hem Nath's Christianization was 

spread over a few years. In the first phase, Hem Nath took refuge 

in the Mission run by Dr, Alexander Duff and the Rev, Lal Bihari De 

with the intention of accepting Christianity, but at the request of 

Hem Nath's father and because Hem Nath was legally still a minor, the

Missionaries were instructed by the Government authorities to send
1 5bhim back to his family. After about two years, in 186^, Hem Nath

>137
again went to the Mission and was finally baptized. Before Hem

Nath's baptism, his father wrote a letter to Dr. Duff and the Rev.
138De and sent a copy of the liter to the Hindoo Patriot, " the 

liberal English-language newspaper run by Bengali kritavidyas. In 

this letter Kali Prasanna mentioned a "mere family quarrel" as Hem

Nath's reason for wishing to become a Christian, in an obvious attempt
139to minimize the importance of this episode. '' The jndignant Verna

cular Press of Calcutta considered the action of the Christian mission

aries in this case to be further proof of their theory that Christianity 

in Bengal had taker the form of a "kidnapping trap" (chelcdhara phand).

Even the Christian converts, obviously suffering from the bad publicity,
1*fldisapproved of Hem Nath's baptism without any kind of "character test".

The motives behind conversion were often criticised. Many young 

Bengalis, the critics claimed, were becoming Christians for reasons 

which had very little to do with their religious convictions, for 

example, desire for money, desire to marry white/European women 

(svetupglnT) and the wish to hurt one's family.'"''" As a consequence^

136cSambad Prabhakar,

13' S a m b a d Prabhakar,
r r  0

■°uibid.

139m «.
*

l i , 0S ^ ’X ' b a d Prabhakar,
E b o d Pro* tar,

• 29 March 1866; &iksha Darpan, Sravan 1272 (lob



Ilf3it was reported* people were losing respect for converts m  general*
But the main argument used by the critics of Christian Missionary
efforts at conversion was the young age and the consequent immaturity*1

144of most of the converts. The urban Bengalis* especially the parents 
of sons of school-going age, were warned against the Christian mission
aries who were frequently described as tlkidnappers,, (cheledhara) and

1^5•'more dangerous than tigers or robbers*'.
Although both the conservatives and the liberals were convinced 

about the need to fight the Christian missionaries, and often worked 
together for this purpose, the two groups generally used two types of 
techniques. Broadly speaking,the conservatives had more faith in a re
turn to strict Hinduism, and the progressives believed in reforming 
the Hindu society in order to remove the reasons behind the criticisms 
which were frequently made by the Christian missionaries. Conservative 
Hindu reaction to Christianization, particularly to the '‘sinful** and
•'crooked'* tactics used by the Christian missionaries to gain converts,

146primarily took the form of revival of Hindu orthodoxy. The methods 
used were usually of two kinds: first, the imposition of various
difficulties, especially caste disabilities,upon the converts, and 
second, the more positive method of reviving the traditional Hindu

^ ^Saybad Purpa Chandrodaya, 28 March 1868.
144 *Pharma Ka.j ̂Pti'algun 1259 (1853); Paridarsak, 26 August, 18 DecemberiS'6iV Som Prakas, 3 and 31 August 1663; Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya,

12 December 1665I 26 January 1866; Samachar Chandrika, 18 December 1865 
15 January 1866. For example, the case of Aghor Nath Mukhopadhyaya, a 
minor and the "snn of a respectable family" (bhadrasantan) Samachar 
Chandrika, 18 December 1865; Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, 26 January 1866.

^Saqibad Prabhakar, 24Ptfalgun 1258 (1852): 9 Baisakh 1260 (1853), SBS, 
vol. 1, pp. l80-l8l, 194-195* 22 July 1865; Pharma PracharipT,rkalgun 
1259 (l853)» PP« 3* 13-14; Paridarsak, 18 December 1861j Sagibad 
Purpa Chandrodaya, 22 July 1865; D.N,Thakur, Atman ibanT, pp. 62-65;
W.C.Chattaraja, Kali Kutuhala,p.91.

l46Sagibad Prabhakar, 28 December 1865.



custom of "atonement” (prayascitta) in order to readmit converts 
into the Hindu caste structure.'Alexander Duff* the Scottish 
missionary, noted the many "difficulties and temptations",^*^ "pei*- 
sonal inconveniences and discomforts"^*^ and the "severe ordeal of 
trial and even downright persecution*^^ faced by the converts. Many 
converts, as reported, had no place to live and moved into the Mission 
house.

The revival of "purification" or other rituals sanctioned by 
Sanskrit sources for readmitting converts into the Hindu society was 
discussed at a meeting held on 25 May 1851 at the Oriental Seminary 
in Calcutta. The meeting was reportedly attended by "a numerous body 
of Hindoo gentlemen, chiefly of the old and orthodox school" including 
"the recognized leaders of almost every party in Calcutta except the 
extreme liberals generally represented by Baboo Ram Gopal Ghosh.
The Pharma Sabha-gogfhT led by Radha Kanta Deb controlled this meeting 
which had been initiated by some of its members who were residents of 
Bhowanipur. The spokesman of the Bhowanipur party, a pleader in the 
Sadar Court reported that Bhowanipur, where many Christian missionary 
educational institutions were located, had been "seriously agitated by 
the recent conversions'* and that it had become evident to the inhabitants

14?
Friend of India, 21 February I85O (citing Hindoo Intelligenceij

lL.gLetter from Dr. Duff to Dr. Gordon, June 1846. Duff Papers (MSS).
lii.QLetter from Dr. Duff to Dr. Gordon, 1 July 1846, Duff Papers (MSS).

The frequent references to the "comforts" and "conveniences" of the
converts* original homes indicate that they came from fairly well-to-do 
upper and middle class families.

^■^Letter from Dr. Duff to Dr. Gordon, 1 July 1846, Duff Papers (MSS).
151 /Letter from Duff to Anderson, 2 May 1846, Duff Papers (MSS).
^Friend of India, 29 May 1851.



of that quarter that a great Hindoo movement must be organized to
153resist the progress of the Missionaries." The meeting unanimously

accepted a plan sanctioning a "purification" (prayascitta) ceremony to
154enable "Native Christians to return to the Hindu community. The

"form of purification" seemed to be "themost practical expedient"
since it was realized that "any attempt to prevent the rising generation
of Natives from paying particular attention to the study of English,

155would be absurd in principle, and useless in practice.11 Apart
from an "immense majority" of the assembled pandits, the pandits and
Maharaja of Nadiya, "the religious oracle of Bengal", who were consulted

156also sanctioned this plan. Although the plan was ultimately destroyed
by differences of opinion among the different urban gogfrhTs and 

157leaders, yet it laid the foundations for future discussions and
plans. In 1854 a "purification" (prayascitta) ceremony was arranged
in Calcutta to enable Chandra Mohan Thakur, a teacher at a government

158school in Calcutta and a Christian convert to return to Hinduism.
Leading Hindu abhi.jats of Calcutta like Rama Nath Thakur and Girindra 
Mohan Thakur were praised by their contemporaries for reviving this 
traditional method and for accepting Chandra Mohan backinto their 
community.

15̂ Ibid.
1^ *Ibid.
155Ibid.
^Ibid.
^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 19Ph«ilgun 1259 (1853) (letter), SBS, vol. 1, p. 191 •

Also, Friend of India, 5 June 1851.
•̂̂ Saipbad Prabhakar, 25 Esvin 126l (1854), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 212-215*



Primarily as a reaction to Christian missionary activities, 
the progressive section of the urban Bengali elite began to express 
the need for reforming Hindu religion and society. This was felt to 
be essential in order to retain and, in some cases, regain control 
over the educated urban Bengali youth, a section which seemed to be 
generally disenchanted with the existing system of Hindu religion 
and society.Perhaps the greatest obstacle to the Christianization 
movement in the urban areas of Bengal in the second half of the 
nineteenth century was the rise 0f the Brahma Samaj, a socio-geligious 
movement which was congratulated by contemporary Bengalis including 
conservatives for its success in diverting many young Bengalis,

161especially Western-educated kritavidyas, away from Christianity.
The Christian missionaries themselves were aware of the significance 
of the competition from the Brahma Samaj, especialty from Keshab

162Chandra Sen and his followers. They frequently criticized Brahma
163 164 —Bharma in writings and speeches. In 1864 the Pharma Pracharigi,

a conservative Hindu journal, described the special measures taken
by the Christian missionaries to counteract the influence of the
Brahma Samaj:

^^Som Prakas, 29 May 1865; Sambad Puma Chandrodaya, J>0 August 1865.
l6lSagibad Prabhakar, 13 Esvin 1260 (1853) (letter), SBS, vol. 1, 

p.196, 22 July 1265; Samachar Chandrika, 19 October 1865; Sagibad 
Purna Chandrodaya, 15 February 1866.

/Church Missionary Atlas, p.34; Som Prakas, 17 August 1863 (letter 
on clash between Lal Bihari De. and Keshab Chandra Sen); Indian 
Daily News, 26 January 1869; Fliend of India, 2 February lo74.

^^The Rev. J. Mullens (London Missionary Society), "Vedantism,
Brahmoism and Christianity11, cited in Friend of India, 1 April 1852.

^■^Bishop Milman and the Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya, as quoted 
in Friend of India, 1 April 1852.



"The Christian group (KhrTgfran dal), seeing the 
signs of the progress of Brahma Dhanna on all sides, 
cannot decide on their course of action. Lately 
they have arranged a *free box' of books concerning 
Christianity. In Behala {a. suburb of Calcutta]?, 
they are distributing Christian books from this box 
in houses and pathsalas (primary schools) in streets 
and alleys.nlk5

The Brahma-Christian confrontations were not confined to the metro
politan region. At a meeting held on 1 July 1853 ia Burdwan and 
attended by about four hundred people, including Christian priests 
and Bengali Christians, Kedar Nath Datta, the organizer of the 
meeting, spoke on the similarities between Christianity and Brahma
Dhanna and urged for "unity and cooperation" between the two move-

167
ments.^^ But the Christian missionaries who were present at the
meeting disagreed with him and declined to attend a later meeting,'
a move which suggests that there was a growing feeling of uneasiness
among the Christian missionaries with regard to the Brahma Samaj. In
1865 the Baptist missionaries of Dacca harshly criticized Kali
Prasanna Ghosh, a Brahma kritavidya, at a meeting in which the latter

168lectured on Brahma Dharma. The missionaries wrote several letters 
to people living in various places including Calcutta, criticizing 
lecturers on Brahma Dharma.

The urban Bengali attitude to missionary activities was in
fluenced by a feeling that the Government encouraged the Christianiza-

170tion of the Indian society, whether directly or indirectly. In the

165D̂harma PracharigT Patrika, 3Csa^hl786 (l864).
^ ^Som Prakas, 17 August 1863 (letter from Burdwan).
l67ibid.
168 *Som Prakas, 14 August 1865, citing the Dhaka Prakas.
l69Ibid.
170Sambad Prabhakar, 9 Baisakh 1260 (1853); 12 Baisakh 1261 (1854-),

SBS;, voi.. ±, pp. 194, 201-202? Dharma Ra.i,Phalgun 1259 (1853), SBS, 
vol. 1, pp. I6I-I63; Paridarsak, 4 November l86l; Sagibad Bhaskar, 16 
August 1865, SBS, vol. 3, pp. 324—326; Samachar Chandrika1, 19 November 1865*



early 1850s the Sambad Prabhakar of Ishwar Gupta, a leading journal
ist and satirist who often sided with the conservatives on socio
religious issues, remarked:

"The problem of Ishu Chrigfci ^Tesus Christ/** has become 
more virulent than the danger of cholera ... We do 
not fear robbers because they are afraid of the Govern
ment. But the padrTs (Christian missionaries) do not 
fear the Government* Since the ruler supports them, 
they have become extremely oppressive."171

To conservative Hindu journalists, it was even a "natural act" on
the part of the Government which, after all, was a "Christian Govem-

172ment" to support the Christian missionaries. Even comparatively
progressive Bengali newspapers had similar misgivings. To the Som
Prakas it was evident that Christianity was protected by Government,
government protection being the main reason behind the strength and

173progress of the Christianization movement in India. The Tattva 
BodhinT Patrika, the mouthpiece of the Idi Brahma Samaj and the 
Tattva BodhinT Sablia which were actively opposed to the Christianization 
movement, suspected the British government officials of being partial

17 ifto the Christian missionaries.
Many urban Bengalis felt that the Government fs professed policy 

175of religious neutrality, ^ which most of the members of the elite
176seem to have favoured, was contradicted by certain aspects of

^ ^Sambad Prabhakar, 9 Baisakh 1260 (l853)» SBS, vol. 1, p.194.
172Samachar Chandrika, 19 October 1865.
^•^Som Prakas, 23 October 1865.
^ Scattva BodhinT Patrika, Bhadra 1773 (1851), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 132-139.
^■^Despatch to India (Public), 3 February (no. 12) 1858,

pp. 11-12. Cf. K.A.Ballhatchet, Social Policy and Social Change 
in Western India, pp. 83-84, 275-280; G.S.Ghurye, Caste, Class 
and Occupation, p. 17-8.

^^Satybad Prabhakar, 24Rialgun, 4 and 12 Chaitra 1258 (1852), SBS 
vol. 1, pp. 180-181, 183-186: 8 July I865: 9 April 1866; Ssgabad



Government policy. The Government was frequently warned against
the serious complications which might ensue if the policy of re-

177ligious neutrality was abandoned. According to many English- 
educated urban Bengali kritavidyas of this time* fear of Government 
intervention in religious matters was the main reason behind the

1 nQ
outbreak of 1857- But the question of Government intervention 
in social and religious matters came to the forefront mainly in 
connection with certain pieces of legislation which appeared to be 
in direct contravention of the policy of religious neutrality. Some 
of the major points which were raised by the critics of Government 
policy were: first* that among the Hindus social customs were almost
always associated with religion; second* the Government was reminded 
of its initial promise to honour the religious habits and national 
customs of the subjects* especially in view of the popular belief that 
the Government was in favour of the spread of Christian religion and 
values in India; and third, the fear that Christian converts might 
be allowed to remarry, a step which would remove a major obstacle to 
conversion as well as give rise to various complications for the

Purpa Chandrodaya, 12 Baisakh 126l (1834), SBS, vol. 1* pp. 201-202:
29 December 1863; Paridarsak, 4 November 1861; Hindoo Patriot,
29 December 1862; Samachar Chandrika, 1 February 1866; Sagibad Bhaskar* 
6 February 1866, The exceptions were cases such as Charak ta Saiva 
festival) which were found to be both inhuman and>what was more 
important, against the Scriptures. Saybad Prabhakar, 9 April 1866.
The Bengali Muslims were also found to be generally in favour of the 
continuation of the policy of religious neutrality on the part of 
the British Government. Despatch to India (Public, Education), 3 
June 1837 (no. 78), pp. 911-912.

^^Saybad Prabhakar, 12 Chaitra 1238 (I832), SBS, vol. I,^p.l86: 28 
December 1863; Paridarsak, 4 November l86l; Som Prakas, 18 July,
3 September 1864! 28 August, 4 September, 16 October 1863;
Samachar Chandrika, 17 April, 11 September3863; Saybad Bhaskar,
17 July, 6 September 1863; Saybad Purpa Chandrodaya, 28 July* 1 
September 1863.
Ram Gopal Ghosh, as quoted in Friend of India, 11 November 1838} 
Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP* p.319*
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179marriage-partner who remained in the Hindu community.
The controversies surrounding the question of the marriage

of Christian converts led to various discussions, interpretations
and amendments of existing laws as well as the introduction of new 

180laws. The proposal for the amendment of the f,New Act for Marriages
in India” in order to enable the Christian converts to divorce their
partners and remarry was brought to the notice of the Government in

l8lthe early 1850s by the Rev. J. Boaz. He pointed out that under 
that Act, the consent of the father or guardian was required for the 
marriage of any party under the age of twenty-one; years and that the 
general practice among Indians was to marry at a much earlier age

182than was customary in Europe. The Hindu or Muslim father of the
young convert could be hardly expected to give such consent. The
involvement of the Christian missionaries convinced many contemporary
Bengalis of the fact that the former were worried that fewer people
were becoming Christians because of the absence of a provision for

183the marriage of converts. This question was particularly relevant 
in the urban context since in the urban areas of Bengal conversion 
generally took the form of the isolated act of an individual whereas 
the conversions taking place in the rural areas were often mass affairs

179Sagbad Prabhakar, 11 January, 28 February 1866.
180Bengal Ecclesiastical Proceedings, 8 November (no. 7) 1^33; Legislative 

Letters from India, 9 December (no. 26) l86l; India Legislative 
Proceedings, August (nos. 67 and 117) 1872; Friend of India, 6 
August, 29 December 1853* 12 January 1865; Overland Friend of 
India, 7 February 1866, from Friend of India, 25 January 1866.

181Despatch to India (Legislative), 17 November (no. 20),
1852, pp. 1228-1229.

l82ibid.
^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 20 March 1865.



involving entire families, even villages.

But in the early 1850s, the Home Government could not perceive

any means by which "the difficulties regarding marriages among

native converts to Christianity11 could be removed without ’’consequences
l3ifof a more objectionable nature’*. Ultimately, however, at the

insistence of the Government in India, who continued to press for an
l85amendment of the law relating to marriage and divorce in India,

the Home Government was forced to admit that

’’except only with reference to marriages contracted 
before conversion and especially to the case of a 
plurality of wives, the question adverted to affect 
all Native Christians, and it seems indeed impracticable, 
either in fact or in principle, to draw a valid line of 
distinction, with regard to the rules for Marriage 
and Divorce between Native Christians and Christians 
in general."186

The Government in India was asked to prepare a Bill and, if necessary,

a Draft Act, embodying considerations in this matter. Throughout the

1850s and the 1860s the Legislative Council of India witnessed long

discussions on the Bill which sought”to provide for the dissolution

of certain marriages entered into by Christian converts before their 
187conversion.” The object of the Bill was to remove some of the dis

abilities affecting the Indian converts to Christianity, mostly 

practical difficulties arising out of the prevalent custom of early 

marriages which meant that most converts were married at the time of 

their conversion. As Sir Charles Jacksoridescribed the anomalous 

situation:

T fillDespatch to India (Legislative), 17. November (no, 20)-
1852, pp. 1232-1233.

18̂ 5Despatch to India (Legislative). 7 December (no. 20)
1853, PP. 383-388.

l8̂ Ibid., pp. 38̂ -385.
1 87Proceedings of the Legislative Council of India, vol. V, 31 December

1859, p.852.



"The consequence of a Mahomedan or Hindoo becoming 
Christian was simply this, that the Hindoo or Mahomedan 
who remained true to his own faith was considered freed 
from the marriage tie, the marriage itself being dis
solved, while on the other hand, according to Christian 
doctrine, the convert was bound by his marriage before 
conversion and was not able to remarry... such a state 
of things produced most serious consequences. It either 
led to concubinage amongst the converts, or else to ir
regular marriages which gave neither a legal or religious 
sanction to the subsequent connection.”188

The situation was further complicated by the circumstance that some 
Christian missionaries, in their effort to gain more converts and to 
retain control over their converts often allowed, sometimes even en
couraged, the converts to remarry. While such conduct on the part of 
the missionaries was perhaps to be expected in view of the increasing 
success of the anti-Christianization techniques being used by both 
the conservative and the progressive urban Bengalis, it led to further 
problems for the Christian missionaries in Bengal. First, the convert 
who remarried was liable to an indictment for bigamy* Second, such 
marriages led to harsh cricitisms of both the reasons> and methods of 
conversion to Christianity.

Throughout the discussions on this question, the Government 
appeared anxious not to antagonize the Hindus and the Muslims. There 
were repeated attempts in the Council to establish that the Bill would
not in any way affect ’’either the Mahomedan or Hindoo party to the

l89marriage who remained true to their original faith”, although the 
question of the converts’ marriage was one which involved the converts’ 
spouse and, in the context of the joint family system, the entire 
family. The Converts* Remarriage Bill which was introduced by Henry

188Ibid., pp. 852-853 (citing Sir Charles Jackson).



Maine in 1864 was* as Maine carefully pointed out, expected to be
"a law of liberty" which would free the Christian converts from
certain disabilities, but involve no encroachment upon the rights 

190of the Hindus. The Indian Divorce Act (Act IV of 1869) which gave
converts to Christianity the right to divorce and marry again was

191applicable only when the petitioner was Christian.
But the whole question and the discussions surrounding it 

greatly troubled the urban Bengali elite?both Hindus and Muslims.
Maulavi Abdul Latif, the leading Bengali Muslim kritavidya of Cal
cutta, wrote a letter to Henry Maine stating that the new law regard
ing the marriage of "Native Christians" would force "secluded" women

192to appear in public. As a consequence, he feared, the guardians
of Muslim boys would refuse to alloy., them to have English education

\

since they would find a direct link between such legislation and the
progress of Westernization in India and all the efforts of the Maulavi
to spread English education among the members of his community would be

193rendered fruitless. The urban Bengali journalists, mostly Hindu
194kritavidvast were mostly against the Bill. 7 During the 1860s there 

were many agitations in the metropolis surrounding the Bill and several 
petitions were sent to the Legislative Council by groups of urban

190Henry Maine*s Speech of 4 November 1864 in Legislative Council, 
cited in T.R.Metcalf, Aftermath of Revolt, p.111.

191A collection of the Acts passed by the Governor General of India 
in Council in the year 1869« Calcutta, 1869, p.32.

■^^A. Latif, Public Life, pp. 27-28: Appendix I, p.4; Siksha Darpan,
Pou$ 1273 (December 1866-January 1867). — —— — — —

193Ibid. Bengali Hindu kritavidyas, however, pointed out that the 
Muslims and the Roman Catholics were exempted from the legislation 
and that it affected only the Hindus. £iksha Darpag, Magh 1273 (1867).

■^^Sstybad Pur$a Chandrodaya, 15 February 1866.
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Bengalis» mostly upper and middle class Hindus* protesting against 
195the Bill. Even the Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya, a Bengali

Christian kritavidya, wrote a pamphlet criticizing legislation allow-
196ing converts to remarry* perhaps because he sensed the depth of

hostility felt by the non-Christian Bengali population towards such
legislation and feared that such hostility would ultimately hurt the
cause of Christianization in urban Bengal. Perhaps for similar
reasons, even a few European Christian missionaries of Calcutta

197petitioned the Legislative Council against it. The Christian
missionary opposition to the Bill was based mainly upon two arguments:
first, that such legislation would lend support to "wrong” motives
for conversion for instance the desire to marry a white woman, and
second, that such legislation would stand in .the way of the possible

198conversion of the non-Christian partner in marriage. It would
also, they feared, give a wrong impression of the general Christian

199attitude towards bigamy and divorce to the non-Christians. The 
Som Prakas suggested that the Bill should include a clause forcing 
the converted husband to wait till his wife reached the age of twenty - 
an age at which she could be expected to make an independent decision

^ Ŝaqibad Prabhakar, 29 November 1865 (citing Bengal Hurkaru): 1 
January l8b6.

~^^£iksha Darpap, Agrahayap 1272 (1866).
^ ^§iksha Darpap, Poug 1272 (December 1866-January 1867).
T oASom Prakas, 16 January 1866.
199ibid.



200 / before marrying again. The Bill, the Som Prakas argued, was

particularly aimed against the Hindus since the Muslims were exempted

on grounds wfiich were equally aplicable to the Hindus, for exanple

the argument that conversion to a different religion was enough
201ground for the breakdown of a marriage. Moreover, the prevalence 

of child-marriages among the Hindus was held to be another factor ih 

favour of exempting them, since at the time of the conversion of a 

husband she would generally be too young to make a decision for her

self and the legislation, by allowing the husband to remarry, would
202close the door to any future change of mind on the part o f the wife.

The legislation, it was argued, was also partial to the Christians

and prejudicial to the Hindus since the existing Hindu family system

would make it almost impossible for a Christian husband to get the oppor-
203tunity to meet his Hindu wife. The Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, a

prominent Calcutta daily which was known for its ceaseless campaign
20*fagainst the Christianization movement in Bengal, opposed the Bill

using a traditional argument, namely, that it encouraged the forsaking

of one's lawful wife - an act which was not sanctioned by any §astra

and involved unjust Government interference in the social and religious
205affairs of the Hindus. Moreover, in connection with religious con

version it was argued that such legislation would give support to those

200t .Ibid.
201t v ,Ibid.
202Ibid. Also, Sambad Prabhakar, 20 March 1865. Later, a new clause 

was incorporated in the Bill which required a one-year waiting 
period followed by a meeting between the marriage partners and 
anple proof before the Court of the wife's refusal to join her 
husband, before he is granted permission to remarry. Sapibad 
Prabhakar, 5 April 1866.

^^ Som Prakas, 16 January 1866.
PqlSaijibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 20 May, 25 October, 20 November 12 December

15551
Sanbad Kirpa Chandrodaya» 15 February 1866.



"undisciplined men" who embraced Christianity in order to marry 
206white women. A practical question was also raised, namely, that

it could act as an obstacle to future reconciliation between a
207Christian husband and his Hindu wife. The Sagibad Prabhakar tried 

to appeal both to the religious sentiments of the Christian mission
aries by supporting those among them who felt that the Bill went 
against the basic tenets of Christianity, and to rationality and 
justice by arguing that it might give rise to the situation where the 
wife of a convert later decides to live with him and finds that he
has remarried in the meantime, a situation which actually arose in

208Bhowanipurin Calcutta in the late l860s. From the socio-economic
point of view, the situation was found to be particularly tragic for
the Hindu wife who could not remarry and might be left without any 

209means of support. But the main criticism was again based upon
general urban Bengali reaction to Christian missionary activities from
the point of view of religion. The Bill was criticized for
being partial to Christianity and was taken to be a further proof of

210Government encouragement of the Christianization process.
The Caste Disabilities Removal Act or Lex Loci (Act XXI of

I85O) which was intended to protect the property rights of Christian
converts raised similar socio-religious feelings among the Bengalis,
particularly the upper and middle class Hindus from among whom most
young converts came. To complicate matters further, this piece of

206Ibid.
207Ibid.

Sagbad Prabhakar, 1 and 9 January 1866.
209Sagbad Prabhakar, 9 January, k and 5 April 1866. 

Saqibad Prabhakar, 9 January, 5 April 1866.



legislation was more directly involved with questions related to joint
family and caste. The social control exerted by the traditional
caste leaders was still very strong and there was considerable opposition 

211to the Act. According to a contenporary British observer, several
meetings were held in Calcutta with the aim of petitioning the Court
of Directors and eventually the Parliament, being attended by "the
highest class in native society ... the most influential, the most
wealthy, the best educated, and the most intelligent members of the 

212native community", in short, the urban Bengali elite, mostly 
abhijats. A memorial against the Act was drawn up, presenting the 
orthodox Hindu view that the Christian convert was disqualified from 
succession to his ancestral property since he was unable to perform the
sraddha (after-death ceremony) which alone entitled him to such suc-

213 _cession. The Dharma Sabha, the conservative Hindu organization and
its leader Radha Kanta Deb of Calcutta played a prominent part in
the agitation, Radha Kanta being one of the harshest critics of the 

2ii|.measure. In 1851 the. conservative Hindus of Calcutta led by Radha
Kanta sent a memorial to the Home Government opposing the Lex Loci

215or Liberty of Conscience Act. * To the orthodox Hindus, the Act in
volved

"a breach of faith on the part of the Government which 
has repeatedly legislated on the supposition that the ^ ^
Hindoo law is to be the sole rule of Hindoo inheritance."

211Friend of India, 7 February, 27 June (citing Hindoo Intelligencer). 1850.
212Friend of India, 14 February, 27 June I85O.
2^Friend of India, 2k January, 7 February I85O.
2lliFriend of India, 10 January I85O; "Radhakant Deb", Calcutta Review, 

vol. k5, August 1867, p.32^; R.Lethbridge, Ramtaim Lahiri, p.179*
2^Friend of India, 10 July 1851.
2l6The "Hindoo Memorial", as quoted in Friend of India, 6 January 1853* 

Also, Petition of the Hindoo Inhabitants of Bengal, Behar, Orissa... 
signed by Raja Radha Kanta Bahadur, Raja Kali Krishna Bahadur, etc.

 In Pn-rl i amRntsrv Pfrners (ii.Oi C.) of 1 6 5 7 , vol. 29 (Paper 2 2 5 ).



The Sagbad Prabhakar expressed the socio-religious fear of many 
Hindus that this "evil legislation” would make it difficult to pre
serve "the Hindu way of life” (Hinduttva) and urged all Hindus and

217Brahmas to join the protest movement by signing petitions to England. 
Even the Tattva Bodhini Patrika, the mouthpiece of the relatively 
liberal Tattva BodhiriT-gogfrhl, felt that Rule XXI of 1850 meant a 
"grave injustice" to the Hindus from the socio-religious point of

218view. It was considered to be part of the general attempt of the
219Christian missionaries to convert Indians to Christianity. The 

Patrika discussed a much-publicized case in Madras in great detail
in which a Hindu wife vets forced by the Madras Supreme Court to live

220with her husband, a Christian convert, against her wishes. Several
Sanskrit sources were cited, offering traditional support to a wife

221leaving her "fallen" (patita) husband - a view which was obviously 
influenced by exposure to the Western concept of equality of men and 
women. The Courts of Justice and the government servants in British 
India were criticized for their partial treatment of cases connected 
with Christian missionaries and their attitude was described as "parti
cularly unjust" in view of the Government’s promise to honour and pro-

222tect the religion of the subjects.

217Sambad Prabhakar, 2*tEhalgun 1258 (1852), 12 Baisakh 1261 (185*0, SBS, 
vol. 1, pp. l8i, 201-202.

2^Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Bhadra 1772 (1857), BBS, vol. 2, pp. 132-139.



On the whole, the urban Bengalis were increasingly in favour
of the idea of self-determination, a feeling which sometimes arose
out of and was strengthened by their contact with the West. The
Som Prakas of Calcutta made a bold and Westernized plea on behalf
of this right in the socio-religious spheres

"Matters which belong to the society by right should 
remain in the hands of the society... We agree that 
there are some social matters which require legis
lation. But when can such legislation be allowed?
Only when the members of the society have themselves 
decided in favour of such legislation and laid the 
foundations for it...."223

It was being increasingly felt that social reform should come from 
within the Bengali society itself, at the initiative of the urban Ben
gali kritavidyas and helped by favourable public opinion created by
the spread of education, mainly of Western education, and of humani- 

22btarian ideas.

22^Som Prakas, 19 September l86*f. Also, Som Prakas, 5 Agrahayap, 1273 
(1866), SBS, vol. *f, p.210.
Som Prakas, 5 September 1864; Saybad Prabhakar, 11 January, 28 
February 1866.
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THE persistence of traditionalism

The pressures of urbanization and modernization sometimes 
proved to be too strong for the traditionalists within the urban 
Bengali society. They found the pressures from within the Bengali 
society such as from the Young Bengal or the Derozio-gogthT and the 
Brahma Samaj to be in many ways more difficult to withstand than 
outside forces such as the activities of the European Christian mission
aries. The Dharma Sabha of Krishnanagar, "an association for the de
fence of Hinduism", for instance, failed in its efforts to destroy
the free English School run by Shri Prasad Lahiri" who preached against

2"idolatry and the evil practices connected therewith". The success 
of the reformers was very often, as in the case of the Krishnanagar 
Brahmas, ensured by the active support of traditional leaders of society 
themselves, for instance Sirish Chandra, the Baja of Krishnanagar who 
established a Brahma Samaj in his palace.^ But, generally speaking, 
the orthodox Hindus reacted strongly against the Brahma Samaj move
ment, especially against the great influence exerted by Keshab Chandra 
Sen upon the younger section of the urban Bengali kritavidyas. The 
Brahma Samaj was criticized by Hindu journalists and writers who ex
pressed alarm at its rapid growth, particularly in the l860s before

^Shri Prasad was the brother of Ramtanu Lahiri, the famous Brahma 
educationist.
2R.Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri- Brahman and Reformer, pp. 112-113.
^Ibid.



-the partition of the Samaj, and at what appeared as signs of
5"permissiveness” and "arrogance” among its members and supporters.

The number of Brahma Samajes rose from four in 18,53 to forty in 1863
£

and to fifty in 1866. Even critics and opponents of the Brahma 
Samaj movement admitted that by the late l860s the number of Brahmas

nhad risen to about two thousand from about five hundred in 18̂ 9.
In the l860s a real struggle for social control and authority seemed 
to have begun between the traditionalists and progressives in urban 
Bengal - a struggle which often took the form of a struggle between 
generations:

”The old/conservative community (pracTn sampradaya) 
is of the opinion that it is important to maintain 
the rituals connected with religion as they are and 
without any change. The youth/modernists (navya- 
tantra), on the other hand, have the highest respect 
for the Western concept of rationality (yukti) since 
the well-educated young men do not believe in anything 
unless they can see the proof.”8

The urban Bengali kritavidya was often torn by a conflict between the
Hindu beliefs and traditions (sapiskar) and the teachings of Western

9education, a situation which created ”an alien suffering” in his mind.

Sagibad Prabhakar, 8 July, 10 August 1865; Sambad Furpa Chandrodaya,
3 August 1865; N.C.Gunanidhif . Kali Kutuhala, p.9b.
5N.C.Qunanidhi, • op.cit., pp. 109-113*
^By 1863 there were Brahma Samajes in almost every major urban area 
in Bengal such as Burdwan, Midnapur, Mymensingh, Barisal and even 
in some of the remote areas of Eastern Bengal such as Chittagong 
and Tripura. Som Prakas, 7 December 1863; Sagbad Prabhakar,
8 January 1866. See Map 2.

nFriend of India, 21 July l86*f; Indian Daily News, 1 February 1868 
(quoting the Rev. Lai Bihari De and the pamphlet prepared by the 
missionaries in charge of the Free Church Institution): 23 April 1869.
g
Sagibad Furna Chandrodaya, 16 December 1863.
^Som Prakas, 29 May 1865.



But traditionalism was still a strong force in the urban areas 
of Bengal in the second half of the nineteenth century, especially 
in the remote urban areas and the old pre-modern cities and towns 
such as Dacca and Murshidabad where social control was still largely 
exercised by the traditional elements in society. Even in the metro
polis, religion played a very inportant role in society. Thus, in 
1853, the question of throwing open the Hindu College to non-Hindus^ 
created great excitement among the Hindus of Calcutta, leading to the 
establishment of the Hindu Metropolitan College by some of the leading 
members of the Hindu society. Special boarding houses were established 
for the accommodation of the Hindu students attending the various 
government schools and colleges in Calcutta. A Hindu student from the 
Mofussil was usually allowed by his guardians to go to Calcutta for 
his education only on condition that he stayed either with a Hindu 
family or in a boarding-house reserved for Hindu students. In 1862 
even the liberal Hindoo Patriot of Calcutta lamented thefact that with 
the end of government aid to the boarding-house for Hindu students in 
Calcutta, there was every chance of its being abolished since its 
high charges (about ten to twelve rupees per month) were not in
proportion to the scholarship (generally five rupees per month)

12received by the students. The Muslim students going to the metropolis

"^Bengal Education Proceedings, 2 June (no. 10*0, l853«
^Hindoo Patriot, 1 September (letter), 3 November 19&2. 
12Hindoo Patriot, 3 November 1862.



from rural areas or from small towns for higher education suffered 
from a similar want of special accommodations.^ The continuing 
contact with the relatively traditional rural society through the 
migrants was one of the main factors behind the continuing hold of 
traditionalism in the urban Bengali society.

I Traditionalism in the Hindu community
Within the urbanHindu community the continuing hold of tradition

alism upon society was primarily maintained through the institutions of 
caste and the joint family. Questions regarding caste and religion 
were closely connected with each other. When Eamtanu Lahiri finally 
broke with Hinduism, accepted Brahma Dharma and renounced the upabTta/ 
paita (sacred Brahmapical thread), the Hindu community of Burdwan 
where he was living seemed to react more strongly to the latter act
than to the fact of his accepting another religion and the punishment

l*fwas also along caste lines. Ramtanu was pronounced "an outcaste"
15and was deprived of the services of the washerman and the barber.

The relaxation of caste restrictions related to food and habitation 
in Calcutta was said to have given rise to a general fear that "the 
honour of the Hindu way of behaviour (Hinduani) was about to be de
stroyed".^

13̂Letter from C.H.Campbell, J.Sutcliffe and Maulavi Abdul Latif to 
the Officiating Secretary to Government of Bengal, dated 1 December 
l86*t, in Selection from Records of Government of India: Correspondence
in Education of Mahomedan Community, pp. 22, Friend of India,
10 June 1869: 27 April 1871.

l*fR.Lethbridge, op.cit., p.122.

■^Madhu Sudan Datta, Bu^o £aliker GhafeRon. p. 19.



To contenporaries, Western education and urbanism appeared as 
the main reasons behind the changes in attitudes towards traditional 
institutions such as the caste system and the joint family system.
With social change mainly as a result of urbanization, the power of 
the system of excommunication (bahiskar) decreased and the strength 
of these institutions was being undermined. This process was parti
cularly noticeable among the members of the progressive section who

17were perhaps most affected by Westernization.
The change in attitudes towards caste on the part of the urban

Bengali Hindus was quite remarkable. After the passing of the Liberty
idof Conscience Act of I85O, some of the leading conservative abhi.jats 

of Calcutta such as Radha Kanta Deb and Kali Krishna Bahadur were in 
favour of introducing an atonement ceremony (prayascitta) for the

19converts to Christianity who might wish to return to the Hindu society.
In 1853 a contemporary British journalist, referring to the caste
practices of a group of politically-minded Calcutta kritavidyas
gathered at a public meeting^ remarked that the majority of those present

20"violated its rules every day". In 1855 the Rev. James Long, a close
observer of nineteenth century Bengali society concluded that caste 

21was "decaying". There were definite signs of relaxation of food

^§iksha Darpan, .Pous, 1272.
See above, pp. *77-/7*?.

^Friend of India, 5 June l85*f# See above, pp. 169” /66*
20Friend of India, August 1853*
21J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature, p.6. Also, J. Long,
Calcutta and Bombay in their Social Aspects, 1870, p.3«



habits and rules regarding dining, even among high caste Bengali
22Hindu families like the Thakurs, the Bandyopadhyayas and the Mitras.

In 1866 the Samachar Chandrika, the mouthpiece of the conservative
Dharma Sabha;sadly noted that whereas in earlier times the smelling
of food cooked by a non-Hindu (yavan) could make one Pirili/Pirali
(degraded Brahman caste), the situation had changed to such an extent
that even the taking of food prepared by a foreigner (yavan) did

23not necessarily lead to the loss of one*s caste. ^ Other caste
rules, for instance the restrictions against sea-voyage, were also
relaxing. In earlier times, it was argued, even stepping on a ship
led to the loss of caste but in the mid-nineteenth century men were

2ktravelling by ship to England and Mauritius.
In the case of migration, the physical distance between the urban 

Bengali and his family was an important factor influencing his attitude 
to caste. But the relaxation of social control was less significant 
than could be expected because migrants of the same caste and village 
background often lived together. The caste system was also deeply 
affected by the increasing and more numerous contacts between the members 
of different castes which were encouraged by urbanization in its dif
ferent facets, such as occupation, communication and recreation. The 
changes were particularly striking in Calcutta. The Baptist Missionary 
Conference held at Calcutta in 1855 noted that

22S.N.Banerjee, A Nation in Making, p.25.
23Samachar Chandrikat 1 January 1866. Even the taking of English 
medicine which used to be forbidden before was becoming popular 
among high-caste Hindus. Ibid.



"frequent unavoidable contact with people of all 
ranks and countries has, to a considerable extent, 
weakened the power of caste in Calcutta and destroyed 
many of those prejudices which continue unimpaired 
in the Mofussil."25

In 1869 Man Mohan Ghosh, an England-trained lawyer of Calcutta, 
speaking on "the effects of English education on Bengali society” 
concluded that contact with the West was the main factor behind "the 
complete revolution that has taken place in Bengalee ideas on the

26subject of caste-distinctions”:
"The Mussulmans introduced the onion centuries ago, 
sind yet that has not found so much favour as potatoes, 
cabbage and cauliflower. Even animal food has found, 
its way into many Hindoo houses,,... Instances .of inter 
marriage between persons of different castes have 
lately taken place."27
English education led to a more relaxed approach to caste,

both through the introduction of new ideas regarding man and society
and through practical changes such as the physical proximity of stud-

28ents from different castes. In 1862 the Hindoo Patriot, representing 
the Western-educated urban Bengali kritavidyas,reported on the liberal
izing influence of English education upon caste system in Bengal, 
perhaps a little too optimistically:

"As far as Bengal proper is concerned the prejudices 
of caste have greatly melted away. The people have 
fully realized the value of English education and they

25Reports of a Baptist Missionary Conference, 1855, p.178, BMS Papers.
26Man Mohan Ghosh, as quoted in Friend of India, 27 May 3.869.
27Ibid.
28Hindoo Patriot, 2k November 1862; J.Long, Calcutta and Bombay in 
their Social Aspects, p.35 Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted 
in PP, p.20; P.N.Bose, A Histcty of Hindu Civilisation, vol. II,
PP* 3°» 35s vol. Ill, pp. viii-xii.



care little whether their sons acquire it in a 
Missionary School open to boys of all caste, or in 
a Government institution where their religious 
feelings are justly respected."29

But what was actually happening was that caste was being adapted to 
the changing urban situation. The leadership of Hindu castes in pre
industrial societies was being transformed into a new kind of upper 
caste leadership in the modem society, through their acquisition and 
use of new qualifications and training. This was indicated by the 
fact that even English education, including medical education which 
raised sensitive caste questions, was being monopolized by the members 
of Hindu upper castes.

The new urban situation, especially in Calcutta and its suburbs, 
also led to significant occupational changes in connection with the 
caste system. This was mainly true in the case of the Brahmap, Baidya 
and Kayastha or the three higher castes, whose members were naturally 
interested in retaining their social predominance, even if it meant 
changing their caste characteristics radically. Brahmans like Dwaraka 
Nath Thakur devoted themselves to business; Brahmans and Kayasthas 
like Bijay Krishna Goswami and Jaga Bandhu Basu underwent training 
in medicine; Baidyas like Keshab Chandra Sen in his earlylife took 
up jobs in government, private offices and banks. The caste system, 
thus, showed a surprising resilience and even tolerated, if not en
couraged, horizontal mobility.

29Hindoo Patriot, 2k November 1862. The situationwas different in 
the U.P. and other parts of India where caste prejudices were still 
very strong. Ibid. In Bombay, however, as early as in the l820s, 
there was reported to be "such a mixture of classes and inhabitants 
of various nations that all distinctions of caste are in a great de
gree confounded." William Chaplin, quoted in K.A.Ballhatchet,
Social Policy and Social Change in Western India, p.268.



The caste system and attitudes towards it were also influenced 
by the various urban socio-religious movements such as the Brahma 
Samaj movement and the Christianization movement and by new legis
lation such as the Qaste Disabilities Removal Act of 1850.^ After

31the Widow Remarriage Actwas passed in 1856, a large meeting of
Brahmaps was held in Dacca at which the son of a high caste Brahmap.
and a widow whom the Brahmap had married - a boy who had always been
considered to be f,a pariah* a person without any caste at all1* -

32was admitted into caste. In a remarkable display of the relaxation 
of strict caste rules* the Brahmans ate with the outcaste and accepted 
him into their community.^ As in the spheres of Western education 
and the professions, the upper castes, by taking the initiative in 
the field of social reforms and change were* whether consciously 
or unconsciously* transforming their traditional caste leadership 
into leadership of a modern kind and thus trying to adapt the caste 
system to modem conditions.

Apart from the caste system, several aspects of the traditional 
Hindu social structure such as the location of authority or the system 
of social control, the relationship between the generations, and 
the position of women within the family structure, were undergoing 
significant changes as a result of urbanization and associated factors, 
The Som Prakas observed;

^See above, pp. /77~n9.
^See below, pp. 3^9-3?) 8,
32
^ Dacca News, 17 January 1857.



11 All this timej the members of the old/conservative 
community (pracin sampradaya) have been controlling 
society) but gradually their power and control ape 
decreasing. The members of the young/progressive 
community (navya sampradaya) do not fear the old/ 
conservative section as before. There is) indeed) 
a very real obstacle to the social control exerted 
by the older generation. This is the fact that they 
have become almost totally subordinate to the youth 
(navyas) in the matter of earning money."3^

The Sapbad Purpa Chandrodaya> another Bengali newspaper which also
generally sided with the progressives) also concluded that the primary
reason behind the decline in the social authority of the older
members of society was that they were often economically dependent 

35upon their sons. As a consequence) it was observed) the parents
did not say anything even if their sons revolted against Hinduism

36and joined the Brahma Samaj. Even the Samachar Chandrika run by 
the Pharma Sabha-gogfrba admitted that the traditional dala-patis

70(leaders of factions) did not wield social control as before.
In earlier times) sending a girl to school would make a family out-
caste (apankteya) literally meaning) removed from the eating lines))
and the mere utterance of the word lfbidhaba-bibaha" (widow-marriage)
would force one to commit an act of atonement (prayascitta).^ But
in 1866) it seemed) "not to support such acts makes one appear as a 

ifOfool or a knave". In earlier timest the Brahmap pandits were afraid 

■zL ,Som Prakas) 25 October 1865.
7C
Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya) 3 November 1865*

*ibid.
^See above) pp. tyf-LiZ-
70
Samachar Chandrikat 1 January 1866.
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to send their sons to the Sanskrit College in Calcutta in case 
they became atheists (nastiks), but since the catugpathTs (Sanskrit 
schools) had lost their prestige, the same BhattacharyaS(Brahmap 
pandits) were paying the fee of three rupees and sending their sons 
to the Sanskrit College.

With urbanization and primarily at the initiative of the younger 
Bengali urbanites^who often enjoyed economic independence and educational 
and other advantages, there was an increasing trend towards smaller 
joint families which were generallycomposed of parents, sons, daughters-

kzm-law and grandchildren. The establishment of the Hindu Family 
Annuity Fund in 1872 by Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar with the help of 
leading Calcutta abhi.jats and kritavidyas such as Justice Dwaraka
Nath Mitra, Rajendra Mitra, Nabin Chandra Sen and Yatindra Mohan

43Thakur in order to provide some kind of life insurance indicated the 
decline of the joint family system which had previously fulfilled such 
needs. The Western-educated urban Bengalis reacted strongly to 
the restrictions imposed by the joint family system. The !,sense of 
individuality” which they derived from their contact with the West

ififdemonstrated to them the '’stringency of caste rules" as well as the 
restrictions of their family structure. The joint family system 
was criticized by kritavidya journals for standing in the way of re
forms such as widow marriage and female education, by promoting

]±pTattva BodhinT Patrika, Jaigfha l8?2 (l890), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 350-351*
if 3 _ _  _  _B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o BangalT Sarria.j t vol. 3i PP* 352-353*
ifAP.NBose, op.cit., vol.Ill, p.78.



excessive devotion to the family elders who generally tended to be 
conservative in their attitude to social change. While the humani
tarian aspects of the joint family system were praised* the system was 
ctiticized for encouraging ,fdefects in the Bengali character” such 
as laziness* factionalism, selfishness and lack of discipline and
. . 46initiative. That contact with the West was behind such cricitism
was evident from the simultaneous praise of the British* mainly for

47their "self-reliance” and "boldness of action". Thus* the changing 
social climate in the urban areas, especially in Calcutta, encouraged 
the shifting of power and authority from traditional agencies of 
social control such as caste leaders and family elders to comparatively
modern and urban organizations such as voluntary and non-hereditary

• - 48gogfrbXs (social groups) and sabhas (societies). Traditional leader
ship often sought to control these relatively modern institutions and 
thus retain social prominence.

But the caste system and the joint family system retained much 
strength even after factors such as urbanization and Christianization 
intervened. The Friend of India of Serampore viewed the continuing 
hold of caste upon nineteenth century Bengalis as a major obstacle 
to the conversions of the young men of Calcutta* who, though not
Christians, seemed to be "deeply convinced of the superiority of the

49Gospel creed to their own". The Baptist missionaries meeting at

45 , . _ ■ _Paridarsak, 20 November l86l; Sajpbad Purpa Chandrodaya, 14 September
1865. 1

^Ibid.
47 __Saybad Furpa Chandrodaya, 14 September 1865.
^See above, pp. tyf-1*7*
49Friend of India, 5 June 1851.



a conference in Calcutta in 1855 observed that even among the
Christian converts* although caste was not retained and was
"utterly forbidden in the churches", yet

"its influence is felt:in a greater or less degree* 
in some of the social and domestic relationshipsof life."̂ 0

A Baptist missionary writing in the 1850s believed that although "the
religious power of caste has ... been utterly broken in the bosom of
our Christian churches", yet, the caste system retained some influence
among the Christian converts with reference to "some social habits
and prejudices against certain modes of Cultivation and the use of
few articles of food, brought over with them from their heathen state.
The Rev. James Long of Church Missionary Society observed:

"It is long before a brahman, though he be a Christian, 
can erase from his mind the feelings connected with his 
belonging to the twice born class."52

This was obviously true in the case of Jnanendra Mohan Thakur, an
eminent Western-educated kritavidya and the son of the abhi.jat zamindar
Prasanna Kumar Thakur of Pathuriaghata in Calcutta, who thought of
himself as a "Brahman Christian" even after his conversion to

53Christianity. The Rev. Lai Bihari De , a "Native Christian" missionary
who came from the Subarna Bapik caste, was anxious to prove that he
himself and the Subarna Bapiks as a group belonged to the higher

54Baidya caste. Similarly, the Brahma converts retained many of their

50Reports of a Baptist Missionary Conference, p.60, BMS papers.
51Letter from E.B.Underhill to missionaries of the Baptist Missionary 
Society in Bengal, quoted in Reports of a Baptist Missionary Conference, 
p.108, BMS Papers.

52J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature, p.8.
53Jnanendra Mohan Thakur, as quoted in R.N.Basu, Ktmacharit, p. 17.
54Umesh Chandra Datta, cited in PP, p.l80. Lai Bihari blamed the 
Baidya king Ballal Sen for the social decline of the Subarpa Bapik 
caste.



caste prejudices and feelings even after conversion to Brahma Dharma.
Debendra Nath, the leader of the conservative Brahmas, prized his
Brahmap birth throughout his life. Ramtanu Lahiri of Krishnanagar,
a Brahma convert whose family was of the highest KulTn Brahmap.
descent, gave his daughter in marriage to a Barendra Brahmap, although
he had previously thrown away the sacred thread as "an a«t of con- 

55viction". Munsiff Kashishwar Mitra, even after he became a Brahma,
used to do p rag am (saluting by touching feet or by bowing low)

56to Brahmags out of ’’courtesy'1.
The enthusiastic and frequently extravagant observance of

various religious and domestic rituals such as those associated with
the building of temples, the performance of pu.jas (religious festivals)
and sraddhas (ceremonies performed after the death of a relative) by

— 57the urban Bengali abhi.jats and even by Ehglish-educated kritavidyas
— — 58and navya-abhi.jats like Ram Gopal Ghosh of the radical Derozio-gogthi,

was another proof of the strength of traditionalism in urban Bengal.To 
a vernacular journalist of this period, this kind of behaviour on the
part of the urban Bengalis was also an indication of the continuing

tp-roffesso-rs) __
social control of the Brahman pandits and adhyapaksy.^ The con
servative Samachar Chandrika proudly declared in 1866:

"Even today, the Hindu society (Hindu-sama.j) wields 
such a great amount of influence and power that what
ever path one takes, at the proper time everyone has

55Umesh Chandra Datta, cited in PP, p.179.
56Umesh Chandra Datta, cited in PP, pl80.
37 /For example, the sraddha ceremony of Kamal Krishna Bahadur’s mother
in Calcutta. Paridarsak, 11 September l86l.

58 *For example, the sraddha ceremony of Ram Gopal Ghosh's mother in
Calcutta. Sagibad Prabhakar, 10 February 1866.

59 *^Paridarsak, 19 November 1861.



to perform the Hindu rituals (krityas) without a 
word of protest.'1̂0

But primarily under the influence of the Brahma Samaj and of the 
Christian missionaries, the urban Bengali Press - both conservative 
and progressive - began to criticize the kind of extravagance mentioned 
above and considered such behaviour on the part of the leading Ben
galis to be one of the reasons behind the lack of progress, in other 
words, an obstacle to socio-economic progress and change in Bengal.^ 
According to the Som Prakas, the continuation of ,fextravagantt! Hindu 
institutions and practices such as "the joint family system (ekanna- 
bartita), after-death (sraddha) and marriage (bibaha) ceremonies, 
eternal widowhood (cira-baidhabya) and caste pride (.jatyabhiman) 
was the main cause behind the economic backwardness of the Hindu com- 
munity, particularly of the middle classes (madbyabitta srepf)..

Generally speaking, the lower caste groups which haj risen in
society by taking advantage of the new avenues to status, namely,

63
economic superiority (artha-koulinya) and the increased social mobility 
in the urban areas, for exanple, the Subarpa Batiks (gold merchants, 
goldsmiths)^ and the Tantu Bapiks (cloth merchants, weavers)^ of 
Calcutta^were orthodox in their attitude to social reform and change,

^Samarchar Chandrika, February 1866.
^Sagjbad Pur$a Chandrodaya, 6 July, 4 August 1863; Sambad Prabhakar, 

July 1863; Samachar Chandrika, 26 December I8B5I 13 January,
26 February, 12 April, 10 August 1866.
Som Prakas, 24 Agrahayan 1280 (18740» SBS, vol. 4, pp. 120-122.

^Letter from Madhu Sudan Datta to Gour Das Basak, dated 26 January 
1863, in K. Gupta, Madhusudaner Patrabair, p.47.

64 _SAB, vol. I, p.68; Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 6 June 1863.
6^Som Prakas, 8 Jai^ha (letter) 1279 (1872), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 239-261.



particularly with reference to sensitive questions such as the
66marriage of their daughters. This was part of their attempt to 

gain social acceptance by strict adherence to existing social customs 
in the traditional manner expected of high caste families. But by 
the middle of the nineteenth century some of the lower caste groups 
were perhaps feeling secure in their position within the Hindu com
munity and*consequently* felt bold enough to copy the reforming ten
dencies among the urban Hindu upper caste. Thus, navya abhi.jats of 
lower caste origin such as Mati Lai Seal of the Teli (oil-presser)
caste felt secure enough in their position to challenge deep-rooted

67Hindu traditions like the celibacy of Hindu widows. Ths members
of the Subarpa Bapik community, an increasingly wealthy and powerful
lower caste community in urban Bengal, especially in Calcutta and
Dacca, were praised by progressive contemporaries for their boldness
in trying to curtail extravagance at marriage ceremonies and abolish

68some of the extravagant domestic rituals.
Even the objection raised by the Bengali critics of caste were 

generally directed not against the principles behind the caste system 
but against some of the outward manifestations and interpretations 
of caste which often drew criticism from ’’outside sources” such as the 
Christian missionaries. That such manifestations and interpretations 
were seldom sanctioned by Sanskrit sources was emphasized. Even

66Sagibad Prabhakar, l*f Baisakh 1271 (1864), SBS, vol. *f, pp. 206-207.
67Mati Lai Seal offered a dowry of Es. 10,000 to the first widow to 
get married in Bengal. George W. Johnson, Stranger.in India or 
3 Years in Calcutta, 2 volumes, London, 18^31 as quoted in SBS, 
vol. 1, p.31 .̂

68Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 6 June, 10 August 1863. The Subarpa Bapik 
comraunityof Calcutta took the initiative and printed circulars against 
such rituals for distribution.
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progressive J tor dy- newspapers such as the Hiridoc Patrio 1, which

since l86l was edited by Krishna Das Pal of the lower Kumbhakar

(potter) caste, lamented the fact that the Christian missionaries
69could not be "made to respect caste". The critics of caste like

Dr. Duff were warned that in denouncing caste they were unconsciously

advocating atheism.1<J Caste was described as ’'coeval with creation...
71an omnipresent and inevitable institution" and it was supported in

principle, primarily on the ground that complete equality of men 
72was not possible:

"Caste is merely the embodiment in the form of a 
permanent social distinction of the natural inequality 
between men."73

Thus, in spite of the fact that urbanism and various aspects of

urbanization such as modern education tend to weaken the strength of insti-
nb.

■tutichfcs fcuch as the joint family and caste,’ ' these institutions re

tained enough strength in nineteenth century Bengal to be considered
75as important social forces. According to a nineteenth century Bengali

kyitavidya, even the "neo-Hindus" who frequently broke caste rules re-

bating to food and drink generally adopted "a policy of caution and
n6tried not to go beyond what would be tolerated by their society.' 

Progressive Hindus were particularly cautious on the questions of mar

riage and family worship. Dwaraka Nath Mitra, a leading lawyer of

69Hindoo Patriot, 2̂ f -November 1862,

7°Hindoo Patriot, 18 June 1859.

71Ibid.

^2Jbid.

75Ibijd.
nj,
' rCf. M.S.Gore, "Some Problems of Urban Growth", Social. \/elfare, vol. 9*

no. 7, October 1962, p.6; R. Mukherjee, f siies of a Rural Society* 
p.60; M #Singer* Traditional 3 ■ p.xv; N.K.Bose* "Some Aspects of
Caste in Bengal", in M.Singer, op.cit., p.201.

' ' ' char C gndrika* 50 November 18 65; Dwi *a Nath Thakur, as quoted in
PP* pp. 2o0,284; j.:.l-f:t hbridre, R m tanu La hi ri * p. 52*

'^P.N.Bose, A History of Hindu Civilisation, vol. I, p.80.



Calcutta who became a Judge of the Calcutta High Court in 186? 
and dined with the Governor General, the Lt. Governor and other

77British officials, gave his daughter in marriage "in the Hindu way".
Both Raja Digambar Mitra who sent his son to England and then took
him back into the joint family and Ram Gopal Ghosh who was known to
have broken many caste rules, celebrated the Durga Pu.ja in the tradi- 

78tional fashion. In 1869 Man Mohan Ghosh, the famous Bengali
barrister, said in a lecture in Calcutta that many Bengali ideas and
opinions, for instance thoee-relating to early marriages, had remained 

79unaffected. In fact, the progress of English education seemed to
have engendered "fresh antipathy" against Western ideas and institutions.

The continuing strength of traditionalism was often the result
of the continuing social authority of traditional abhi.iats like
Asutosh Deb and Radha Kanta Deb, the acknowledged "protector of Hindu 

8lDharma". This traditional leadership was mainly retained through 
the continuation, in some cases the revival, of classical traditions. 
Dwijendra Nath Thakur of the abhi.jat Thakur family of Jorasanko described
how the traditional abhi.iats were accepted as the honoured protectors

/ 82 of the hereditary national (svadesi) culture.

77Ibid., p.8l fn.
Ibia.

7^Man Mohan Ghosh, cited in Friend of India, 27 May 1869.
1.

81Sambad Prabhakar, 15 May 1865.
82Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, p.285.

£

Ibid.



As a reaction against Westernization and Christianization 
as well as against the Brahma Samaj movement, the orthodox Hindus, 
especially of Calcutta and its suburbs where the forces of change 
were most active, organized various societies for the protection 
of the orthodox Hindu way of life. The Dharma Sabha (religious 
society) of Calcutta was the most prominent organization of this

— — — 83kind, with the journal Samachar Chandrika for its mouthpiece 
and, even according to its critics, exercising a considerable amount 
of social control over the "respectable (manya) and gentle (bhadra)

8kHindus" of Calcutta and its neighbourhood. The Sanatan Dharma 
RakshipX Sabha (society for the protection of the Eternal Religion, 
that is, Hinduism) of Calcutta, established by Raja Kamal Krishna 
Bahadur and Kali Krishna Bahadur - abhijatzamindars of Calcutta, also 
drew together the "foremost notable (ganapXya) and respectable

85(mananXya) members" of the Hindu community. ^ Similar societies
were formed in some of the other major urban areas of Bengal, mainly
in Dacca, a centre of Hindu and Muslim orthodoxy as well as of Christian
and Brahma missionary activities. Perhaps the most famous conservative
society in Dacca at this time was the Dharma RakshipX Sabha (the
society for the protection of religion) whose members had to sign a
note promising to ostracize any family member?; who was connected with

86any religion other than Hinduism.

83Saqibad Prabhakar, 16 May l8k8: 23 Pous (1851), SBS* vol. 1,pp.168-170,17^-175. 
8kBengal Spectator, 1 September l8k2, SBS, vol. 3* PP* 96-100.
^Som Prakas, 20 Egaglh 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. k, p.239* Some of the 
other societies of this kind established in Calcutta and its neigh
bourhood were: the Hari-bhakti PradayinX Sabha (the society for the 
promotion of faith in Hari) located in Behala, the Nirapeksha Dharma 
SancharinX Sabha (the Society for the propagation of the Independent 
Religion) of Calcutta which published the journal Nirapeksha Dharma 
Tattva ̂ fhe knowledge of the Independent Religion/ and the Dvija 
DharmopadesinX Sabha (the society for the propagation of Hindu Dharma) 
in Sibpur. Sambad Prabhakar, 19 April 1865; Saqibad Bhaskar, 18 May 1865.

^Sagbad Furga Chandrodaya, 2$ July (citing Som Pmkns, 16 August, 3 suicl



These societies frequently used Western techniques such as the 
organization of meetings and conferences* the collection of signatures* 
the preparation of pamphlets and petitions. But, faith in ELndu orthodoxy 
was the main factor behind their structure, organization and activities.^ 
The reactions of the orthodox Hindus to Westerniza.ti.on and Christiani
zation were particularly strong in Calcutta since it was in Calcutta 
that the "respectably connected and well-educated" young Beigalis "of 
respectable birth" such as Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya, Mahesh
Chandra Ghosh* Gnanendra Moham Thakur and Gour Das Maitra were con-

88verted to Christianity*
Some of these societies and journals, such as the Hindu HitaishipT

Sabha (the Society for the benefit of Hindus) and its mouthpiece the
Hindu HitashipT Patrika ̂ fhe Journal for the Benefit of the Hindus/^ of
Dacca were specifically directed against the Brahma Samaj. The Hindu
HitaishinT Sabha was established by Jaga Bandhu Basu, a <zamin-dar of
Bikrampur who became the President of the Society and by Lakshmi Kanta

89Munshi, a lawyer of the Dacca Court. Although the Society soon faced
trouble among its members, many of whom were localzamindars who had
been traditional rivals, yet it was a strong force against the Brahma
Samaj movement. Alarmed by the "daily progress of the well-educated
Brahmas" in Dacca, the members of the Hindu HitaishinT Sabha took the
positive step of signing a document which contained a promise to sever

90connections with any relative who might oppose Hindu Dharma. The

21 November 186.5; Grama Bart a , August 186,5.
Grp

Sagbad Furga Chandrodaya, 28 July (citing Som Prakas), 11 December 1865.
88R.Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri, p.109.
89 _ __Sagbad Purpa Chandrodaya, 21 July 1865.
90Sagbad Purga Chandrodaya, 21 July, 1 August 1865.



Brahmas grew uneasy at the progress of the Dacca Dharma RakshinT 
91Sabha which opened branches at Rajshahi, Rampur Boalia and Pabna—  

places where Brahma and Christian missionaries were known to have been 
active.^

II Traditionalism in the Brahma community
As the depth of anti-Brahma feelings and the extent of anti- 

Brahma activities among the orthodox Hindus indicated! the Brahma 
Samaj was often considered to be a greater threat to orthodox Hindu 
society than Christian missionary activities in nineteenth century urban 
Bengal. There was enough cause for alarm. The institution of caste 
was frequently attacked by members of the Samaj. On the day of their 
formal acceptance of Brahma Pharma, Raj Narayan Basu and his friends 
took biscuits and sherry before taking the vow “to show their opposition 
to caste restrictions.”^  Even Debendra Nath Thakur of the !£di Brahma 
Saman, who showed unwillingness to discard the caste system altogether! 
defied some of the caste rulesi perhaps under pressure from his more 
progressive Brahma colleagues. On 23 January 1862! a dinner was held 
at his family residence in Jorasanko in Calcutta andi as the progress
ive Brahma paper the Indian Mirror reported, the contemporaries

“first saw a large party of native gentlemen, numbering 
by hundreds and composed of various castes, making a 
bold and formal attempt to root out that pernicious 
monster - Caste. So large a number of Brahmins and 
Sudras, sitting promiscuously to dine, was rather a 
new sight in Bengal.“9^

^iSaqibad Pur$a Chandrodaya, 16 August 1863 (citing the Bengalee). 
92Sambad Furna Chandrodaya, lb August, 3 November I863. The boalia 
Sabha' publish'd a monthly magazine named the Hindu Ran.jika Journal 
to Please the Hindus/.

93"^R.N.Basu, Xtmacharit, p.28.
9kIndian Mirror, 1 February 1862.



zoz

The members of the Thakur family of Jorasanko, who in spite of 
their economic status faced many social problems for instance with 
relation to marriage because of their low Pirali Brahmap status, 
took a leading part in the Brahma Samaj movement.

But the renunciation of Hinduism did not necessarily put an end 
to caste-pride (jatyabhiman). Debendra Nath Thakur insisted on retain
ing some of the major aspects of the caste system, such as the exalted 
position of the Brahmaps, within the framework of the Brahma Samaj.
Raj Narayan declared that he failed to see how caste-distinctions 
(.jati-bibhed) could be denounced "in view of the fact that every country
and society has and will continue to have caste-distinctions in one 

95form or another." The issues of ritualism and caste created special 
problems for the Brahmas. Within the Brahma Samaj there was a con
siderable difference of opinion on questions of social change. The 
early (prathamik) Brahmas believed the performance of traditional 
rituals to be a part of religion and even went to the extent of per
forming daily pu.jas (worship) "in the Hindu fashion" and honouring
the sacred symbols of Hinduism such as the tuls*i (a plant sacred to

96 -the Vaish^avas) in public. While conservative Brahmas like Raj
97Narayan supported such action, the progressive Brahmas considered 

such action to be hypocritical and inconsistent with the principles 
underlying the Brahma Samaj movement. The Brahma leadership was deeply 
divided on this issue. The differences between Debendra Nath, the 
Brahma^ leader of the 3Udi Brahma Samaj who was primarily interested 
in the religious aspect of the movement, and Keshab Chandra Sen, the

95̂R.N.Basu, Ktmacharit, p.73* 
^Ibid., p.6.
97-Ibid.



Baidya leader of the Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj who was mainly
interested in social reform was thus described by Debendra Nath*s
son Satyendra Nath:

lfAs regards social reformation* he ^Debendra Nath^ 
was for adopting a slow and cautious policy, a policy 
of conciliation; he was in favour of leaving such 
reforms as were really required to the influence of time, 
and to the effectof the teachings of a pure religion.
Keshab, on the other hand, was a reformer of a more 
pronounced type. (Though for many years he had sat at 
the feet of the Maharshi ^great sage, Debendra Nath/, 
a time came when he could no longer pull together with 
his conservatism. Inter marriage, remarriage of widows, 
abolition of caste distinctions, all these questions of 
radical reform were started and discussed. On these 
questions, it would seem, my father yielded as far as 
conservatism would permit, but when he thought that 
Keshab*s disciples were going too far he drew back in
alarm.”98

Thus, Debendra Nath*s behaviour, which could also have resulted from
his unwillingness to have a final breach with the Hindu society, was
primarily the result of his innate conservatism.

The conservative Brahmas were frequently criticized and ridiculed
99by contemporaries for their attachment to ritualism. In the 1850s

it was rumoured that some members of the Brahma Samaj had even”kept 
100up the Purga Fuja” and a Christian observer remarked:

”We gather from our contemporaries that the Vedantists 
call their meetings the church of the Brahmo Sabha and 
that they consider themselves as Dissenters from the 
orthodox Hindoos. We shall be gratified to find them 
not only dissenting in theory but practice from what they 
deem the corruptions of the Hindu faith... The Vedantists 
must do more than meet and discuss, if they would have any 
real influence with their countrymen.”101

98D.N.Tagore, Autobiography (Introductory Chapter), pp. l*f-15.
99 *Som Prakas, 25 January, 8 February l86*t.
'̂ Hindoo Patriot, 1 January 1855 (citing the Christian Advocate^



Even liberals who were generally sympathetic to the Brahmas 
felt that their rejection of idolatry had not been very firm. The 
Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya criticized the Ritual-loving” (anugthan- 
•priya) Brahmas for performing Hindu ceremonies such as .iata-karma 
(ceremony after birth) and anna-prasan (rice-giving ceremony usually 
performed when an infant is six months old).^^ The Som Prakas 
criticized the Brahmas for leaving ”the true path of social reform

rr(samaj-samgkar) and for becoming obsessed with the performance of 
“rituals (anusthan) which were as expensive and harmful as the exist

ing Hindu rituals]
The crux of the matter was that Debendra Nath and his followers 

thought of themselves as Hindus and of Brahma Dharma as a purified form
. IQZlof Dharma* while the more radical Brahmas wished to have as

little connection with Hindu religion and society as possible. Raj
Narayan and the other conservative Brahmas were obviously influenced
by Debendra Nath who believed that Brahma Dharma was formed of “the

105main truths contained in the Vedas and the Upanishads” and wrote:
“The Hindu religinn is a very wide and liberal religion.
It can absorb all kinds of improvement within itself.
Hence* the Brahmas should remain within the fold of 
Hinduism and spread their religion. The Hindu religion 
should be purified, and transformed into Brahma Dharma.”

Debendra Nath was obviously trying to adapt the traditional Hindu 
religion to the changing times by reaffirming those portions of the 
traditional religion and culture which would appeal to the young Ben
galis, including those who had come into contact with the West. Indeed,

102Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 9 August 1865.
^^Som Prakas, 28 December 1863.
10̂-R.N.Basu, fftmacharit, p.5^*
^■^D.N.Thakur, fltma.jibani, p.l80.

■^^D.N.Thakur, Brahma Samajer Pahca-vimsati Batsarer ParTksita Brittanta,
pp. 42-^3* as quoted in S.K.Gupta, Unavimsa oatabdite Banglar Hava Jar: ar an 1 p.?8.



a large section of the urban Hindu kritavidyas wfere attracted
by the kind of traditionalism upheld by the Edi Brahma Samaj.
On the other hand, the Bharat Varshiya Brahma Samaj, whose members

108called themselves the "advanced (unnata) Brahmas”, was often
criticized for its attitude of disrespect towards traditional Hindu

109religion and culture. It was argued with considerable truth, that 
the members of the Keshab-gosthX or the Kaishab-Sampradaya (Keshab*s 
group) had lost much of their effectiveness as social reformers by
disassociating themselves completely from the Hindu society/community
/ 110 (sama.ij.

Debendra Nath's followers supported his acceptance of rituals 
such as the use of the upabTla and the GayatrT Mantra Can ancient
Sanskrit prayer meant for the Brahmans) as signs of "a spiritual

— *maristocracy (adhyatmik - abhi.jatya) inherited from the ancient sages".
The Brahmas were only cautioned to

"see to it that there is no contact with idolatry since 
the worship of an unlimited number of gods in the place 
of one God is forbidden for the Brahmas,"^^

Debendra Nath's traditionalism, his close associates argued, did not
make him blind to the need for adjustments and change. Debendra Nath,

^^Som Prakas, 12 Chai.tra 1279 (l873)i SBS, vol. pp. 269-270.
108 ' fChandra Shekhar Basu, as quoted in Som Prakas, Esvin 1277 (187O), 

SBS, vol. *f, p.218.
1Q9Som Prakas, 12 Chaitra 1279 (1873) 1 SBS, vol. *f, p.270.
11QSom Prakas, 9 Phalgun 1277 (l87l)i SBS» vol. pp. 222-223.
■^■R.N.Basu, fltmacharit, p.130.



and not Akshay Kumar Datta as the latter's friends claimed, was 
said to be the man who was primarily responsible for the ultimate 

decision taken by the Brahma leadership in 1831 to give up belief 
in the infallibility, of the Vedas as "revealed by God" (Isvar- 
pratyadig-fca). This change in Brahma philosophy was significant 
for two reasons, first, it established the separate identity of 
the Brahma Samaj and, second, it made it possible for the Western- 
educated urban Bengali kritavidyas, who refused to accept the con
cept of the infallibility and "revealed" nature of the Vedas, to 
accept Brahma Dharma.

In the final analysis, caste emerged as the main issue between
Debendra Nath and Keshab Chandra. To Keshab and his followers,

114mostly non-Brahmans, the renunciation of caste was as essential 
to the Brahma Samaj as the renunciation of idolatry. They objected 
to the policy of appointing only Brahmans as acaryas (priests/ 
preceptors) of the Brahma Samaj which was upheld by Debendra Nath. 
Another aspect of the issue was Debendra Nath's objection to the 
inter-caste marriages (asavarpa-bibaha) which were organized by the 
Keshab-gogfrhl in the 1830s. Bengali newspapers expressed concern 
at the signs of disturbance within the Brahma Samaj, especially at 
the signs of disagreement between Debendra Nath, "the pradhan acarya"

113Ibid., p.42. In a lecture delivered at the annual meeting of the 
Brahma Samaj held in Magh 1772 (fel), Akshay Kumar Datta declared 
for the first time that the Vedas were not "revealed by God". Ibid.

114Some of the leading Brahma missionaries who belonged to the Keshab- 
gogthiV in the l860s and the early l870s, for example, were 
Baidyas such as Pratap Chandra Majumdar, Aghor Nath Gupta, Uma Nath 
Gupta, Gour Gobinda Ray, Pyari Mohan Choudhury, Prasanna Kumar 
Sen and Girish Chandra Sen, and Kayasthas such as Amrita Lai Basu, 
Mahendra Nath Basu and Kanti Chandra Mitra.



(chief priest/preceptor) and Keshab Chandra, "the leader of the 
115Younger Brahmas." It was feared that the news of differences of 

opinion between the leading Brahmas of Calcutta might reduce whatever 
respect the Brahmas of the Mofussil had for the Calcutta Brahma Samaj.

In the 1860s the members of the Keshab-gosthT began to break 
caste rules publicly and celebrate marriages between members of 
different castes, causing great excitement within the Bengali society. 
The conservative section of the Brahma Samaj, obviously unwilling to go 
so far in antagonizing the Hindu society, grewalarmed. The conserva
tives' alarm increased when their leader Debendra Nath bowed to press
ures from the progressives within the Sama.i and accepted two men from

117the younger group who openly defied caste as Assistant Ministers.
Faced by opposition within the Samaj, some of the younger members such 
as Keshab Chandra Sen, Pyari Chand Mitra, Ishwar Chandra Nandi and 
Shri Nath Bandyopadhyaya organized the Pratinidhi Sabha or the Re-

118presentative Assembly through which they wished to control the Samaj.
In a significant show of strength outside Calcutta, Keshab and his
associates succeeded in gaining support and promise of financial help
from the Samajes in both Western and Eastern Bengal such as those in
Krishnanagar, Konnagar, Baidyabati, Midnapur, Santipur* Dacca, Mymen-

119singhv Faridpur and Tripura. But the Keshab-gogfrhT faced strong

H 5  >_/ _Som Prakas, 7 November 1864: 14 August 1865; Saybad Purpa Chandrodaya, 
9 August 1865.

^^Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 9 August 1865.
117They were Bijay Krishna Goswami and Annada Prasad Chattopadhyaya, 

two close friends of Keshab who, although Brahmans, refused to wear 
the sacred thread.

T1 8 /Som Prakas, 19 September, 7 and 14 November 1864.
^^Som Prakas, 22 May 1865*



opposition from Debendra Nath and his followers -still a strong 
force within the Brahma Samaj.-who believed in centralization 
and felt that the Calcutta Brahma Samaj, presumably under the leader
ship of the conservative Brahmas, should act as the head of the entire 
Brahma community in Bengal and that there was no need for a separate

*120"representative assembly" as suggested by Keshab Sen and his followers.
Apart from the questions connected with the relationship between the
Hindu community and the Brahma Samaj and between the Calcutta Brahma
Samaj and the 'Brahma Samajes in the Mofussil, the discussions of this
period also raised the important question whether only those who openly
accepted the main tenets of the Brahma religion should be called "a
Brahma" or whether a man who believed in Brahma Dharma but for various
reasons did not want to be formally initiated should also be called "a 

121Brahma". In 1865 Keshab Chandra Sen, along with a few other se
cessionists, wrote a letter to Debendra Nath Thakur, the official head
of the Calcutta Brahma Samaj, stating the views of the dissidents and

—  122expressing the desire to form a separate Samaj. The main proposal 
contained in the letter centred around the argument that the acarya 
(priest) or the upacarya (assistant priest) or a high official of 
the Brahma Samaj need not wear the "sacred thread" or any other mark

^ ^Som Prakas, 3 October 1864.
Som Prakas, 5 26 September, 24 and 31 October 1864.

122This letter and Debendra Nath's reply were published in the prominent 
Bengali newspapers of Calcutta. Som Prakas, 31 July 1865; Tattva 
BodhinX Patrika, &ravap 1787 (1866), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 540-5/+2.



of caste distinction - a proposal which was not acceptable to the
123conservative Brahmas. Although the secessionist group included

a few Brahmajis such as Yadu Nath Chakrabarty and Nibaran Chandra
Mukhopadhyaya, yet its leadership obviously rested with Keshab
Chandra Sen, a Baidya, and his non-Brahman associates such as Uma
Nath Gupta, also a Baidya, and Mahendra Nath Basu, a Kayastha.

The schism was finally and publicly proclaimed on 11 November
1866 at a meeting held at the Calcutta College on Chitpur Road and
led to the establishment of the Bharat VarshXya Brahma Samaj or the
Brahma Samaj of India. The controversies continued to excite the
members of the Brahma community and to some extent the entire urban
Bengali society even after the schism. In 1867, in on open letter
written to Debendra Nath which was published in the Tattva BodhinT 

- 124Patrika, Keshab Chandra and his followers related the changes 
which they thought were essential in order to make the Brahma Samaj 
acceptable to the well-educated young community. Again, the main 
demands of the Keshab-gogfrhX were mostly related to caste questions, 
being the removal of caste signs such as the upabTtefrom the appear
ance of the acaryas of the Brahma Samaj, the insistence upon criteria 
such as character and knowledge rather than caste for the selection
of the acaryas, and a "liberal” and "impartial" interpretation of 

125Brahma Dharma.
The issue of ritualism was thus an important factor behind the 

break-up of the Brahma Samaj and its decline as an effective socio-religious

^ ^Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Sravan, 1787 (1867), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 
^•^Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Sravap. 1787 (1867)t SBS, vol. 2, p.541.



movement. The sraddha (after-death ceremony) of Debendra Nath's 
father in 1847» which was criticized by many Brahmas for not having 
been performed "strictly according to Brahmi-c r i t e s " g a v e  rise 
to a long controversy within the Brahma Samaj. The Som Prakas
considered this affair to be the beginning of the "break-up of the

128 _Brahma family". In the 1860s, the nama-karag (name-giving) cere
mony of Karuna Kumar, the eldest son of Keshab Chandra, was the
theme of a long series of newspaper articles on the place of ritual-

— 129ism in the Brahma Samaj. Thus, by the l860s there were two major 
groups within the Brahma Samaj, the first group consisting of the 
Brahmas who were in favour of performing the major Hindu socio
domestic rituals such as .jata-karma (ceremonies after birth), nama- 
karan (name-giving ceremony), upanayan (thread-giving ceremony), 
antyesti-kriya (funeral ceremony) and ad.ya-sraddha (ceremony after 
death) and the second group consisting of those who were opposed ;to 
the performance of such rituals.

Ill Traditionalism in the Muslim community
The force of traditionalism was perhaps nowhere stronger within

130the urban Bengali society than among its Muslim members. The

126Dwijendra Nath Thakur, "Bhratri-bKab" ^Brotherly Feeling/, cited 
in Som Prakas, 28 September I863.

127R.N.Basu, iitmacharit, p.36*
oftSom Prakas, 15 September, 20 October 1862.

129Som Prakas, 19 January, 2, 9» 16 and 23 February, 9 March, 6 April 
(citing Indian Mirror) , 17 August 1863.

130The Bengali Muslims even had many of the characteristics of the 
Hindu caste system which was not unusual since most of them were 
converts or descendants of converts. Report on Census of Bengal, 
1872, pp. 13-134, 190; SAB, vol. IV, pp. 54, 354: vol. V, p.195: 
vol. VI, p.279: vol. VIII, p.48: vol. IX, p.289; M.T.Titus, Islam 
in India and Pakistan, p.175? Kazi Abdul Odud, Hindu Musalmaner 
Birodh, pp. 22-23, 25-26.



socio-economic degeneration of the Bengali Muslims, which
was most striking in the traditional centres cf Muslim power and

132prestige such as Dacca and Murshidabad, was closely connected
with the growing impact of urbanization and the various processes
encouraged by urbanism such as Westernization and the general Muslim
inability to cope with these forces. Both official and non-official
sources rightly considered Muslim orthodoxy, more specifically
Muslim dislike for Western education, to be the most important
factor behind the social and economic decline of the Muslim com-
munityin Bengal.

There was little demand for traditional Muslim education in
the changing urban Bengali society . In 1869 a Muslim correspondent
described how poverty forced many educated Muslims to ”turn from

13̂ fintellectual work to manual labour”.
”The very education which he (the educated Muslim) 
had received made him totally unfit for any work...

J.Long, The Muhammadans of Bengal, p£. 1,6; Friend of India,
8 May 1858: lb July lbo3; Som Prakas, 28 August, 1863;
Englishman, 9 October I87O.

132In Calcutta - a new city which grew out of the necessities of 
British trade and administration - the Muslins had never been 
able to establish themselves as successfully as the Hindu middle
men, traders and interpreters. Friend of India, 11 February 1869 
(”The Bengal Mussalmans” by ”Qne of Themselves”).

"^Despatch to India(Public, Education), 3 June (no. 78) 1857* p.
906; A. Latif, as quoted in J. Long, The Muhammadans of Bengal, 
pp. 11-12; Sai~ibad Prabhakar, 11 May 1863. The poverty of the 
Muslims was one of the factors behind Muslim backwardness in the 
sphere of modern education, but hardly the most important factor as 
suggested by some. Cf. A.R.Kullick, British policy and the Muslims 
in Bengal, pp. 157, 162-163, 187-188, 193.

13^Friend of India, 13 May 1869 (From ”A Muslim Correspondent”).



. The district Cazeeship and law officership being 
abolished, he has no career open to him. ”135

The Rev. James Long wrote in the l860s:
nIt is a painful truth that they are sinking in 
the social scale, and that the new rule adopted of 
requiring a knowledge of English from all candidates 
for offices of any importance, is plunging them still 
lower.' Hence, in a few Government offices in Bengal 
are there any respectable Muhammadan officials, but 
plenty of duftries and peons... The Musalmans have 
lost the employments they held as conquerors, and are 
being superseded by Hindus.”136

After attending a meeting of the ’’gentry11 of Murshidabad summoned
by the Dewan of the Nawab Nazim of Bengal, Long concluded that

"There was an immense amount of bitterness and dis
content existing owing to the want of a career for 
Muhammadans. Their fall from political power and 
the English Government making a book career a test 
for office had left members poor and proud without 
any resources.”138
According to the Rev. Long, an important and necessary step

on the part of the Government, in solving the problem of Muslim
’’backwardness” would be to know more about the Bengali Muslims'*'^
and generally encourage interactions between the English and the

1̂ 0Muslim communities. Contemporary English observers felt that the
Muslims had an inherent feeling of dislike and distrust towards the

141British who had replaced them as rulers and that this factor in-
1 b2.fluenced Muslim attitude towards Westrnization. The Principal 

of Dacca College wrote in 1853s

135Ibid. Also, letter from an ex-student of Calcutta Madrassa to 
C.H.Campbell, dated 1 September 18691 in Selection from Records: 
Committee on Education of Kahomedan Community, p.100.

136J.Long, The Muhammadans of Bengal, p.2.

W.W.Hunter’s The Indian Musalmans written in the early 1870s at 
Mayo’s suggestion and published in l8?l, which largely blamed 
the British Government for Muslim decline, attempted to supply 
such knowledge.

137Ibid., p.5.
138



"The English, language is unpopular amongst the Moslems, 
who have a polished language and literature of their 

r?. . own, of which they are proud, and which they very
naturally prefer to that of the strangers, who have 
deprived them of supremacy and who cannot, therefore, 
be expected to look upon the English, and their language, 
but with an evil eye."1*0

In 1857 an official observer noted that "indifference" to education 
especially to Western education, which among the Muslims as a class 
was often spoken of as "almost amounting to positive opposition" 
could be attributed "in great measure to the fear lest the measures 
in progress should supersede the cultivation of the Arabic language 
which is to them an object of regard, amounting to veneration."
The Maulavis, who had a great amount of social control within the 
Muslim community even in the urban areas, in particular, were strongly 
opposed to "any reform in the teaching afforded at the Indian Madrissas" 
Maulavi Abdul Latif, an English-educated Muslim,pointed out the im
portance of traditional learning to a Muslim:

"Unless a Muhammadan is a Persian and Arabic scholar, 
he cannot attain a respectable position in Muhammaden 
society, that is, he will not be regarded or respected 
as a scholar and unless he has such a position, he can

Letter from Cecil Beadon, dated 26 April 1852, quoted in Papers 
relating to the Foundation of the Presidency College, Appendix V, 
p.xxix; J. Long, on.cit., pp. 1, 5; W.W.Kunter, The Indian 
Musalmans, pp. 175-176.

^ ^Dacca News, 7 March 1857; W.W.Hunter, op.cit., pp. 175-176.
^^Note from Principal of Dacca College, dated 9 May 1853* in Papers 

relating to the Foundation of the Presidency College, Appendix V, 
p.xlvi.

1*f*tNote by Lt. Lees, Secretary of the Board of Examiners, Calcutta, 
in Despatch to India (Public, Education), 3 June (no.78) 18571 
pp. 906-907.



1̂ 6have no influence in the Muhammadan community.11
A Muslim studying English was often forced to carry on a simultaneous

1*f7study of Persian at home. Even in the urban areas* the Muslims 
were far from enthusiastic in their responses to either English or 
vernacular education.

In the l860s the Rev. James Long saw several signs of ”a move 
among the Muhammadans of Bengal” such as the success of the Anglo- 
Persian class at the Calcutta Madrassa* the success of Muslim candi
dates at the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta University* the 
publication of an Arabic grammar by MaulavjLAbdulla Al-Obydi, the 
Anglo-Arabic Professor at the Hooghly College* the foundation of the
Mussalman Bengali or DobhagT language and the activities of the Muham-

1^9madan Literary Society. The educated Bengali Muslim even showed 
interest in introducing female education with government help.^^ 
However* all these signs of change were confined to only a small 
section of the urban Bengali Muslims* mostly living in and around 
Calcutta. On the whole* as Hindu journalists were eager to point out, 
the Bengali Muslims showed ”extreme conservatism” in social, religious

146Abdul Latif, as quoted in J.Long* The Muhammadans of Bengal*
pp. 11-12.

1^7F.J.Mouat, Secretary to the Council of Education, quoted m  
Papers relating; to the Foundation of Presidency College* p.11.

1̂ 8Letter from Magistrate Raikes of Mymensingh to Dr. Spenger of 
Calcutta Madrassa dated 28 June 18.51, quoted in Selection from 
Records: Reportcn Calcutta Mndrussa, 1850> p.7; Correspondence
on Education of Kahomcdan Community, p. 152; W.V/.Hunter, op. cit., 
p.178.

1̂ +9 jJ.Long, The Muhammadans of Bengal* pp. 13-1^•
^̂ Friend of India, 11 March 1869 C”The Mussulman Zenana” by ”A 

Mussulman Correspondent”).



151 "• -and other matters:
flThe Muslim society/community (sama.j) is not showing 
the signs of improvement which can he seen among the 
Hindus. There are some Muslims who have discarded 
superstitions. But the Muslim society is so strong 
that such men are afraid to act openly. Even men 
like Abdul Latif have been forced to join the con
servative section (goga dal) on many o c c a sions.,f>l.52

151Som_Prekasl 16 Jaigtha 1278 (l87l)i SBS* vol. *t, pp. 23^-237. 
1̂ 2Som Prakas, 16 Jaig^ha 1278 (1871)* SBS* vol. *t, p.235.



5. EXPERIMENTS IN WESTERNIZATION

The urban Bengali kritavidyas often refused to accept the 
traditional authority of religious and semi-religious norms and 
even rejected their "eternal" customs and habits.^ This was parti
cularly true in the case of the Western-educated progressives. 
Education* especially English education* was said to have created
the "correct atmosphere" for social reform in nineteenth century 

2Bengal* by endowing the urban Bengali kritavidyas with many Western 
qualities and by opening their eyes to the defects of the Hindu 
society.^ The socio-domestic situation often seemed "unbearable" 
to these men whose isolation was enhanced by their excessive Westerai-

kzation". But they were hopeful that all habits and customs were
being and would be changed under the liberal influence of English 

5education. In place of traditional responses to political* religious 
and social questions* these kritavidyas began to express Western re
sponses based upon rationality and liberalism. The most popular medium

^Som Prakas* 28 December 1863.
2Saipbad Purga Chandrodaya* 11 October 1863.
^Som Prakas* 19 May 1835* 12 Bhadra 1271 (l864); SBS* vol. pp.
5C*+, 7o3-7o7; 6 Srava# 1273 (1868); Sagibad Bhaskar* 13 January
1836, SBS* vol. 3* PP* ^37^38; Paridarssk* o October l86l; Overland 
Friend of India* 7 November 1665 (quoting Friend of India* 26 October 
l8t>3); N.Ii.Choudhury, Calni Balen Stine* p.10; D. Kitra, Kugalam Kula 
Nasanam* pp. 1-3; Amrita Lai Basu, as quoted in PP* p.200; B.C.Pal, 
Navayuger Bchgla* p.43.

k * -  —  -Pariaarsnk* 18 December l86l; Samachar Chandrika* 1 June 1865*
Ser.ibad Purna Chandrodaya* 11 April 1866; P.N.Bose, A History of Hindu 
Civilisation* vol.ill* pp. 37-62.

^Sagibad Furca Chandrodaya, l*f September 1863* §iksha Darpan* Chaitra 
1272 (I860).



the urban Bengali Press run by the urban kritavidyas themselves.
The Som Prakas* which was associated with the Tattva BodhinT-gogfrhT*
declared that it was "unjust to say that anything that is old is
the object of faith and worship and urged the "young group" (navya
sampradaya) to "abandon their attempt to maintain a compromise with
the customs of the land" and instead "try to uproot those aspects
of religion and society which they considered to be the sources of

nmisery and, more important, opposed to rationality". According 
to Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, a Western-educated Bengali who taught 
at the prestigious Presidency College from 1862 to 1872, the Somi
Prakas did the "most work" towards the creation of a political climate 

8in Bengal. The relatively conservative newspapers such as the Saybad
Prabhakar also showed great interest in the political questions of the

9time and criticized different aspects of British Government in India. 
Leading Bengali journalists showed an increasing interest in the im
portant questions of the need for self-reliance on the part of the 
Indians and the location of responsibility for iTr-dEsm and change, 
mainly with reference to social matters. The Som Prakas cited the 
British examplel

^Hindoo Patriot* 17 July, 8 August l86l; Pur^ima* Phalgun 1265(1839); 
Ranrpur Lik Prakas * 8 August lool; Sembaa Purpa Chandrodaya* 20 
February loo6; letter from Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya to Sambh^ 
Chandra ilkr.opadhyaya, dated 14 March 1872, as quoted in S.Banerjee, 
Patra Sanitya* pp. 61-82.
^Som Prak~3, 28 July 1862.
g
Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP* p.53*
9Sa?bad Prabhakar * 1 Chaitra 1258 (l852)? 10 Tr?adh 1259 (1852), 25
Kartik, 14 and 29 Phalgun 1259 (1853),' 6 Bhadra 1261 (183̂ )1 SBS*
vol. 1, pp. 182-183, 186-187, 189-191* 193-19^* 198-200, 206-207.



"It is because we look to the Government that we are 
not getting the desired amount of progress. We pray 
that we may soon discard our dependence upon others...
We should strive for the establishment of a Parliament 
on the English model in this country and for the trans
fer of government into our hands. It is necessary to 
limit the powers of the Government in India in the same 
manner as the British Government has limited powers 
^ n  Britain/V’lO

The Sagibad Prabhakar was also in favour of social change initiated
from within:

"In the spread of the Bengali language and in every 
other social matter, it is necessary £Yor the Bengali 
kritavidyas7to attempt to introduce reform, independent 
of government help. Since our countrymen even now re
main immobile like lumps of clay, in this matter as in 
others, we approve of a limited amount of government 
intervention. But the alien ruler cannot be made re
sponsible for everything. It is not proper that the 
people of this country will remain today as they were 
two hundred and sixty five years ago. It is necessary 
to destroy their fears slowly. " H

In the mid-l860s, a Bengali journalist of Calcutta reported:
"According to the well-educated men of today, it is 
their duty to establish associations (sabhas) which 
they consider to be an act which is beneficial to the 
country."12

I Westernization in politics
An important aspect of the impact of Westernization upon nine

teenth century urban Bengali kritavidyas was the distinct interest 
which was being shown by an increasingly large number of them in 
political and economic matters. Bengali kritavidyas began to

~̂ Som Prakas, 19 September l86*f.
^Sambad Prabhakar, 12 June 1865.

Sagibsd Purr a Chandrodaya, 10 October 1865.



criticize the "economic exploitation" of India by Britain and 
suggest specific measures for protecting the interests of Indian 
manufacturers! for example the cotton manufacturers."^ The pheno
menon of rising food prices - which was attributed to government
policy - disturbed the urban Bengali kritavidyas! particularly in

1̂fCalcutta and Dacca* the two biggest cities. In 1857 the Govern
ment was presented with a petition "from a number of the native 
community of Calcutta and its Suburbs* • complaining of the dearness 
of provisions and soliciting the interference of Government in the 
limitation of prices and therestriction of the export of articles 
of food.""^ In 1858 a resident of Dacca wrote:

"A protracted dearth of food has seized the town 
nay the entire district of Dacca ••• what a striking^ 
contrast with the golden days of Nawab ShaistakhanJ"

According to the Friend of India* the situation was quite serious*
particularly as far as "the respectable classes" of the urban Bengali

17community were concerned:
"Everywhere apparently within a hundred miles of Cal
cutta there has been for the last two years a gradual 
but rapid rise in the price of provisions,,. The price 
of rice was doubled* and among all classes with fixed

^The Saipbad Bhaskar,for example! suggested that the Indian cotton 
manufacturers should use machines to lower the cost of cotton,
Sagibad Bhaskar* 27 May 1865,

1̂fFriend of Indiat J>0 September 1858; Sambad Purpa Chandrodayat 21 
Junei 2 November! 5 sutid 19 December 1865; iSiksha DarpanV Kartik 
1272 (1865); Samachar Chandrika* 30 October l8b5; Sagibad Prabhakar* 
1 March 1866.

^Despatch to India (Public* Bengal)* 17 April (no. 53)
1837, p.278.
Dacca News* 26 June 1858.

17For example* Friend of Indiat 30 September 1838: 15 November i860.



incomes ... there is a sharp cry of suffering...
The respectable classes, clerks, Government employees, 
and all who live by fees, declare that food, spices, 
servants, oil and wood, the five great expenses of a 
Bengalee have all increased at o n c e . " l 8

The Vernacular Press of Calcutta viewed the phenomenon of the
rapidly rising price of food and other essential commodities with 

19great concern. The Government was often blamed for creating this
20situation, mainly by exporting food grains in large quantities.

The lack of interest in commerce on the part of most Bengali
abhi.jats was held to be another reason behind the lack of commodities.

22The lack of interest in agriculture was also criticized and promin
ent Calcutta kritavidyas like Ram Gopal Ghosh and Pyari Chand Mitra
began to take an active part in agricultural exhibitions and in the
Agri-Horticultural Society in Calcutta, often following the example

23of prominent Europeans with whom they interacted. Interest in

18Friend of India, 30 September 1838.
19Sambad Purpa Chandrodaya, 23 February, 21 June, 23 October, 2 
November, 3 and 19 December 1863? 3 March 1866; Sambad Prabhakar,
21 October 1863: 16 February (letter) 1866); Sambad .bhaskar, 23 
November 1863; Samachar Chandrika, 22 February 1866.

20 —  —Saipbad Prabhakar, 1 March i860; Saipbad Pur^a Chandrodaya, 21 June,
Z November, 3 and 19 December 1863; Samachar Chandrika, 30 October 
1863? 22 February 1866; £iksha Darpap, Kartik 1272 (1863).

21 _ _Sambad Purga Chandrodaya, 21 June 1863; Saqibad Prabhakar, 3 February
1866.

22 uPurpima, Caitra 1263 (1839); Rangpur Dik Prakas, 3 September l86l; 
Som Prakas, 27 June 1864; Saipbad Purga Chandrodaya, 27 June, 2 
September, 10 October 1863; 10 January 1866; Samiichar Chandrika,
3 August 1863; Saipbad Prabhakar, 3 November 1863.

23 !See "Peary Chand Mitra", Calcutta Review, vol. 120, Aprill903,
pp.242-2*f3. <



commerce and industry was encouraged and the preoccupation with 
white-collared jobs (masT-.jTbika) was considered to be a form of

per 26slavery and a major reason behind national backwardness. The
wealthy Bengalis1 it seemed, were even eager to "buy" such ’’slavery”
and allow the English to prosper with the aid of their capital in-

27stead of engaging in commerce themselves. The kritavidyas were
urged .to follow the example of Bengalis like Ram Gopal Ghoshand

28Dwaraka Nath Thakur who had succeeded in business, to form Joint 
29Stock Companies, participate in overseas trade and navigation

by discarding their caste prejudices,^ and to take a share in
the profit derived from trade and commerce in India which seemed to

31be totally monopolized by the British. The establishment of

Bagga Yidya Prakasika, Esvin, Pous 1262 (1855); Sarba £ubhakari 
Patrika, 13 and 27 September 1859; Rangrpur Dik Prakas, 14 June 
i860; 28 April l86l; Som Prakas, 11 August 1862: 27 June 1864:
18 September 1865; Sambad Purga Chandrodaya, 27 June, 10 October 
1865; Tattva BodhinT*Patrika, Jaigtha 1792 (l87l)» SBS, vol. 2, 
pp. 244-251.

^Paridarsak, 7 October l86l; Siksha Darpag, Pous 1272 (1865); Sajjpbad 
Purga Chandrodaya, 9 October, 2.k November 1865; Samachar Chandrika,
30 October 18fe5; Sambad Prabhakar, 23 November I865: 3 February
1866; Saipbad Bhaskar, b January 1866.

^Purgima, Caitra 1265 (1859); Som Prakas, 7 December 1862: 24
October l8o4; Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 21 and 27 June, 28 August,
7 October 1865; Saipbad Prabhakar, 10 November I865; 3 February
1866; Saipbad Bhaskar, o January 1866.

^Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 February 1866.
28Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 27 June 1865? Saqibad Prabhakar, 3 
February, 2'/ June 16bb.

29Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 February 1866.
•̂ Som Prakas, 7 December 1862; Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, 28 August 
1865; Samachar Chandrika, J>G October 1865$ Saipbad Bhaskar, 6 
January 18b6.
Som Prakas, 24 October 1864; Saipbad Purga Chandrodaya, 7 October 
l8b5; Sambad Prabhakar, 10 November lbb5.



companies by Bengali urbanites* for instance the Kalikata BybasayT 
Samaj (Calcutta Businessmen’s Association) which was established in 
1861 mainly at Kayastha initiative and the ’’native” Life Insurance 
Corapan^which was established in Calcutta in 1865 and was owned entirely 
by Indians* mostly rich Hindus of Calcutta*^ was applauded. The 
list of directors of the Life Insurance Company showed that it was a 
joint venture of abhi.jats such as Raja Satya Narayan Ghoshal, Western- 
educated kritavidyas such as Ityari Chand Sarkar and members of the 
rising urban mercantile community which included lower caste Hindus 
such as Hira Lai Seal of the oil-presser caste. The urban Bengalis 
who were perhaps best known for their commercial pursuits were the 
highly Westernized members of the Derozio-gogfrhT like Ram Gopal Ghosh* 
a member of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce who established the 
famous R.G.Ghosh and Company, and Pyari Chand Mitra who founded the 
firm of Ityari Chand Mitra and Sons.

The Western-educated urban Bengalis who were exposed to the 
forces of urbanization* modernization and Westernization began to 
show great interest in politics. The various associations and societies

Sagibad Furpa Chandrodaya* 10 August, 7 December 1865; Som Prakas*
18 September I865.

^Paridarsak* 3 October (letter)* 19 and 23 November l86l; Samachar 
Chandrika* 10 August 1865; Saipbad Purga Chandrodaya* 10 August 
(citing the Som Prakas)* 2k October 1865.
Ityari Chand Mitra was also the Director of the Bengal Tea Company, 
Durrung Tea Company and was elected the Director of many limited 
companies* foremost of which were the Great Eastern Hotel Company, 
Port Canning Land Investment Company, Howrah Docking Company and 
South Salt Company. "Peary Chand Mitra”, Calcutta Review* vol. 120* 
April 19051 PP* 2*f0, 2kk. Some of the other well-known "native 
merchants” were Sagar Datta and Kshetra Mohan Das, Dr. S.Chakrabarty, 
cited in J.Long* Calcutta and Bombay in their Social Aspects* p.30*
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which were organized in the urban areas of Bengali especially in 
Calcutta in the nineteenth century $ provided the platform for the 
politically minded upper and middle class urban Bengalis. These 
associations began to act as important pressure groups, although 
caste groupings were still important in political matters.

In many ways, the political and semi-political organizations 
established in urban Bengal in the second half of the nineteenth 
century remained as exclusive and detached from the rest of the 
society as the earlier associations - such as the Academic Association 
of the Derozio-gogfrhT and the BhunyadhikarT Sabha (Landholders'
Society) which consisted of some of the leading abhi.jat zamindars 
of Calcutta such as Radha Kanta Deb, Asutosh Deb, Dwaraka Nath Thakur 
and Kali Krishna Bahadur, and mainly looked after the interests of 
upper caste landowners. However, the mid-nineteenth century was a 
turning-point in that it witnessed the establishment of several pri
marily political associations which were "almost non-existent" before.^ 
The social base of the political and semi-political associations and 
societies was also being broadened and, at least theoretically, 
these were "open" groups accepting members from all castes and creeds. 
But in reel!ty these associations mainly found support among upper 
caste Western-educated urban Bengali kritavidyas. The pamphlet in
troducing the JatTya Gourab SampadanX Sabha (society for the promotion 
of national feeling), for example, clearly indicated that both the
Society and the introductory pamphlet were meant for "the educated

36natives of Bengal". In the 1830s, the Rev. J.Long reported that

•̂Saqibad Prabhakar, 31 January 1866.
^R.N.Basu, fftmachariti p.32.



"the meetings of natives and societies formed among them" had been
"all for class interests, increase of salary or position."^

The British Indian Association, an exclusively Indian political
organization, was established in Calcutta on 31 October 1831 with
the object of influencing Government before the renewal of the East
India Company's Charter which was due in 1833 and as a result of the
interaction between George Thompson of the British India Society in
London and some of the prominent "patriotic" urban Bengali kritavidyas.
The Bengal British India Society (founded in 18^3)* which was mainly
formed of members of the Derozio-go§phT and was primarily interested
in political matters,^ and the BhutftyadhdkarT Sabha (Landholders'
Society), which mainly consisted of abhi.jat landowners, formed the
foundation-stones of the British Indian Association. According to
a nineteenth century Bengali kritavidya, the "amalgamation" of the
Landholders' Society and the Bengal British India Society was "a
wise step that invested the body with weight and authority in the
public eye", since "no more could Government urge that there was a
split between orthodoxy and enlightenment, between conservatism and

ZfOliberalism, the two distinguished elements of native society."
Indeed, the British Indian Association had among its supporters both 
abhi.iats, most of them conservatives like Radha Kanta Deb, Satya

37J.LonaChVernacular Christian Literature, p.8.
38 —Sambad Prabhakar, 31 January 1866.
39See Bengal British India Society, Evidences Relative to the Efficiency 
of Native Agency in the Administration of the Affairs of the Country, 
Calcutta, 1844. Reprinted with a supplement by British Indian Associ
ation . Calcutta, l833«
Bhola Nath Chunder (Chandra), Raja Dipambar Mitra, His Life and 
Career (Calcutta, l893)» PP* 33-37, as quoted in SBS, vol. 1, p.312. 
Also, Sambad Bhaskar, 22 July 1863.



Saran Ghoshal* Rama Nath Thakur* Prasanna Kumar Thakur and Debendra 
Nath Thakur* and navya abhi.iats and kritavidyas< most of them pro
gressives like Ram Gopal GhoshjPyari Chand Mitra and Umesh Chandra 
Datta, But on the whole the abhi.iats dominated the association. The 
influence of thezamindars and the desire to protect their interests 
was reflected in speeches on topics such as "the relationship between 
the zamindars and his subjects (pra.ias)" which were delivered by 
eminent speakers like Kishori Chand Mitra and Rajendra Lai Mitra,
A contemporary Bengali journalist observed that the British Indian
Association was established by the rich gentlemen of Calcutta*

Lpalthough it was of benefit to a larger population. The Samachar 
Chandrika insisted that the association had a very good chance of 
"removing the miseries of the people1* by virtue of being **a gathering 
of extremely affluent gentlemen'* like Yatindra Mohan Thakur, Ishwar 
Chandra Gupta, the increasingly conservative editor of the Sagibad 
Prabhakar* also insisted that although the British Indian Association 
was essentially "a body of local aristocrats", yet the Bengalis in 
general had begun to depend on this body for guidance and leadership

ifZf _ __in political matters. Like the editor of the conservative Samachar 
Chandrika Gouri Shankar Tarkabagish (Bhattachaxya) * the Sanskrit

Samachar Chandrika, 11 December 1865.
^Sarba §ubhakari~ Patrika« August 1855*
Samachar Chandrik^* 16 November 1865.

MiSambad Prabhakar, 21 Magh, 2b Phalgun 1258 (1832), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 
I7&T 160. similar observations were made by some other contemporary 
kritavidya writers and journalists. Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya* 5 
December 1865; Shib Nath Sastri * as quoted in S.Baner.ieet fcatra 
Sahityai p.11.

^Samachar Chandrika* 3 August* 16 November 1863,



scholar who was the editor of the Sambad Bhaskar, also took a keen
46interest m  and praised the Association's activities. To Gouri

Shankar, who had the Derozian Dakshina Ra n  j an . Mukhopadhyaya for his
patron and had edited the liberal journal Jnananvesan, the British

Indian Association symbolized the unity of the various sections of

the Bengali elite and was the source of the political strength
47of the Indian community.

In the mid-nineteenth century, with increased physical mobility 

as a result of urbanization and modernization, large numbers of Ben

gali kritavidyas in the various capacities of teachers, students, 

government servants, lawyers and so on, moved between different re

gions of Bengal and helped in the diffusion of ideas and impressions 

and in the maintenance of links between Calcutta and the Mofussil.

The Brahma Samaj served this function very effectively through its 

members and missionaries. The British Indian Association made special 

efforts to establish links with the Mofussil by establishing branches 
in places like Howrah, Hooghly, Barasat in Western Bengali not too 

far from the capital and even in distant places in Eastern Bengal
48like Ifymensingh. The influence and control of the Calcutta elite 

had become quite widespread. A Calcutta journalist observed that

46 - -Sagibad Bhaskar, 20 November, 9*'23 and 30 December 1856: 6 and
22 January, 10 February 1857* SBS, vol. 3* pp. 335* 347-330, 339-363* 
367, 379-380: 22 July, 10 August, 4 December 1863.

47 — _Saipbad Bhaskar, 9 and 23 December 1836, SBS, vol. 3* PP. 349-330,
360, 361.

48 -See Saqibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 3 April 1866 (quoting the Dhaka 
PrakasJ; A. Seal, Emergence of Indian Nationalism, pp. 207-208.
Sec



the "respectable men" who controlled the Calcutta branch of the
British Indian Association, for instance, Raja Satya Saran Ghoshal,
Ram Gopal Ghosh, Hira Lai Seal and Pyari Chand Mitra, "held the trust

Lqand confidence of almost all good men throughout Bengal* "
Ehe impact of Westernization upon the British Indian Association, 

an association whose founders and members were almost invariably urban 
Bengalis who had been exposed to the West and closely interacted with 
Europeans, was quite evident. It mainly utilized the Western tech
niques of speeches, meetings and petitions to the Government. To a 
contemporary British journalist, the association appeared to be a
manifestation of the Westernization of its members and a result of

50"the education of the Natives". The friend of India described the 
British Indian Association and the Talookdar's Association as "semi- 
English bodies".^

The British Indian Association, although the most striking poli
tical organization of this time, was not the sole experiment of its 
kind. A few other associations (sabhas) established by urban Bengali 
kritavidyas during this period which sometimes discussed political 
and semi-political matters of interest were: the Bethune Society
which was established in 1831 for "the intellectual'stimulation and

52development of the debating faculty of the kritavidyas", for "im-
53proving relationships between the Bengalis and the Europeans" and

^Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 5 December 1865*
^Dacca News, 22 May 1858.
^Friend of India, 3 October 1867.
^Som Prakas, 23 January 1864.
^Ibid.



5*fgenerally to discuss ’’worthy topics”* and became ”a foremost
E C(pradhan) institution for the education of the public”} the 

Bengal Social Science Association which had members of the Derozio- 
gogfrhT like Pyari Chand Mitra as its l e a d e r s t h e  Serampore

57Association established by several kritavidya youth of Serampore;
the Praja HitaishipTSabha (society for the benefit of the subjects)

58of Dacca led by zaffiindar Kali Narayan Bahadur; the Unnati Bishayipi
Sabha (society concerned with progress) which met at the house of
Bam Chand Seal* an affluent member of the lower oil-presser caste,
in Kalutala (Colootola) in Calcutta every Saturday and came to be
knovnas the Kalutala Unnati SadhTnT Sabha (Kalutala society for
improvement).^ The Jatiya Gourab SampadanT Sabha established by
Baj Narayan Basu, the Western-educated kritavidya of the Brahma
Samaj, in Midnapur and supported by many progressive urban Bengalis*
however, was more in the nature of an attempt at the Indianization

60of political activities.
Although the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 did not involve the generally

3k — — _Sauibad Prabhakar, 15 March 1865; Saipbad Purpa Chandrodaya, 29 March
1855: -----------------------

^Sambad Prabhakar, 15 March 1865.
56’’Peary Chand Mitra”, Calcutta Review, vol. 120, April 1905*
pp. 251-252.

^Sarpbad Prabhakar, 2k May 1865.
58Sambad Purga Chandrodaya, 8 December 1865.
"̂ Sarpbad Puma Chandrodaya, 2k July 18651 2 April 1866.
^Som Prakas, 1 August, 5 September (letter), 12 September 1864.

beloi*/, f>p -297,



loyal urban Bengali elite directly,^- yet in 18 8̂ the Calcutta
society was full of excitement over the issue o f the end of the
East India Company*s rule:

•’Wherever one goes in the city ÂTalcuttaJT one can 
hear that the East India Company might soon lose 
its power. Whether belonging to the *gentle'
(bhadra) community or not* whenever two or four men 
sit together, they discuss this. Even the Bengali 
journals and newspapers have begun a great agitation 
over this question.”62

Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya observed that the year 18^8, that is,
the beginning of the rule of Queen Victoria in India marked the
point in time from which "the mind of men turned to politics".^
As a sign of the new enthusiasm for politics, he mentioned the
debating club of his class in the Presidency College which was
held at the house of Pam Kamal Ben in Calcutta and provided the
forum for nationalist speakers and intellectuals like Keshab

64Chandra Sen and Satyendra Nath Thakur. Krishna Das Pal of the
Derozio-gogthT and the British Indian Association said in a speech
delivered at the Hare Academy in Calcutta:

"The good Angel of a 'Hindoo Patriot* now works in 
the informed and enlightened souls of Bengal. There 
are now proud beings in thistLand of the sun and plenty, 
who breathe the breath of a Wallace and a Bruce, a 
Hampden and a Penn, a Washington and a Jefferson.

61Indian Reformer, 2^ February l86l; Keshab Chandra Sen, as quoted 
in W.T. de Bary (ed.), Sources of Indian Tradition, pp. 6l8-69. 
Also see above, pp. 136-1379 153- 155-

62Samachar Sudha Barshag, 11 September 1858.
^Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.^2.
64_.



We now seldom see an 'educated* native* properly 
so called, who does not, when his country is wronged, 
wish an instant vengeance. The tide of patriotism /-_
has now run so high that it is hard to stay its course."
The growing interest in politics among the Western-educated 

Bengalis began to take the shape of the demand for an active and 
equitable part in politics. In 1859 the Hindoo Patriot, representing 
the members of the British Indian Association, put forward an un
usually bold demand on behalf of the kritavidyas for nothing less 
than an "Indian Parliament":

"The grievances of India, with every class of her 
population unrepresented, may easily be imagined...
The working people bewail that they are the victims 
of class legislation. We are more so than even they.
The remedy logically would be the admission of Hindu 
and Muslim members into the House of Commons ...
Under any circumstances that is inconvenient, in the 
existing state of things it is impracticable. The 
alternative left is to create a Parliament in each of 
the Presidencies of India ... those of our countrymen 
who interest themselves in politics are preparing them
selves for an agitation for the admission of native 
members into the Legislative Council. The idea, in 
the modesty of its aim, is incomplete. What we need 
is not the introduction of a small independent element 
in the existing Council, but an Indian P a r l i a m e n t . "66

In l86l the Indian Mirror runty the younger Brahmas, in a column
on "How the natives of this country should be treated", appealed
to the British sense of justice for the better treatment of the
Indians:

"Englishmen should follow the principle of equality 
and abandon prejudices against and feeling of antagonism 
towards natives ... The time has arrived when English
men in India ought to feel the great necessity that

65Krishna Das Pal, as quoted in Friend of India, 28 August I858. 
^Hindoo Patriot, 7 April 1859*
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exists for no longer treating the natives as a 
conquered nation, but as subjects of the same sovereign."

The Vernacular Press - both conservative and liberal - criticized
the British government officials in India for their general

68"attitude of contempt" towards the indigenous population. The 
Hindu (later Presidency) College which produced the Derozio-gogfrhl 
was at the centre of the move towards an increased political con
sciousness on the part of the urban Bengali kritavidyas. It was 
taken for granted that a Bengali who was exposed to Western in
fluences would be interested in politics. According to Krishna 
Das Pal, a leading member of the Young Bengal and later the editor
of the Hindoo Patriot, a Young Bengal was one who "with the ardour

69of a patriot pleads his country’s cause." The Westernized Ben
galis were disturbed by the political discriminations against the 
Indians under the British rule. The Som Prakas explained:

"They ^Ehe progressive group/ are annoyed by the 
political situation. English education tells them 
that all are equal before the ruler and that merit 
(gup) is the mark of distinction, not colour (varna) 
or race (jati). But the government officials do not 
always behave in the liberal manner and in fact we 
see that coi^^distinction (varpa-bhed) is given pre
cedence over distinctions in merit Igup-bhed). This 
is unbearable to many /fcritavidyas7. "70

67Indian Mirror, 1 August 1861.
68For example, Sagibad Bhaskar, 8 and 18 March 1836, SBS, vol. 3i 
PP* 307-308, 311-313; Saybad Purpa Chandrodaya, 6 and 17^June 
1865; Samachar Chandrika, 22 and 2 b March 1866; Som Prakas,
10 Jaigjha, l*f Agatfh 1277 (1870), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 33b, 3̂ +0.

69Krishna Das Pal, as quoted in Friend of India. 28 August 1838.
70 *Som Prakas, 23 June 1862



Derozians such as Digambar Mitra clamoured for the application of
the Western concept of equalityto the Indian situation.*^ The
Hindoo Patriot criticized the "unequal situation" which existed
within the Uncovenanted Civil Service and particularly attacked the
ground on which the distinction in salary between the European and
the Indian employees was said to have been made, that is, the

72ground of the "comparative costliness of European living":
"We can assure the Government that the living of 
Natives of the class who fill our higher offices 
is by no means cheap, compared with that of their 
European or Eurasian rivals in office. They have 
a position, a family pride to maintain in Society, 
which their European or Eurasian rivals have not.
The European has only to live and lay by; but the 
Native has not only to support himself and his de
pendents, but also to sustain a variety of social 
taxes. One reason why the Native of birth does not 
enter the service is because the allowance he receives 
is too small to maintain his position."73

The British Government in India was criticized for its strict even
cruel treatment of the hard-working Bengali kritavidyas in government
service, namely, the Munsiffs in the Justice Department, the Sub-
Assistant Surgeons among the government doctors, and the grossly
underpaid teachers in the Education Department, especially in the
context of rising prices in the urban areas.

71Speech of Digambar Mitra, quoted in The Public Meeting in Favour 
of the Extension of the Jurisdiction of Mofussil Criminal Courts,
1857, pp. 38-39.

^Hindoo Patriot, 12 May 1862.
^Hindoo Patriot, 12 May 1862.
^Som Prakas, 3 November 1862: 18 July l86*f: 21 August, l8 September,
13 November 1865; §iksha Darpap, Jaigjha, Bhadra 1272 (1865);
Samachar Chandrika, 29 May l8b5? 8 March, 12 April 1866; Sambad
Purna Chandrodaya, 22 August I865: 12 February 1866; Saqibad Prabhakar, 
5" November lobi? (citing the Hindoo Patriot): 8 February lbbb.



The urban Bengali kritavidyas* particularly the journalists*
Bhowed a keen awareness of the importance and effectiveness of

75Western political techniques such as meetings and petitions.
Public speaking was fast becoming a recognized and highly appreciated
exercise in the urban Bengali society. Earn Gopal's speeches on
various political and semi-political subjects such as the "Black
Acts’1 and the Nimtala Burning Ghat controvery greatly increased

76his popularity among his contemporaries. Admittedly* the political
discussions and demands seldom went beyond the stage of deputations*
petitions and memorials and a few public addresses and meetings*
all on the Western model. But the kritavidyas obviously took the

77preparation and presentation of memorials very seriously and often
felt that the only way to institute important changes such as salary

78increases was to appeal to high government authorities. The memorials
were generally presented by the new urban political organizations

79such as the British Indian Association,

75 —For example* in 1865 the Sambad Bhaskar urged the British Indian
Association to make arrangements in kngland for protests against 
the introduction of the Income Tax, Saqibad Bhaskar* 29 July 
I865. Also, Sambad Bhaskar* 26 October 1865; Sagibad Puma Chandrodaya* 
23 February I806; Sarpbad Prabhakar* 15 March 1866,

76Samachar Chandrika* 1 February 1866,
77Some of these memorials were: the memorial ’’from certain native 
gentlemen ,,, on the language, used in the transaction of business 
in Civil and Criminal Courts” referring to and objecting to Mthe 
compulsory use of Hindoostanee in the pleadings of the Civil and 
Criminal Courts”* the petition ”of certain landholders, merchants 
etc, representing the defects of the Judicial system which obtains 
in the Bengal Presidency”; the memorial sent by the ’'native inhabitants 
of Bengal” in l86l complaining of expressinns alleged to have been 
used by the Junior Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court, Sir Mordaunt 
Wells* in the exercise of the Judicial Service”, Despatches to 
India (Judicial), 2 March (no. 2) 1853» PP« ^00-^03. Friend of 
India* 15 January 1852; Indian Empire, 12 February 1862.

78See above, p. 23 X •
*^For instance, the memorial "calling the attention of the Honble Baard 

to the position of Her Majesty*s Hindoo and Hahomedan subjects* in



Even the new associations! mostly secular and organized on 
the Western model - sometimes as a result of direct Western influence! 
were often confined to particular social groups and communities. 
Perhaps the best example of a semi-political association established 
for a particular group was the Mahomedan Literary and Scientific 
Society founded in 1863 by Abdul Latif Khanf a member of the Legis
lative Council of Bengal and a prominent Muslim kritavidya of Cal
cutta during this period. It was primarily an association for the
urban Muslim elite! although it was supposedly formed with the view

80of "promoting the general welfare of the Mahomedan community". The
Society aimed at encouraging the Muslims to "better themselves so

8las not to fall behind their Hindoo rivails" and at creating a Ben
gali Muslim elite similar to the urban Hindu elite by "arousing the 
Mahomedan community into literary activity and public spirit" through
a society where Muslims might meet for "intellectual enlightenment

82and social intercourse". But it also had broader aims and purposes. 
It promoted interactions between Hindu and Muslim abhi.iats and

0*7

kritavidyas as well as between Indians and prominent Europeans.

relation to the Public Civil Service"! and the memorial "praying 
that measures may be adopted for holding in India the competitive 

examination of native candidates for admission into the uncovenanted 
Civil Service." Bengal Public Proceedings! 29 January (no. 67) 1857; 
Public! Educational and Ecclesiastical Letters from India! Public no. 
79* 13 June 1868.

80Friend of Indiat 17 May 1855•
81Abdul Latift as quoted in Indian Daily Newsi 6 March 1868; A. Latify 
Public Life! p.l6.

82Mahomedan Literary Society: Abstract Proceedings! p.*f.
Q7
It was said to have been attended by "members of various sections 
of the people living in Calcutta" and to have succeeded in "pro
moting good feelings among different classes." Mahomedan Literary 
Societyt p.*+.



Its annual "conversaziones" held at the Town Hall'in Calcutta
84were reported to have been well-attended. The Society had a

Qc
rapidly growing membership list, and, according to the contemporary

86Bengali Press, was making fast progress within the urban community.
It was modelled on the Western style, had discussions and arranged 
lectures which expressed loyal sentiments towards the British rule

Qrp

and, as a result, was viewed favourably by both English journalists
and government observers.

Apart from associations and societies, public meetings arranged
on the Western model formed an important and increasingly popular
feature of urban Bengali politics in the third quarter of the nineteenth
century. The "bold" and "fearless" manner in which Ram Gopal Ghosh
and the Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya spoke at public meetings
during the "Black Acts" agitation inspired their kritavidya contempor- 

89aries. The growing interest in public meetings as a medium of poli
tical expression was reflected in the large number of urban Bengalis 
who began to attend the meetings held to discuss the leading politi
cal questions of the time. The public meeting held on 29 July 1853 
to protest against Charles Wood's India Bill, for instance, was described

OKMahomedan Literary Society, p.4; Indian Daily News, 2 March 1867;
Raja V.K.Deb, History of Calcutta, p.123.

^Saqibad Puma Chandrodaya, 3 February 1866.
^Sagibad Bhaskar, 6 March 1866: 2 and 4 March 1867; Sapibad Purpa
ChLidrodaya, ^ March 1866; Sagib~d Prabhakar, 10 March I066; Som 
Prakas, 12 March 1866.

Qrp

For example, Indian Daily News, 2 and 4 March 18671 3 13
February 1868*1 27 December I&69.

00
For example, letter from E.C.Bayley, Officiating Secretary to Govern
ment of Bengal, to A.Latif, dated 23 April 1867, as quoted in Indian 
Daily News, 26 April 1867; John Lawrence's speech at the third 
annual conversazione of the Mahomedan Literary Society, as quoted 
in A.Latif, op.cit., pp. 17-18.

^Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.178.



as "the most crowded meeting that has ever been witnessed in 
90Calcutta’1. The meeting was attended mainly by ”Hindus of various

castes” and a few no^-Hindus such as Manockjee Rustomjee, the
91prominent Parsi of Calcutta. Although the meeting was chaired

by RadAa Kanta Deb, the leader of the conservative Pharma Sabha- 
— 92gogfrhi, some of the leading speakers were prominent members of 

the progressive if not radical Derozio-gosthX, namely, Ram Gopal
9 3Ghosh, Î yari Chand Mitra and the Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya.

Thus, this meeting indicated the continuation of the conservative-
progressive alliance within the urban Bengali community, at least
in political matters, which had been seen in connection with the
foundation of the British Indian Association. The conservatives were
obviously in a conciliatory mood, their leader Radha Kanta supporting
the establishment of English schools, as long as ’’Oriental literature

94and science” were not neglected. Pyari Chand Mitra made a bold plea
95for increased "native” participation in politics. The resolution

reached by the meeting mentioned some of the major political frustrations
of the educated Bengalis, primarily their continued exclusion from

96the Civil Service and the Legislative Council and also expressed 
the growing belief in the importance of Western techniques such as

90Proceedings of Public Meeting 1853 s Against Charles Wood’s India 
Bill, by J.F.Bellamy, preface; Friend of India, 4 August 1&53;
"Peary Chand Mitra”, Calcutta Review, vol. 120, April 1905» p.2*<4.

^Proceedings of Public Meeting 1853 etc., p.km 
92ibid** P*5*
^Friend of India, k August 1853•
94Proceedings of Public Meeting lo53t etc. p.7.
^?eary Chand Mitra”, loc.cit., p.2^5•
^The resolution, as quoted in Friend of India, U August 1853*



*37

meetings and petitions among the urban Bengali elite:9^
"That while this meeting considers it the duty as
well as the interest of the native British subjects
of India to remain faithfully attached to the British 
Government, it is at the same time of opinion that on 
an occasion like the present, every legitimate and 
constitutional means ought to be employed for the re
dress of their grievances."^

The meeting held at the Town Hallin Calcutta on 6 April 1857
in support of the so-called "Black Acts" was another example of the
cooperation between conservative abhi.iats like Radha Kanta Deb,
Rama Nath Thakur and Jay Krishna Makhopadhyaya and Western-

99educated kritavidyas like Rajendra Lai Mitra and Digambar Mitra.
The leading speakers, as in most political meetings and debates 
of this time, were Ram Gopal Ghosh, Digambar Mitra and Kishori 
Chand Mitra of the Derozio-gogfrhT. While the majority of the partici
pants were either Brahmans or Kayasthas, a few Baidyas for instance 
Gobinda Chandra Sen”̂ ^  and lower caste Hindus for instance Rama Nath 
Saha of the Tantu Banik c a s t e , w e r e  also actively involved. The 
first resolution reached by the meeting expressed faith in the Western 
concept of equality before the law.

97Proceedings of Public Meeting, 1853, etc., p.7.
98Ibid.
99Public Meeting in Favour of Extension of Jurisdiction of Mofussil
Criminal Courts, 1857, pp. 2-7, 57-^0» 87-85. 

^ °Ibid., pp. 85-87.
^^Ibid., pp. 87-88.



A striking feature of these meetings was the upper and middle
class orientation of these meetings which were primarily organized
to secure the interests of the urban Bengali elite. In 1859, for
instance, a public meeting was organized in Calcuttaagainst the Bill
"for the Licensing of Trades and Professions and the System of
Taxation entered upon by the Government of His Excellency Earl Canning"
a Bill which was considered to be "incongrous and inconsistent both

102in form and principle" by the Bengali elite. Initially, a general
103plea was made for the equal treatment of all classes. However, 

the petition which was drawn up at the meeting made it clear that 
those who attended the meeting were ultimately interested in the pro
tection of the new urban Bengali middle class consisting of profession-

IQ/fals, merchants and traders. Pyari Chand Mitra, a Westernized
middle class kritavidya of Calcutta, wrote:

"Your Petitioners are aware that licences have at 
different times been established for hawkers, pedlars 
and itinerants* but to establish them for the liberal 
and scientific professions such as engineers, barristers 
and surgeons, and for the general body of merchants and 
traders throughout the country including the Presidency 
Towns, appears to your petitioners a Legislative insult 
to these classes, a parallel to which it would be im- 
possble to find in Imperial colonial legislation."!^

In July 1870 a "monster meeting" of about five hundred persons was
held at the Town Hall of Calcutta, prece =ded by days during which

102Report of Public Meeting; of Inhabitants of Calcutta held on 12 
September 1859 to petition both Houses of Parliament against a 
Bill entitled a Bill for Licensing of Trades and Professions etc. 
by J.M.Goumisse, p.22.

^^Letter from Pyari Chand Mitra to D.Mackinlay,12 September 1857, 
as quoted in Report of Public Meeting of Inhabitants of Calcutta 
held on 12 September 1859 etc., pp. 5—6.
Ibid., p.o.

105Ibid.



according to a contemporaiy British journalist, Calcutta was 
"placarded with a Bengali notice calling upon the inhabitants 
to come forward and protest against the withdrawal of State assist
ance from all English e d u c a t i o n . T h e  main speakers were prominent 
Western-educated kritavidyas like Rajendra Lai Mitra and a few 
ex-Deputy Magistrates, High Court pleaders and others who were 
joined by abhi.iats like Rama Nath Thakur, Jay Krishna Mukhopadhyaya,

1C7Raja Narendra Krishna and Raja Satyananda Ghoshal Bahadur.
The arguments which were generally used by the urban Bengali

elite in the course of the meetings and discussions were greatly
influenced by their exposure to Westernization. The realization of
the importance of forming political associations to show their unity
of purpose was perhaps one of the major steps in the growth of their
political consciousness. Gouri Shankar Bhattacharya, the editor of
the Saqibad Bhaskar of Calcutta who was a striking example of the
synthesis of traditional Sanskrit learning and Western influence,
emphasized the importance of united appeals to the Government and
argued that lack of unity among its different sections was the primary

108reason behind the "backwardness" of the Bengali society.

II Westernization in religion and society
In religion, although less than in politics, the attitudes and

^^Friend of India, 7 July 1870.

108Sagibad Bhaskar, 23 and 30 December 1856, SBS, vol. 3» PP* 3^0- 
3tA. Also, Saybad Bhaskar, 24 August 1865.



ideas of the urban Bengali elite and the movements which they
initiated were indebted to the process of Westernization and, to
someextent, even to the process of Christianization. Largely as
a result of Westernization the urban areas witnessed the beginnings
of a tendency towards secularization and a critical attitude towards
religion, mainly Hindu religion - an attitude which sometimes led to
constructive reform. The conservatives blamed urbanization and the
various socio-economic processes associated with urbanization for
creating an atmosphere which threatened the existing religious and
moral order. Westernization, mainly Western education, was particularly
blamed for this situation:

"Day by day, the bond of religion is becoming weaker 
in the minds of our countrymen, and, the prestige of 
the customs of our land (desacar) is also diminishing.
Those who have received English education are losing 
their respect for the natural (jatiya) religion ^Ehat 
is, Hinduism/. Moreover, seeing their example, all 
Bengalis/ have started to entertain feelings of dis
trust, disrespect and suspicion ̂ towards Hinduism/.
As a result, the control (sasan) of both religion and 
customs have become weak.M1Q9

The conservative Hindus and Brahmas were convinced that Westernization
led to atheism and agnosticism as it did among the students of the
Hindu College belonging to the Derozio-gogfrhT.In his autobiography,
Raj Narayan Basu noted that his fellow students at the Hindu College
who were either atheists or agnostics were extremely surprised when
he accepted Brahma Dharma:

'•It was beyond their dreams that a good student, 
of the ^Jkndu/ College could become a Br a h m a .”111

109£iksha Darpan, Jaig£ha 1272 (1863).
^^Samachar Sudha Barsha#, 20 September 1838; Paridarsak, 19 August 

Ittfe'l (letter); Som Prakas, 23 June 1$62, Saijbad Pur$a Chandrodaya, 
13 November 1863; R.Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri. pp. 73, 66.

^"^R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.29.



Some of the leaders of Calcutta society for instance Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, Justice Dwaraka Nath Mitra, Ram Kamal Bhattacharya and
Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, were suspected of having lost faith in
religion. The Som Prakas suggested that perhaps English education
was the main reason behind the ''mental agony" which was being ex-

113penenced by the Westernized Bengalis.
"English education is totally opposed to the religion, 
customs and habits which have prevailed in this country 
for a long time. Those who receive English education 
develop an attitude of disrespect towards their traditional 
religion and an attitude of neglect towards their tradi
tional customs and habits. Combined together, these 
attitudes are bound to resultin unhappiness.

It was even suggested that the religious attitude of the urban Ben
gali kritavidyas, like various other aspects of their life, was largely
influenced by the need to conform and bythe fact that atheism had be-

115come almost "fashionable". The Saqibad Prabhakar was more concerned 
about the "anti-national” aspect of the socio-religious attitude of 
the urban Bengali youth.

Many Western-educated Bengali kritavidyas began to experiment 
with religion, as a direct result of their exposure to Westernization, 
mainly through English education. Raj Narayan Basu, for instance, 
while still a student of the Hindu College

^^Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 131-132.
^ ^Som Prakas, 23 June 1862.
1l2fIbid.
11̂ Ibid!L
^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 19 May l855i SBS, vol. pp. 783-766.



"lost faith in Hinduism ... then became a Unitarian 
Christian after reading Ram Moham Ray's 'Appeal to 
the Christian Public in Favour of the Precepts of Jesus'... 
then became slightly (igat) Muslim* and finally* im
mediately before leaving College* became agnostic after 
reading Hume."117

English education* Raj Narayan claimed^opened his mind and dissuaded
him from idol worship (pouttalik pu.ja) and, as a consequence, he

ll8refused to perform the SarasvatT Pu.ja. Man Mohan Ghosh, the
England-returned barrister said in a lecture on "What are the effects
of English education on Bengali society" delivered in 1869#

"The minds of the upper and middle classes have been 
so freed from the trammels of superstitution and 
idolatry, that it would be difficult to find a school 
boy above sixteen whocontinues to believe in what is 
popularly known as Hinduism. The Brahmo Somaj is said 
to exercise considerable influence over the educated 
classes, and is daily gaining in strength."119

According to the Hindoo Patriot* the membership book of the Calcutta
Brahma Samaj contained the names of some of the most distinguished
scholars of the Presidency College - persons holding "the highest
positions" both in public and private life - and included "some of
the most intelligent and respectable portion of the country's popu- 

120lation". A large number of the converts to the Brahma religion 
were educated at the missionary educational institutions situated 
in the urban areas^llexander Forbes of the Bengal Hurkaru said in 
a public lecture delivered in Aberdeen in l86*f;

117Raj Narayan Basu, Atmacharit, p.2*f.
118t, . ,Ibid., p.10.
119Man Mohan Ghosh, as quoted in Friend of India* 27 May 1869.
120Hindoo Patriot* 27 January l86l.
121Indian Daily News* 27 January 1868.



"The great mass of Dr. Duff's scholars go to swell 
the ranks of the Vedantists."122

The doctrines of the Brahma Samaj, with the strong emphasis upon the
intellectual aspect of religion, the denunciation of Hindu ritualism
and idolatry, appealed mainly, if not solely, to the Western-educated
urban Bengali kritavidyas, who failed to be satisfied with Hinduism 

123as it existed. The influence of the energetic and persuasive 
Brahma missionaries, who frequently lectured and conversed at in
tellectual gatherings in the major urban areas of Bengal, was an im
portant factor in the conversion of the educated urban youth. The 
oratory of Keshab Chandra Sen, in particular, appeared as "grand,

12*4divine and inspired" to the young Bengalis who were undoubtedly
impressed by the fact that even Europeans were impressed by Keshab's

125annual Town Hall lectures. Another important aspect of the con
versions ~ was that a substantial portion of the con
verts came from the newly-risen urban middle class. The urban Bengali 
kritavidya<en.joying comparatively greater economic and social freedom 
and greater mobility than his rural counterpart, was able to reject 
the socio-religious bonds of the Hindu community and his family with 
lesser fear of ostracism, although the use of social ostracism mainly 
in the form of the denial of the use of washerman and barber was not

X22Alexander Forbes as quoted in Indian Daily News, 1 February 1868 
(letter).

'̂ Hindoo Patriot, 24 March, 5 April 18.55 (citing Christian Advocate);
Som Prakas, 20 June 1864; 7 August 1865; Friend of India, 21 July
1864: 21 September 1868; Indian Daily News, 5 February 1868.

124Amrita Lai Basu, as quoted in PP, p.210.
125Ibid. Also, Indian Daily News, 25 January 1869. Keshab Chandra Sen 

was the "ideal man" to many young Bengalis who tried to imitate Keshab 
in various ways, even by wearing spectacles like him. Amrita Lai Basu, 
as quoted in B.B.Gupta, op.cit., p.210.



126 *totally unknown to the Brahma convert. The founders and mission
aries of the Brahma Saraaj were mostly Western-educated urban Bengalis

127 128 129who were employed as teachers* government servants* doctors
130and lawyers and enjoyed considerable social as well as physical 

mobility.
The religious meetings and societies organized by the urban 

Bengalis were often structured on models derived from thejWest. The 
Brahma Samaj movement borrowed many ideas and techniques from the 
process of Christianization* which was one of its main targets of 
attack, such as devotional singing, prayer meetings, Sunday Schools 
and special schools for Brahma children (Brahma Vidyalayas), 
travelling missionaries, tracts and journals supporting Brahma Dharma 
and the education of women, especially antafrpur/zenana (inner house
hold) education. In 18^2 the Rev. J.Mullens gave an account of a 
typical meeting of the Tattva BodhinT Sabha, organized by the leading 
Brahmas, which clearly indicated Christian influence:

"Their long hall has been neatly filled with pews, 
rising backward from the centre to the two ends 
and well lighted by chandeliers and wall-shades.
In the middle of the hall upon a dais of grained 
marble, sit the two pandits, the leaders of the wor
ship, and in a recess immediately opposite tothem 
are the musicians. The service commences with the 
reading of various passages from the Vedas. The

126See Saqibad Furna Chandrodaya, 28 July, 12 December 1865.
127For example, Raj Narayan Basu, Ramtanu Lahiri, Umesh Chandra Datta, 

Yadu Nath Chakrabarty, Becha Ram Chattopadyaya, Dina Nath Sen, 
Bhagaban Chandra Basu, Ishan Chandra Biswas, Gobinda Chandra Guha, 
Pandit Bireswar Bhattacharya, Shib Nath Sastri.

128For example, Shib Chandra Deb, Sambhu Nath Pandit, Ramesh Chandra 
Mitra, 'Braja Sundar Mitra, Kashishwar Mitra, Chandi Charan Sen, 
Yadab Chandra Basu, Gobinda Chandra Basu, Tara Pada Mukhopadhyaya, 
Raj Kumar Basu.

129For example, Gobinda Chandra De , Sub-Assistant Surgeon.
^^For example, Durga Mohan Das, Annada Prasad Bandyopadhyaya, 

Rakhal Chandra Ray and Ananda Mohan Basu.



Gayatri {a. Vcdic^/mn^ is recited and meditated on.
A hymn from one of the Upanishads is then chanted 
by all present. An exposition of texts from the 
Vedas, or an Essay on some branch of Theology, 
follows, and is succeeded by a short discourse by 
some members of the Sabha, frequently by its Presi
dent ... The service closes with the singing of 
Brahmic hymns by the professional musicians who ac
company it with their instruments. The whole occupied 
about an hour."131

In 1864 a British journalist described some of the striking features
of the weekly meetings of the Calcutta Brahma Samaj - features which
had obviously been borrowed from the Christianization movement:

"A little book of prayers has been published, which is 
extensively used. .. In a long narrow hall, sloping 
from the two ends towards the centre, are collected 
week after week some three hundred young men. The place 
is well provided with seats and is lighted with gas.
On a marble platform are seated the teachers of the
assembly; prayers are read; another prayer is chanted 
by all present; discourses are read or spoken; finally 
hymns are sung by a professional choir, and the assembly 
breaks up.”132

The Bharat VarshTya Samaj of Keshab Chandra showed a particular fond-
133ness for Christianized modes of worship. Christian missionary

influence and the influence of other aspects of Westernization
could also be seen in the arguments and criticisms put forward by
the Brahma leaders which were often along Christian missionary 

134lines, in their use of special journals and newspapers such as 
the Tattva BodhinT Patrika, the Indian-Mirror, the Satya Jnana San- 
charinT Patrika, and the Bama BodhinT Patrika, and in their method 
of working through Western-style societies and associations such as

■^^The Rev. J.Mullens, as quoted in Friend of India, 11 April 18^2.
^̂ Friend of India, 21 July 1864.

'̂ Indian Daily News, 25 January 1869.
134See Akshay Kumar Datta, Pharma NTti, p.12. Brahma criticisms 

of Hindu rituals and "supersitions" were often copied from Christian 
missionary tracts and speeches.



the Bhratri Samaj (society of brothers) which reportedly attracted
135"most well-educated youth" in Dacca and Krishnanagar, the

Brahma Dharma PracharipT Sabha (society for the propagation of
the Brahma religion) established by some of the leading Brahmas of
Eastern Bengal with the aim of publishing and selling inexpensive
books on religious topics.*^

Between the two branches of the Brahma Samaj, members of the
Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj relied heavily upon their knowledge
of Western religious thought for their strength. Keshab Sen and
his followers not only discussed stories from the Bible and the
teachings of Christ but, according to a contemporary, even observed

137Christian holidays such as Christmas and Good Friday. Satyendra
Nath Thakur, Debendra Nath’s son, gave his explanation of the
essential difference between Debendra Nath and Keshab Chandra:

"Jfy father ̂ Debendra Nath/"... was intensely national 
in his religious ideal, whereas Keshab*s outlook was 
more cosmopolitan. While not exactly denationalised, 
he was better fitted by his training and education to 
assimilate the ideas and civilisation of the West.
Indeed, his whole, character was moulded by Western culture 
and Christian influence. He drew much of his spiritual 
store from the New Testament."138
Primarily as a result of contact with the humanitarian aspect 

of both Christianity and the English legal system, the urban Bengali

135 — — — _^ Samachar Chandrika, 15 January 1866. Also, Saybad Prabhakar, 3 November
1865; Sagibad Purna Chandrodaya, 25 November IS03.

^^Dharma PracharinT Patrika,June-July 1864.
■^"^Chandra Shekhar Basu, as quoted in Som Prakas, 4 AsYin 1277 (1870),

SBS, vol. 4, pp. 219-220. Keshab's open declarations of devotion 
to Christ led many Europeans including Lord Lawrence to believe that 
Keshab was soon going to be converted to Christianity. Krishna Kamal 
Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p. 53*

138
^ D.N.Tagore, Autobiographyt p«15 (Introductory Chapter by translator).



kritavidyas began to criticize many Hindu festivals and rituals
] 3 9which appeared to ho .inhuman such as Charak. Another semi-religious

custom which was frequently attacked was the custom of Ga$ga-yat.ra

involving the carrying of dying Hindus to the banks of the River Ganges.

Most kritavidya journalists were willing to accept the possibility

of government intervention in such matters only when the custom was

found to be Mnot approved by the Scriptures” (asastrTya) in addition
iklto being "inhuman’1 " There was little opposition, even among promin

ent Hindus, to the legal restrictions imposed upon the custom of 

brhi-phoqa (piercing with rods) associated with Char ok, since such 

custom was found to be not sanctioned by the Gastras. The

majority of the educated 3engalis seemed to support Government on
l/f3this issue." but the Government’s attempt to prohibit the custom

of Gapga-yatra, a custom which seemed to have considerable Canskritic

support, was resented even by liberal Bengali journalists. The

Som Pmkor. considered it to be another example of government policy
lAsbased upon insufficient and second-hand information. The ultimate

authority in such matters rested with social reformers who were

familiar with Sanskrit sources such as Ram Mohan Ray and Ishwar
1A6Chandra Vidyasagar. Bven the Sagibad Bhaskar, which was perhaps 

the only prominent Bengali journal which supported the Government on 

this question primarily on humanitarian grounds, requested the Govern

ment to act cautiously and take the advice of "socially prominent”

I
' Sambad P u m a  Chandrodaya, 6, 15 and 18 April i860. Although the 

custciroT-t ola~on~p"iercing the body with metal-rodc was made
illegal, yet' many people in the Mofussil continued to practice it. 
Sembad Prabhakar, 9 April 1866.

^^Sambad Bhaskar, yl August Ihbp; Sagibad P u m a  Chandrodaya, 1 September 
TCITTT XihnL'cTGiaily News, 13 Oct cToer 1665;‘ 1 'nV• 1:d~~6T  IIicTia, 1?
May l86b.

 ̂̂ Samlnd Prabhakan, 9 April 1866.
'̂ "Sai/hod Purpa Chandrodaya, 18 April 1865.
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147 - - -Hindus, The Samachar Chandrika of the Pharma Sabha-gosfhi
condemned this measure* which was finally abandoned because of 
great opposition to it within the urban Bengali community* as un
just government intervention in religious matters.

In both social and religious reform movements* the reasonings 
and arguments were often derived from the West. Even when traditional 
Sanskritic arguments were used for instance in connection with 
Vidyasagar's movement against polygamy* the supporters of the move
ment mainly consisted of urban kritavidyas who, as a contemporary
Bengali educationist reported, "had learnt to oppose polygamy by

149reading European works". Some of the main techniques and methods
used by the Bengali social reformers to gather support for their cause,
such as holding meetings, collecting signatures, writing petitions
and pamphlets as well as letters and articles in newspapers and journals,
were also influenced by Westernization. The spirit of self-criticism

150which characterized a large number of the Bengali kritavidyas and 
contributed towards some of the major social reform movements of this 
period was also, to a large extent, an aspect of their Westernization 
and was influenced by Western, mainly Christian missionary, criticisms 
against Bengali character and society. In the 1860s, for instance, 
the kritavidyas frequently criticized themselves for certain defects

^ ^Som Prakas, 28 August 1865; Sagibad Prabhakar, 28 December 1865.
^ ^Som Prakas, 4 September 1865. Also, Saqibad Burpa Chandrodaya,

1 September 1865.
^ ^Som Prakas, 4 September 1865.
^ ^ Sacibad Bhaskar, 31 August 1865.
148 _Samachar Chandrika, 1? April, 11 September 1865.
149Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya as quoted in PP, p.122.
^ ^Paridarsak, 20 November l86l (letter); Friend of India, 27 May 

1869; Sambad Prabhakar, 24 December 1870, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 257- 
259? M.Datta, Kkei Ki Bale Sabhyata?, p.ll5*



which became relevant in the context of comparisons between the
"backward Bengalis" and the "civilized and successful English",

152 153namely, lack of unity, laziness and superstitions, extravagance
and lawlessness especially during the performance of religious and

15^ 155domestic rituals^ lack of physical and mental courage, de
pendence upon others'*’̂  and the absence of any desire for change 
They also blamed themselves for the continuation of various customs 
of the land (desacar), and "undesirable" social practices such as 
child marriage (balya-bibaha), polygamy (bahu-bibaha) and caste- 
distinctions (jati-bhed) - customs and practices which were said to
be the main reasons behind the "deplorable condition" of the Bengali 

158society. Social reformation along Western lines in directions 
such as the education of women, female emancipation, removal of caste 
distinctions and the introduction of widow marriages, was seen as the 
only possible way in which India could compete with any other civilized

^^~Sagibad Furpa Chandrodaya, 20 September 1865; Som Prakas, 23 
October 1&65; Samachar Chandrika, 28 December 1865,

•̂̂ Paridarsak, 20 November (letter), 31 October (letter), 18 December 
1861; So~Prakas, 27 June l86*f (quoting Bhola Nath Chakrabarty of 
Midnapur English School)j 23 October 1865; SagibFd Purpa Chandrodaya,
15 April, 6 July, 20 September, 23 October 1865.

^^Paridarsak, 20 September l86l; Sambad Puma Chandrodaya, 16 June 
l8b5; Som Prakas, 23 October 18&5.

^ ^Paridarsak, 31 October l86l (letter); Sambad Purga Chandrodaya,
15 Sravan 1787 (1865): 26 July 1865; Som Prakas, 23 October lb65;
Samachar Chandrika, 28 December 18652 26 February, 12 April,
10 August 1856, In the urban areas, one of the major occasions of 
extravagance was a relatively new and typically urban phenomenon, 
namely, cooperative celebrations (baro-yari) mainly in connection 
with Durga Puja. Sagibad Pur$a Chandrodaya, 2k June, k August 1865; 
SamacKar Cnandrika, 12 April lftbfr,

^^Som Prakas, 7 December 1862: 27 June 1864 (quoting Bhola Nath Chakra- 
barty): 23 October 1865; Man Mohan Ghosh, as quoted in Friend of India,
27 May 1869; Sajpbad Prabhakar, 2b December 1870, SBS, vol. 1, pp.257-259*

^ ^Som Prakas, 8 December 1862; Saqibad Prabhakar, 15 £rava£ 1787 (1865);
13 October 1865; Purnima, Chaitra 12o5 (1809).

^■^Som Prakas, 18 September 1865; Samachar Chandrika, 10 August 1866.Q«" — ' .■■■— « " 11 _ JLT_
Pnrid^rr^h, 20 September l86l; S^mb“d Purna Chendrodnya, 17 August,



159country ̂ for instance^ England, These discussions generally con
tained references to the history and civilization of the West and

160specifically to Christianity and were undoubtedly influenced by
interactions with Europeans in the urban areas.

In his criticisms against chiId-marriage Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagarj the leading advocate of the introduction and use of
Sanskritic ideas and values in social reform movements* resorted
to Western arguments related to humanitarianism* physiology, education

l6lespecially female education and common sense. The nineteenth 
century Bengali kritavidyasi obviously under Western influence, fre
quently expressed their disgust for the custom and sought to reform 
it by exposing the Mevils” ofthis system, for instance the disparity 
in the age of marriage partners, mainly from the humanitarian point

162of view. This custom, along with the condition of the Hindu widows, 
was considered to be a major reason behind the existence of immorality 
in s o c i e t y . O n  1 June 18^7> at a meeting held at Calcutta Medical 
College to honour the memory of David Hare which was attended by some 
of the outstanding Western-educated kritavidyas of Calcutta such as

11 October 1865; Sagibad Prabhakar, 2k December 1870, SBS, vol. 1, 
pp. 257-259.

159 _M.Datta, Ekei Ki Bale Sabhyata?, p.115.
^^Som Prakas, 27 June l86k (quoting Bhola Nath Chakrabarty of Midna« 

pur English School); Sagtbad Prabhakar, 15 &rava$ 1787 (1865); 
Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, l̂ f and 20 "September 1865; Samachar 
Chandrika, 10 August lob6.

■^^See Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, !>Balya-bibaha Dos” ^The evils of 
child-marriage/, in D.K.Basu, Vidyasagar PachanabalT, vol. 1, 
pp. 355-362; Sarba £ubhakarx Patrika, Bhadra 1772 (l8*j0), SBS, 
vol. 3i PP. 535-5^1.

162Sagibad Prabhakar, k June l8V?» SBS, vol. 1, pp. *f06-407; 6 July 
1865; Sarba SubhakarT Patrika, Asvin 1772 (I85O), SBS, vol. 3» 
pp. 5̂ 2-55'+; Bapga Vicya, kartik 1262 (1855)? Pariaarsak, 2k 
December l86l', Sair.achar Chandrika, 12 June l865l 12 March 1866; 
PallT Bi.jhan, December 18u7; Som Prnkas, 20 Jaigjha 1275 (1868), 
SBS, vol. k, p.213; D. Mi t ra,' Biye Pa'gla Budot p.36; U.C.Mitra, 
Bidhaba-bibaha Natak, p.11.

^^^Paridara^k, 20 September l86l; Sam“cbar_Chandrika, 12 March 1866.



Krishna Mohan Bandy opadhyaya who chaired the meeting, Jnanendra
Mohan Thakur and Pyari Chand Mitra, the Hare Prize Committee offered
its prize money of one hundred rupees to an essay written in Bengali

164on the effect of child marriage upnn Bengali society. In I85O
Madan Mohan Tarkalankar, a Sanskrit scholar who taught at the Sanskrit
College in Calcutta and later in 1855 became a Deputy Magistrate,
wrote an article in the Sarba §ubhakarT Patrika urging the kritavidyas
to support widow-remarriage and female education and oppose child-

165marriage on humanitarian grounds. In the late l860s, the editor 
of the Som Prakas remarked that many Hindus had become undisciplined
and few were concerned with the inprovement of the Hindu society

marj 
167

166through the reformation of institutions such as marriage. He con
demned child-marriage mainly on medical grounds.'

The movement against child-marriage, however, did not have much
success at this time, perhaps because, as a Bengali journalist later 

168suggested, Vidyasagar was less involved with this movement than 
with other movments, for instance, the widow-remarriage movement. 
Vidyasagar was obviously unwilling to advocate government inter
ference in such an inportant socio-religious issue unless he could 
offer traditional Sanskritic arguments supporting his viewpoint, which

164Sagibad Prabhakar, 4 June 1847, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 406-407.
^^Sarba £ubhakari Patrika, Esvin 1772 (I85O), SBS, vol. 3, pp. 5k2- 
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Som Prakas, 20 Jaigjha 1275 (l868), SBS, vol. 4, p.213.
167Ibid.
-1 r o

Som Prakas, 8 Pous 1291 (1884), SBS, vol. 4, p.326.



] 69wore difficult to find in this case. The Bengali elite were

also less willing to give practical support to this movement than

to the widow-remarriage movement.x ' ' Moreover, the Brahmas who

supported this cause-mostly followers of Kesha*/ Chandra Sen—*

lacked the necessary amount of social control within the urban

Bengali society, especially after the schism and the agitations
171over the Special Marriage Act,

The custom of child-marriages enhanced the problems created

by the existence of plural marriages and vice versa, Vidyasagar*s

desire to abolish the former practice led to his movement against

the latter. The movement against KulTn (high caste) polygamy, which

was mostly prevalent among the Brahmans and the Kayasthas in Bengal,
172particularly the former, was primarily based upon the Western

173arguments of rationality and humanitarianism. In his petition 

to the Government, Vidyasagar remarked that the KulTns married

"solely for money and with no intention to fulfil any of the duties
174 — , _which marriage involves".' The Koulinya-prat.ha (Kulinism, Kulin

system) was said to be at the root of many of the problems within

Hindu society such as polygamy and the large number of old maids as 
175well as widows.' Apart from the Westernized technique of petitioning

l6°Vidyasagarfs letter opposing legislation against child marriage, dated 
16 February 1891* as quoted in B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o B?ngalT Sama.i, 
vol. 3 , pp. 403-404.

arm "char ChandrikV, 30 November 1865. See below, pp.529-338.

171Som Prakas, 8 Pous 1291 (1884), SBS, vol. 4, p.328.
172 _ __ __ _Sagbad Purna Chanarodaya, 28 February 1SS6 ; Sacibad Blnskar, 6 March

lobo. All the names which appeared in the list compiled by Vidyasagar 
of the Hindus in the district of Hooghly who had married more than 
five times belonged to Brahmans. S.K.l-iitra, 11 u r; 1 i Je la r 11 i ha 3 , 
vol. I, pp. 242-24b.

^ ^Vidya Darsan, Bhadra, Kartik 1764 (1842), SBS, vol. 3* pp. 567-568, 
571; Sagibad lurna Chandrodaya, 28 July 1.865; Gran» 3 August

5‘, p ecf~27 Bee ember 1835 and 1 February l866, as
r l quo ted in B.Ghosh, -i: rchandra Vidyasagar, pp. 110, 115.
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176which was frequently used in this movement, the new urban
177Bengali literature mainly dramas and satires were widely used.

Narayan Gunanidhifs popular farce entitled Kali Koutuk /Ehe fun 
of the Kali Age/'' pointed out how the KulTn system encouraged idle
ness and illiteracy among KulTn men and usually led to the marriage 
of a KulTn girl to a groom who was either too old or too young for 
her. Bengali plays condemning this system were enacted in 
Calcutta for instance Ram Narayan Tarkaratna's Nava Natak /The
new drama/ which was staged before a large crowd at Dwaraka Nath

179Thakur’s house in Jorasanko in 1867.
Some of the leaders of the anti-polygamy movement such as 

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Rash Bihari Mukhopadhyaya were themselves 
KulTn Brahmans who werepersonally acquainted with this issue. Vidyasagar 
even received support from some of the prominent upper caste abhi.fats 
such as the Maharaja of Burdwan, Maharaja Satish Chandra Ray Bahadur 
of Nadiya, the Rajas of Dinajpur and Nator, Raja Pratap Chandra Sinha 
of Kandi (in Murshidabad district) and Raja Satya Saran Ghoshal of 
Bhukailas (in Calcutta). The Jorasanko Na-fcya-sala (Theatre)

^^Vidya Darsan, &rava$ 1764 (1842), SBS, vol. 3i PP. 5.57-360;
Paridarsak, August, J>0 November l86l.

^^Petitions against KulTn polygamy, including the petitions of
the inhabitants of Barisal and Faridpur, in Proceedings of Legislative 
Council, 1854-1855* vol. I, pp. 382, 713» 717; petition dated 27 
December 1633 and signed by twenty-five thousand persons, as quoted 
in B.Ghosh, op.cit., pp. 110-111; Friend of India, 17 July, 3 and 
6 August 1836; 30 March 1863? 22 March 1866; Dacca News, 9 June
1838; Bama BodhinT Patrika^ Baisakh 1273,(1866); Vidyasagar's letter 
to the editor of Som Prakas in Som Prakas, 13 Bhadra 1273 (l87l)»
SBS, vol. 4, pp. 244-246.

^^Dacca News, 19 June 1838; Friend of India, 7 February 1863s 24 February 
1^0TSeTlipp^Ui)( H.

^^.'N.C.Gunaaidhi, Kali Koutuk, pp. 89» 103.
^ ^Friend of India, 7 February 1867.
l8°Friend of India, 17 July, 6 August 1836; Bama BodhinT Patrika,

Baisakh 1273 (i860).



Committee of Calcutta« which included some of the prominent
abhi.jats of Calcutta! decided to offer prizes to writers of dramas
depicting the condition of Hindu women and the bad effects of poly- 

l8lgamy. But the strongest supporters of the movement were Western- 
educated kritavidyas like Rama Prasad Rayi the son of Ram Mohan Ray!
Rash Bihari Mukhopadhyaya1 Justice Dwaraka Nath Mitrai Pyari Charan 
Sarkar and Krishna Das Pal. The Tattva BodhinT Sabha led by 
Debendra Nath Thakur strongly supported this movementiand its journal 
the Tattva BodhinT Patrika published several articles denouncing

■i O 7

polygamy on grounds of both justice and morality. The Som Prakas 1
the Sambad Prabhakar and several other leading Bengali journals ex-

184pressed their support for the movement.
In 1866 the supporters of the anti-polygamy movementy under 

the leadership of the British Indian Association and Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagart submitted a petition to the Lt. Governor of Bengal! criti
cizing KulTn polygamy and signed by ”20!000 Bengalees of all classes!

185chiefly orthodox and educated". An analysis of the caste of the
twenty-three members of the anti-polygamy deputation which met the
Lt. Governor on 19 March 1866 indicates a predominance of non-Brahraaps 

18bin this movement - a movement which was primarily directed against

3.83. /Samachar Chandrikay 14 August 186^! citing Dhaka Prakas.
1 A?Sambad Prabhakar! 26 March 1866; S.K.Mitra! Hugli Jelar Itihas! 

voi. it p.240; B.Ghosh! Vidyasagar o BangalT Sama.j, vol. 3i PP»
236-237» The last three kritavidyas named were, along with Vidya
sagar! members of a deputation against polygamy to Cecil Beadon 
on 19 March 1866. B.Ghosh! Iswarchandra Vidyasagar1 p.115.

■^^Tattva BodhinT Patrika! Chaitra 1776 (1855)i Bhadra 1778 (1856);
Baisakh 1786 ~(1856)7 SBS, vol. 2, pp. 153-162, 188-196, 234-235.
The Bama Bodhini Patrikay a journal run by the progressive Brahmas! 
was also actively involved. Bama BodhinT Patrikay Baisakh 1273 (1866).

1 Q|.
Paridarsak, 20 Augusty 21 September I80I5 Sambad Prabhakar, 11 
Januaryi 28 February 1866; Sambad,Pur$a,Chanarodaya} 22 -aprilf 
28 July! 2 August 1865; Som Prakas / 5u &ravan and 13 Bhadra 1278 (l87l)» 
as quoted in B.Ghosh! Vidyasagar o Bang all Sama.j t vol. 3* PP* 249-252.

l85yriend of Indiat 22 March 1866. Alsoy Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya! 28



the KulTn Brahmans of Bengal. The fifty-four signatures to the
petition presented to the Lt. Governor in the same year showed a
similar non-Brahma© bias. The list of the prominent petitioners
also indicated an alliance between diverse groups* for instance,
abhi.jat zamindars such as Maharaja Satish Chandra Ray Bahadur of Nadiya,
Pratap Chandra Sinha of Kandi, Jay Krishna Mukhopadhyaya of Utbarpara
and Kali Prasanna Sinha of Calcuttai Sanskrit scholars such as

l88Braja Nath Vidyaratna of Nadiya and Bharat Chandra Siromani, 
Professor of Hindu Law at the Sanskrit College in Calcutta; members 
of the tradition-oriented Tattva BodhinT-gogthT such as Debendra Nath 
Thakur and Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar! and leading members of the 
Westernized Derozio-gogthT such as Ram Gopal Ghosh and Pyari Chand 
Mitra.189

190As in the case of the widow-remarriage movement, Raja Radha 
Kanta Debof the Dharma Sabha led the conservative opposition to the

February, 2k March (citing the Education Gazette) 1866; Sagibad 
Prabhakar, 26 March, 29 March (citing the Hindoo Patriot; l8b6; 
Sambad Bhaskar, 27 March 1866; Bama BodhinT Patrika, Baisakh 
1273 (1866). According to some sources 20,900 persons signed the 
petition. Sambad Pur©a Chandrodaya, 2k March 1866. The Raja of 
Burdwan did not sign this petition, but submitted a separate 
petition to the same effect. Saqibad Pur©a Chandrodaya, 2k March 1866,

l86B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o BangalT Sama.j, vol. 3> p.288.
Friend of India, 22 March 1866. The list even included the names 
of four Malliks and one Seal, members of rising lower caste groups. 
Ibid.

188The signature of Braja Nath Vidyaratna, a respected leader of the 
conservative Hindus and the foremost Professor of Smyiti in 
Abdiya, who had opposed Vidyasagar's widow-remarriage movement, 
was particularly gratifying to the supporters of the anti-polygamy 
movement. Saipbad Bhaskar, 27 March 1866.

189Friend of India, 22 March 1 8 6 6; SaflibFd Prabhakar, 26 March 1866.
9^See below, pp. 3̂ 3-32.4-



191anti-polygamy movement. Generally speaking, the members of the
192conservative section were against the movement, particularly

1°3against legislation on this matter. The members of the TCryabarta
Sabha (society of the Aryan land), a conservative organization
established by Raja Kamal Krishna Bahadur, opposed legislation on

194the ground that ”time and education will work more smoothly.11
By 1866, it was reported, a strong movement was ’’set on foot amongst
the orthodox Koolin Brahmins” for memorialising Government against
any legislative enactments for prohibiting polygamy and numerous
copies of petitions written in Bengali were circulated among ’’the
most staunch supporters of Koolinism11 in different parts of Bengal 

195for signature. ^
Humanitarianism was one of the major arguments used by the 

urban Bengalis including the leading Bengali writers of this time,
196who opposed Kulinism (koulinya-pratha) and polygamy (bahu-bibaha). 

Vernacular works, particularly dramas written on the subject, pointed

■^■•'Radhakant Deb”, Calcutta Review, vol. 45» August 1867, p.324.
192Ram Narayan Tarkaratna, Nava Natak, p. 75*
193 — — __ ,The Sanatan Dharma Rakshi^i Sabha (society for the protection

of the Traditional Religion, that is, Hinduism), which took a 
liberal stand on this question and in 1863 presented an appeal 
on behalf of twenty thousand people who were in favour of legis
lation against polygamy, was an exception. Indian Observer 
16 September l86l (letter); Fakshik Sagibad, 1 February 1871 
(quoting the Som Prakas); S.K.Hitra, op.cit., p.24l.

^ ^Indian Observer, 16 September l86l (letter).
Indian Daily News, 20 September 1868.

^^For example, Paridarsak, August (letter), 24 December l86l;
Saijibad Pur$a Chanaroaaya, J>0 Hay 1865; Samachar Chandrika, 12 
June l86'5;' Sambad'Bhaskar,6 March 1866; G.P.Banerjee, Punarbibaha 
Natak, preface; N.C. Guhanidhi, Kali Kutuhala, pp. 57-60.



out the practical humanitarian problems connected with polygamy*
for example* the neglect of older wives* the widowhood of many

197women with the death of one man. The hereditary nature of the
198institution of Kulinism was also criticized. In preparing the

Bill to check Hindu polygamy* Vidyasagar thus stated his objects
and reasons in opposing KulTn polygamy!

MThe unlicensed liberty to marry a plurality of wives 
has led to many deplorable abuses. Men of wealth and 
intemperance needless of the grave responsibility of 
the act, often contract a fresh marriage, from an impulse 
of the moment, and, among the middle classes, too, in
stances are not infrequent ... of men multiplying their 
wives, without the semblance of any reasonable cause, 
and even in cases where they are unable to afford suit
able maintenance to their living consorts."199

Bengali journalists supporting the movement often criticized the
practice on moral as well as -practical grounds. The fact
that Kulinism encouraged the practice of polygamy was pointed out
and it was felt that the Government should have the power to restrict

200Kulinism as well as polygamy in order to solve the problem fully.
On 26 March 1866, the Hindoo Patriot, the mouthpiece of the

British Indian Association which initiated the movement, commented
201on the universality of support given to the movement in Bengal.

197 *Paridarsak, 21 September l86l; Ram Narayan Tarkaratna, Nava Natak, 
pp. 16-18, 20, 30-^6, 56, 75» 118-120.

■^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 7 duly 1865.
199Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, as quoted in Friend of India, 30 March 

1865.
2^Sambad Puma Chandrodaya, 28 February 1866.
2Q1Hindoo Patriot, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, 

pp. 116-117.



The movement became popular in Eastern Bengal, especially in Dacca
where it was supported by even the conservative Hindu journal 

 202Hindu HitaishXnX. Even some of the British journalists living
in Bengal were convinced about the widespread nature of "native11

• • r —  203opposition to Kulin polygamy. However, among the urban Bengalis,
even among the elite,opposition to KulTn polygamy was hardly universal.
Even those who were eager to denounce KulTn polygamy, were not always
willing to go to the extent of denouncing polygamy in every form or

204of supporting legislation against polygamy. The supporters of the 
movement for the prohibition of polygamy were veiy much divided on 
the question of government intervention. In early 1836 about sixteen
hundred residents of Calcutta and its neighbourhood sent a petition

— ’ 205against the Kulm practice of polygamy to the Legislative Council.
The Sambad Bhaskar of Calcutta expressed impatience with the Govern
ment for refusing to legislate against polygamy and said that such

206legislation was essential for the widow-remarriage movement. But 
the Som Prakas, a critic of the institution of polygamy, opposed

Amrita Bazar Patrika, 1283 (1876), 20 Sagkhya (issue); Dhaka Prakas, 
1281 (187*0 , 4 Sagkhya; Bharat Samskarak, 1283 (1876), 12 Sagkhya, 
as quoted in B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o Bangali Sama.j, vol. 3» PP« 23^-233* 
239-260.

203Friend of India, 3 and 17 July I856; 6 August 1863; Dacca News,
19 June 1838.

204Sagibad Furna Chandrodaya, 17 August 18631 28 February 1866.
2^Sagibad Bhaskar, 2 February 1836, SBS, vol. 3* P*292.

Sagibad Bhaskar, 23 November 1836, SBS, vol. 3» PP« 338-339• 6 March
i b s s:



207government intervention in social matters. It was hoped that with
English education the Bengalis would be able to reform themselves

208without "alien help". In the meantime, it was suggested, polygamy
209could be checked by taxing men who marriedmore than once. The1

members of the Sanatan Dharma RakshTpT Sabha (society for the protection 
of the eternal religion) - an association which was in favour of 
legislation against polygamy - were urged to act against dowry, poly-

210gamy and Kulinism themselves instead of petitioning Government for help.
In 1871, in a letter written to the editor of the Som Prakas, Vidya
sagar strongly criticized the paper for its views on this question and 
supported government intervention in order to put an end to "the
shameful, hateful, extravagant, irreligious and undisciplined affair

211of polygamy ... which is the source of limitless evil." But the 
Som Prakas, which represented a large number of middle class Bengalis 
who believed in following a medium path in socio-religious matters, 
continued to oppose moves to introduce legislation against polygamy 
on the ground that government intervention in this matter was not 
acceptable because polygamy had not been proved to be "forbidden by 
the £astras" (§astra-nisiddha) in the same way as widow-marriage

p
had been proved to be "approved by the i§astras (§astra-siddha).

207Som Prakas, 30 Sravap 1278 (1871), BBS, vol. 4, p.242.
2°8Som Prakas, 30 Sravap 1278 (l87l), SBS, vol. 4, p.243.
209Ibid.
21°Som Prakas, 20 Egadh 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 237-239.

Vidyasagar's letter to the editor of the Som Prakas, dated 8 Bhadra
1278 (1871), quoted in Som Prakas, 13 Bhadra 1278 (1871), SBS, vol.
4, pp. 244-246. Also, letter from Kailash Nath Basu of Calcutta 
to the editor of the Som Prakas, in Som Prakas, 13 Bhadra 1278 (l87l), 
SBS, vol. 4, pp. 230-233.

2^2Som Prakas, 13 Bhadra 1278 (l87l), SBS, vol. 4, p.247.
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Letters written by eminent Sanskrit scholars such as Tara Nath 
213Tarkabachaspati ^ were published stating that polygamy was 

"approved by the Sastras" (§astra-sammata)^^ The Sagibad Purpa 
Chandrodaya of Calcutta maintained that the "evils" of Kulinism 
arose out of the misinterpretation of the original rules set down 
by Ballal Sen, and opposed government intervention in matters re
lating to religion and society and hoped that the "evils" of

215Kulinism would gradually disappear with social change.
The Government was not convinced that the movement had extensive

support within the Bengali community and decided against legislation
216on the matter, at least for the time being. Although a few 

Bengali kritavidyas maintained that the KoulTnya-pratha as it existed 
in nineteenth century Bengal did not have the support of either 
the Pharma §astra<;(religious scriptures) or common reasoning (lok-yukti)ttyziy 
believed that polygamy enjoyed Gastric support. In view of govern - 
ment decision against legislation in this case and in favour of 
legislation in the case of widow-remarriage, it is possible that the 
degree of Sanskritic support for a particular social reform move
ment or the absence of it was a major factor behind government in
volvement in social reform.

In many ways, the Brahma Marriage Bill or the Special Marriage 
Bill which became the Native Marriage Act or Civil Marriage Act 
(Act III of 1872) was the culmination of the movement for social

213Tara Nath, a colleague of Ishwar Chandra at the Sanskrit College, 
had earlier supported this movement. Education Gazette and 
Saptahik Bartabaha, 17 Bhadra 1278 (l86l), SBS, pp. 97̂ -97b.

?1 U-Som Prakas, 13 BhSdra 1278 (l87l), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 2^9-250.
215 — _Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 30 May 1863? 28 February 1866.
216Letter from E.C.Bayley, Secretary to Government of India, to Hon.

A.Eden, Secretary to Government of Bengal, Simla, dated 8 August 
1866, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, p.117, also 
quoted in Indian Daily News, 6 September 1866.



legislation with reference to marriage, the status of women and
other related matters such as caste, in nineteenth century Bengal.
The Bill was first introduced as the Civil Marriage Bill "applicable
to all non-Christians who had any objection to be married according
to the forms of the established Indian religions", that is, to any
one "not professing the Christian ̂religion/ and objecting to be married
in accordance with the rites of the Hindu, Mahomedan, Parsi or 

217Jewish religion." Special provisions were made for the Brahma
community whose members initiated the legislation and special marriage
registrars who were members of the sect were appointed at Calcutta,
Dacca, Hooghly and Bakharganj, some of the main centres of the Brahma 

2l8Samaj movement. The promoters of the Bill were the younger and
progressive section of the Brahma Samaj led by Keshab Chandra Sen.
The members of this group had a special interest in caste which had
been a major factor behind their secession from the older and more
conservative Brahmas. This legislation was said to have finalised
the schism by requiring its supporters to declare their non-Hindu 

219status openly. The "two brothers" were thus separated:
"One brother /The Adi Brahma Samaj led by Bebendra 
Nath/ remained within the Hindu society (Hindu-sama.i). 
the parental mansion. Another brother ̂ Ehe Bharat 
VarshTya Brahma Samaj led by Keshab Chandpa/ left the 
mansion and went outside."220

^'Vriend of India, 21 September 1868: 7 March, 4 April 1872.
Pi ftBengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.66.
219 R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.1^0.
PPOFriend of India, 10 August 1871.



The regulation of inter-caste marriages (asavarna-bibaha) was
a primary purpose of this Bill. In the 1860s, several inter-caste
marriages were entered into by "highly-placed and aristocratic

221(sambhranta) Bengalis", at the encouragement of the Keshab-gogthT .
A society named Bhratpi Samaj (society of brothers) was formed whose 
members signed a "note of promise" (prati.jna-patra) in which they

222vowed to promote inter-caste marriages and the emancipation of women.
In 1863, more than fifty per cent of the members of the Society be
longed to the Brahmap and the Kayastha castes and a substantial

223portion - about twenty per cent - belonged to the lower Hindu castes.
22 4The majority of the members were residents of Calcutta and Dacca,

the two main centres of the Brahma Samaj movement. But even liberal
Bengali newspapers like the Som Prakas opposed inter-caste marriages
on the ground that they were untimely and had to be preceded by other

225 _kinds of social change. The Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, however,
came out openly in favour of inter-caste marriages and urged educated

226Bengalis to join the Bhratri Samaj. The injustice inherent in a 
system which did not allow the marriage between "a precious daughter" 
and "an eligible youth of a different caste" but encouraged her
marriage to "an illiterate and poverty-stricken KulTn youth" was pointed

4. 227 out.
221 'L —Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 11 October 18631 7 February 1866.
222 —  _Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 20 September 1865.
22^Ibid.
22ZfIbid.
225 *Som Prakas, 18 September 1863.
226Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 20 September l8&
227Ibid. Also Friend of India, 3 August 1871.



The validity of the Brahma marriages which had been performed 
since the 1850s without adherence to some of the essential rites of 
traditional Hindu marriage such as the presence of the §alagram 
£ila (sacred stone) was another important issue. In 1868 Henry 
Maine obtained leave to introduce a Bill "to legalize marriages be
tween certain Natives of India not professing the Christian religion" 
in the Governor General*s Legislative Council on the ground that "it
was not the policy of the Queen’s Government in India to refuse the

228power of marriage to any of Her Majesty's subjects", thus raising
the important considerations of the subjects' equality before the
law and the Government's policy of religious neutrality. The Bill
also tried to put an end to polygamy as far as the converts to Brahma

229Dharma were concerned - a measure which would please both the
Brahma reformers and the Christian missionaries, the latter feeling 
that they were at a disadvantage compared with the Brahma religion 
which did not prohibit polygamy.

The conservative section of the Brahma Samaj led by traditional
ists such as Debendra Nath Thakur and Raj Narayan Basu refused to
accept the necessity of this Bill and opposed it, causing considerable

230delay in its passage. Raj Narayan wrote:
"Brahma marriage was legal (baidha) marriage ...
There was no need for a special enactment. If 
Keshab only waited a little longer, Brahma marriage 
would have become the accepted practice of the

228Henry Maine, as quoted ii Friend of India, 21 September 38^8. 
229Ibid.
2^Friend of India, 3 August 1871*



^3rahma/ community. Then it would have been accepted 
as legal in the courts of lawj But Keshab is always 
hasty in his actions.”231

Debendra Nath, while admitting that theoretically there could be
232no ban to a marriage between Brahmas, yet felt that the time

233for legislation on such matters had not yet come. ^  He wrote to 
Raj Narayan:

!,The time to break ̂ Ehe chains of/ caste-distinctions 
(.jati-bhed) has not yet arrived. This is also the 
opinion of Akshay Kumar ̂ Datta/.”23^

Caste was an important factor in the clashes between Brahma leaders 
and the conservative Brahmas were convinced that Keshab*s main in
tention behind promoting this Bill was the desire to legalize inter-

4. • 235caste marriages.
The movement for the Special Marriage Bill was mainly a result

of the Westernization of the progressive Brahmas. By challenging
the caste system - still a strong force in urban Bengali society -
they scared a large section of the Hindus as well as the traditional
Brahmas who disliked the idea of a complete break-away from Hindu
society and religion. Debendra Nath wrote:

’’Hindu Dharma is a very wide and liberal religion - 
it can absorb all kinds of improvements. Hence,
Brahma Dharma should be propagated by staying within 
Hindu Dharma and not by disassociating ourselves from 
the Hindus. Hindu Dharma should be elevated into 
Brahma Dharma. Separation from the Hindus will make 
the propagation of Brahma Dharma a doubtful matter.

^^R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p,139«
^■^Priya Nath Sastri (ed.), Debendra Nath Thakurer PatrabalT /Hetters 

of Debendra Nath Thakur/, p.38* in S.K.Gupta, Unavimsa Satabdite 
Banglar Navajagarag, p.75«

233P.N.Sastri, op.cit., p.50, in S.K.Gupta, op.cit., p.76.
2^Ibid.
2^R.N.Basu, %tmacharit, p. 139*
236Pradhan Acarya ,/Head preceptor, referring to Debendra Nath Thakur/, 

Brahma Samajer Panca-virasati Batsarer Pariksi-ta BrittSnta



The members of the Adi Brahma Samaj felt that the Bill would
"materially injure the religious reform activities of the Brahma
Samaj, that is, the work of reforming the Hindoo community without
separating themselves from it, and thereby converting themselves into 

237an isolated body." The Hindu community was pleased with the re
action of the conservative Brahmas. The Som Prakas praised the members 
of the Adi Brahma Samaj for trying to reform and improve the Hindu
society from within instead of leaving it like the followers of 

238Keshab. The Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya observed:
"If we condemn those who renounce everything to 
embrace Christianity, we must also condemn the 
Brahmas if they leave their mother ^that is, the 
Hindu society/, even though Brahma Dharma is per
haps more desirable than Christianity, being an 
indigenous and ancient religion."239
The controversies surrounding this Bill raised the important

question of the desirability of government intervention in social and
religious matters. Raj Narayan Basu*s main objection against the
measure was that it would imply the recognition of the supremacy of
legislation over religion:

"Mty- main objection against the Civil Marriage Act is 
that the product of a marriage which is performed in 
the name of Brahma and before Brahmas who are devoted 
to Brahma (Brahma-nigfrha) by an acarya (priest) who is 
devoted to hrahma (Brahma-nigjha) will not be recognized 
as legal until a registrar who might not have any con
nection with the ^rahma/ religion says that the marriage 
is legal. I cannot understand how religious men cam 
accept such a form of marriage."2^0

£Rn authoritative account of twenty-five years of the Brahma Samaj7» 
pp. 42-V5» as quoted in S.K.Gupta, ou.cit., p.78.

237 _Article sent by "members of the Adi Brahma Samaj" and printed in
Friend of India, 10 August 1871.

2^8Som Prakas, 6 Bhadra 12?8 (1871), SBS, vol. *f, p.2Vf
239 —Sagibad Purna Chandrodaya, 7 February 1866.
240R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.139*



The conservative Brahmas in general found this legislative attempt 
on the part of the Government to be an encroachment - an attempt 
*to improve a Civil form of marriage contrary to the spirit of the

2/fiBrahmic form”. While they criticized the Bill for considering
"the solemnization of Brahma marriages according to Brahmic rites

2k2a non-essential part”* obviously the most important issue involved 
was the issue of government interference with religion. An TCdi Brahma 
Samaj circular entitled "An Appeal to the Brahmos of India" which 
was printed and distributed in front of the temple of the Bharat 
VarshTya Brahma Samaj» the dissident section of the Samaj* in Calcutta* 
declared:

"For the first time in the history of India, the 
Government is going to interfere with the religion 
of a class of Her Majesty's Indian subjects* by ren
dering a civil ceremony essential for the validity 
of a religious one. Who is to be blamed for this?
Not Government, but we ourselves who are going to 
surrender our religious rights into its hand of our 
own accord."2^3

The Brahmas were urged to see the "seriousness" of the situation:
"Never before in the history of India did any such 
instance occur of a body of religious men surrendering 
their religious rights of their own accord in the way 
we are doing. "2̂
Prominent urban Bengali Muslims led by Maulavi Abdul Latif 

Khan of Calcutta opposed the Native Marriage Bill. They held a 
meeting at Tail tala in Calcutta on 9 February 1872 to discuss the 
Bill and sent a memorial to the Council of the Governor-General of

2/flIbid.* p.lte.
pLpIbid.* p.141.
243As quoted in ibid.* p.142.
244T1 .



India in which they expressed the fear that the Bill might imply
the Governments intention to interfere in the religious affairs
of the subjects and that it might also "facilitate the contraction
of improper marriages* which, under the Mahomedan Law, could not 

245take place," This group expressed particular concern for "an
apostate from Mahomedanism" who, "getting married under the sanctum
of such a law as that proposed", might consider "returning to the

246faith", that is Islam, and face legal difficulties.
The Brahma Marriage Bill raised questions regarding various

aspects of Hindu and Brahma marriages which had been disturbing the
urban Bengali society for some time. In 1871 the editor of the
Som Prakas asked:

"If a Hindu wife refuses to go with her Brahma 
husband /that is, accept Brahma Dharma/, can the 
husband remarry?"247

Even the sensitive issue of divorce was raised:
"If the wife is adulterous or if the husband is
cruel, can they leave each other and remarry?
Since a new marriage law is being introduced, 
these defects in the system should be removed.
Laws should also be introduced to determine the 
rights of inheritance of the children of the for
saken wife and of the children of the later marriage."248
The question of the marriageable age of a girl and the question

regarding the age when a girl could marry "independently" were also
raised. In both cases, the Som Prakas advocated lower age limits

249than those suggested in the Brahma Marriage Bill. But the Som 

245Muslim petition to the Governor General as quoted in Friend of 
India, 21 March 1872.
Ibid.

2/f7Som Prakas, 5 Baisakh 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. 4, p.229. Also,
Som Prakas', 25 Pous 1278 (1871) (letter), SBS, vol. 4, pp.255-25^*

? 48Som Prakas, 5 Baisakh 1278 (l87l), SBS, vol. 4, p.229.
2Zf9Som Prakas, 5 Baisakh 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. 4, pp. 228-229.
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Prakas , undoubtedly speaking for a large section of the urban Ben
galis* opposed legislation on the ’’correct age” for marriage or 
on any such ’’important social matter” on the ground that attempts
to take help of official legislation (ra.i-bidhi) in connection with

250social matters always had bad* rather than good, results. It
was felt that such matters should remain in the hands of the society 

— 251(sama.j) itself. The kfeshab-gogfrhX, which included the Westernized
Brahmas, again took the initiative in favour of legislation. On
1 April l871» Keshab Chandra Sen,on behalf of the Indian Reform
Association, a Western-style organization of the Bharat VarshXya 

252Brahma Samaj, sent a circular letter to leading medical practitioners - 
both Indian and European - in Bengal, requesting them to give their 
medical opinion on the earliest marriageable age which would be con
sistent with the well-being of mother and child under Indian con
ditions.^*^ The frankness and boldness of this letter and the dis-

2 5 kcussions which followed shocked even many progressive Western-
educated urban Bengalis. Even the Indian Mirror, the mouthpiece of
the progressive Brahmas, while declaring that "the longer marriage
can be delayed the better”, admitted the necessity, in view of old
customs and habits, ’’ofmoving in so great a matter by degrees, and

255not by change so vast as to amount to a social revolution.” No

^^Som Prakas, 2 §ravan 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. k, p.2*fl. Also, Som 
Prakas, 6 Bhldra 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. pp. 2*f3-2¥f.

^ S o m  Prakas, 2 Sravan 1278 (1871), SBS, vol. *f, p.24l.
232The Association was established by Keshab Chandra after his return 

from England where he might have got the idea and aimed at female 
improvement, education of the working classes, cheap literature, 
temperance and charity. Bama BodhinT Patrika, November-December 
1870^ Friend of India, 2 May 1872 (citing the Indian Mirror).

^•^Friend of India, 29 June 1871.
25*fIbid. B.B.Majumdar, History of Indian Political and Social Ideas, pp.17-18,
233Indian Mirror, as quoted in Friend of India, 29 June 1871.



doubt, the Brahma Samaj had to take into account the important fact 
that

f,it would be a serious drawback to Brahmoism if, while 
the orthodox Hindoo could marry his children in child
hood, the Brahmists could not do so till they were 
eighteen years of age."256
In a similar way, the Brahma Samaj felt restricted in its

efforts at female emancipation. The parda(seclusion of women) was
sometimes more strictly observed in the urban areas where threats
to tradition were stronger and more numerous, than in the rural areas.
Even in Calcutta around the middle of the nineteenth century, upper
and middle class Bengali women were “secluded’1 (pardanasin) and
anyone inviting them had to send palkis (enclosed carriages) for
them, since “these inhabitants of the inner chambers (antahpurikas)

258could not be expected to walk.” In the l860s, the members of the
keshab-gosfhT, with the support and help of some of the leaders of

259the Adi Brahma Samaj such as Ramtanu Lahiri of Krishnanagar and
260Satyendra Nath Thakur of Jorasanko in Calcutta, began to encourage 

the public appearance of Bengali women. They were obviously inspired 
by the example of European women, particularly Christian missionary 
women, and by the. notion of equal rights for men and women. Thus,

257

256Ibid.
257See J.G.Sena, “Changes in the Status of Women during Nineteenth 

Century as reflected in Bengali Literature”, Ph.D. Thesis, 1923« 
University of London, p.119.

2^Sambad Prabhakar, 2 August 1865.
259R.Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri, p.140. 
260, „ „



the Brahma women of Calcutta were urged to appear in public, not 
only on religious occasions which was to some extent permissible 
even among the Hindis, but also at social gatherings. Keshab Chandra 
took his wife to Debendra Nath's house and even accompanied a few 
Brahmikas (Brahma ladies) to the house of a Christian missionary and

261had tea with them. In 1866 the attendance of Brahma women at the 
prayer-meeting at Debendra Nath's house was noted with surprise

262by the Sagibad Prabhakar. At the time of the opening of the new
mandir (temple) of the Bharat VarshXya Brahma Samaj - the dissident
section of the Brahma Samaj which naturally took a bolder stand on
this issue - special sitting arrangements were made for Brahma

263women to indicate the permanence of this measure. ^ During the
late l860s and the 1870s it was reported that women were attending
the prayer meetings of the Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj in greater

264numbers, sometimes even causing "scarcity of sitting-space". By 
the 1870s, the question of female emancipation (stri-svadhTnata) 
had become an important topic of discussion, not only in the Brahma 
Samaj, but, as a contemporary said, "in the entire civilized society

265(sabhya sama.j)" in Bengal.
The movement for a change in the social position of the Bengali 

women was largely a result of the Westernization of its supporters 
and of their contact with European Christian missionaries. The 
wives of the Western-educated sons of Debendra Nath Thakur, mainly

Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, 20 November 1865.
262Sagibad Prabhakar, 2b January 1866.
263Bama BodhinT Patrika, August-September 1868.
26 4 ____ _ _Bama BodhinT Patrika, September-October 1868: January-February 1871.
2^Ishan Chandra Basu, in Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Sravap 179^ (1872), 

SBS, vol. 2, p.251.



Jyotirindra Nath Thakur and Satyendra Nath Thakur, I.C.S., pioneered
the free movement of women of respectable families outside their 

266houses. In a lecture on ’’the effect of English education on 
Bengali society1’, barrister Man Mohan Ghosh of Calcutta remarked 
that the education of Bengali women was being talked of "as a nec
essity" and that one even heard of "attempts to give the women of this 
country the liberty to come out in p u b l i c " . Moreover, it appeared 
that "early marriage, polygamy and a few other ... social customs 
which were injurious to women" were being denounced, at least in

p^o
theory. The arguments which were used in support of the public 
appearance of women such as the equality of men and women were gener
ally derived from the West, although on a few occasions ancient
Indian traditions and sources encouraging the free movement and the

269education of women were also cited.
As in the case of most social questions involving the Hindus,

the question of the seclusion of women was closely linked with the
question of ca&te. The Indian Mirror, the English-language newspaper
of the progressive Brahmas, pointed out that

"Ladies of respectable families in Calcutta are 
strictly confined within the zenana and are not 
allowed to attend the houses of their friends be
longing to different castes."270

266Rabindra Nath Thakur, Chelebela, pp. 56-57* 65. Satyendra Nath's 
wife Jnanada Nandini Debi even introduced the costume which was 
suitable for appearance in public. Ibid., p.57.

^^Man Mohan Ghosh, as quoted in Friend of India, 27 May 1869.
Ibid.

*̂ Sagibad Furga Chandrodaya, 25 April 1865.
Indian Mirror, 1 February 1862.



But in 1862 an exceptional meeting took place in the house of
Debendra Nath Thakur in Calcutta involving the women of his
household. The Indian Mirror reported:

"We have been very much pleased to learn that a lady 
of the ^aidya/ Sen family of Colootolah ̂ Kafutala/, 
was present on the occasion and dined with the ladies 
of the ^Brahma^/ Tagore family, in spite of the opposition 
she had to meet from her male and female relatives. "^1
But, on the whole, Bengali public opinion even in the urban

areas was still in favour of the seclusion of women. Conservative
Hindus as well as the conservative section of the Brahma Samaj
feared that the enthusiasm of the younger Brahmas of the Keshab-
gosthT might lead to "undisciplined behaviour" on the part of the
Bengali women, and favoured the continuation of the traditional

272 —role of the Bengali women, with slight modifications. The Sambad
Purpa Chandrodaya, usually sympathetic to the progressive Brahmas,
opposed the movement' on the puritanical ground that the prevalent
"immoral atmosphere" in the urban areas made it very difficult for

273women "to preserve their chastity". The Sambad Prabhakar feared
that the gradual increase in the "power" of the Hindu women without
a corresponding progress in female education was behind various
"domestic miseries", including the break-up of the joint family 

274system. In 1866 when a "converted Native Christian woman" attended 
a party at the Governor’s Palace in Calcutta, the Sambad Prabhakar

^^Ishan Chandra Basu, in Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Sravag. 1794 (1872), 
SBS, vol. 2, p.251.

^• Ŝaqibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 25 April 1865.
274Sambad Prabhakar, 1 and 17 March 1866.



remarked that the time had not yet come for such action on the
275part of Hindu and Brahma women. The Samachar Chandrika of the

Dharma Sabha-gogfrhT naturally adopted a harsher tone and characterized
the new attempts at female emancipation as "nothing but immoral".

The changing urban society in nineteenth century Bengal gave
rise to various questions regarding the social role of the Bengali
women - an issue which was closely connected with the question of
the place of traditionalism in society. The members of the Brahma
Saniaj and the entire urban Bengali s o c i e t y d i v i d e d  into two major
groups on this issue. The Tattva BodhinT Patrika, representing the
viewpoint of the traditinnalists, advocated the education and emanci-

277pation of the Bengal women* but only to a limited extent. The 
more radical group* consisting of Western-educated young Bengalis 
who were followers of Keshab Sen* desired more positive steps to
wards the emancipation of the Bengali women* mainly through the 
utilization of Western techniques such as the publication of journals

pnQ
like the Bama BodhinT Patrika ^Journal for educating women/ and 
societies such as the Bama BodhinT Sabha (society for educating women) 
established in 1853 which published the Bama BodhinT Patrika and had 
four main aims, namely, to publish books and periodicals for "improving 
the minds of Indian women", to arrange essay-competitions and prize- 
distributions among educated women, to establish a system of educating

prp C
.Sambad Prabhakar* 15 January 1866.

pn£
Samachar Chandrika* 30 November 1865.

277For example, Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Pous 1785 (1863)̂  JaijJha 
1798 (1876), Phalgun I 862 (1880), Chaitra 1802 (l88l), SBS, vol.
2, pp. 432-434, 440-442, 459-466.

pnO
Bama BodhinT Patrika, February-March 1868. The Patrika publicized 
Keshab's work on behalf of the emancipation of Indian women, 
especially for their education, during his trip to England in 1870. 
Bama BodhinT Patrika, November-December I 87O.



grown-up women in their homes and to help in the all-round improve-
279ment of the Bengali women. Some of the other societies established 

by progressive Brahmas for similar purposes were: the Brahma Bandhu
Sabha (Brahma Friends1 Association) established in 1863 whose members 
later formed the Antahpur Stri-siksha Sabha (society for the education

280of women at home); the Calcutta Brahraika Samaj (the society of 
the Brahma women of Calcutta) established in 1865 where every Satur
day Brahma women attended lectures on religious topics delivered by
Keshab Sen and other leading Brahmas and European women were appointed

28lto teach geography, arithmetic, arts and crafts; and the Bama 
HitaishipT Sabha (society for helping women) established in 1872 
to discuss various topics such as religion, education, literature, 
manners and customs, dress, social and domestic duties. Most of these 
societies put special emphasis upon the training and appointment of 
Brahma women teachers in the antahpur/zenana (inner quarters of the 
house) since the teachers engaged in such work at the time were pri
marily Christian ladies with an obvious interest in the Christiani
zation of the Hindu and Brahma women. The example of the Brahma women 
or ltBrahmikastt as they were popularly known - created a sensation in 
the nineteenth century Bengali society. In a lecture delivered on 
19 October 1867 in Baranagar, a suburb of Calcutta, a contemporary 
urban Bengali - claiming to represent the sentiments of a large number

^ ^Bama BodhinT Patrika, Asvin 127^ (1867)'
^^Som Prakas, 11 May 1863: 15 August l86*f.
281 — _Sagibad Prabhakar, 6 July, 16 August 1865; Bang a Vidya, 10 July 

lbb^; Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 15 July 1865; Siksha Larpap,
Bhadra 1272 Q 805;. -------------



of educated and young urban Bengalis - gave a highly complimentary
description of the Brahma woman as the ideal partner of the urban
Bengali kpitavidya.2 2̂

”In this small but day-to-day increasing community, 
the woman is sufficiently cared for. These are the 
men whose example in respect of zenana education 
ought to be followed by the rest of our countrymen, 
because we find these ladies much advanced - able to
sympathize with the enlightened views of their husbands
and even to take a part in their public duties.”283

284The arguments used in favour of female education such as
the equality of men and women and the role of a wife as an intellectual
companion of a man were greatly influenced by Christian missionary
teachings and activities and by the general Western attitude towards
the position of women and towards their education. The younger
Brahmas like Keshab Chandra Sen, Bijay Krishna Goswami and Umesh
Chandra Datta, in particular, used various Western, sometimes typically
Christian missionary, techniques such as the establishment of societies,
for instance the Bama BodhinT Sabha (society for educating women)
(1863),^^ the Calcutta Brahmika'. Samaj (society for Brahma women
of Calcutta( (1865), the Bama HitaishinT Sabha (society for helping
women) (l872), journals for instance the Bama BodhinT Patrika run by

286the Bama BodhinT Sabha, ' teachers training schools and special schools
for women for instance the Brahmika Vidyalaya (school for Brahma women)

287which met at the house of Prasanna Kumar Sen of Calcutta. The

282MYoung Women of Bengal”, a lecture delivered by Babu Sarada Prasad 
Bandyopadhyaya at the monthly meeting of the Improvement Society 
in Baranagar, printed in Indian Daily Nev/s, 26 October 1867.

285Ibid.
284 _ ,Vid.ya Darsan, Tlgajlhand TLsvin 1764 (1843), SBS, vol. 3* pp. 576, 

579-80; Sn^bFd Bhaskar, 10 May, 12 June 1849, SBS, vol. 3i p. 398; 
Sagibad Frabnakar, V August I85O, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 320-321; Sarba 
SubhakarT Patrika, TTswin 1772 (I85O), SBS, vol. 3* pp. 543-544, 
546-349; Friend of India, 14 November 1830; 28 November l86l;
Dacca News, 20 June 1857; Education Gazette, 13 May 1859; Som Prakas^ 
27 June 1864. Radha Kanta Deb, as auoted in Tattva BodhinT Patrika,-,0 Jaistha 1798 (1876), SBS. vol. 2, p.440.285STiau. Lwulii:*I Palrika, 1274 (18C7). ’
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supporters of female education were almost invariably urban
kritavidyas who had been exposed to the forces of Westernization
and who had close r'lations with leading European educationists
in Bengal. For example, Madan Mohan Tarkalankar, the Brahmap
scholar who was one of the first men to send his daughters to the

288Bethune Female School was a close associate of Bethune. Government
help was an important element in the progress of female education in
Bengal, both from the financial and the psychological points of
view. The patronage of Lady Dalhousie, for instance, was found to

289be an important factor behind the success of the Bethune School,
the leading institution of female education in Bengal at this time.
As Bethune himself urged, open and active Government support was
bound to have a positive effect upon the attitude of the Bengali

290kritavidyas towards the question.
291From itsearliest days, the Bethune School of Calcutta, estab-

292lished in May 18^9 with considerable support from the Vernacular Press
and situated in what an English journalist described as 11 the heart of

293 29the Native quarter", attracted the attention of the Government.

286Samachar Chandrika, 20 Nov. 1865 (quoting the Indian Mirror);
Bama BodhinT Patrika Baisakh 1273 (1867).

pQ rp
Samachar Chandrika, 26 March 1866; Bama BodhinT Patrika, Baisakh 
1273 (1867), pp. 260-261.

288 'R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, pp. 21, 38.
^^SaQibad Prabhakar, 21 Dec. 18531 in SBS, vol. 1, p.336.
290Letter from Bethune to Dalhousie, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Iswarchandra 

Vidyasagar, pp. 63-6̂ .
291The jschool was known as Calcutta Female School before Bethune*s death 

in I85I when it became known as the Bethune School. It was also 
sometimes known as Victoria Girls1 School. Sagibad Prabhakar, 7 and 9 
May 18^9» in SBS, vol. pp# 305.308.

^ Triend of India, 1** Nov. 1850.
^^Friend of India, 9 Jan. 1868.
29 /f '

Bengal Education Proceedings, 6 Nov. (no.l) I85O; Despatch to India 
(Public), k Sept. (no. 20) 1850.



Bethune always kept the authorities informed about the progress of 
295the school and finally bequeathed the school to the East India

296Company in his will. The Council of Education made arrangements
297to carry on the functions of the institution with "efficiency”

and in 185*+ reported that there were forty girl students at the school
IVom October 1851 the Government bore all the expenses cf the school

299and in 1856 it became a recognized Government institution. The
Bethune School Committee was formed with Vidyasagar as the Honorary
Secretary and prominent high caste members of the Hindu community
like Raja Kali Krishna Bahadur, Rama Prasad Ray, Pratap Chandra
Sinha as its m e m b e r s . T h e  Government felt that "the appointment
of a Committee of Hindoo gentlemen for the management of the school
is probably more likely to give confidence to the higher classes of
the Hindoo community and lead to an increased attendance at the school

301than any other mode of management." Indeed, after the Committee 
began working its report showed "a still further, though small, in
crease in the number of pupils, and a better average attendance of

^^Despatch to India (Public), 4 Sept. (no. 20) I85O, pp. 3-6; Bengal 
Education Proceedings, 27 Nov. (no. 12) I85O.

^^Bengal Education Proceedings, 2k March (Nos. 113» 11*0 28 April
(nos. 136, 137) 1833; Friend of India, 9 Jan 1868.
India Public Proceedings, 3 Feb. (no. 3)» 7 April (no. 8), ,22 Sept. 
(no. 9) 185*+; Bengal Education Proceedings, 16 March (nos. 13*+»
133) 183*+.

^^Bengal Education Proceedings, l6 March (nos. 13*+» 133) 185*+.
299Bengal Education Proceedings, 10 April (no. I*f5) 1856.
^^Sagibad Prabhakar, 1 Magh 1263 (l857)» in SBS, vol. 1, p.366. 
^^Despatch to Bengal (Public, Education), 26 May (no. 7*+) 1838,

pp. 1300-1301.



302those on the books.”

The religious and social implications of female education 

were, of course, widely acknowledged. The Government declared that 

‘'with reference to the opinions and feelings of the natives in re

spect of female seclusion, great caution and prudence v/ill be required” 

in offering assistance and encouragement to female educational in- 

stitutions, particularly in the Mofussil'' ^ where the hold of religion 

and tradition was generally stronger compared with the metropolitan 

society. The Government gave grants-in-aid to the zenana associations 

or “small missionary societies conducted by ladies with the view of 

carrying religious instruction into the homes of the natives","' but 

it was claimed that "in making grants to such societies, the principle 

of perfect religious neutrality is not lost sight of and these associ

ations are only so far recognized by the state as a means of further-
305ing the cause of secular education.”" A large section of the urban 

Bengali community favoured the idea of home education for women 

(antahpur strT-cikr.a ), even if it meant employing European Christian 

t e a c h e r s , ' s i n c e  sending the women of the household to an outside

school involved the possibility of loss of social prestige in the
30? _ —opinion of conservatives like Kadha Kanta Deb." The Samachar

Chandrika, the mouthpiece of the Dharrna Sabha, remarked that "it

was much better to have the husbands educate their wives rather
308   ~ _tnan send them to schools".' Even the name B o a h i m  Sabha of the

02Ibid., p. 1302.

"^Despatch to India (Public), k September (no. 20) lo^O, p.4.
^ A .P.Howel1,Nota on the ate of Education in India during 1866-67, 

8 j p.5 1 ; r ■ Uimin.i ;trati on Hoport, 1672—73» p*l48; Fri end 
of India, 28 ..ovemoer I&bi.
P.Howell, op.ci t,, p.llo.

I 'v^bad Prnbhuinr, 31 Kay 18^9, SBS, vol. 3, p.lhl.



progressive Brahmas sought to establish a system of educating
309grown up women at home.

But perhaps t’.e strongest argument upon which the advocates
of female education based their case was the assertion that female
education was in every way "approved by the Hindu Scriptures"
(Hindu-£astra-sammata). “this argument was corroborated by the
action of Debendra Nath Thakur whose decision to send his daughters
and nieces to the Bethune School was considered to be an event of

311great social significance. Even though the Westernized urban
Bengali kritavidyas were obviously inspired by the Western ideal
of womanhood, the supporters of female education felt the need to
invoke the classical image of the enlightened Aryan woman helping

312her sage (pigi .) husband. Sanskritic symbols and references
were repeatedly used in connection with this movement, indicating
the ultimate dependence on Indian traditions for the success of
socio-religious reform in nineteenth century Bengal. For instance,
on the foundation day of the Bethune Female School the doors of the
school were decorated with traditional Hindu signs of good fortune
such as a water-filled pot (purga-kumbha) and a branch of the Asoka 

313tree. The bus which was used to transport the students of the 
Bethune School was inscribed with a quotation from the Maha Nirvan

- - - " 1 * 1 *■ m ■ ■■ ■■ I I I ■ ■ i i ■■ II ■ ■ I ■ ----

Samachar Chandrika, 2 July 1865.
•'̂ Bama Bodhini Patrika, Asvin 127*1- (1867).
■̂ ■̂ See Vid.ya Darsan, Asadh 1864 (18̂ 3)» SBS, vol. 3» PP* 577-578;

.Sambad Bh”skar, 10 and 31 May» 19 June, 12_July 18^9, SBS, vol. 3» 
pp. WO, ^ob-^ll, *ti6-4l8, *f2*+-426; Sarba §ubhakarT Patrika, Asvin 
1772 (I85O), SBS, vol. 3» p.5̂ +5; Radha Kanta leb, "Stri -oiksha 
Bidhayak" / o n  female education]?, as auotea in Tattva Bodhini Patrika, 
Jaistha 1798 (1876), SBS, vol. 2, p.MfO.

^"^Sarabad Prabhakar, 7 July I85I, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 331-332.
312See R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.39«
^■^R.N.Basu, op. cit., p.3 8 ; Friend of India, 1*+ November I83O.



Tantra:
"Kanyapebyam palanTya sik^ ̂ Tyatiyatnatah 
Xthe daugnter should 'be' reared ana educated 
with care as w e l l ) . ?,31^

Unlike Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Debendra Nath and some 
of the other leading Bengali social reformers of the time - mostly 
members of the Tattva BodhinT-gosthT - for whom belief in Sanskritic
traditions was the main basis for socio-religious reformation* the 
arguments and outlook of the members of the Keshab-gosthT were
primarily influenced by Westernization and to some extent even by
Christianization, The critics of Keshab Chandra blamed his lack of
faith in ancient Indian traditions and his well-publicized attraction
for Western culture and Christianity, for the ultimate failure of
the reform movement, Debendra Nath's son B.wijendra Nath, a leading
member of the Edi Brahma Samaj and the Tattva BodhinT-gosthT, voiced
the opinion of his associates when he said that

’’any attempt to introduce something new will fail 
if the old is completely denied,"315

Earn Mohan Ray, it was felt, had understood that there would be no
success without social reform from within and hence he was largely
successful, Keshab Chandra, on the other hand,

"gave such a 'twist1 to the whole reform movement 
that everything was ruined ••• He did not care for 
the Upanishads, did not think it necessary to under
stand the inner message of the 'culture' of India,
Whatever little he understood, he felt ashamed if 
he did not dress it in western clothes. He formed 
a new society and gave it an English name - 'New 
Dispensation'. This extremely Westernized (bilati) 
attitude of Keshab - his turning towards the West -

^^R.N.Basu, op. cit., p.38.
"315Dwrjendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, p. 295*



317ruined the whole reform movement.11 
Keshabfs Westernized ideas and techniques were blamed by many 
of his contemporaries for causing the rift within the Brahma 
Samaj which led to its subsequent loss of strength as a force of 
social change within the nineteenth century Bengali society.
Indeed, Keshab*s Westernization, by separating him from traditional
ist reformers like Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Debendra Nath 
Thakur, enormously weakened the movements for social and religious 
reforms during this period.



jS, EXPERIMENTS IN INDIANIZATION

Westernization was an effective instrument in the hands of
the nineteenth-century urban Bengali elite. Many Western-educated
urban Bengali kritavidyas dismissed the popular national classics
as ’'imaginary" and clung to English civilization for support.^ Yet
the ultimate strength of the Bengali elite, especially in the spheres
of religion and society, lay in their effective use of the process
of Indianization, that is, the introduction and use of Indian ideas
and techniques. Keshab Chandra Sen, for instance, in spite of his
attachment for and indebtedness to Westernization, even Christiani- 

2zation, was well-known among his contemporaries - both Bengali 
and European - as a man who strongly wished "that his country, shall 
not be denationalised, but that it shall be elevated and improved 
according to its own nature".^ Leading vernacular newspapers of 
Calcutta such as the Som Prakas, the Sagibad Prabhakar and the Sagibad 
Purna Chandrodaya supported the revival of Sanskrit studies and the 
introduction of traditional ideas and values into urban Bengali 
society. In the l860s, with reference to the conservative Lharma 
Sabha, a Bengali journalist suggested that the only chance that the

Ŝaflibad Prabhakar, 16 January 1866. Also, Paridarsak, 23 Novemberimr.---------  --------
^See above, pp. 5180- ^ 81*
^Letter from Elizabeth Sharpe to Raj Narayan Basu, dated 28 August 
1870, as quoted in R.N.Basu, fftmachari11 p.ll6. Also, Dwijendra Nath 
Thakur, as quoted in PP, p.297*
k - _For example, Sagibad Bhaskar, 23 February 1863; Sagibad Purga Chandro- 
daya, 20 June 7 July ldb3; Saybad Prabhakar, 12 Leeember 1863.



conservative (pracin) section had of influencing and commanding
the respect of the progressive (navya) section who were beginning
to dominate urban society was to resort to a ’’purer” form of

5Hinduism and Indian culture. Urban Bengali kritavidyas - both
conservative and progressive - pleaded the cause of the ’’national’1
(.jatiya) language referring to Bengali as the best medium for
promoting national pride and prestige and criticized the excessive
use of English - the ’’alien” (bi.jatiya) language - by a large
section of the Western-educated urban Bengalis.^

Generally speaking, by the l860s, the ’’craze” for English
education seems to have declined and the interest in vernacular
education increased considerably. Leading vernacular newspapers
associated with the traditionalist Tattva BodhinT Sabha such as
the Som Prakas and the Tattva BodhinT Patrika encouraged the growing

7respect for vernaculareducation among Bengalis. The modern 
argument of the inherent difficulties of learning through the medium 
of a foreign language as compared with the ease and desirability of 
education through one’s ’’mother language” (matri-bhaga), that is, 
Bengali, and the ’’religious language” (dharma-bhaga), that is,

g
Sanskrit, were also pointed out. Even the new interest in science 

5 —  —Sagbad Puma Chandrodaya, 3 November 1863.
^Som Prakas, 1 August 1864 (letter); Samachar Chandrika, 18 May 1863: 
8 January 1866; Sagibaa Prabhakar, 12 June, 21 November 1863; 6 
February, J>0 March 1666; Saqbea~ Purpa Chandrodaya, 17 November 1863.
7
Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Jaistha 1778 (1858); Som Frakas, 11 July 1864. —
0
See Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 April, 20 May 18*f8j 23 December I83O, 30
January 1664, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 297» 301, 323-32*t, 382-383f Sapbad 
Bhaskar, 16 March 185̂ , 13 January 1836, SBS, vol.^3* PP* *+37-̂ 38; 
Education Gazette, 3 August 1839 (letter), Paridarsak, 28 August 
(letter), 23 September (letter), l*f December l&bl; Som Prakas,
19 May 1862: 12 BhTdra 1271 (l86*t), SBS, vol. *f, p.303; Siksha 
Darpap, Phalgun 1272 (1866).



9and "useful knowledge", for instance, legal and medical education, 
among urban Bengalis was linked with this desire for education through 
the vernacular. Perhaps the most striking feature of the early days 
of Western medical education in Bengal was the attempt to Indianize 
such education by introducing Bengali and Urdu classes at the Cal
cutta Medical College^ andty encouraging the writing of medical 
texts in the vernacular,"^ with the aim of popularizing it and ensuring 
its maximum effectiveness.

The process of Indianization or the assertion of Bengali and 
traditional Indian elements was also influenced by the new forces 
associated with urbanization. The development of printing in the 
urban areas, especially in Calcutta and its neighbourhood, helped in 
the "circulation of classical literature, which had so long been
limited to hand written copies,or been confined to a small and ex-

12elusive class of literary castes." Through the efforts of Ishwar
Chandra Vidyasagar, who considered the study of Sanskrit to be an

13essential element in the success of vernacular education, the Sanskrit 
College - a semi-exclusive institution which was restricted to Brah
mans and Baidyas on the ground that only those people had the right 
to learn Sanskrit - was opened to Kayasthas in 1851 and in 1854 to

See Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Alvin 1772 (1850), SBS, vol. 2, p.42;
Sambad Prabhakar, 1 February l851j 24 May 1864, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 328-329* 
352; Som Prakas, 7 December 1862: 27 June 1864: 12 Jaig£ha 1281 (187*0, 
SBS, vol. 4, pp. 566-567; Samachar Chandrika, 3 August, 9 October 1865:
29 January 186b; Friend of India, 28 March, 28 November 1872. Cf. S.N. 
Mukherjee, "Class, Caste and Politics in Calcutta, in E.Leach and S.N. 
Mukherjee, Elites in South Asia, p.6l.

^See Bengal Education Proceedings, 16 July (nos. 44, 45) I85I: 30 April
(no.62) 1857; B engal Administration Report, 1867-68, pp. 107-108;
Dr. Surya Kumar Chakrabarty, as quoted in J.Long, The Muhammadans of 
Bengal, p.155 Friend of India, 26 February, 8 July 1852; 7 September 
1854; Samachar Chandrika, 1 May, 28 August 1865; Sajjibad Purpa Chandro- 
daya, 21 April, 26 December 1865: 19 March 1866. "

^Som Prakas, 27 June 1864.
12N.K.Bose, Culture and Society in India, p.267. Also see A Catalogue of 
■1 -zSanskrit ahu1 Bth^hlee1 Publications," ttc. foy J. Iv'enper. x-?EgTT5Yg 'fro'M Tshwar' Chan-drg-V-i-̂ 'as'agar to l)r. tfouat, Secretary to the
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any Hindu of a "respectable” family. Even the increasingly con
servative Bengali newspaper in Sagibad Prabhakar viewed the opening
of the Sanskrit Colxege to "common castes" (sadharap vargas) and the

Inconsequent expansion of Sanskrit studies with favour. In some
respects, the process of Indianization was sis much representative of

15modernity as the process of Westernization, for instance with re
ference to social mobility. Even to Western-educated kritavidyas 
like Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya, the first graduate of the Cal
cutta University, the Indianization - more specifically Vernaculari- 
zation - of literature appeared as an important agent of social 
and political progress and change. ^

Like Bankim Chandra, the men of literature in mid-nineteenth 
century Bengal were often Western-educated urban kritavidyas, mostly 
living in Calcutta, for example, Madhu Sudan Datta, Bhudeb Mukhopadhyaya 
and Pyari Chand Mitra of the Derozio-gogthT. Their literary style, 
including their choice of themes and images, was largely influenced 
by their Westernization and by the changing urban environment. The 
Western influence upon the new literature which emerged in nineteenth 
century urban Bengal was inevitable. The Western-educated urban Ben
galis showed considerable familiarity with and fondness for English

Council of Education, dated 7 September and 5 October 1853t as quoted 
in D.K.Basu, Vidyasagar RachanabalT, vol. 3» p#^63i Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar, "Notes on Sanskrit College", as quoted in B.Ghosh, 
Vidyasagar o BangalT Samli.j, vol. 3» P#^3^» Som Prakas, 12 January,
21 September 1663#

14Sagibad Prabhakar, 3 September 1858, SBS, vol. 1, pp. 378-377•
15C^.A.B.Shah and C.R.M.Rao, Tradition and Modernity in India, pp. 18-19#
^Letter from Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya to Sambhu Chandra Mukho- 
padhyaya, editor of Mukherjee's Magazine, dated March 1872, in 
S.Banerjee, Patra Sahitya, pp. 81-82.



17literature. Madhu Sudan Datta's early career - during which he
18introduced the blank verse (amitrakgar chanda) and the sonnet into 

Bengali literature showed this tendency towards Westernization 
perhaps in its extremest form.

But by the middle of the nineteenth century, there was a marked 
tendency towards the renewed use of the vernacular as the medium of 
expression. The need for reaffirming the social and political sig
nificance of the vernacular language largely resulted from a reaction 
to the excessive attachment to the English language and other aspects
of Westernization on the part of a large section of the urban Bengali

19 —youth. The Saqibad Prabhakar emphasized that
r,Although we are now under the rule of the British, 
yet we must remember that the English language is 
not our national language (.jatiya bhaga)"20

The Siksha Darpap. observed that ’’the current thirst for English”
was like "a fever" and was very harmful to national improvement.
Even Madhu Sudan Datta was ultimately converted to the idea of
Vernacularization which was an important aspect of the entire Indiani-

5l|zation process and concluded:

17 * — —Som Prakas, 3 September l86*f: 13 and 20 November 1863; Samachar
Chandrika, 23 November 1863: 13 March i860.

iSMadhu Sudan Datta's Tilottama-sarnbhab Kavya (i860) was the first 
complete work in blank verse written in the Bengali language.

~̂ Som Prakas, 1 August (letter), 3 September (letter), 12 September 
(letter) l86*f; Sagbad Prcbhakar, 12 June 1865: 30 March 1866.

20SaQibad Prabhakar, 30 March 1866.
21He championed the cause of a "National Theatre", hoped to improve 

the "National Language" and write a "National Epic". Letters from 
Madhu Sudan to Kshetra Das Gangopadhyayam written between 1836 and 
l8o2, as quoted in K.Gupta, Kadhusudaner PatrabalT, pp. 163-167; 
letter from Madhu Sudan to Eaj Narayan Basu, dated 2k April i860, 
as quoted in ibid., pp. 128, 130.



"There is nothing like cultivating and enriching 
our mother-tongue . .. Our Bengali is a very 
beautiful language, it only wants men of genius 
to polish it up. Such of us, as owing to early de
fective education know little of it and have
learnt to despise it, are miserably wrong. It is,
or rather it has, the elements of a great language
in it."22

He admitted that he had "no idea that our mother tongue would place
23at my disposal such exhaustive materials..." ^

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Akshay Kumar Datta, both belonging 
to the Tattva BodhinT-gog^hT whose members were generally interested 
in the revival of the Classical language and culture, were among the 
earliest Bengali writers to introduce the highly Sanskritized Ben
gali style known as the "sadhu bhaga"(literary/pure language) as

—  —  24opposed to the "calit bhaga" (spoken/colloquial language). Akshay
Kumar*s experiments with the Bengali language could be seen in the

pages of the scholarly journal the Tattva Bodhini Patrika of which
he was the editor. Vidyasagar, who was closely associated with both
the Tattva BohinT Patrika and the Som Prakas was also known among his
contemporaries as the person who succeeded in freeing the Bengali

25language from "the shackles of Sanskritic influence". ^ Pyari Chand 
Mitra and Kali Prasanna Sinha, the editor of the Paridarsak, made 
further experiments with the Bengali language and succeeded in 
creating .a popular urban style of writing. Pyari Chand*s XLaler. ..

22Letter from Madhu Sudan to Gour Das Basak, as quoted in J.C.Ghosh, 
Bengali Literature, p.l46.

23Letter from Madhu Sudan to Raj Narayan, as quoted in J.C.Ghosh, 
op.cit., p.l46.

2k /See Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Baisakh 1777 Cl856); Krishna Kamal
Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 31-32.

25Rabindra Nath Thakur, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Iswarohandra Vidyasagar, 
p.139* Vidyasagar wrote the Varga Paricay (1855)* the first primer 
of its kind in Bengali, made conscious use of local (desa.ja) words 
and was "the first Bengali prose writer to introduce marks of 
punctuation like the comma and the semi-colon into the Bengali 
language." Ibid.



Gharer Dulal /The spoilt child of the House of Alai/ (1858), 
satirizing the traditional and extravagant life-style of the rich 
urban Bengalis as well as the imitation of the V/est by the urban 
Bengalis, received an enthusiastic reception from the urban Ben
gali reading public mainly because both its language and theme were

26relevant to contemporary life and society. Kali Prasanna wrote 
the highly popular Hutom Pyancar Naksa ̂ the sketch of the ow3^ 
(1862) based on the contemporary urban society and was credited 
with opening

l!a new vernacular in the mine of Bengali literature 
which bids fair to yield rich treasures. Hutom1s 
style is highly idiomatic and immensely popular. It 
is the style of the Bengali language, the style in 
which we all speak and for which every Bengali will 
have some sympathy."27

With the growing realization of the importance of vernacular
literature as a means of influencing public opinion and introducing
social changes, the social satire was fast becoming perhaps the

28most popular literary form in urban Bengal. Some of the most 
prominent Bengali writers of this time such as Madhu Sudan Datta, 
Ityari Chand Mitra, Dina Bandhu Mitra and Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, 
engaged in the writing of social sketches and farces, mostly in the 
form of dramas.

The influence of the dramas was.further enhanced by the fact 
that they were frequently presented on the new but already popular

26Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.51
27Hindoo Patriot, 24 November 1862. Also see Krishna Kamal 
Bhattacharya, as quoted inPP, p.51.

28Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 7 June 1865* 27 February, 7 March 1866; 
Sagibad Prabhakar, 16 November 1863.



29stage at Calcutta which was mainly supported by the Calcutta 
abhi.jats^0 like Asutosh Deb ("Chatu Babu"), Raja Pratap Chandra 
Sinha of Belgachia,' Ishwar Chandra Sinha* the Rajas of Paikpara,
Kali Prasanna Sinha, Yatindra Moham Thakur of Pathuriaghata,^ the

34 35Rajas of Shobhabazar and Nilmani Mitra of Bhowanipur. Theatrical
associations also began to flourish in Calcutta, for example, the 
Jorasanko Natya-sala (theatre), a theatrical society mainly formed 
of Calcutta abhi.jats like the members of the Thakur family of Jora
sanko, primarily the sons of Debendra Nath. Thus, the same group of 
abhi.jats who had earlier supported amateur theatricals (sakher yatra) 
now supplied the money and location for the new urban Bengali theatre, 
primarily private,^ and sometimes themselves participated in the 
dramatic presentations, thus lending added prestige and attraction 
to the presentations. By the mid-nineteenth century, in the urban 
areas, especially in Calcutta, the theatre seems to have largely 
replaced other forms of recreation such as the yatra (open theatre

^Education Gazette, 27 August 1858 (letter); Sajpbad Prabhakar, 31 
July, 3 August 1865; Saigbad Purga Chandrodaya, 10 August 1865?
23 and 27 February, 7 March 1866.

30__ _ __________ _Samachar Chandrika, 19 February 1866, citing the Hindoo Patriotj
Radha Madhab Kar, as quoted in PP, pp. 266-273? Mahendra Nath 
Mukhopadhyaya, as quoted in PP, pp. 85-91; Amrita Lai Basu, as 
quoted in PP, pp. 217-231, 236-240.

31See Education Gazette, 27 August 1858.
32Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.49.
33 — — — _Sagibad Prabhakar, 13 February 1866; Samachar Chandrika, 19 February
1666; Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 23 February I8bb.

^Sagibad Prabhakar, 31 July 1855.
35Sagibad Prabhakar, 16 November 1865.
36By 1872 a Public Theatre had developed in Calcutta. See Amrita Lai 
Basu, as quoted in PP, pp. 218, 245; J.C.Ghosh, opgjt., p.151.

37 —Sambad Prabhakar, 31 July, 3 August 1865.



mainly based on mythical and epic themes), khemta (song and 
dance routines) and kabi-gan (poetry sessions). The theatre became 
an important topic of discussion among the urban Bengalis* parti-

7O
cularly the kritavid.ya youth. The dramatic presentations also

39acted as important occasions of social interaction,
ifOSocial reform through literature was the aim of a large 

number of the urban Bengali writers. Many contemporary kritavidyas 
felt that social reform, particularly with reference to issues such 
as Kulinism, widow-remarriage and caste, should be the primary pur
pose behind all literary activities. The opponents of social reform 
and change also used the vernacular for their purposes. For ex
ample, a series of books were written, mostly by Brahmaps, against

if 1the widow-marriage movement initiated by Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar.
The improvement of the Bengali language and literature was

also an end in itself. Vidyasagar maintained that "the creation
of an enlightened Bengali literature" should be "the first object of
those who are entrusted with the superintendence of Education in 

1, Z1.2Bengal. The progress of the Bengali language began to be considered

^Amrita Lai Basu, as quoted in PP, pp. 216-217; Krishna Kamal 
Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.51*

•̂Sagbad Prabhakar, 3 August, 16 November 1863.
JfOSee Appendix II.
For example, Ram Dhan Tarkapanchanan, Bidhaba-bedan . Nigedhak 
forbidding widow-marriage/, Rampur Boalia, 1868; Umesh Chandra 
Mukhopadhyaya, Biahaba-bibahe • £eg Phal final results of widow- 
marriage/ , Caeca", 1869.

k2Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, "Notes on Sanskrit College", dated 12 
April 1832, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o BangalT Sama.i, 
vol. 3, p.i3^.
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as a sign of as well as an essential element in* the progress of
the Bengali society by the urban Bengali kpitavidyas. The Rev.
James Long noted in the 1850s:

flThe educated natives are, in various ways, awakening 
to a sense of shame, that their own beautiful language 
should have been so neglected by them and that they 
should have looked with such indifference on 35 millions 
who need European knowledge, but have neither the means 
nor opportunity to gain it, except through a vernacular 
mediltm.

Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, the prominent educationist and scholar, 
noted that around the middle of the nineteenth century the Bengalis 
were ’’gradually being attracted to the Bengali language” and ’’the

45foundations were being laid for the improved Bengali language.”
Among the urban Bengali Muslims also the nineteenth century

A6was a period of Vernacularization in the sphere of literature.
In spite of the continuing popularity of Persian and Arabic, parti
cularly among the Muslim abhi.jats of Dacca and Murshidabad, and the
fondness for Urdu among the Bengali Muslims in general, particularly 

47 48in Murshidabad and Calcutta, perhaps the most famous and popular Muslim

Zit _ ,

See Purpima, Phalgun 1265 (1859), Paridarsak, 28 August (letter), 
23 September (letter), 13 December l86l; Saqibad Prabhakar, 30 
January 186&, SBS, vol. 1, p.38A; Som Prakas, 15 November1865 
(letter); Samachar Chandrika, 23 November 1865; 15 March 1866; 
Sambad Purna Chandrodaya, 20 February 1866; Friend of India, 22 
April 1852.

44J.Long Pi Vernacular Christian Literature, 1855* p.7.
45Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.21.
A6Correspondence on Education of Mahomedan Community, p.152.
A7The Nawab’s Court at Murshidabad had long been a centre of Urdu 
literature in Bengal.

A8J.Long, Returns relating to Publications in the Bengali Language,
p.79.



Bengali writer in the nineteenth century was Mir Mosharaf Husain,
49mainly noted for his writings in Bengali. An interesting aspect

of nineteenth century Muslim Bengali literature was the development
of ’’Mussalman Bengali” or DobhagT - a mixture of Urdu and Bengali

50with Persian terms and idioms. This style of writing became
very popular among the Muslims living in and around Calcutta and

51Dacca* probably because of its distinctly Muslim character.
According to the Rev. J. Long* the growth of this ’’new literature”
showed ”an awakening of mind among the lower orders” of Muslims 

52in Bengal. The largest number of books published by and sold
among the Bengali Muslims during this period were written in this
style. There seemed to be a large demand for these books in Calcutta

53and its neighbourhood and in Dacca. Even the Bible Society became . 
aware of the popularity of this style among the Bengali Muslims and 
printed several tracts, including portions of the Bible* in this 
dialect.

______________________________     , ■ ■ ■ , ■ ■ ■ ....  I . >
^For example, Ratnaball (1869)* Gorai Bridge or Gour Setu (1873)1 

Basanta KumarT Natak T 1873) * Jamidar Darpap picture of zamidars7> 
"(1875) and Bisad Sindhu /ocean of sadness7(l6S5) 1 the book written 
on the story of Karbala which became very popular among the 
Muslims and the Hindus of Bengal.

50J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature* p.9* W.W.Hunter,
Indian Kusulmans* p.150.

51^ See K.M.A.Mannan* "The Emergence and Development of DobhagiLiterature 
in Bengal up to 1855", Ph.D. Thesis, 1964, University of London, 
pp. 283-284.

52J.Long, The Muhammadans of Bengal* p.l4. These books were mainly 
written on religious themes and often expressly for women and 
members of lower classes. J.Long* Returns relating to Publications 
in the Bengali Language in 1857, p.53'0*

53«J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature* p.9; J. Long, as 
quoted in K.M.A.Mannan, op.cit.* pp. 93, 195*



The European Christian missionaries were generally convinced
of the importance of the vernacular in influencing public opinion.
The Christian Vernacular Education Society and the Tract, Bible

5kand Religious Societies published many books in the vernacular.
The Protestant Missionary Conference an Vernacular Christian Liter
ature discussed various aspects of this question and concluded that

Hthere are 35 millions of people knowing only Ben
gali* whose views of Christianity can be gained only 
through the medium of their mother tongue. If it 
is important to raise the mental status of our native 
Christian readers and catechists who know no English, 
then it is important to supply them with mental food 
suited to their condition."55

The influence of English education was felt to be of a limited nature
"Our English teaching, valuable as it is for a 
certain class, has had little effect on the national 
language, it has been like an attempt to blend oil 
and water .... English schools, however useful to 
the classes attending them, have had little influence 
on the masses."56

The vernacular presses, however, were having considerable success:
"In 1833i ^18,278 books and pamphlets in Bengali, 
issued from the native presses in Calcutta, the 
greater part of which were sold within the year.
Since the commencement of this century more than 
1600 works have been printed in Bengali, either 
original compositions, or translations from Sanskrit,
English or Persian •••• circulation of probably not 
less than 20 million copies."57

5kSee Overland Friend of India, 21 March 1863 (from Friend of India, 
19 March 1863).



The Government also realized the importance of publications
in the vernacular^ and encouraged the progress of vernacular liter-

59ature in various wayj. In 1851 the Vernacular Literature Com
mittee (later named the Vernacular Literature Society) was formed as 
a branch of the School Book Society, in order to promote the publi
cation of cheap books in the vernacular and published a very success
ful monthly magazine of science, literature and art in Bengali en
titled the Rahasya Sandarbha /collection of mysterious in formation/. ̂  

Depots were established in many urban centres in the Mofussil, even
in the remote districts of Mymensingh and Tripura in Eastern Bengal,

6lfor the sale of cheap vernacular books and maps. In spite of
occasional criticisms against the Government's policy on publications 

62in the vernacular, on the whole, the importance of the official
stimulus to vernacular literature seemed to be recognized by contemporary

63urban Bengali kritavidyas. Brahma Mohan Mallik, who joined the 
Education Department, remarked:

^The publication of Dina Bandhu Mitra's Nil Darpan (1866) and the 
nature and extent of reactions to it might have helped to convince 
the Government of this, See Indian Public Proceedings, 8 August 
(nos. 3^» 37)i 17 August (nos. 102-10^-), pp. 689-692 , 753; Indian 
Mirror, 1 August l86l; Umesh Chandra Datta, as quoted in PP, p.185.

^Bengal Education proceedings, l*t August (nos. 20, 21) 1850); 17 May 
(nos. 33» 3*0 1855: 23 June (nos. 267-269) 1857; Despatches to 
India in Public, Educational and Ecclesiastical Departments, Edu
cation no. 3206| 27 January (no. 1) 1870; Samachar Chandrika, 9 
April, 28 August 1866.

^Friend of India, 15 July 1852: l8 May 185**J 15 July 1862; Overland
Friend of India, 21 March 1863 (from Friend of India, 19 March I863T.

^Bengal Education Proceedings, 7 May (nos. 109» 110) 1857.
^Som Prakas, 11 July 1864: 23 October 1865.
^Tattva Bodhini Patrika, Baisakh 1771 (18^9)» SBS, vol. 2, p.^15;
Samachar Chandrika, 23 November 1865; Saqibad Prabhakar, 9 January 1866.



"It is my firm belief that many people turned to 
vernacular literature as a result of the Education 
Despatch of l8^f.n64

I Eixperiments in Politics
Around the middle of the nineteenth century, Bengali literature 

65and Press began to play an increasingly important role in the sphere 
of politics, by acting as the major media for the spread of national
ist feelings. In l86*f the Som Prakas of Calcutta, in an article on 
the subject of the need for self-reliance in political matters on 
the part cf the Bengalis, wrote:

"Is it not true that our people have become cowards 
as a result of being dependent upon others for a 
long time? Were the ancient Indian cowards like this?
Is it not true that the men of this country have lost 
all their 'traditional qualities' such as strength 
and bravery through their dependence upon others?"^6

Dina Bandhu Mitra's Nil Darpafl ^indigo mirror/, a play criticizing
the indigo-planters in Bengal for their oppression of the indigo-
cultivators, created great excitement among the contemporaries.
In a letter written to Long, some of the leading Bengali abhi.jats
like Radha Kanta Deb, Rama Nath Thakur, Raja Kali Krishna and Raja
Narendra Krishna acknowledged the political importance of this

68drama as "an embodiment of popular feeling". The indigo movement

6bBrahma Mohan Malfik, as quoted in PP, p.l97»
65See above, pp. £7"75.
^Som Prakas, 19 September l86*f.
Umesh Chandra Datta, as quoted in PP, p. 17^. See above, p. 156 .

68Letter to the Rev. Long, from the "principal natives of Calcutta", 
as quoted in Y.C.Bagal, Unavigjsa &atabdTr Bangla, p.28l.



69 'of the l860s also brought to prominence certain Bengali journal
ists who were deeply involved in politics, such as Harish Chandra 
Mukhopadhyaya of the Hindoo Patriot and Man Mohan Ghosh and Sisir 
Kumar Ghosh of the Amrita Bazar Patrika.

The political writings and commentaries of the nineteenth 
century Bengali kritavidyas as well as the emerging political in
stitutions of this period began to emphasize the concept of national-

«• 70ism. The members of the Jatiya Gourab SampadanT Sabha (society
for the promotion of national feeling/pride), founded by Raj Narayan

71Basu and a few other kritavidyas in Midnapur, encouraged vernacular
and Sanskrit education* the use of "pure Bengali" in conversation,
Dectures and letter-writing* the use of "national" (desTya) dress,
the observance of "national" customs and rituals, the patronage of
"national" music and drama and participation in "national" games. 2̂
Raj Narayan reminisced:

"The members of this society wished each other 
*sura.janT* (good night) instead of 'Good Night*, 
celebrated 1st Baisakh ̂ Tirst days of Bengali 
calendar/ instead of 1st January, tried to speak 
in pure Bengali instead of mixing English and the 
vernacular and fined each other for using English 
words."73

69See above, pp. f55"^£*
70 „ _ _Some sources refer to this Society as the Jatiya Gourab SancharipT
Sabha (society for the spread of national pride). See B.B.Majumdar, 
History of Indian Political and Social Studies, p.7. But Raj 
Narayan himself has called it Jatiya Gourab SampadanT Sabha in 
his autobiography. See R.N.Basu, Atmacharit, p.32.

71 _/Som Prakas, 1 August, 5 September (letter3864).
72R.N.Basu, XtmaQaaEd.t. p.32.



Raj Narayan Basil*s "Prospectus of a Society for the Promotion of
74National Peeling among the Educated Natives of Bengal11 outlined

the Indianization programme in politics:
"Nov; the European ideas have penetrated Bengali 
the Bengalee mind has been moved from the sleep 
of ages. A restless fermentation is going on in 
Bengalee Society. A desire for change and progress 
is everywhere visible. People discontented with old 
customs and institutions are panting for reform. Al
ready a band of young men have expressed a desire to 
sever themselves at once from Hindu Society and re
nounce even the Hindu name. It is to be feared that 
the tide of revolution may sweep away whatever good 
we have inherited from our ancestors. To prevent 
the catastrophe and to give a national shape to re
forms i it is proposed that a Society be established 
by the influential members of native society for the 
promotion of national feeling among the educated 
natives of Bengal. Without due cultivation of 
national feelingt no nation can be eventually great.
This is a fact testified by all history."75

Urban Bengali kritavidyas felt the necessity of establishing similar
societies throughout Bengali in order to remove the "defects" in the
Bengali character which, it was felt, mainly arose out of immature
attempts at Westernization, and help the people to Indianize their

76lives through a rediscovery of their own language and customs.
Another striking experiment in Indianization in politics was

the highly popular Hindu Mela (fair of the Hindus), also known as the
Jatiya Mela (national fair) and the Chaitra Mela (fair held in the 

77month of Chaitra). It was established in Calcutta by Naba Gopal

74The prospectus was published in the National Parer and the Tattva 
BodhinT Patrika in early 1866. See R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.52.

75 —As quoted in Y.C.Bagal, Hindu Melar Itibritta, p.91.
^Som Prakas, 1 August 1864 (letter).
77A similar Jatiya Mela (national fair) was established by Bhagaban 
Chandra Basu in Faridpur in the 1860s.



Mitra* a Western-educated Bengali kritavid.ya* with the help of
rpQ

the Thakur family of Jorasanko and other members of the Tattva
BodhinT-gogthl. Raj Narayan Basu claimed that the fair was directly
inspired by his '’Prospectus of a Society for the Promotion of

79National Feeling among the Educated Natives of Bengal". The
Hindu Mela was supervised by the JatXya Sabha (national society)
which held its first meeting in 186? and aimed at encouraging
"national arts and crafts" (.jatiya silpa-kala)* "national self-reliance"
(.jatiya atma-nirbharata) * "national bravery" (jatiya sahas) and

80"national pride" (.jatiya gourab). Patriotic poems were read at 
the fair such as the poem sent by Raj Narayan Basu and his friends

8xto the first meeting from Midnapur. The Mela was held with great
82pomp from 1867 and was attended and helped by many rich Bengalis.

Naba Gopal Mitra* the founder of this "National Mela" and of the
83popular journal National Paper* became well-known among his con

temporaries as the "first Bengali" to popularize the word "national"
8*fin Bengal, and as a leader of the Bengali youth who became his 

78Amrita Lai Basu, as quoted in PP* p.216.
^R.N.Basu, op.cit.* pp. 52, 82, 158. Also Sagbad Prabhakar * 10 
Phalgun 1285 (1878), BBS, vol. 1, pp. 259-260; B.C.Pal, Nayayuger 
Bangla* p.1^2.

80Gnanendra Mohan Thakur, as quoted in B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o Bangali 
Samaj, vol. 3i PP* 29^-295* Also, R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.163.

81R.N.Basu, op.cit., pp. 159-163; Sagbad Prabhakar, 10 Phalgun 
1285 (1878)* SBST vol. 1, pp. 259-260; B.C.Pal, op.ciw., pp. 1^9- 
150.

82R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.163.
83Amrita Lai Basu and Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP* pp. 216,
298; Sagbad Prabhakar, 10 Phalgun 1285 (1878), SBS, vol. 1, pp. 259-260.

8ifAmrita Lai Basu and Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, pp. 216,
298.
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85 *devoted followers (celas).

The word nsvadesTM (belonging to one’s own country, that is* 
svades ) was also becoming very popular among the urban Bengali 
kritavidyas. Dwijendra Nath Thakur of the Tattva BodhinT-gogfch! 
said:

"I have stuck to the svadesi culture from the 
beginning^... I have always been a svadesT.I 
hate bidesT (foreign) dress* bidesT language
and bides! customs.

87Similar feelings were expressed by Raj Narayan Basu. Enthusiasm
for the rediscovery of India's past and the re-establishment of
traditional ideas and values* often as a reaction to the West* was
an important factor in the growing success and popularity of the
concept of nationalism in urban Bengali society. The Brahma Samaj,
particiikrly the traditionalists such as Raj Narayan Basu and Debendra
Nath Thakur within it* were at the forefront of this movement. The
Thakur family of Jorasanko inspired national feelings among the
urban Bengalis in various ways* especially by providing "an all-round
ideal or model (adarsa) of nationalism (.jatiyata) in dress, literature,

88songs, art, drama, religion andpolitics." Debendra Nath's son 
Rabindra Nath later wrote:

O r
Amrita Lai Basu, as quoted in PP, p.216.

86Dwijendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in PP, p297.
Do
R.N.Basu, op.cit., pp. lV7-l*f8.

88R.N.Thakur, JTban-Smyiti, p.65.



"Outwardly, many foreign customs (bides! pratha) 
were practised within our family, but the light 
of 'national pride1 (svadesabhiman) shone in the 
hearts of everyone. The deep respect for the 
motherland (svades) which was maintained by my 
father even in the midst of various agitations, 
sustained this strong feeling of love for mother
land among all the members of our family."^9

II Experiments in religion and society
While in politics Westernization was perhaps more important 

as a process than Indianization - at least from the practical aspect 
of the establishment of societies and associations such as the 
British Indian Association, the reverse was true in the spheres 
of religion and society. To a large section of the urban Bengali 
community, the main appeal of the Brahma Samaj lay in its emphasis 
upon ancient Indian traditions. In 1863 a Brahma correspondent writing 
to the editor of the Som Prakas of Calcutta explained how the intro
duction of Sanskrit into the Brahma upasan a-pranaIT (system of 
worship), "apart from helping the dying Sanskrit language by requiring 
all Brahmas to learn Sanskrit", would also help the Brahma Samaj 
movement in various ways:^

"First, since the spread cf Brahma Dharma is one of the 
objects of the Brahma Samaj, it can be said with con
viction that a Sanskrit set of prayers will ensure 
the success of this objective. Till today the majority 
of the people of Bengal have respect for the Sanskrit 
language. So much so that they do not pay much attention 
to any advice given in Bengali but they listen attentively 
to words spoken in Sanskrit.
Second, the Brahmas do not wish to abandon everything 
which is respected by the Hindus. They only wish to 
abandon matters which are false and imaginary. But the

89Ibid., p.77.
^Som Prakas, 28 September 1863 (letter).



Brahmas will never abandon anything which is not 
opposed to truth. So, why should they abandon 
the Sanskrit language?
Third, the use of Sanskrit phrases used by the 
ancient ris.-is (sages) would indicate the ancient 
character (pracXnata) of Brahma Dharma. The Christians 
often say that Brahma Dharma has been taken from 
the Bible, but those among them who know Sanskrit 
are ashamed to speak like that and realize the false
hood of such statements. The use of a Sanskrit 
upasana-pranalX (system of prayers) will reveal the 
ancient character of Brahma Dharma to the followers 
of all religions."91

Leaders of the Bengali elite frequently emphasized the "national” 
character of both Hindu Dharma and Brahma Dharma. Raj Narayan Basu's 
lecture on "Hindu Dharmer Sregfrhata" ^superiority of the Hindu re
ligion/ satisfied the patriotic feelings of both Hindus and Brahmas
and was considered by Raj Narayan himself to be a critical step in 

92Hindu revival. Raj Narayan felt that the Brahmas should adopt
"a national form of divine worship, a national theistic text book
and national ritual as far as all this could be done consistently

93with dictates of conscience".
Debendra Nath and his followers - the traditionalists within 

the Brahma Samaj - reacted against and rejected both non-Vedie
9̂ritualistic Hinduism, more specifically Hindu idolatry (pouttalikata)

95as well as the excesses of Westernization. Debendra Nath's son 
Satyendra Nath explained:

91Ibid.
92R.N.Basu, fltmacharit, introduction.
93Letter from R.N.Basu to Shib Chandra Deb, Secretary, Sadharagi 
Brahma Samaj, 15 June, .1878, as quoted in S.K.Gupta, Unavimsa 
£atabdite Banglar Nava-jagarag, p.89.

9^Tattva BoahinX Patrika, 5svin 178*f (1862), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 217-222.
95 — —D.N.Thakur, Atma.jXbanX, pp. 62-65.



"Jfy father, though an uncompromising enemy of 
idolatrous worship, was essentially conservative 
in his instincts. While endeavouring to revive 
the lofty theism of the Upanishads, he was not 
prepared for measures calculated, as it seemed 
to subvert the social fabric of modern Hinduism.

Devendra Nath performed his father's sraddha (ceremony performed
97after death) in 1846 and his daughter's wedding in l86l according

98to "monotheistic principles" and without recourse to "idolatrous rites''̂  

yet in his Book of Brahmic Ritual he consciously retained "such of 
the non-Vedic portinns of the orthodox ritual as can be kept con
sistently with theistic principles ... with such modifications as

99are warranted by the exigencies of modern life." As regards
marriage, for example, the only major departure from theexisting
practice which distinguished the new Ritual from the old was the
omission of the salagram (symbol of Vishpu) and the homa (sacred
fire) ceremony. But the important ceremonies of kanya-dan (giving
away the bride) and saptapadi (walking of seven steps together by
the couple) were left intact in the reformed Ritual. What was perhaps
most important was that care was taken to see that the new system
did not "contravene any of the provisions of the Hindu law as to
the rules of consanguinity, the prohibition of Sagotra (inter-clan)

100and inter-caste marriages." Although Debendra Nath's approach 
made him unpopular among many progressive Brahmas who desired the 
rejection of as many Hindu rituals as possible, yet he continued 
to insist that the Brahmas "must beware of proceeding toe far in

9&D.N.Tagore (Thakur), Autobiography, p.13 (introduction by Translator). 
97According to Raj Narayan, "in view of the condition of the Hindu 

society in those days, it was an act of great nioral courage and 
must be considered as the first act (pratham anugfrhan) of Brahma 
Dharma ". R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.36.

^D.N.Tagore (Thakur), Autobiography, pp. 28, 113-ll*f.



matters of social change* lest we be separated from the greater
body whom we would guide and uplift”,101 that is, the entire Hindu
community. Unlike Keshab Chandra and many other urban Bengali
kritavidyas of his time who leaned heavily towards Westernization,

102even Christianization, Debendra Nath remained deeply committed
to the idea of Indianization, more specifically Aryanization, of
culture and society in Bengal. Satyendra Nath w^ote:

”He cherished an ideal differing from that of the 
bulk of the educated young men of Us day. To 
him ancient India was the cradle of all that was 
pure in morale and religion. He was a man more 
deeply imbued than any one in modern times with 
the genuine spirit of the ancient Rishis. It is 
singularthat the one field of religious inspiration 
which was foreign to him was the Hebrew Scriptures.
He was never known to quote the Bible, nor do we 
find any allusion to Christ or his teachings in his 
sermons. For him the Indian Scriptures sufficed.
His religion was Indian in origin and expression,it 
was Indian in ideas and in spirit.”103
A concrete example of the differences in attitudes and approach

to socio-religious questions between the two groups within the Brahma
— ioUSamaj was the controversy surrounding the Marriage Act of 1872.

The traditionalists led by Debendra Nath opposed the Act and desired
to be exempted from it ”deeming themselves as much Hindu as the rest 

105of the community”. Keshab Chandra and the progressives, apparently
were willing to declare themselves as ”non-Hindus” - a circumstance that

106shocked the conservative Brahmas. Debendra Nath was strongly 
opposed to registration as required by the Act, and never doubted the

101Debendra Nath Thakur, as quoted in W.T. de Bary, Sources of Indian 
Tradition, p.6l0.

102R.N.Basu, on.cit., pp. 68, 151* 15^*
10^D.N.Tagore, Autobiography, p.13 (Introductory chapter by Translator)
10^See above, pp. 2,60-2.67.
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validity of ’’marriages solemnized in the presence* of God", that is,
107the early Brahma marriages. Leading members of the Tattva BodhinT-

gosthT such as Raj Narayan Basu refused to accept the argument put
forward by some critics that such attachment to the Hindu community
and adherence to Hindu socio-domestic rituals (loukikacar) amounted 

108to hypocrisy. They pointed out that, after all, many of the champions 
of Westernization like Ram Gopal Ghosh of the Derozio-gosthT suffered 
from such inconsistencies as refusing to take part in the Durga Pu.ja 
celebrations but accepting santi-jal (sacred water of peace 
Debendra Nath's followers insisted that his attitude of caution and 
moderation as seen on the occasion of the rejection of the Vedas 
as "revealed by God" (Tsvar-pratyadigta) - an occasion when he ac
cepted "the truth" in spite of his "inherent conservatism" (raksansilata) 
was more praiseworthy than the "attitude of rashness" shown by many 
young Brahmas. Obviously, the traditionalists felt that enough 
concession had been made to the forces of modernization by rejecting 
as important a concept as the revealed nature of the Vedas.

But, on the whole, as Raj Narayan clearly stated in his famous
_l nlecture on "Hindu Dharmer Sregthata" ^the greatness/superiority of the

Hindu religion/^, it seemed eminently desirable to remain identified
with Hinduism which in its "original!' and "pure" form appeared as

"superior to all other religions, because it owes the 
name to no man; because it acknowledges no mediator 
between God and man; because the Hindu v/orships God 
as the soul of the soul and can worship in every act of 
life - in business, in pleasure, and in social intercourse;

10^D.N.Tagore, Autobiography, p.31. Also see R.N.Basu, op.cit., 
pp. 138-145.

■^^R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.6.
109Ibid., p.20.
13~̂ Ibid. , p.42.
. jhid.., pp. 54-58, 150-157. The Som Prakas remarked that "Hinduism



because while other scriptures inculcate worship 
for the rewards it may bring or the punishment it 
may avert, the Hindu is taught to worship God and 
practise virtue for the love of God and of virtue 
alone, because, being unsectarian and believing in 
the good of all religions, Hinduism is non
proselytising and tolerant, as it also is devotion 
to an entire abstraction of the mind from time and 
sense, and possesses an antiquity which carries it 
back to the fountain head of all thought.11 “112

Raj Narayan declared that he considered himself to be a Hindu and
_ -1-13Brahma Dharma to be only a ,?noble form of Hinduism". ^ He ob

jected to the theory which held the Brahma Samaj movement to be
*1a "non-Hindu" (a-Hindu) movement:

"We consider the Brahma Dharma Grantha which is a 
collection from the Hindu £astras (scriptures) to 
be our main religious text and conduct our worship 
(upasana) with the help of many Vaidik-bakyas 
(Vedic sayings). Then how can we be 'non-Hindus'
(a-Hindu)?''

Thus, to the Brahma traditionalists, there was an essential identifi
cation between "Hindu" and "Indian".

But the members of the Jdi Brahma Samaj were also conscious 
of their Brahma existence and of their "duty" to guard against Hindu 
idolatry (pouttalikata). Raj Narayan Basu, for example, raised

was drowning" and Raj Narayan "rescued it with his lecture". Som 
Prakas, as cited in R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.33« Among the prominent 
Bengalis who criticized the lecture were Keshab Chandra Sen and 
Shib Nath Shastri, and the Indian Mirror run by the younger 
Brahmas carried on a continuous attack on Raj Narayan. R.N.Basu, 
op.cit., pp. 5&-57* in the 1880s, Raj Narayan wrote an English 
pamphlet entitled The Old Hindu's Hope on the theme ofj'maha Hindu 
samiti" (great union of Hindus). R.N.Basu, op.cit., pp. 61-62.

112Quoted in R.N.Basu, op.cit., pp. 132-133*
^■^R.N.Basu, op.cit., p. 3 *̂ 
n h P-75.
115Ibid. Raj Narayan's views made him known as the "Hindu-Brahma" 

to his contemporaries. R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.36.
116R.N.Basu, ittrnacharit, p.133^ R.N.Basu, Brahmadiger Ucca 

%darsa o Amridiger Bartaman Adhyatmik Abastha /The high ideal of 
the Brahmas and our present spiritual deficiency/.



objections against the intrusion of "nara-puja" (worship of human 
being) into the Brahma Samaj in the late l860s? in lectures and 
pamphlets such as Brahmic Advice, Caution and Help.1^  He criticized 
the "Great Man Theory" as propounded by Keshab Chandra Sen and felt
that this theory had much to do with the unfortunate rift within the
•— ll8Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj of India,

By the late l860s* Keshab*s leadership was beginning to be
questioned even among his followers. The main objection was directed
against the increasing custom of idolizing Keshab by addressing him
as the "saviour" (paritrata) and an "incarnation of God11 (isvaravatar)i
by singing songs in his praise in the streets of the city (nagar-
samkTrtan) and by similar means.^ Finally, on 15 May 1878, there

was another schism within the Brahma Samaj which resulted in the
establishment of the Sadharap. Brahma Samaj (General Brahma Samaj)
by Keshab*s critics within the Bharat VarshTya Brahma Samaj. Although

120the agitation over the Kuch Bihar marriage episode was perhaps
the deciding factor* the secessionists were reported to have been
greatly displeased with the "Great Man Theory". Keshab*s
mistake lay in his abandonment of Western arguments such as rationality
and practicality which attracted the urban Bengali youth to him in

122 'favour of intuitinn and mysticism. This schism further weakened

117R.N.Basu, on.cit.1 pp. 85-86.
118Letter from Raj Narayan Basu to Elizabeth Sharpe* Calcutta* dated 

May 1872* quoted in R.N.Basu* op.cit.* p.133*
119Letter from Bi jay Krishna Goswai/ini, Yadu Nath Chakrabarty* Nil 

Kamal Deb* dated 6 Kartik 1273 (1868)* as quoted in Som Prakas*
18 Kartik 1273 (1868), SBS* vol. *f, pp. 215-216. Also, letter 
from Chandra Shekhar Basu, dated §ravan 1792 (1870), as quoted in 
Som Prakas, k Tisvin 1277 (1870), SBS* vol. *f, pp. 218-220.

120Keshab Sen's daughter was married into the royal family of Kuch 
Behar at a very young age and according to Hindu rites - two aspects
of Hindu marriage which had been previously criticize^ by Keshab. Tattva Bodhini Patrika* Pous 179^ (1869); Dhaka Prakas* 7 Sravan
1277 (1870); Rahasy a Sandarbha* 1280 (187*0*



the Brahma Samaj movement and virtually put an end to Keshab Sen’s
effectiveness as a social reformer and a leader of the urban
Bengali kyitavidyas.

The effectiveness of the Brahma Samaj as an agency of social
reform and its general success largely depended upon the reaction
of the Brahma converts' families and of the wider Hindu society. In
the mid-l860s, vernacular journalists noticed a remarkable change
in the general attitude of the society towards conversions to Brahma
Dharma, The Sagbad Furpa Chandrodaya remarked:

"In earlier times, many Brahma families were criticized 
and abused for merely attending meetings of the Brahma 
Samaj, Nowadays, even if the son of a devout Hindu
accepts Brahma Dharma, he does not have to become an
abused outcaste,"123

The changed attitude towards the Brahma Samaj was obviously a result
of the changing situation in the urban areas which tolerated more
deviation and allowed more flexibility than before. The increasing 
number of conversions to the Brahma Samaj to some extent reduced the 
feeling of isolation among the converts and also made such conversions 
appear as more tolerable in the eyes of the contemporaries. The fact 
that the leadership of the Brahma Samaj included some of the most 
influential and respected members of the urban Bengali society - 
for instance writers like Akshay Kumar.Datta, government officials 
like Braja Sundar liitra and Gobinda Chandra Basu of Dacca, teachers 
like Ramtanu Lahiri of Krishnanagar, Raj Narayan Basu of Midnapur,

121R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.133*
122Cf. C.H.Heimsath, Indian Nationalism and Hindu Social Reform, p.93*
123Sarabad Furna Chandrodaya, 9 August 1865.
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Gobinda Chandra Guha and Ishan Chandra Biswas of fcfymensingh 
and Pandit Bisheswar Bhattacharya* and lawyers like Rakhal Chandra 
Ray of Barisal - improved the general image of the Brahma Samaj 
in the eyes of the contemporaries. Some of the leading Brahmas 
also belonged to important gogfrhis such as the Tattva BodhinT-gosthT 
and thus came into close contact with non-Brahma kritavidyas of 
great social prominence such as Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and 
Dwaraka Nath Vidyabhushan of the Som Prakas, But the main strength 

of the Brahma Samaj lay in its retention of various Sanskritic sym
bols and rituals and its renewed emphasis upon traditional Indian 
ideas and values.

Perhaps the one single reason for which the Hindu society
most appreciated the Brahma Samaj was for providing an Indian alter-

12*fnative to Christianity to the urban Bengali youth. The efforts
of the Samaj to ’’attract the attention of the well-educated Bengali
youth by means of religious instructions (dharmopades)” were found

125to be very effective. Many contemporary Hindus seem to have felt 
that conversion to Brahma Dharma was preferable to conversion to 
Christianityi the latter act generally signifying a more drastic
and final break with the Hindu society than the former. The contemporary
urban Bengali Press also voiced the growing expectations of the urban
Bengali kritavidyas in connectinn with the Brahma Samaj and its

• 126activities m  various spheres such as religious progress, social

12/f _ _Som Prakas* 9 May 1864; Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya* 13 16
October* 23 November 1863: 11 April lSob; Saiji'bad Prabhakar*
3 November 1863,

125 — _Sambad Purna Chandrodaya* 16 October 1863, • ♦
Paridarsak* 12 September l86l (letter from Bijay Krishna Goswarm );
Som PrakiTss 17 June (letter), l̂f July (letter) 1862: 20 April,
28 December 1863: 9 May 1864; Sambad Purna Chandrodaya* 13 October 1862;
Sagibad Prabhakar.3 November 1865T :-------------



127work and social reform* and educational improvements* especially
in the form of providing an alternative to Christian missionary
education. The Som Prakas praised the Samaj for having accepted
"the responsibility of performing great tasks... both in the

129material and spiritual spheres." It was said to have become a
130major focus of attention in society and even the opponents

131seemed to be jealous at the sight of its rising fortune.
By the mid-l860s* the question of the relationship between the 

Hindu society and the converts to Brahma Dharma had become a very 
inportant and controversial issue in urban Bengali society. Prominent 
vernacular newspapers of Calcutta published many articles on questions 
such as "Whether the Brahmas and the Hindus constitute separate 
communities (svantantra .iatis)" and "Whether the Brahmas should be 
closely associated with the Hindu society/community (sama.j)"* and
received many letters from contemporary Bengali kritavidyas on these

132 /topics. The Som Prakas* for instance, felt that the Brahmas and the
Hindus were not separate communities in the sense that the Hindus*

^^Paridarsak* 20 December l86l; Som Prakas* 17 June (letter), 
lV July (letter) 1862: 28 December I063; Sagibad Prabhakar*
8 July (letter), 3 November 1863; Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya* 23 
November 1663; Samachar Chandrika* 13 January lfc>66.

123 /Som Prakas* 20 April 1863; Samachar Chandrika* 13 January 1866. 
129Som Prakas* 20 April 1863.
13°Ibid.
^ ^ Som Prakas* 28 July 1862.
132 —*Sorc Prakas* 8, 15 and 22 February (letter) 1864-; Sagibad Furpa 

Chandrodaya* 2 November I865.
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Muslims and Christians were different from each other and that the
Brahmas and the Hindus did not have any real differences but belonged

133to the same religious group. Hence, staying within the Hindu
society and the continued use of Sanskritic symbols such as the
ya.inoT)abrta (sacrificial thread) were not to be treated as hypocritical
acts so long as the ultimate aim of the persons concerned was social

134reform and progress. The Brahma converts were urged not to leave 
the Hindu society if they truly wished to reform it and rid it of 
superstitions.^^

The growing faith in Indianization as a process of social pro
gress and change among the members of the urban Bengali elite was 
often a reaction against the intrusion of Westernization and Christiani
zation into Bengali life and society. The aims and activities of both 
the Dharma Sabha and the Tattva BodhinT Sabha, for instance, were

136largely inspired and influenced by Christian missionary activities.
In the 1840s, Debendra Nath Thakur, the leader of the Tattva Bodhini-
gosthT felt ’’greatly indignant and distressed” when he discovered that
Christian missionaries like Alexander Duff were "making Christians even

137of our Zenana ladies”. He induced Akshay Kumar Datta, the editor

•̂̂ Som Prakas, 8 February 1864. 
134.Ibid. 
■^Ibid.
^^See letter from Ramtanu Lahiri to Raj Narayan Basu, dated 24

July 1846, as quoted in R. Lethbridge, Ramtanu Lahiri, pp. 113-114.
^^D.N.Tagore (Thakur), Autobiography, p.98.
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of the Tattva BodhinT Patrika, to write a "spirited article" in
138his paper emphasizing the Indian roots of the educated Bengalis.

With the help of "aristocratic" (sambhranta) and "respected" (manya)
Bengalis belonging to various usually conflicting gosthTs , for
example Radha Kanta Deb, Raja Satya Saran, Asutosh Deb and Bhudob
Mukhopadhyaya of the Dharma Sabha-gogfrhT and Tara Chand Chakrabarty
of the Derozio-gogthT1 Debendra Nath organized a "great meeting"
(maha s a b h a ) The meeting,which was held on 25 Nay 18451 was
reportedly attended by one thousand people and raised about four
thousand rupees to set up an alternative institution of free education 

140for Hindu boys. Finally a free educational institution called
the Hindu HitarthT Vidyalaya (school for the benefit of the Hindus)

141was established. Debencra Nath claimed that
"since the day of the establishment of the Hindu 
HitarthT Vidyalaya, the current of Christianization 
has slowed down and a great blow was struck against 
the ^TJhristian^ missionaries. "142
The Christian missionaries, who were thus facing a strong 

competition from the Brahma Samaj in urban Bengal, depended heavily 
upon the vernacular in their attempts at the Christianization of 
the Bengali society. European Christian missionaries who were 
familiar with the Bengali society, for example the Rev. James Long, 
became av/are that

■^^D.N. Thakur, TEtmajTbanT, pp. 62-64.
1^9Ibid.
^^Ibid., pp. 64-65.
141D.N.Tagore (Thakur), Autobiography, pp. 98-101. Raja Radha Kanta 

Deb became the Chairman of the school, Debendra Nath Thakur and 
Hari Mohan Sen were the Secretaries and Bhudeb Mukhopadhyaya was 
the First Teacher. D.N.Thakur, Stma.jTbanT, p.65.

142________________ _ _D. N. Thakur, TEtmajTbanT, p65.



"the educated natives are, in numerous cases* awaken
ing to a sense of shame, that their own beautiful 
language should have been so neglected by them"1^3

and that
"the English schools, however useful to the classes .
attending them, have had little influence on the masses."

It was feared that "missionaries generally have not a thorough
145knowledge of the language". The manner in which the Vaishjiavas

and the Brahmas used the Bengali language for religious purposes 
146was pointed out. Some of the missionaries attending the Baptist 

Missionary Conference held in Calcutta felt that "the ability to 
speak Urdu and Hindi, as well as Bengali, was essential to the com
plete efficiencyof Missionaries and Native preachers employed in

147Calcutta." Dr. Alexander Duff, the Scottish missionary, also 
recognized "a ready command, orally and in writing, of both Bengali
and English" to be "superior acquirements"' of a Christian missionary

148in Bengal. He urged the European missionaries to devote their 
time "without distraction, to the study of the vernacular" and thus

149enable themselves to "do effective work through its medium". 
According to him, young members "of an earnest missionary spirit, 
with some aptitude in acquiring a language, and a partiality for

143J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature, p.7«
144Ibid., p.4.

^^Ibid. , p.
Ibid., p.9.

147Reports of Baptist Missionary Conferences, p.80. B.M.S.Papers.
148Letter from Alexander Duff, dated 3 May 1958- Duff Papers (MSS).



adult teaching” should be ’’located for a year or two in a rural
district of Bengal” in order to be acquainted with the local lan- 

150guage and culture.
The importance attached to ’’native preachers” and vernacular 

preaching were signs of the growing belief among the European
Christian missionaries in Bengal that the vernacular was the best

151medium for spreading Christian ideas and values in Bengal. The
Church Missionary Society of Calcutta had a church at Mirzapur
where services were conducted in Bengali, with an English service

152on Sunday evenings. The Baptist Missionaries of Bengal gathered
at a conference held in Calcutta from 22 August to 12 September 1855
raised the question

”Why are there so few, or rather* why are there no 
Native Christians sustaining an independent pastoral 
office among the Churches of Bengal?”l53

It was thought that ’’generally it will be the wiser plan that the
pastor* as well as the deacon, though he may be thereby a somewhat
inferior man, should be chosen out of the people and by the people

15ifthemselves.” The Baptist. Missionary Conference held in 1858 
suggested that ’’perhaps some of the better educated and more effi
cient of the native brethren might, under favourable circumstances,

155be entrusted with the charge of an independent mission.” Between 
18^6 and 1866, the number of ’’native clergy” attached to the Church

151Letters of Dr. J.Wenger, dated 22 November 1865, 23 January and 
22 June 1866. BMS Papers (MSS); Friend of India, 22 January 1862.

152Church Missionary Atlas, p.33*
153The Minutes and Reports of a Conference of the Baptist Missionaries 

of Bengal, 1655, p.̂ -0, BMS Papers.
15*fThe Minutes and Reports of a Conference of the Baptist Missionaries

of Bengal, 18351 p*^24 BMS Papers.
155Report on , Baptist Missionary Conference, 1858, p.83*



Missionary Society rose from one to eight while the number of

’’native agents” rose from one hundred and twelve to four hundred 
156and eighty five. Dr. Duff of the Free Church of Scotland - which

157in I85O had ’’native preachers” in Calcutta and the Mofussil

felt the need for ’’one European ordained minister with an ordained
158native’s  at each of the branch stations. Ee appreciated the work

of ’’native preachers” like Lai Bihari De who had ’’done really good

work at Culna and* according to Duff* could be very

effectively used in the Christianization of ’’the educated natives

of Calcutta* who are an increasingly influential class and increasingly

difficult to deal with.”^ ^

The strong belief in the importance of a ’’Vernacular Christian

Literature” was another aspect of the attempt at the Indianization

of the Christianization movement. This matter was discussed i n  detail

at the Conference of the Bengal Protestant Missionaries held in 1855*

’’The formation of a Christian Vernacular Literature 
is an object of unspeakably great importance at the 
present time* when plans are being organised by the 
Bengal Government for imparting a secular vernacular 
education to the 35 millions of mental serfs throughout 
the length and breadth of Bengal who speak the Bengali

156Church Missionary Atlas* p.32.
157For example, the Rev. Lai Bihari De in Calcutta, the Rev. J. 

Bhattacharya in Bansberia and the Rev. P.Chattopadhyaya in Chinsura. 
M.M.Ali, ’’Bengali Reaction to Christian Missionary Activities 1833- 
1837” , Ph.D.Thesis, 1963, London University, pp. 338, 340.

■^^Letter from Duff, 3 May 1839» Duff Papers (MSS).

^^ I b i d . Also* Letters from Duff* dated 8 January 1863 and 3 May 
l8£9 t Duff Papers (MSS).
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language and for communicating a higher tone of 
secular instruction to the 80,000 vernacular schools 
which already exist and have existed in Bengal and 
Bihar..."161

The growing success of the urban BengaliPress and literature con- 
tributed towards thestrengthening of this theory. Long*s 
Catalogue of Bengali Works published in 1855 was expected to act as 
na reply to those who would cast aside all Bengali books with the 
sobriquet applied of 'filthy t r a s h ' . D u r i n g  this period, especially 
during the late]860s and the early 1870s - a time whenthe Christiani
zation movement among the urban Bengali kritavidyas was considerably 
threatened by the Brahma Samaj and the Wahhabi movement was gaining
in strength - a large number of books were published in Bengali

164
and Mussulman Bengali on Christian topics. These works, often written
by Christian converts, included selections fromthe Bible, Church
History and polemics, works on doctrine and homiletic liturgies,

165hymn-books and catechisms and miscellaneous tracts and stories.
The translation of the Bible into Bengali and Mussulman Bengali was
considered to be one of the major steps in the Christianization move-

166ment by leading Christian missionaries. Dr. J.Wenger of the Baptist

■^^J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature, pp. 1-2.
162Ibid. Also see Church Missionary Atlas, p.34.
10^J.Long op.cit., p.3.
164Friend of India, 31 January I85O; 23 January 1868.
^■^See Appendix IH.
l6£>Letter fr0m Dr. J.Wenger to A.Powell on Bible translations printed 

by the Mission Press during I808, letter from Dr.Wenger to the 
Rev. W.W.Evans, Secretary, Bible Translation Society, dated 23 
March 1868, letters of Dr. J.V/enger dated 22 February 1869. BMS 
Papers (MSS)*, Friend of India, 23 January 1868; G.A.Oddie, "The 
Rev. James Long and Protestant Missionary Policy in Bengal, 1540- 
l872n, Ph.D. Thesis, 19644 University of London, p.422.



Missionary Society of Calcutta, for instance, regularly reported
16?on the importance of the Bible translation work and on the im

portance of Christian tracts being available in the Bengali language.^
169His Sanskrit and Bengali Bibles were perhaps his most notable 

works.

A "Vernacular Christian Press" was also developed, for pur

poses such as praising the work of the Christian missionaries mainly
1̂ 0with reference to conversions, w  propagating the theory that the 

"Native Christians" were "more hard-working and loyal to the British 

rule than either the Hindus or the M u s l i m s " a n d  generally pro

moting the cause of Christianity in Bengal by publishing various
172fables, tales and letters supporting conversions to Christianity.

The Arupodaya, for instance, urged the formation of a "Christian Army", 

and praised the "solidarity of the Native Christians" and their 

various efforts to improve the conditions of their community by 

establishing societies such as the Bapga KhrXsta Dharma Sabha (the 

Christian religious society of Bengal) and by publishing journals
. 173such as the Saptahik Sagibad Patra ,/weekly news magazine/. ^ Among

■j fri

Letters of Dr. J.Wenger, dated 7 November 1867, letter from Dr. 
Wenger to Messrs. Trubner and Company, London, dated 2.3 December 
1868, letter from Dr. Wenger to A.Powell, dated 22 February 1869. 
BMS Papers (MSS).

^'°°Letter from Dr. J. Wenger to unknown correspondent, dated 9 
November I808, letter from Dr. Wenger to the Dev. J.Pagc, dated 
9 November 1868. BMS Papers (MSS).

169■'Letters of Dr. J. Wenger: letter to an unknown correspondent^ dated 
8 January lS^O, letter tc the Rev. K.M.Bandyopadbyaya, dated 22
22 January l8p0, two letters between Wenger and R.P.Greaves o 
Cambridge, 1868-59, letter to the Rev. J.Welland, dated 22 Ft: ry

1868, letters to E.B. Underhi.il, dated 2? February and 21 May 11 
letter to W.’W.Evans, dated 23 March 1868, letter to the Rev. J..,. 
Broadbent, Secretary, Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society, dated 20 
April 1868, letters to A.Powell, dated 22 February 1869 and 4 
April lp73. BMS Papers (MSS). C.B.Lewis’ "Circular Letter", dated
23 March 1869. BMS Papers (MSS).

■^^Arunodn.ya, 1 Kay 1858.
V ' V .rurodavn . 1 May lo3&; Sap to hi k Sar/oad, 1 January 1869.

4■*L ^ , 1 JkDj. j..L j.1. 5 Sapt.-hik »j ..mb, .1 oanuary 1869*
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the prominent Christian journals and newspapers published in
Bengali at this time were monthlies such as the Kalikata Christian
Observer /the Christian Observer of Calcutta/ which served as the
mouthpiece of the monthly Christian Conference held in Calcutta,
the KhrTgfrer Rajya-briddhi ^expansion of Christ's empire/ published
from Serarapore, the Maggalopakhyan Patra ̂ journal of good tales/;
fortnightly journals such as the Arunndaya /sun-rlse/1 edited by the
Rev. Lai Bihari De ; and weeklies such as the Saptahik Sapibad ^weekly
news/ printed in Bhowanipur. Like the Baptist . missionaries* many
Christian missionaries of Bengal felt the need to maintain their 

174-own Press,
The Rev, James Long considered the fact that the Christian

missionary schools helped in raising the standard of the vernacular
to be a factor acting in favour of the Christianization movement in 

175Bengal, On the whole, the Christian missionaries recognized the
significance of vernacular education as a medium of social control.
Thus in 1850, the major Christian Missionaiy Societies in Bengal had
more vernacular schools than English schools in Calcutta and its
vicinity as well as in other major urban areas in Bengal, such as

178Serarrrpore, Burdwan, Birbhum, Bari sal, Jessore and Chittagong.

^^Arugodaya, 1 May 1858.
174-Letters of C.B.Lewis: letters to Dr. E.B.Underhill, dated 7 August 

I858, 21 February, 22 April, 3 May, 23 June, 21 and 22 September 
1839, 8 May 1863; letters to Trestrail, dated 22 April, 21 and 22 
September 1839; letter to Baynes, dated 24- February 1868. BMS 
Papers (MSS).

175J.Long, On Vernacular Christian Literature, p.7. Long also urged 
the establishment of "Vernacular Libraries”. Ibid., p.6.

176See M.M.Ali, "Bengali R^^tion to Christian Missionary Activities, 
I833-I837", Ph.D. The sis,^University of London, pp. 338-34-1.
Waps,



The Hindu-controlled section of the Vernacular Press was 
generally critical of the Christian missionary efforts at Indiani
zation. The Som Prakas wanted it to be made clear that the Christian 
missionaries did not establish schools to give education to the
local people but simply to ’’convert them through religious in- 

177struction”. The Indianization of the Christianization movement
by various other means including the introduction of techniques such
as kathakata (religious instruction through story-telling) was also
criticized. It was claimed that with the spread of education*
the urban Bengali youth had become ’’farsighted” and as a result felt
less attraction for Christianity which had anyway ’’lost much of its 

179earlier novelty”. This was said to be the main reason behind the
changing situation in urban Bengal where by the early 1870s it
appeared that

’’the ^Bengali/ youth are not becoming converted to 
Christianity in large numbers any more."ISC’
The prevailing bias towards Indianization within Bengali society 

compelled leading Bengali social reformers of this time like Ishwar 
Chandra Vidyasagar to resort to Sanskritic authorities and arguments 
for the propagation and justiticaticn of their views* even when they 
were primarily moved by humanitarian considerations. Thus* Ishwar

177Som Prakas* 3 July 1865.
178Som Prakas* 23 Phalgun 1277 (l87l), SBS* vol. 4, pp. 22^-226.
179Som Prakas* 23 Philgun 1277 (1871), SBS, vol. *f, p.225.



Chandra cited ancient scriptures to support the movements for
181 182female education and widow marriage. Almost invariably,

the vernacular was the medium of expression for the Bengali social
183

reformers,* *
The widow-remarriage movement was an outstanding exarrple of 

the effectiveness of the Indianization process in introducing social 
reform and change. The leading members of the Tattva BodhinT-gogJhT, 
namely, Debendra Nath Thakur, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Akshay 
Kumar Datta - primarily Ishwar Chandra - were the initiators of this 
movement. They were supported by various usually conflicting groups 
and personalities, for example, some of the members of the Derozio- 
gogthT, the pandits of the Sanskrit College of Calcutta and even by 
some of the fcamindars .-md other abhijats of Calcutta. This movement, 
thus, utilized the tradition of inter-gogthT alliances on important 
socio-religious and political issues.

Another factor which contributed towards the success of the 
movement was the extensive use of the increasingly popular Vernacular 
Press and literature. The movement was strongly supported by some of 
the leading vernacular journals of Calcutta for instance the Tattva

^^See above, pp. £79-^#0 .
^^See beioi/vi', pp.
183See Appendix .II.
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Bodhini Patrika and the Sambad Bhaskar. Throughout the l850s, 
the concept of the remarriage of Hindu widows, particularly of 
’’child-widows" (bala-bidhabas), was put forward in numerous long
and scholarly articles and editorials published in the vernacular

184 185journals, mainly in the Tattva Bodhinr Patrika, and in
l86pamphlets written by Pandit Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar. Raj

Narayan Basu of the Tattva BodhinT-gogthT considered the publication
of Ishwar Chandra's Bidhaba-bibaha Pracalita Haoa Ucitkina Etad-
bigavak Prastab ^proposals to consider whether v/idow-marriage
should be introduced/ in 1856 to be at the root of the widow-
remarriage movement. He wrote:

"The Hindu society was like a tranquil lake, but with 
the publication of this pamphlet it became perturbed 
like a turbulent ocean and dangerous waves rose in it.
Only those who have witnessed the movement (andolan) 
can understand its real nature. The movement increased 
four-fold with the publication of Vidyasagar’s second 
pamphlet on the subject."187

Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya of Calcutta, who was associated with 
the Derozio-gogthT through his connections with the Presidency Col
lege and with the Tattva BodhinT-gogJhT through his personal friend
ship with some of its members including Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, 
denied the theory put forward by some that Vidyasagar was inspired

184The Vernacular Press even published the names of widows who were 
candidates for remarriage. Paridarsak, 27 September l86l; Saybad 
Purpa Chandrodaya, 23 December 1865.

185 ^Tattva Bodhini Patrika, Phalgun (ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar's 
article on widow-marriage), Chaitra (Akshay Kumar Datta's editorial 
supporting Ishwar Chandra’s article) 1776 (l854)j Agruuayan (Ishwar 
Chandra's second article on widow-marriage) 177? (1833)? Pous 
1778 (1837), Agrahayap 1779 (1857), Sravan 1780 (1858), SBS,*vol.
2, pp. 162-170, 196-204.

186Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Bidhaba-bibaha Pracalita Haoa Ucit Kina 
Etad-big'ayak Prastab, January lo55 (first p a m p h l e t ) ,  October 1855 
(second pamphlet), in D.K.Basu, Vidyasagar RachanabalT, vol. 2, pp. 
103-127, 165-304.

1 toR.N.Basu, ^Ltmacharit. p*64. Contemporary journals and newspapers - 
even the conservative ones - testified to the enormous popular re
action initiated by these pamphlets. Samachar Chandrika, 12 November



by his mother Bhagabati Debi in this movement. Vidyasagar 
himself had informed Krishna Kamal that it was only when he had made 
up his mind to initiate the movement, having found widow-remarriage 
to be "sanctioned by the Scriptures" (£astra-sammata)̂ that he asked 
for and received his mother's permission to make an attempt to 
legalize it.189

The arguments used by Ishwar Chandra were primarily based upon
traditional Indian authority, for instance slokas (poetic stanzas)
taken from various Sanskrit sources including the Manu Samhita, the
Parasar Sayhita, the Brihad Parasar Sayhita, the Yajnabalka Sayhita,
the BrihannaradTya, the %ditya Puraga, the Dharma Sayhita , the Vishpu

190Purapa, the Edi Purana and the epic Mahabharata. He insisted
that "desacar" (local customs) which was offered as the main argument
for prohibiting widow-remarriage was invalidated by the existence of

191Sanskritic support for the remarriage of widows. Most urban Bengali
kritavidyas of this time seemed to find Vidyasagar's treatment of

192the subject to be "highly satisfactory". Even the members of the 
Western-educated section of the urban Bengali community were impressed

1855 and Saybad Prabhakar, 25 February 1856, as quoted in B.Ghosh, 
Vidyasagar o Bangali Sama.i, vol. 3, PP- 177-180.

l88Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 319-320. 
l89Ibid.
190 _ _ _See Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Bidhaba-bibaha Pracalita Haoa Ucit

Kina etc., in D.K.Basu, op.cit., vol. 2, pp. 109-110, 112-114, 
116-127, 170-187, 189-219, 223-240, 243-301.

191 -  -  -See Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Bidhaba-bibaha Pracalita Haoa Ucit
Kinaetc. (2nd pamphlet), in D.K.Basu, op.cit., vol. 2, pp. 297-299* 
However, Ishwar Chandra realized the strength of desacar and mainly 
concentrated on the remarriage of child-wiaowc whose marriages had 
not been consummated.

192e .N.Basu, Atmadiari t. p. 64.



by Ishwar Chandra's clever use of Classical sources, although not
193necessarily by the sources themselves. Raj Narayan observed:

"All the IngrKjT-v/ala ^English-educated/ Bengalis 
were on the side of Vidyasagar."194

But the supporters of this movement, including the vernacular 

writers and journalists who played an important role in this move

ment, also justified v/idow-remarriage on grounds of humanitarian ism,

morality and nationalism and with the he.i_p of comparatively modern
195and Western arguments such as the equality of men and women. ' Krishna

Kamal Bhattacharya discussed the important question of the relative

position of Hindu women in society in great detail:

"The present situation perpetuates the oppression 
of the female race and exposes the great selfishness 
of the male race. Even an old man of sixty can remarry 
very easily and without the slightest opposition. But 
a girl who becomes a widow at twelve or thirteen is 
destined to suffer the tortures of widowhood which 
involves eating only one meal a day,giving up all 
comforts and happiness and becoming a maid-servant/ 
slave (dasT) in the house of her brother."196

Krishna Kamal, himself a kyitavidya, was particularly disgusted to

see that

"Even the 1 edu.-dal1 (educated group) of today seem to 
support this arrangement. Nowadays, the word 
'spirituality' (IIdhyatmikata) has become very fashionable. 
According to the 1edu' (educated men, especially Western- 
educated men), widow-marriage will diminish the 'spiritual
ity' of ^inau/ women. It is a marvellous arrangement

t 93 _The Bengal Spectator, the mouthpiece of the Derozio-gogfrhi -
perhaps the most Westernized section of Bengali' society - pub
lished letters ana articles supplying Sanskritio arguments in 
support of widow-marriage, although the ultimate success of the 
movement, the Bengal Spectator felt, depended upon the spread of 
female education and the growth of courage among young Bengalis. 
Bengal Spectator, April, July 1842, SBS, vol. 3, PP- 77-80, 90-92.

To4R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.64.

i agibad Prabhakar, 10 and 17 May (letter) lSyl, SBS, vol. 4, pp..
t 1864;

13 November loop. Also see
U.C.Mitra, Hi.dhnba-blbqhn No ink, especially pp. 5, 9 and 6l;

- - , a Butfojj .ifadu Nath Chattopoahyeya, Bidhaba-
-10 -bile's K':tak.
^Krishna carnal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, p.74.



indeed] We men will enjoy all the advantages, 
while the women will carry the difficult burden of 
1spiri tuality1."197

A character in Dina Bandhu Mitra's Biye Pagla Bu$o, one of the
most popular Bengali dramas of this period, said to an old man who
wished to remarry:

"You have become insane in your eagerness to remarry, 
after having lost your wife at the age of sixty. You 
should then consider whether your widowed daughter, who 
is only fifteen years old, wants to remarry or not."198

Again, the exanples generally cited were those of young girls who
had become widows at an early age and seldom of older women who had
become widows after having lived with their husbands for some time.
In the second case, remarriage seemed to present greater moral and

199social dangers than in the first case.
The house of Raja Radha Kanta Deb, the leading orthodox

abhijat of Calcutta, became the scene of long and exciting debates
between Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, representing the progressives,
and conservative Sanskrit scholars like Pandit Braja Nath Vidya- 

200ratna of Nabadwip. The Saqibad Prabhakar reported that in 1853
the supporters of legislation to introduce widow marriage won the
debate held at Radha Kanta's house, taking care to emphasize that
the debate concerned only those women who were widowed in their child- 

201hood. The debate was also carried on through the medium of

198 _Dina Bandhu Mitra, Biye Pagla Budo, p*3«
199Gf.C.H.Heimsath, Indian Nationalism and Hindu Social Reform, p.85. 
^ “̂ Sambad Prabhakar, 18 Esvin 1260 (1853), SBS, vol. 1, p. 197* 
^^Sambad Prabhakar, 18 TLsvin 1260 (1853), SBS, vol. 1, p. 197*



musical contests held at the houses of leading Calcutta abhi.jats
202like Madan Mohan Maitra. Songs written on the theme of widow-

marriage were also ^ung in the fashion of kTrtans. (religious songs
203sung in a repetitive fashion).

The main opposition to the movement came from the orthodox 
Hindus* mostly abhi.jats* belonging to the Dharma Sabha of Calcutta 
and Hindu Dharma Rakshi^T Sabhas of Jessore and Dacca. Apart from 
Radha Kanta Deb who led this group, some of the other prominent 
abhijats who joined the opposition were Abinash Chandra Gangopadhyaya,

20 f̂Raja Kamal Krishna Bahadur and Ram Ratan Ray. Ram Ratan Ray,
the zamindarpf Faridpur in Eastern Bengal* decided to punish those
living within his zamindari (estate) who refused to sign anti-widow-
remarriage petitions - a measure which had considerable effect upon

205the course of the movement in Faridpur.
Generaly speaking, the Western-educated urban Bengali krita-

vidyas supported the re-marriage of widows, although some of the krita-
206vidyas remained apathetic towards this question. Among the support

ers of this movement were highly Westernized members of the Derozio- 
gogthT like Rasik Krishna Mallik^Radha Nath Sikdar and Pyari Chand

POPSagbad Bhaskar, 1*+ February 1856, SBS, vol. 3» p.^62.
^^Education C-azette, 8 July 1859 (letter from Dacca).
^^Sagoad Bhaskar, 14 February 1856, SBS, vol. 3» p. -̂62.
^^Sagbad Bhaskar, 11 March 1856, SBS, vol. 3i p.^69«
^^Scrcbad Frabhakar, 19 Phalgun 1259 (1853) (letter), SBS, vol. 1, 

P.l91, citing Friend of India and Bengal Hurkaru.



— 207Mitra and progressive Westernized Brahmas like Keshab Chandra Sen,
as wellas traditionalists like Raj Narayan Basu, the long-time

208 'Secretary of the Tatta BodhinT Sabha. Raj Narayan*s unequivocal
support of this movement was expressed in a letter which he wrote
to Vidyasagar after his cousin Durga Narayan and brother Madan Mohan 

209married widows:
"I cannot express to you the satisfaction I am feeling 
at the consummation of these widow marriages in my 
family. I now feel that I have at last done something 
which I may mention with great pleasure at the time of 
my death... Myboyish fancies have been actually realized 
and not in me but in my brother and cousin. The realiza
tion I owe to you. How grateful should I be to you."210

Among the leading abhi.jats who supported this movement were the
Maharaja of Burdwan, Maharaja Satish Chandra of Nadiya and his
Dewan Kartikeya Chandra Ray. The Maharaja of Burdwan offered a prize
to Satish Chandra who married a widow and scholarships and housing
to those who might face various difficulties as a consequence of 

211marrying widows. The Maharaja's support was considered to be very

207In 18591 at the ageof twenty-one, Keshab Chandra managed, produced 
and acted in a play entitled Bidhaba-bibaha ̂ widow-marriage/ and 
the presentation was attended by Vidyasagar more than once. B.Ghosh, 
Vidyasagar o Bangali Sama.i, vol. 3i PP* 273-27^.

208Raj Narayan's commitment to the cause was such that his wife was 
afraid to let him go to Calcutta because he might marry a widow 
there. Letter from Raj Narayan to Vidyasagar, in "Some Interesting 
Letters: Letters to and from Raj Narain Bose", Modem Review, w?/- D7>
April 1963* p.236.

209These two marriages were the third and fourth marriages under the 
new Act sanctioning widow-marriage. Letter from Rajnarayan to 
Vidyasagar, in "Some Interesting Letters: Letters to and from
Raj Narain Bose", loc.cit., p.239*

211 _Sambad Bhaskar, 18 December 1836, SBS, vol. 3» PP* 355-357*



valuable in view of his dominant position within the conservative
212section of the Hindu community in Bengal. The extensive use of

classical sources b,r the leaders of this movement also drew the 
support of traditional Sanskrit scholars like Madan Mohan Tarkalankar, 
Harish Chandra Tarkalankar, and Srish Chandra Vidyaratna. Madan 
Mohan Tarkalankar wrote several articles supporting the remarriage 
of widows in his scholarly journal Sarba liubhakarT Patrika.^ ^  These 
Sanskrit scholars, mainly those who taught at urban educational in
stitutions such as the Sanskrit College of Calcutta, became targets
of orthodox criticism and were accused of creating an "unfavourable

2iifimage of College Professors’1.
The leading vernacular journalists of Calcutta were divided

on this issue. The Samachar Chandrika of the orthodox Pharma Sabha-
- 215gogthi was naturally against the movement, as was the increasingly

—  216conservative Saybad Prabhakar of Ishwar Chandra Gupta. Indeed,
Ishwar Chandra Gjupta was very harsh in his criticism of Vidyasagar’s
widow-marriage movement, although on at least one occasion he wrote
that he would support the remarriage of widows if he was assured that

217the widows were virgins. Ishwar Chandra considered this movement

^^Sarba ^ubhakarl Patrika, Esvin 1772 C185O), SBS, vol. 3i P*553*
Pi USaybad Bhaskar, 27 March 1866.
215 — — —Samachar Chandrika, 30 November I865.
2X6Many letters criticizing the movement were published in this paper. 

See Saybad Prabhakar, 10 Chaitra 1258 (1852) (letter), SBS, vol. 1,
p. 181?:

217
Saybad Prabhakar, 1 Magh 1263 (l857)» SBS, vol. 1, pp. 219-220. 
According to ishwar Gupta's rival Gouri Shankar Vidyabagish 
(Bhattacharya) of the Saybaa Bhaskar, Ishwar Chandra changed sides 
in the widow-remarriage movement because the movement was opposed 
by many ’’prominent" (praahan) Hindus of Calcutta whose support he 
sought. Sambad Bhaskar, 2 August 1856* SBS, vol. 3t p.31^*



to be less important than the spread of female education and felt
it to be the source of the growing conflict within Hindu family 

213and society. He said that he could not feel happy about the 
widow-mamages which had recently taken place because these mar
riages had failed to receive the "unanimous support of the Bengali
society" and criticized the Government for legalizing widow-marriage

219"in spite of the opposition of lacs of Hindus". Among the
leading Bengali journals supporting this movement were the Tattva 

—  -  220Bodhini Patrika, the mouthpiece of the progressive Tattva BodhinT-
gogfrhX and edited by Akshay Kumar Datta of the Brahma Saniaj, the 

—  -  221Sambad Bhaskar edited by Gouri Shankar Bhattacharya - a Sanskrit
scholar well-known for his close association with the Derozio-gogthT.

—  -  222 and the Sambad Purga Chandrodaya which was generally sympathetic
to the Brahma Samaj movement. In 1865 the Sambad Purga Chandrodaya 
praised Durga MohanDas, the government pleader of Barisal who organ
ized a widow-marriage, and wrote:

"We thank Durga Mohan Das a hundred times because he 
has the courage to do a. good deed. If all well- 
educated men (susikgi.tas-) had such courage, we would 
not have to feel sorry for the widows."223

2l8Sagibad Prabhakar,! Magh' 1263 (1857) 1 SBS, vol. 1, pp. 216-220.
219 —Ishwar Chandra Gunter GranthabalT ̂ collected works of Ishwar

Chandra Gupta/, p.135* s.s quoted in S.K,Gupta, Unavigisa Satabdite 
Banglar Nava-.jagaraa, p.128.

22^Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Phalgun 1776 (185*01 SBS, vol. 2, pp. l*fl- 
153.

221Sambad Bhaskar, J>1 January 1857» SBS, vol. 3i PP* 3 ^ “373*
222Sambad Purga Chandrodaya, 15 and 31 July 1865.
223 — _Sagibad Purga Chandrodaya, 15 July 1865.



The leading nineteenth-century Bengali journals were more-or-less 
consistent in their attitude towards social problems relating to 
marriage and the condition of women in society. The Sambad Bhaskar 
for instance, criticized the custom of burning widows with their 
dead husbands (saha-mar an or satT-daha) and the practice of polygamy
(bahu-bibaha) and desired the introduction of legislation prohibiting

22*f — —such "social evils". The Saqibad Purga Chandrodaya supported the
attempt made by a few kritavidyas, mostly Brahmas living in Calcutta
and its neighbourhood, to introduce the ancient Indian custom of
svayambar (ceremony of the bride choosing her own husband) which
would, it was hoped, raise the marriageable age of women, put an

225end to chELd-marriage and also lead to the education of women -
conditions which would directly affect the position of Hindu widows.

* 226 The Som Prakas supported the widow-remarriage movement and generally
sympathized with the youth/progressives (navya sampradaya) in their

— 227struggle against the old/conservatives (pracin sampradaya). But
at the same time, the Som Prakas favoured some kind of a compromise
between the modernists (navya dal) and the conservative (pracin dal)
on the issue of widow-remarriage:

"Both sides should tone down their views and try to 
placate each other. The conservatives should relax 
the bonds of superstitious beliefs (saqiskars) and

ppZiSaqibad Bhaskar,2 February 1856, SBS, vol. 3t PP* 338-339; 26 
December lbfc>5.

225 — — _Saqibad Purga Chandrodaya, 27 July 1865. Also, Samachar Chandrika,
2h July I665 (citing Saqibad Prabhakar).

pp ftSom Prakas, 29 August and 5 September l86*f; JO Phalgun 1277 (1871), 
SBS, vol. f̂, p.2.2.7•

22^Som Prakas, 23 October3865.
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approve of widow-marriages. The progressives* on 
the other hand* should give up their present attempts 
to introduce inter-caste widow-marriages. After all, 
the restrictions against inter-caste marriage do not 
cause as much harm as the restrictions against widow- 
marriages. ”228
The widow-remarriage movement generated a lot of activity

among both the conservatives and the progressives. Throughout the
course of this movement, numerous petitions were sent to the
Government* some opposing the movement for instance the petition
of 17 March 1856 signed by Radha Kanta Deb and about thirty-seven
thousand signatories from Western Bengal and the petition of the

229ftpanditsH of Bengal, and some supporting the movement for in
stance the petitions from the kritavidyas of Calcutta, Barasat,

230Krishnanagar, Murshidabad, Bankura, Burdwan and Chittagong.
The petitions presented to the Legislative Council on 19 January 1856
on behalf of the movement from Calcutta and its suburbs and from
Barasat near Calcutta, according to a contemporary report, contained
six hundred and fifty signatures and three hundred signatures re- 

231spectively. In the same year the members of.the prestigious
Vidyotsahini Sabha (society for the encouragement of knowledge) of
Calcutta led by Kali Prasanna Sinha, the abhl.jat Bengali author,

232 —petitioned the Government on behalf of the movement. The Sabha

Som Prakas, 13 November 1863.
229   — ________ — /-B. Ghosh, Vidyasagar o Bang all Sama.j, vol. 3 j PP- 196-199 •
230

Sambad Bhaskar, 2 February, 11 March 1856, SBS, vol. 3» PP« 292- 
293, 6̂8-̂ 69.

^ Ŝagibad Bhaskar, 2 February 1836, SBS, vol. 3» p.292.
^^Sarabad Prabhakar, July 1856, as cited in S.K.Gupta, Unavimsa 

Satabuite Banglar Nava-jagara$,p.210. — — —



promised one thousand rupees as prize to those willing to marry 
233widows. Another association which gave valuable support

to the movement was the Samajonnati BidhayinT Sabha (society
for the introduction of social improvement) which included among
its members some of the leading kritavidyas of Calcutta such as
Debendra Nath Thakur, Akshay Kumar Datta, Pyari Chand Mitra,
Kishori Chand Mitra, Harish Chandra Mukhopadhyaya, Chandra Shekhar
Deb and Rajendra Lai Mitra. In 1866 Vidyasagar and some of the
other supporters of this movement formed a Bidhaba-bibaha Prada-
yinT Sabha (society for giving widows in marriage) in Calcutta
and in 1872 Vidyasagar and Nabin Chandra Sen established a Hindu
Family Annuity Fund to support widows.

The petition sent to the Government of India by Vidyasagar
234and some other "educated Hindus" enphasized the fact that the

"social evil" was "a most injurious grievance..contrary to a true
interpretation of Hindu law" and that widow marriages were "neither
contrary to nature nor prohibited by law or custom in any other

235country or by any other people in the world." Vidyasagar and the 
other supporters of this movement rightly felt that the Government, 
cautiously avoiding any interference in religious matters, needed 
this assurance. The draft Bill of 17 November 1835 introduced by 
J.P.Grant in the Legislative Council which became Act XV of 1836 and

233Ibid. Kali Prasanna Sinha's advertisement on behalf of the 
VidyotsahinT Sabha, as quoted in Sambad Bhaskar, 22 November 1856, 
SBS, vol. 3» p.292.

23^
Friend of India, 29 November 1853*

p-zc
Quoted in B.Ghosh, Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, p.87.



was described as "an Act to remove all legal obstacles to the marriage 
of Hindu widows", made use of almost exactly the same words and
phrases used by the Bengali petitioners who were in favour of widow-

236remarriage. The Act arose out of "the Bill to legalize Hindoo
widow*s marriage*1 which according to official sources, had "caused

237considerable agitation among the native community*’. The Govern
ment received a petition presented by "nearly a thousand Hindus, 
amongst whom were some of the high caste" who stated that "in their 
opinion and firm belief" the custom of prohibiting the marriage of 
Hindu widows" is "not in accordance with the Shaisters /§astras7 or 
with a true interpretation of Hindoo Law" and they prayed to the 
Legislative Council "to take into early consideration the propriety 
of passing a law to remove all legal obstacles to the marriage of 
Hindoo widows, and to declare the issue of all such marriages to be

o*zQlegitimate." The Government was however aware of the continuing
opposition to the Act, primarily from the orthodox section of the 

239Hindu community. In 1856 Kali Prasanna Sinha, a leading kritavidya
of Calcutta,wrote in a letter to the Legislative Council on behalf
of the VidyotsahinT Sabha of Calcutta:

"We the people of Bengal submit that boundless benefits 
have been offered to the Bengalis by the enactment of 
widow-marriage. It is indeed a just act and the highest 
duty of the rulers to protect peace in the land and 
destroy evil customs."2*+0

23 Ŝaffbad Bhaskar, 2 August 1836, SBS, vol. 3» PP« 313-31**•
237Despatch to India (Judicial Department), November (no. 60) 1837» 

p.858.
P Despatch to India (Legislative) 6 January (no. 1) 18581 pp. 1185- 

118?.
239Ibid., pp. 1187-1191.
p/iQQuoted in Sambad Prabhakar, 19 November l8f?6, SBS, vol. 1, p.320.
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The first widow-marriage under the new Act took place on
7 December 1836 at the house of Raj Krishna Bandyopadhyaya, a
friend of Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar* on Sukea Street in North
Calcutta* between Pandit Srish Chandra Vidyaratna* a lecturer
at the Sanskrit College who later became a Deputy Magistrate, and

241Kali Mati Debi, a ten year* old child-widow. The marriage ceremony
was attended by some of the leading members of the Bengali elite,
including abhi.jats like Ram Mohan Ray's son Rama Prasad, Derozians
like Ram Gopal Ghosh, Digarabar Mitra and Pyari Chand Mitra, influential
writers and journalists like Kali Prasanna Sinha and Gouri Shankar
Bhattacharya of the Saqibad Bhaskar, and traditional Sanskrit scholars
like Jay Narayan Tarkapanchanan, Bharat Chandra Siromani and Tara
Nath Tarkabachaspati. According to a contemporary British journalist ,
this marriage attracted "the elite of the educated and enlightened

242portion of the natives of Calcutta." Raj Narayan observed:
"The majority of English-educated kritavidyas of 
Calcutta including 1Mahatma1 (great soul) Ram Gopal 

■ Ghosh walked beside the palki(carriage) of the 
bridegroom. "^3

The event created great excitement among contemporary Bengalis and
there was a large crowd of on-lookers. Raj Narayan, writing on the
impact of this movement, remarked:

"On the day of his ^Srish Chandra's/ marriage, the 
people of Calcutta were so surprised, that it seemed 
like an * epoch-turning' (yug-ultano) event."244

ph ASaqibad Bhaskar, 9i 16 and 18 December 1836, SBS, vol. 3» pp. 344- 
346, 352-354, 357-3^8; Tattva BodhinT Patrika, Poug 1778 (1836- 
1837), SBS, vol. 2, pp. 19b-198.

pLpDacca News, 20 December 1856.
243R.N.Basu, Atmacarit, p.6 5.
^ ^Ibid., p• 64.



The second widow-marriage was undertaken by Madhu Sudan
Ghosh of Panihati, the third by Raj Narayan's cousin Durga Narayan
Basu and the fourth by Raj Narayan*s brother Madan Mohan Basu. By
l86l almost thirty to forty widow-marriages were said to have taken 

2^5place, often in the Mofussil and even in areas of Eastern Bengal
2if6such as Dacca, Bakharganj and Faridpur. Most of these areas, 

especially those in Eastern Bengal, were areas which had been deeply 
influenced by the Brahma Samaj movement. These marriages were in
variably followed by long debates, primarily in the pages of the in-

2V7fluential urban Bengali Press. Most often these marriages took
2̂ 8place within caste and among the Brahmans and the Kayasthas among 

whom Kulinism and child-marriages were particularly prevalent. In 
l86̂ » however, there was the report of marriage between Gour Mani, 
a girl of the low napit (barber) caste and Gouri Chandra Sen, a 
Baidya, at the house of Durga Mohan Das, a low caste kritavidya who 
became a government lawyer in Barisal, the priest being Nil Kamal 
Chakrabarty, the Brahma# head clerk of the Chota Edalat or small

2^9court who had given up the sacred thread in open defiance of caste.

*̂ Paridarsak, 6 November l86l (letter).
Oi±f\Saqibad Purqta Chandrodaya, 3 July 1863. ^te M$ps\}2.>
2hl * —Pari dar sak, 3® August l86l; Saqibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 1*+ February,

7 June 1863.
2̂ 8For example, marriage between Sarada Debi, nine year old widowed 

daughter of Srishti hhar Mukhopadhyaya, a Brahman of Kooghly and Nil 
Madhab, nine year old son of Nabin Chandra Ghosh-’, a Brahma# of 
Twenty Four Parganas; three widow marriages among Kayasthas in Hooghly. 
Paridarssk, 30 August l8ol; Saqibad Fur#a Chandrodaya, Ik February 1863.

‘̂ Saqibad Prabhakar, 13 July 1863.
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Some of the other widow-marriages which took place in Bengal in the
1860s were also cases of inter-caste marriage (asavarna-bibaha),
for instance the marriage between Aghor Nath Gupta* a Baidya, and

250Kadambini Dasi, a Kayastha, in 1866.
The widow-remarriage movement again revealed that caste feelings 

were at the root of most social attitudes and reactions in mid
nineteenth century Bengal. Caste sentiments were generally stronger 
than feelings for or against the remarriage of widows. Even supporters 
of the widow-remarriage movement tended to condemn widow-marriage 
in the Brahma style which often turned out to be cases of inter-caste 
marriage. The Saqibad HJrpa Chandrodaya v/rote in support of Vidyasagar’s 
policy of avoiding open clashes with traditional Hindu practices as 
far as possible :

"In this country* even today* the Hindus continue 
to enjoy power and the Hindu Dharma continues to 
exercise influence. Hence, Vidyasagar has organized 
widow-remarriages according to Hindu Dharma. This 
is the wisest course of action."251

After "considerable research"* the Saqibad Furqia Chandrodaya found
that

"although many Hindus refuse to admit it openly, 
yet in their minds they cannot fail to accept the 
justice behind sanctioning widow-marriages."252

But, unfortunately, the Brahmas, meaning the young and progressive
Brahmas led by Keshab. Chandra Sen, v/ere "annoying the old/conservatives

250 _ —Saqibad Purga Chandrodaya, 2 January 1866.
251 — —Saqibad Purna Chandrodaya, 7 February 1866.
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(pracip. sampradaya) by conducting widow-marriages according to
— 253Brahma Dharma.*1 Similarly, the supporters of the movements

against child-marriage and polygamy were cautioned not to lose
the support of the conservative section completely by breaking

25ktraditional practices, mainly those relating to caste.
The opposition to the widow-remarriage movement, which in-

255eluded Hindus as well as a few Brahmas, was quite strong. Gener
ally speaking, the threat of bahigkar (excommunication) - temporary
or permanent, fines and other forms of social ostracism continued
to be real threats and greatly disadvantageous to the advocates of 

256heterodoxy. .The supporters of the widow-*remarriage movement,
including leadipg members of the urban Bengali elite like Raj Narayan
Basu and Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, had to face family trouble and

257social persecution, even involving physical threat. On the 
occasion of his son Narayan's marriage to a widow, Ishwar Chandra 
wrote:

•’Narayan, by engaging in this marriage ... has made 
me proud and has shown himself to be my true son. 
Theintroduction of widow-marriage is the greatest 
achievement of my life. There is very little chance 
that I shall be able to perform a better deed in the 
future. I have staked everything that I have got on 
this venture and, if necessary, I shall offer my life

253
Ibid.

^ *Som Prakas, 6 July 1863.
^^Paridarsak,6 November l86l (letter).

Cf. M.N.Srinivas, Social change in Modern India, pp. 80-8l.
‘̂ Sagibad Bhaskar, 31 January 18571 SBS, vol. 3i PP* 37^» 373; K.N. 

Basu, ^tmacharit, p.65; letter from Raj Narayan to Vidyasagar, in 
’’Some Interesting Letters: Letters to and from Raj Narain Bose",
Kodern Review, vol. 117* April 1865, p.259; Vidyasagar's letter 
to his brother Sambhu Chandra, dated 27 &ravan 1277 (l8?0) and to 
Durga Mohan Das, as quoted in S. Banerjee, Patra Sahitya, pp. k2- 
^3 and in B.Ghosh, Vidyasagar o BangalT Samaj, vol. 1, pp. 96-97* 
99-100.
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for it. In comparison! the loss e.f relatives 
is a negligible matter . ” 258

The Sambad Bhaskar feared that the opposition party was numerically 

stronger than the supporters of the movement - a factor which ex

plained the widespread socialoppositioni even ostracism^ aimed at 

the -pandits who attended the widow-marriages held in Calcutta! 

resulting in severe social and economic difficulties for these pandits

who were largely dependent upon the patronage of Hindu abhi.jats for 
259their livelihood. The fear of social ostracism seems to have

been stronger outside Calcutta! especially in the older urban areas

such as Dacca. In 1862t a meeting was held in Dacca ”for the pro-
260motion of social improvement” at which Durga Das Kar! a Sub-

Assistant Surgeon in the employment of Government and hence a man

of independent means who was in a position to defy his familyt declared:
"It is admitted by all present here that the system of 
widow-marriage should be in forcet and we have all 

along lectured on the subject! but nothing has been 
done up to this time. I now therefore propose to 
say that I wish to get my daughter married againi 
who! unfortunately lost her husband. But I stand in 
great need of your support and assistance in case I ^  
be excommunicated by my orthodox friends and relatives.”

Although a few Hindus including the chairman of the meeting left

the meeting following this announcement! the remaining members came

to a resolution ”to carry widow-marriage into effecti notwithstanding
262the innumerable obstructions that v/ill come in their way.” But

258Letter from Vidyasagar to his brothert as quoted in S.Banerjeei 
op.cit.t pp. ^6-^7.

2^Sa g b a d  Bhaskar!31 January l867i SBS, vol. 3* P»375*
260Hindoo Patriot! 15 December 1862 (letter to editor from ”a reader 

in Dacca” 1 dated 23 November 1862).

26lIbid.
2^2Ibid.



even after a lot of publicity and in spite of the fact that Durga
Das Kar seemed to be nan influential and respectable native
gentleman ... who had ... made up his mind", he failed to go through 

263with hispromise, presumably because of social and family press
ures. The supporters of the movement, however, were generally opti
mistic about the outcome of the movement in spite of its apparent 

26bsetbacks. In 1837 the Saqibad Bhaskar claimed that the movement 
had met with considerable success in and outside Calcutta and felt 
that widow-marriage had become more-or-less accepted among the 
Hindus in Bengal.2^

While the initiative for the widow-remarriage movement mainly 
came from the urban Bengali kritavidyas belonging to the Tattva 
BodhinT-gogfhT, the importance of legislative support was widely 
recognized. It was generally felt thatit was the legal enactment

4

of widow-remarriage which gave Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar the impetus
266to Mreally begin his work”. Legislation also succeeded in in

fluencing public opinion. The Brahmas who held a meeting in Dacca 
in 1837 to readmit the son of a high caste Brahman and a widowwhom 
he had married, into caste, remarked:

MHas not the Legislative Council declared the marriage 
of widows legal; and who are we that we should oppose 
ourselves to the Legislative Council?M267

263Ibid.
*^See Sambad Bhaskar, 28 August 1836, SBS, vol. 3i PP- ^88-489-
2D^Sambad Bhaskar, 31 January 18371 CBS, vol. 3i PP- 37b, 375-
266 —k.N.Basu, atmacharit. p. 6*+.
2^Pacca News, 17 January 1837-



Throughout this movement, the Government was greatly con
cerned with the reaction of the urban Bengali elite and eager to 
point out the respectability of the social reformers. On the 
occasion when the Government was petitioned to introduce legislation 
enabling the son of a widow-marriage to inherit his father’s 
property, Sir John Peter Grant said:

’•They (the petitioners) are as much Hindus as 
the other party ... when satT has been abolished 
it is proper to allow widows to remarry since it 
is better to die rather than endure the miseries 
of widowhood for ever."268

Generally speaking, the Government was willing to support the 
social reformers on two conditions, first, that the legislation which 
they desired was ’’permissive” as in the case of legislation support
ing widow-marriage and not ’’coercive” as in the case of legislation 
against polygamy, and second, that the legislation had the support 
of Sanskritic or traditional Indian sources. The awareness of this 
distinction between '’permissive” and "coercive” legislation might have 
also influenced the decision of traditional Sanskrit scholars like 
Tara Nath Tarkabachaspati who supported Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar’s 
movement in favour of the remarriage of widows but opposed Vidyasagar1 
movement against Hindu polygamy.2^

The widow-remarriage movement raised various other questions 
connected with Hindu marriage. In 1836, some of the supporters of thi 
movement, mostly members of the progressive Derozio-gogthT such as 
Rasik Krishna Mallik, Radha Nath Sikdar, Pyari Chand Mitra and Kailash

Quoted in R.N.Basu, op.cit., p.6*f.
269Krishna Kamal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 122, 319-
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270Chandra Datta, petitioned the Government ’’for the insertion of 
a Marriage Registration Clause* under which marriages of widows in 
whatsoever manner performed, will he held valid provided they are re
gistered by the contracting parties before public officials appointed

271by the Government for the purpose."
Marriage?which raised various socio-economic as well as religious

questions and was closely related with caste and joint family was
generally a controversial issue. In 18,51* the Sambad Prabhakar reported
that the "respectable men" (manyas) and "leaders" (pradhans) of
Calcutta were engaged in various conflicts surrounding the question 

272of Hindu marriage. Two aspects of Hindu marriage which created
great socio-economic difficulties* particularly for the bride's family,
were the dowry system (pan-pratha) by which .bride-grooms were offered

273money as an inducement to marry, and the extravagance which 
characterized the marriage ceremony. Another prevalent custom which 
attracted the criticism of the urban Bengali elite was the practice 
of "selling" daughters in marriage .kanya-bikray pratha). The urban 
Bengali Press criticized the custom on humanitarian grounds as well 
as on the ground that it went against the intentions of the Hindu 
£astras and tke'tr interpreters like Manu.^^ This customof giving a 
girl in marriage in return for money seemed to have been growing in

270Among the twenty-two petitions mentioned by name, only two were 
Erahmajis and the rest were non-Brahma$s. Sejibad Bhaskar, 9 February 
1856, SBS, vol. 3* pp. *+61-462.

^^■Quoted in Sambad Bhaskar, 9 February 1856, SBS, vol. 3* pp. 461-462.
^ Ŝaffibad Prabhakar, 23 Poug 1257 (1851)* SBS, vol. 1, pp. 174-17-5.
27 3̂  Quarrels over

the amount and psyment of the dowry, among other factors, often 
led to the torture of brides by their husbands and in-laws - 
another sad aspect of Hindu marriage.G.P^Bandyopadhyaya, Bou Haoa 
Bado hay, p.66.

^ ^Grama Barta, August 1865.



l>popularity*Bengal, especially among the Kulins, and further strengthened
275the customs of child-marriage and polygamy. In May l8?l» some 

of the "Hindoo gentlemen" of Sylhet in Eastern Bengal held a meeting 
with the object of "abolishing the practice which now prevails in 
Hindoo society by which girls are practically sold when given in 
marriage and to reduce the unnecessary and extravagant expenditure 
with which the religious ceremonies of the Hindoos are solemnized."

277The meeting was reported to have been "well-attended ■ and successful",
which was quite remarkable in view of the remote location of Sylhet
and its distance from the relatively progressive metropolitan society.
The urban Bengali kritavidyas even raised questions regarding the
prevalent method of selecting marriage partners, that is, the
"arranged marriage" system. The Pari darsak of Calcutta remarked;

"Marriages should take place at the mutual wish of the 
two people and with the consent of the parents. This 
is, of course, only possible with the spread of edu
cation. "278

While these kritavidyas were undoubtedly inspired by Western ideas 
and examples, they mainly appealed to traditional Indian customs 
such as the svayambar.

The controversies surrounding the question of marriage naturally 
led to the question of the position and rights of women. The main 
arguments used in support of a limited amount of female emancipation

^^Sambg’d Prabhakar, 19 September 1869. Also see N.C.Pal, Kanya Bikray 
, introduction and p.8.

Bengal, Administration Report, 1871-72, p.408.
277ibid.
^ ^Paridarsak, 2k December l86l. Also, Banga Vidya, Kartik 1262 

(October-November 18^5)•



Cstrl-svadhTnata) were also primarily based upon the sources of 
279Indian traditions, although Westernized techniques such as 

meetings2^  and petitions2^  were being used in social reform move
ments connected with the position of women. The arguments used by 
the opponents of female emancipation, however, were seldom Sanskritic 
and mainly practical, for example, ’’the lack of total success faced
by the recent movements in this connection which took place in Calcutta

28 2such as widow-marriage and the movement against child-marriage” and 
”the predominance of sensuality among all men - educated or uneducated

p07
in our country”. The supporters of the movement for female emanci
pation, as in the case of the movements for female education and widow- 
remarriage, were most assured of popular support and success when they 
relied on Sanskritic arguments and examples, for instance, the example 
of famous women of ancient India like Gargi and Maitreyi. The in
creasingly popular urban Bengali Press and literature were used with 
great success. In 1865 a prize of two hundred rupees - a considerable 
sum of money in the context of mid-nineteenth century Bengal - was 
announced for a drama written on the theme of ”Hindu Mahiia-gaper 
Bartaman Abastha” (the present condition of Hindu women). The 
essay was to be judged by prominent social reformers like Ishwar

279Som Prakas, 13 Chaitra 1278 (l87l), 22 Sravan 1279 (1872), SBS, 
vol. *f, pp. 25^-256,263-265.

2g0For example, the ’’meeting of Hindoo gentlemen” held at Sylhet.
Bengal Administration Report, 1871-72, p.^08.

23lFor example, the petitions of Bengali Hindus including the inhabitants 
of Krishnanagar in connection with the ’’Marriage of Hindoo Widows 
Bill”. Proceedings of Legislative Council of India, vol. I, 185̂ - 
55» pp. 758, 836.

282Samachar Chandrika, 30 November 1865.
283 — _ _ _Sagibad Purpa Chandrodaya, 25 April 1865; Samachar Chandrika,

30 November 1665.P&ZlSagibad Prabhakar, l̂ f August 1865.



Chandra Vidyasagar and Pyari Chand Mitra and presented by the
ahbi.jat Jorasanko Natya-£ala (Jorasanko Theatre) in Calcutta.
Even the dowry system (pan-pratha) and the restrictions on widow-
remarriage were criticized by referring to arguments based upon

286the Dharma §astras (religious scriptures).
Thus* the direction taken by social reform movements during 

this period was essentially towards the Indianization of society 
and culture. Social reform was justified on the ground that it 
would provide the youth (navya sampradaya) with a set of ’’national

p  Qrn
customs and modes of behaviour”. On the one hand, this new set 
of rules was expected to be free from the ’’eternal superstitions”
which characterized the existing ”upadharma” (semi-religious rules

f 288 of conduct) and ’’desacar” (customs of the land). Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, for example, derived enough strength from Indian traditions,
which he adapted to the modern situation with considerable success,
to defy desacar. He wrote:

”1 am not a mere slave (das) of desacar. I shall 
do whatever I think to be necessary or proper for 
the good of myself or of the society. I shall 
never be restricted by the fear of either people 
(lok) or relatives (kutumba).”^ 9

On the other hand, the new set of rules of conduct was to provide
290an alternative to the "undisciplined imitation of the West”. In

285ibid.
Sagibad^Prabhakar, 1? May l8^5i SBS, vol. 4, pp. 7^1-764; Som Prakas, 
l4 Baisukh 1271 (1864), SBS, vol. 4, p.207; U.C.Mitra, Bidhaba- 
bibaha Natak, p.6l; Yadu Nath Chattopadhyaya, Bidhaba-bilas Natak, 
preface.

28? 

*Ibid.
Som Prakas, 28 December 1863. 

288.
289"Letter from Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar to his brother Sambhu 

Chandra, dated 27 Sravan 1277 (I87O), as quoted in B.Ghosh,
VidyFsagar o Sama.j, vol. 2, p.97*

^^Som Prakas, 28 December l86j5



his proposal for the JatTya Gourab Sampadani Sabha (society for
291the promotinn of national feeling), Raj Narayan Basu wrote:

"No reform is accepted by nation unless it comes 
in a national shape. The Nationality Promotion 
Society will not imitate or take an active part 
in social reformation - as such reformation is 
not its principal end or aim - but will aid it by 
rousing national feelings in its favour. Men 
naturally look to the past for sanction for their 
acts and nothing aids reformation as much as a former 
national precedent.”292

The Jatiya Gourab Sampadani Sabha, therefore, aimed at publishing 
tracts in Bengali "containing proofs of the existence of liberal 
and enlightened customs in ancient India, such as female education, 
personal liberty of females, marriage by election of the bride, 
marriage at an adult age, widow-marriage, inter-marriage and voyage 
to distant c o u n t r i e s . T h e  Sabha would not "resist the intro
duction of good foreign customs into educated society, as that would
be a bar to all improvement", but would try to "give if possible

29*fto foreign customs already introduced a national shape".
The promoters of Indianization, thus, opposed both the support

ers of Westernization and the orthodox section in society. The pro
cess of Indianization, which was as much a modernizing process as 
the process of Westernization but more effective than the latter, 
added a new dimension to the various conflicts existing within the 
urban Bengali society as described by contemporary kritavidyas:

"The war between conservatives and progressives had
begun to rage; not only in the same town, in the

^^See above, p p . A ^ -A97-
292 «As quoted in Y.C.Bagal, Hindu MaLar Itibritta, pp. 97-98.



same village, between the men of the same caste and 
sect, but in the same family between father and 
son, brother and brother, an earnest moral struggle 
has commenced.”295
ttThe new group stood up against the old, the old 
tried to restrict society and literature within 
narrow boundaries. Society and literature became 
convulsed as a result of this action and reaction 
(ghat-pratighat).n29£>

295Keshab Chandra Sen, as quoted in Indian Mirror, 15 August, 15 
October, 1 November and 15 December l8o5.

296Krishna Karaal Bhattacharya, as quoted in PP, pp. 53-5^*



CONCLUSION

Urbanism emerges as perhaps the most important force of 
social change in mid-nineteenth century Bengal. The impact of 
urbanism was visible not only in the physical structure of the 
urban areas, but also in its social structure, in the pattern of 
social control, in relationships and attitudes and ideas. The 
urban milieu provided the leaders of society with an environment 
suited to reform and change as well as with the major ideas and 
techniques which they used in support of the various contemporary 
movements. Urbanization encouraged some of the most important 
conditions for social change in nineteenth centuxy Bengal such 
as the spread of education, particularly modern education, and 
increased interactions leading to a growth in the areas of conflict 
between classes, groups and individuals. The urban, particularly 
the metropolitan, society was the centre of the interplay of the 
forces of continuity and change.

In spite of the fact that leadership was still largely confined 
to upper caste Hindus, it was an unmistakable sign of social change 
that the members of the elite included men from lower castes. The 
acquisition of modern education and participation in modern occu
pations as well as in various urban movements were the major factors 
behind the prominence of the members of the new urban Bengali elite. 
The traditional institutions wielding social control such as the 
joint family and caste were considerably undermined by various aspects 
of urbanization such as Westernization and the economic independence 
of the younger members of the family^ the physical distance between 
a person and his family and caste elders, and the physical proximity 
and increased interactions between people belonging to different



castes and religions in the urban areas. These tendencies were 
particularly strong in Calcutta which, being a relatively new city, 
was less burdened with the controls and pressures of traditional 
society than the old cities like Dacca and Murshidabad.

The " contacts with the West produced two important results: 
first, the formation of various alliances between individuals and 
groups, for example, between the progressive and orthodox elements 
within the Hindu community against the Christianization movement 
and against certain aspects of British social policy; second, the 
increasing belief in the importance of public opinion and in the 
concept of equality before the law which led to feelings of dis
satisfaction with the easting situation, for instance in the sphere 
of government jobs, among the urban Bengali elite. There was a 
growing belief among some that the Government neglected Indian 
opinion and that various aspects of its policy were discriminatozy.
It was also felt that social and religious reform and change should 
be initiated by the people themselves and not by the Government,

Indeed, in spite of the fact that traditionalism was still a 
strong force in the urban areas of Bengal, several ioportant aspects 
of the traditional social structure including caste, the position of 
the elders and that of the women within the family structure, the 
attitude to extravagant rituals and various socio-religious and 
domestic practices were undergoing changes as a result of factors 
associated with urbanization and primarily at the initiative of the 
progressives among the urban Bengalis. The Bengali Muslim community, 
however, remained strong in its opposition to the forces of change, 
mainly because modernization was closely associated with Westernization 
a situation which was primarily responsible for their socio-economic 
degeneration.



The Western-educated urban Bengalis, mostly Hindus and Brahmas, 
began to make frequent and effective use of the ideas and techniques 
which they derived from the West in achieving their purposes. They 
often responded to contemportrry issues with Western arguments based 
upon liberalism and rationality, developed a highly critical atti
tude towards their own religion and society resulting in various 
important socio-religious experiments such as the Brahma Samaj, 
began to take a distinct interest in political and economic matters, 
and used methods and techniques borrowed from the West such as 
meetings, petitions and circulars in their agitations. But while 
Westernization was an effective method in introducing reforms, the 
movements and leaders succeeding most in influencing Bengali society 
were those using basically Indian ideas and techniques. By the 
middle of the nineteenth century, there was a marked growth in 
the popularity of the Bengali language and literature as was re
cognized even by government authorities and by Christian mission
aries. The process of assertion of Bengali and traditional Indian 
elements was also helped by various factors associated with urbani
zation such as the development of printing presses in the urban 
areas. Leaders of society such as Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar made 
distinct attempts at aiding the spread of traditional knowledge, 
for instance, by opening institutions of traditional learning such 
as the Sanskrit College to non-Brahmans. Vernacular literature and 
Press became very important media for the formation of public opinion 
on various matters including social reform. Even in politics, the 
Vernacular Press acted as a major medium for the growth and spread 
of national feelings. In religion and society, while the urban Ben
galis on the whole dislikedj^overnmental interference with their be
liefs and practices, legislation was favoured in matters which were



found to  have the sanction o f  the S a n s k ritic  sources, fo r

example, the rem arriage o f  widows.

Thus, the tw> major influences upon the ethos of the urban 
community were: first, the intact of the West; and second,
the persistence of traditionalism. The responses to these 
influences took four major forms - by no means mutually exclusive: 
first, the enthusiastic acceptance of Western values and practices 
coupled with the rejection of Indian traditions; second, the strong 
opposition to Western influences together with the revival of 
orthodoxy; third, experiments in Westernization or the use of 
Western arguments and techniques in support of various reforms and 
movements; and, fourth, experiments in Indianization or the moderni
zation of Indian traditionalism. The ultimate strength ofthe reformers 
of Bengali society lay in their success in deriving techniques and, 
more important, ideas and values from their ancient traditions 
and adapting these to the changing needs and circumstances of nine
teenth centuxy Bengali society.



Table 1

Classification of students of the Presidency College 
according to their geographical and socio-economic 

background or the position of their parents, 1861-62: 
percentage of total student population in the College.

where
resident

zamindars 
taluk^iars 
and other 
persons of 
independent 
income

merchants,
bankers,
banians
and
brokers

professional
persons

government
servants
and
pensioners

others

Calcutta 12 8 3 6 13
MofUseil 23 4 10 8 12

Total 35 12 . 13 14 26

Source: Calculated from Bengal Administration Report,
1861-62, p.xxii, Statement K3*



Table 2

-Classification of students in schools according to the
socio-economic background of their parents« l86l-62: 

percentage of total student -population in each category.

lype of school zamindars
and other 
persons of 
independent 
income

government
servants

others

English schools 
(government) 18 52 30
English schools 
(aided) 16 19 65
vernacular schools 
(government) 8 16 76
vernacular schools 
(aided) 15 17 68
schools of 
other classes 13 15 72

Total 13 21 66

Source: Calculated from Bengal Administration Reporti
1861-62> p.xxii, Table K4.
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Table 3 v

The major sources of municipal income in Calcutta: 
percentage of total municipal income

Income from 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873-74

1. Houserate 71 70 73 73 46 31 29 30 21 20
2. Carriage and 

Horse Licence 8 8 7 ' 7 3 3 3 3 2 2

3. Registration of 
Carts and Hackeries 3 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 A

V. Licences for Trades 
and Professsions, etc. 18 19 18 15 11 8 7 9 3 6

5. Lighting-rate - - - 10 6 6 6 4 5
6. Police-rate - - - - 14 9 8 8 5 5
7. Water-rate 14 19 11 11

Sources: Calculated from Administration Report of Calcutta Municipal-
ity for 18671 p. 2; Administration Reports of Calcutta Munici
pality , 1868 to 1872; Bengal Municipalities Reportt
1873-7Vi Statement 2.



Table 4
The ma.ior items of municipal expenditure in Calcutta:

percentage of total municipal expenditure

Expenditure on 1849 1853 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873-74

1. Police - - 10 12 9 8 6 7
2. Conservancy and 

drainage 3 43 11 23 19 13 14 23
3. Roads 36 15 12 13 11 8 6 10
4. Lighting 14 6 13 9 7 7 5 6
3. Water supply 

(excluding 
interest on 

• government 
loan) 6 4 5 6 20 8 14

Source: Calculated from Administration Reports of Calcutta Munici-
pality i 1868 to 1872; Bengal Municipalities Report»
a z m *
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Table 5

Receipts and charges: percentage of Police
Fund in Calcutta in 1872

Specific items of 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872

Receipts:
1. Police-rate 72 69 61 62 37
2. Contributions from 

Government 22 Zh 22 26 27
3. Contributions from Suburbs 1 1 2 1 2
Jf. Surplus Additional 

Constables Fund 2 — 9 1 2
3* Surplus Cattle Fund - - - 2 2
6, Escheats from Deposit Account - 3 2 2 less 

than 1
7. Judicial Fines 2 2 3 3 6
8. Judicial Fees less less less less less 

than 1 than 1 than 1 than 1 than 1
9. Miscellaneous less less less 

than 1 than 1 than 1
2 3

Charges: —
1. Commissioner and Deputy 

Commissioner 5 6 7 7 6
2. Office Establishment k k k k 5
3. Conservancy and Licence 

Establishment - 2 1 1 2
*f. Office Contingencies less less less less 

than 1 than 1 than 1 than 1 1
3. Cost of collecting police-rate 2 1 2 2 1
6. Executive Police Force

establishment and contingencies 80 82 81 81 81
7* Police Hospital establishment 

and contingencies k k k 3
8. Police Hospital repairs ** - less less less 

than 1 than 1 than 1
Source: Calculated from Administration Report of Calcutta Municipality

for 1872.



Table 6 v
The ma.ior items of municipal income and expenditure
in the Suburbs of Calcuttai 1 8 7 2 - 7 5 *  p e r c e n t a g e  o f

total municipal income and expenditure

Income from

1. Bates on houses building and land 68
2. Tax on carriages and horses 8
3« Begistration of hackeries 2

Fees and fines 11
5* Pounds and ferries 1
6. Collection for conservancy work 7
7. Miscellaneous 3

Expenditure on

1. General charges including collection 15
2. Police 30
3* Conservancy 15
k. Establishment and repair of roads 23
5. Lighting 6
6. Watering 3
7m Hospital and Vaccination 2
8. Fire-brigade 1
9. Miscellaneous 5

Source Calculated from Administration Report of the Municipality of 
the Suburbs of Calcutta for l872-7Z>«



Table 7
The major items of municipal income and expenditure

in Calcutta» Dacca and Murshidabad in l875-7^»
percentage of total municipal income and expenditure

Calcutta Dacca Murshidabad

Income from:
1. Tax on houses* lands and 

buildings 20 63 69
2. Tax on horses* carriages and 

carts* including registration 
fees 2 8 .

3* Fines and fees
Pounds, ferries and 
tolls

2 less 
than 1
20

1

3m Rent of houses* gardens and 
buildings belonging to the 
municipalities 1 2

6, Other sources* including grants 
from Provincial Funds 7b 6 30

Expenditure on: -

1. Establishment 9 16 6
2. Police 7 21 *fl
3. Conservancy 25 22 32
b. Roads 10 29 17
3m Buildings 5 - -
6. Works on public utility 

including lighting 2b 9 1
7. Miscellaneous 20 3 3

Source: Calculated from Bengal Municipalities Report* 1875-74-
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Table 8
The manor items of municipal income and expenditure
in Bengal in 1873-7^: percentage of total municipal

income and expenditure

Towns
under

Chowk-
idari

Municipalities Towns 
under Act III of l86*f under

Munici
palities

Act under Suburbs 
XXVI Act XX of Cal- 
of 1830 of 1856 cutta

Towns
in the
interior

Total Act VI
of
1868

as a 
whole

Income from:
1. Rate upon owners

according to the annual 
value of houses and 
lands owned 68 56 62 kl

2. Tax upon occupiers of 
holdings 93 89 - - - 88 29

3. Tax upon carriages! 
carts* horses and 
elephants 3 less 

than 1 3 6 3 - k

km Fines and fees less 
than 1

less 
than 1

2 1 2 less 
than 1

1

3* Pounds, ferries and 
tolls 1 3 3 18 11 1 8

6. Rent of houses* gardens 
and markets belonging 
to municipalities

less 
than 1 k less 

than 1
k 2 1 2

7* Other sources* includ
ing Government Grants 2 3 . 21 13 18 9 13

Expenditure on:
3, Establishment 7 11 15 11 13 12 12
2. Police 11 k6 2k 28 26 k2 32

3. Conservancy l*f 8 21 17 19 9 13
km Roads k3 - 29 2k 27 26 26 26
5. Buildings 3 less 

than 1
- 3 1 2 2

6. Works on public utility 16 3 8 8 8 k 7
7m Miscellaneous and 

contingent charges 6 2 8 6 7 ,,.3... 6
Source' : Calculated from Bengal Municipalities Report,
__________l8??-7^> p ,9._____________________________
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Table 9
Number of Pupils in Government Colleges« 1861-1872

Government
Colleges 1861 1862 fees 1863 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 fees 18?1

in in -72
1862 1868

Rs-as-p Rs-as-p
Presidency
College 209 227 10-0-0 289 360 323 301 271 292 12-0-0 399
Sanskrit
College - - - 16 22

(Rs.2
fees)

26 20 24 27 3-0-0 26

Hooghly
College 79 66 4-0-0 65 82 133 l4l 134 162 3-0-0 138
Dacca
College 76 138 3-8-0 128 111 129 110 123 126 5-0-0 103
Krishnagar
College 42 38 4-0-0 44 47 61 74 71 83 5-0-0 105
Berhampur
College 16 26 3-8-0 32 48

(Rs.4
fees)

77 74 63 71 5-0-0 33

Sources: Bengal Administration Reports« l860-6l to 1871-72.



Table 10mmmmm— mammmm 4

Number of Students in Aided Collegest 1866-1871-72

Aided Colleges 1866 Fees
in
1866

1867 1868 Fees
in
1868

1871-72

Rs-as-p Rs-as-p
Doveton College 23 12-0-0 30 25 12-0-0 -
Free Church Institution 126 3-0-0

and
3-8-0

131 97 4-0-0 122

St. Xavier's College 14 8-0-0 20 40 8-0-0 30
General Assembly's College 89 3-0-0 111 102 4-0-0 70
Cathedral Mission College 87 3-0-0 65 128 4-0-0 100
London Mission College - - 32 43 4-0-0 40

Sources: Bengal Administration Reports« 1863-66 to 1871-72.
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Table 11

Classifcation of under-graduates in Government 
Colleges according to the social position of their 
parents, 1867-68: percentage of total student

population in each college

Government
Colleges

Zemindars 
talukdars 
and other 
persons of 
independent 
income

merchants,
bankers,
banians,
etc.

professional government shop- 
persons servants keepers 

and
pensioners

others

Presidency
College 26 17 11 26 1 19
Sanskrit
College 26 - 19 22 - 33
Hooghly
College 32 5 25 23 6 7
Dacca
College Jk h 10 38 - l*f
Krishnanagar 
College 38 6 16 17 1 22

Berhampur
College 22 6 17 25 - 30
Calcutta
Madrassa - - - 100 - -

Total 29 9 15 28 2 17

Source: Bengal Administration Report, 1867-68, p.102.
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Table 12
Classification of under-graduates in Colleges aided 
by Government according to the social position of 
their parents, 1867-68: percentage of total student

population in each college

Aided
Colleges

zamindars 
talukdars 
and other 
persons of 
independent 
income

merchants,
bankers,
banians,
etc.

professional government shop- 
persons servants keepers 

and
pensioners

others

Doveton 
College 16 8 12 28 36
St.Xavierfs 
College 13 15 20 37 - 15
Free Church 
Institution 19 13 12 26 3 27
General 
Assembly * s 
College 17 19 9 16 2 37
Cathedral
Mission
College 30 13 6 23 1 27
London
Mission
College 60 2 16 12 9 -

Total 25 Ik 11 22 2 26

Source: Bengal Administration Report, 1867-68, p.105.
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APPENDIX I
MUNICIPALITIES, TOWNSHIPS AND CHOWKIDARI UNIONS, 
IN URBAN AREAS WITH MORE THAN 5>000 POPULATION 

IN 1873-7*+1

City or 
town and 
population

Location
Type of 
Govern
ment

Municipal 
income and 
expenditure

Membership

Region Divi- District 
sion

and Act 
under 
which 
formed

Income Expen- 
and tax diture 
per head

Euro
pean

Native Offi
cial

Non
offi
cial

Agarpara
(26,801)

Central Presi-Twenty- 
dency four 

par- 
ganas

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

Rs-as- P
11,247 12,777 
(0- 6-11)

1 5 1 3

Baghjala 
l 9,718)

Central Presi-Twenty- 
dency four 

par- 
ganas

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,194 2,159 
(0- 5- 0)

1 5 1 3

Baidya-
bati
(13,332)

Western Burd- Hooghly 
wan

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,160 3,158 
(0- 3- 9)

1 7 1 7

Bali
(8,529)

Western Burd- Burd- 
wan wan

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX 
of 1856

1,739 1,792 
(0- 3- 2) 3 3

Bankura Western Burd- Bank- 
wan urn

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

7,561 7,673 
(0- 6- 8) 3 6 3 6

Bans-
beria
(7,861)

Western Burd- Hooghly 
wan

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

2,455 2,231 
(0- 4-11)

3 1 . 2

Barasat
(11,822)

Central Presi-Twenty- 
dency four 

par- 
ganas

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,813 4,638 
(0- 5- 0)

1 10 2 9

Barisal 
(8,873)

Eastern Dacca Bakh- 
arganj

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

11,922 9,206 
(d- 9- 4)

5 10 5 10

Barrack-
pore
(9,593)

Central Presi-Twenty- 
dency four 

par- 
ganas

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act of 
1856

2,104 2,116
(0- 3- 6)

2 3 2 3

^Source: Bengal Municipalities Report l875-7^»
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City or 
town and 
population

Location
Type of Municipal 
Govern- income and Membership
mentRegion Divi- District 

sion
expenditure

under Income Expen- Euro- Native - Offi- Non-
which and tax diture pean cial offi
formed per head cia]

Basir-
hat
(ia,i05)

Berham-
pur(27,110)
Bhadres-
war
(7,417)
Bishnu-
pur
(18,047)
Brahman-
beria
(12,364)

Burdwan
(31.326)

Calcutta
(447,601)

Suburbs of
Calcutta
or
suburban
(257.1W
North
Suburban
Town(27,262)
South
Suburban
Town
(62,632)
Chandra-
kona
(1̂ ,576)

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency four 

'Par- 
ganas

Central Raj- Murshi- 
shahi dabad

Western Burd- Hooghly 
wan

Western Burd- Bank- 
wan ura

Eastern Chit- Tri- 
ta- pura 
gong

Western Burd- Burd
wan wan

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Four 

Par- 
ganas

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Pour 

Par- 
ganas

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Four 

par- 
ganas

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Four 

par- 
ganas

Western Burd- Midna- 
wan pur

Rs-as- P
Township 2,962 3*708 '■* 8
Act VI (0- 3-10) 
of 1868

Township 17,192 18,023 7 11
Act VI (0- 6-11) 
of 1868
Township 3,375 3,344 1 6
Act VI (0- 7- 2) 
of 1868
Township 2,835 2,064 3 6
Act VI (0- 2- 3) 
of 1868
Township 3,626 4,474 - 13
Act VI (0- 3- 0) 
of 1868
Munici- 62,164 67,010 7 9
pality (1- 3- 9)
Act III 
of 1864
Munici- 43,06,129 39,67,55674 56
pality (5- 0-10)
Act VI 
of 1863
Munici- 359,061 3,15,061 13 26
pality (l- 0- l)
Act III 
of 1864

Township 13,743 17,120 3 12
Act VI (0- 6-11) 
of 1868

Township 20,342 24,523 2 14
Act VI (0- 4-11) 
of 1868

Township 2,805 2,963
Act VI (0- 3 0)
of 1868

2 6

5 13

1 6

3 6

5 8

8 8

24 106

12 27

2 13

2 14
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City or 
town and Location

Type of 
Govern-

population — :----rr:— :--- — ■■■ ■■ ment* Region Divi- District . . .. and Actsion ,under

Municipal 
income and 
expenditure

Membership

Income Expen- Euro- Native Offi- Non-
which
formed

sind tax diture 
per head

pean cial offi
cial

Chitta
gong
(20,604)

Eastern Chit
ta
gong

Chitta
gong

Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

Rs-as- P
**8,259 20,737 
(over..7)

9 9 11 7

Dacca
(69,212)

Eastern Dacca Dacca Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

61,939 68,125 
(0-10- 1)

8 15 7 16

Dainhat
(7,248)

Western Burd-
wan

Burd-
wan

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,346 4,448 
(0- 7- 2)

— 7 1 6

Dinajpur
(13,042)

Central Raj- 
Shahi

Dinaj-
pur

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

8,880 9,767 
(0- 9- 7)

7 8 6 9

Dum Dum 
(5.179?

Central Presi
dency

-Twenty
Four
far-
ganas

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX 
of 1836

948 948 
(0- 2-11)

1 5 1 3

English
Bazar
021859)

Central Raj- 
Shahi

Maldah Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,150 3,22**
(0- 3- 5)

1 8 3 6

Faridpur
(8,593)

Eastern Dacca Farid
pur

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

**,503 3,728 
(0- 6- 7)

2 5 3 2

Ghatal
(15.492)

Western Burd-
wan

Midna-
pur

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

4,120 3.103 
(0- 4- 3)

•* 5 4 1

Gobar-
danga
(6,951)

Central Presi
dency

-Twenty
Four
par-
ganas

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3.347 3,290
(0- 7- 7)

10 2 8

Howrah Western Burd-
wan

Hooghly Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

1,67,456151,188 
(1- 4- 6)

Hooghly
and
Chinsurah
(3^,761)

Western Burd-
wan

Hooghly Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

30,737 31.290 
(0- 9- 1)

8 13 8 3



City or Type of
tov/n and Location Govern-
population_____________ ___________ ment

Region Divi- District and Act 
cion under

which 
formed

Membership

Income Expen- Euro- Native Offi-
and tax diture pean 
per head

cial

Jamalpur Eastern Dacca Mymen- 
(lA,312) singh

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

Ks-as- if
3 ,3^8 3,093 1

(0-3-10)

Jangipur Central Raj- Murshi-
(11,381) shahi dabad

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

t̂.322 3.9^
(0- 6- 0)

Jaynagar
(7,772)

Jehana-
bad
(13,2A6)

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency four 

far- 
ganas

Western Burd- Burdwan 
wan

Oessore Central Presi-Jessore
dency

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX 
of 1856
Munici
pal! ty 
Act III 
of l86A

2,319 4 1008 - 11
(0- A- 8)

2,160 3,631
(0- 2- 6)

11,866 12,62A 3 11
(0-lA- A)

Kadihati Central Presi-Twenty Township
(3»680) dency Four Act VI

Aar- of 1868
gar as

Kaiarua Central Presi-Twenty Township
(3*937) dency Four Act VI •

far- of 1868
ganas

Kalinga Central Presi-Twenty Township
(13,687) dency Four Act VI

far- of 1868
ganas

Kandi Central Pvaj- Murshi- Township
(12,016) shahi dabad Act VI

of 1868

1,363 1,393 1
(0- A- 1)

1,288 739 
(0- 3- A)

3*887 3,90A
(0- 3-11)

A ,3A7 6,Al2
(0- 3- 8)

12

a j.

1 1

hatwa
(7,939

Western Burd- Burdwan 
wan

jLu.wiisnxp
Act VI 
of l868

A, 636 3,707
(0- 9- 2)



City or 
town and 
population

Location
Type of
n ~V Cl il—
ment

Municipal 
income and 
expenditure

injaiccriDiiJ-p
Region Li vi

sion
District and Act 

under 
which 
formed

Income 
and tax 
per head

Expen
diture

Euro
pean

Native Offi
cial

Non
offi
cial

Rs-as- P

Kishor- 
gsm j
(13*637)

Eastern Dacca Myrnen-
singh

Township 
Act VI 
of l8b8

2,498 
(C- 2-11)

2,193 — 11 4 7

Kri shna-
anagar
(26,730)

Central Presi>
dency

-Twenty- 
four 
f or
gana s

Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 18631-

20,904 
(0- 8- 4)

21,342 7 8 10 3

Kumar-
khali
(13*637)

Central Presi
dency

-Nadiya Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

2,582 
(0- 7- 1)

2,138 1 6 A1 6

Kumilla
(12,948)

Eastern Chit
ta
gong

Tripura Munici
pal! ty 
Act .III 
of 18 64

10,671 
(Over 11)

11,438 9
1 8 6 9

Kushtia
(9.2VJ)

Central Presi
dency

-Nadiya Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

3,007 
(0- 4- 3 )

2,005 2 5 1 6

Maldali
(3 *262)

Central Raj- 
shahi

Maldah Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

1*762 
(0- 3 - 0 )

1,570 1 9 3 7

Manik-
ganj
(11,542)

Eastern Dacca Dacca Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX 
of 1836

3,333 
(0- 3- 0 )

4,675 10 10

Meherpur
(5 .562)

Central Presi
dency

-Twenty
four
PcVr-
ganas

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

1,902 
(0- 3- 4)

2,005 12 r 7

ill dna- 
pur
(31*217)

Western Eurd-
wan

Midna-
pur

Munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

15,146 
(0- 6- 8 )

14,782 6 6 6 6

Murshi
dabad
(46,182)

Central T5„J-lClj —
shahi

Murshi
dabad

Munici
pal! ty 
Act VI 
of 1868

31,321 
(0- 7“ 5 )

of- M i n■ < s' 6 9 r;> 10



City or 
tovn end 
population

Mymen- 
s i ng li o jT 
Nasirabad
(8,253)

Nadiya
(8,£63)

Naihati
(23,750)

J J p r> oy ;-i yv _
ganj and 
Ms dsn— 
ganj 
(10,911)
Nator
(9*674)

Nawab-
ganj
(16,523)

Pabna
(15,730)

Rampur 
Boalia 
(22,291)

2 an.? oli at 
(8,8?1)

Ran gnu r
(lgS^5)
Ranigai j 
(7t8495

3 6 6

Type of Municipal
Location Govern- income and Membership
 _________ ____  ment expenditure _________

Region Divi- District and Act
sion under Income Expen- Euro- Native - Offi- Non-

which and tax diture pcan offi
formed per head cial

  _____VKs-as- vj
Township 4,361 3*456
Act VI (C- 7- 9)

Eastern Dacca Mymen- 
singh

Central Presi-Nadiya 
dency

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Four 

far- 
ganas

Eastern Dacca Dacca

Central Raj- Raj- 
shahi shahi

Central Presi-Twenty. 
dency Pour 

/  * r~ 
ganas

Central Raj- Pabna 
shahi

Central Raj- Raj- 
shahi shahi

Central Presi-Nadiya 
dency

Western Raj- Ran/-*pur 
shahi

Western Burd- Burdwan 
wan

of 1668

Township 3 *587 2,964
Act VI (0- 6- 3) 
of 1868

Township 5 1975 1 *568
Act VI (0- 3.-11) 
of 1868

Tov/nship 6,564 7*975
Act VI ‘ (0- 7- 4) 
of 1868

Township 4,864 4,660
Act VI (0- 8- C) 
of 1868

Township 6,336 7*004
Act VI (0- 5-11) 
of 1868

Township 5*?89 6,548
Act VI (0- 5- 2) 
of .1.868
Township 11,104 14,968
Act VI (0- 6- 5 ) 
of l8b8

Muni ci- 9*368 7*847
pality (0- 9- 3 )
Act III 
of 1864

To wnsh i p 7 * 309 9 * 230
Act VI (0- 6- 8)
of 1868
Township 4,724 10,086
Act VI (0- 9- 6) 
of 1868

5 9 4 10

1 8  1 8

1 10 2 9

2 5 - 7

12 4 8

1 5 1 5

3 8 3 3

6 12 7 11

4 10 5 9

5 16 7 14

7 5 2 10
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City or
town and 
population

Santipur
(28,633)

Satkira 
(3,979)

Serampore
(24,440)

Shambazar
(14,696)

Sherpur
(8,013)

Suri
(9*001)

Syedpur
(6,324)

Sylhet
(16,846)

Taki
(3 ,261)

Tam3.uk
f r- O I. r\

Location
Type of Municipal
Govern-

  ________ ■ raent
Region Divi- District and Act 

sion under
which 
formed

income and 
expend!ture

Membership

Income Expen- Euro-piJative Offi- Non-
and tax diture pean cial offi-
per head cial

Rs.-as- P

Central Presi-Nadiya 
dency

Munici- 14,603 13,301 5
pality (0- 6- 4)
Act III 
of 1864

6 14

Central Presi-Twenty 
dency Four 

Par- 
ganas

Western Burd- Hooghly
wan

Township 2,629 1,779
Act Vi (0- 4- 6) 
of 1868

munici
pality 
Act III 
of 1864

23,633 24,061 11
(0-10- 7)

14 13 12

Western Burd- Burdwan 
wan

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX 
of 1836

2,622 4,302
(0- 2- 9)

10

Pastern Dacca Mymen- 
singh

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

2,991 2,311 1
(0- 3-11)

Western Burd- Birbhum 
wan

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

4,623 6,861 6
(0- 6- 3 )

6 9

Eastern Dacca Farid- 
pur

Eastern Dacca Sylhet

Chowki- 
dari 
Union 
Act XX
of 1836

Township 
Act VI 
of 1868

883 809
(0- 2- 1)

7,770 6,203 5
(0- 4- 6)

11 3 II

Central Presi-Twenty Township 
dency jur Act Vi

; ar- of 1868
ganas

1,826 3,064
(0- 3- 3)

2 7

Western Burd- Midna- Township 2,86? 1,935 1
Act VI (0- 7- 9) 
of 1868

vy cu i. M UJ
11 7 3
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Apponi.ix II

SOME NINETSAI^II CENTURY BENGALI 
’ . BASED OH SOCIAL THE!

Works deploring the miserable condition of Bengali women:

Guru Prasanna Ban dyop adhyaya, Ben Kao a Eki D"y, Crnjan~y Fran 
lay /the life of a young wife is miserable and tor

mented - a play/. Calcutta, Ben era 1268 (lcol-62).

Kailash Basini Debi, Hindu Mrdri IJj^ganer J'-̂ -a'h.nsthTT /The miser
able condition of Hindu women/. Calcutta, 1863.

Hi rut Bandhu Mitra, oadhabar Kk~d /the hardships of a married 
woman/. Calcutta, 1866.

Keshab Chandra Sen, IMpddesTy" CtrT-.jatir Unnatl /proposals
regarding the improvement of the women of this country/. 
Calcutta, I87I.

Works describing the bad effects of Kulinisra:

Na ray an Chat tar a j Gunanidhi, iMl:i Luntnhrlo h"mnk Crentha /a
book entitled "the Wendors of the kali Age/. Calcutta,
Ben era 1260 (l853-5^).

Ram Narayan Tarkaratna* Kuj.Jr. J -sarbasva /The obs sionwith
lineage among the Ruling/. Calcutta, l8b6 ,

Krishna Hu mar i Dasi , M/tt a Bi 1~ ui vjT /pleasing to the heart -
a work on the miseries of KulTn v:cr:en/. Calcutta, 1857.

Narayan Chattaraj Gunanidhi, Kali Koutuk Natak /The fun of the
Kali Age - a drama/. Calcutta, - era 17oG (1858-59).

Rash Bihari Kukhopaihyaya, Ball? mso ' T  /The reform of the
Ballalsystem of Kulinism/. Dacca, 1668.

Rash Bihari Mukhopadliyeya, Koulx £amso Lnr /Che reform of
Kuli.ni.sm/, Dacca, lo?l.

Dina Bandhu Mitra, Jamai Barik: Pi; ;nsan /the abode of sons-in- 
law: a satire/’. Calcutta, 16/2.

Works on the defects of the Hindu marriage ..‘•:yetem:

Kashi Nath Dasgupta, . J’-p / /" ' to destroy the dowry
systony. Or. Lcut ̂ a, iop_/.



Shyama Chandra Srimani, B~ ly ocbHra Katak /a drama on child- 
marriage/. Calcutta, 16cG.

Madhu Sudan Batta, Buflo §aliker Ghafle Ron /plumes on the neck of 
an old bird/1. Calcutta, i860.

Guru Prasanna Bandy op adhy ay a, Punarbibalia liTTtnk /a drama on the 
custom of second marriages/k Calcutta, Ben era 1269
(1862-63).

kaphar Chandra Pal, Kanya-bikray KTtak /a drama on the practice 
of selling girls'*Tn marri/ge/. Calcutta, l8bl.

Dina Bandhu Mitra, Bi,ye Pagla Bn-f.o /an old man madly eager to get 
married/. Calcutta, 1806.

Ram Parayan Tarkaratna, Hava Nafcak /The new drama/. Calcutta, 186?.

Anaonymous. Asurodbahn r.ltak /a drama on the "unnatural marriages" 
among Ra^hiya Brahmans/. Calcutta, IS69*

Kali Prasanna Ghosh, Sama.j 2echini /social reform/'. Dacca, 1872.

Corks criticising drunkenness:

Pyari Chand Mitra (Tek Chand Thakur) $ Mad Kr^oa Bado ' , JPt fv~lgr
Ki Upay? //r inking is a great burden, how can one retain 
caste?/. 2nd edition. Calcutta, 1859.

Anonymous. Bu.jhle Kina? Ben era 1273 (1806-6?).

Pyari Charon Sarkar, Sura-nancr Pha.L /The effects of drinking liquor/. 
Calcutta, 1868.

Aghor Chandra Das. Ei Ik Mai a /This (drinking) is a pleasure/. 
Calcutta, 1672.



APPENDIX III

SOME EXAMPLES OF "VERNACULAR CHRISTIAN LITERATURE"

Selections fi'om the Bible and general works on religion:

Rakhal Das Haidar, xisu-rranita Hitopades /advices of 
Jesus, compiled from Gospels by Raja Ram Mohan RayT* 
Calcutta, 1859. “  ~

Pam Kanta Das, Kinan Deser Brittanba /account of a land 
mentioned in the Bible/ Calcutta, 186/.

Ganga Charan Das, Bali-dTIner Brittin t a /account of sacri
fices/’. Calcutta, 1867.

Ram Krishna Kabiraj, Pharma Pus talc Pajhopakarak /Benefit 
of reading religious books/. Calcutta, 1571.

Church history and polemics:

Mahesh Chandra Mandal, Yihudl-diger Lokder Brittanta 
/account of Jewish people/. Calcutta, 1667.

Anonymous, MuhnmmadT Dharmer Big aye Katha-bartn /jdialogue 
on Islam/. Bhowanipur, I87O.

Works on doctrine and homiletic:

The Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya, Upades Katha 
crmcns/, Calcutta, 1840.

The Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyaya, SatyasthLran o 
Mithya-nasan /the establishment of truth and the display 
of falsehood/. Calcutta, l84l.

Umesh Chandra Chattopadhyaya, Hridny Parpen /mirror of 
the heart/7 Calcutta, 1864.

The Rev. Krishna Mohan Bandy op ad hy ay a, Saddarsan .Satfbad 
//rue philosophy/.- Calcutta, 1867.

Anonymous, Sntva Isray /True refuge/. Midnapur, 18/0.

Anonymous, Tr~n~rtb.Tr ukt.i /statements of a seeker after 
truth/, Bhowanipur, 1871 •

Ishan Chandra Be, Paralok /after-life/, Calcutta, 1871.

Paris Sarkar, Lay finer Do rr?.a- curna /downfall of Satan/. 
Calcutta, 187k tin verse).

Nil Rat an Haidar, Barer ,0 da-Tar an .•-i nT ./discourse 011 joy/. 
Calcutta, 1872. ... “



Liturgies, hymn-books end catechisms:

Gita Prstak /Hook of songs/, Calcutta, l86y.

Baiba Bha.janer Anukarma /Hook of worship/.. Calcutta,
186?.
KhrirtTya Dharma-nidhi /the Christian religion, trans- 
laticLs from the" Look'’of Common Prayer/. Calcutta, i860.

D.ibcsik Prarthnra /daily prayer/.- Dacca, 1868.

tisudirer Pharma GTta /nymns for children/, Calcutta,
186CJ, 16? 4®
K.C.Dutt (Datta) (editor), Pharma SangTta /religious songs/, 
Calcutta, 187 C«

Miscellaneous tracts and stories:

Yisnr I Cache Ais.n /come to Jesus/. Midnapur, 1867.

H.C.Mullens, Biava Bi.jay /faith and victor;// Calcutta, 1867.

Anonymous, Lalita KchinT /Hook fcr women/ Calcutta, 1871 
(illustrated).

Anonymous, SoudT ini dialogue between a mother and her 
daughter/ Bhowanipur, 1872 (2nd edition).

Anonymous, B a s m t a  (a tale for "Native Christian women")* 
Calcutta, l8y/>«



GLOSSARY

abbijHt
acarya
~  i *aaarsa

a-Kindu
ad,hyk oak
acliij a Luiik a o li i ja ty a

adhyatotikata

adya-S'r addha

amrni- i - awwal

amitraksar chanda

andolan
anta^ipur

mm * cm*anta);pur etra-sikga 

antakourika

antyepji-kpiya

anug£b!an

anu g|-hari-priya

apankteya

srths-lo? \ ITbya 

a-sastr.iya 
asavar"’•u—bibana
babu

= aristocrat 

= priestj preceptor

~ idcal» modo1

- non-Hindu 
= professor
•- spiritual aristocracy

- spirituality

= ceremony performed after 

death

= the security .and religious 

status which Muslims enjoy 

under rulers of their own faith 

blank verse 

k movement 

= inner household 

~ home education for women 

» resident of inner quarters 

of household 

~ funeral ceremony 

ritual 

*» ritual loving 
= removed from eating lines 

outcaste

- economic - ";yi ■ iorify

-- not approved by the Scriptures

* inter-cast.;; marriage 
s gentleman.; fr. .hionablo nan

without • fixed job r purpose



hnhi skar ̂  ̂c ti

bahu-cibaha 
hai dha 
bala-bidhaba 
balya-bi baha 
fcap-phoda

bara-manus
baro-yari
bhadra
bhadralok
bhadra-paribar
bhadra-sarnaj
bibaha
bidesX
bidesT pratha 
bi dhaba-bibaha 
bijatTya 
bilati
Brahma"
Brahffia-niq£ha 
Brahma

Brahrcapattva
Brahmika
by baa tl-a-patra

sending out, excoramunication

polygamy
legal
child-widow
chi1d-marri age
piercing with rod, a ritual
connected with the Hindu
festival of Charak
the rich
cooperative
gentle
gentlemen
gentle family
gentle society
marriage
foreign, alien
foreign custom
wi dow-marriage
alien
Engli sh/We stern 
God

devoted to Brahma
follower of Brahma, member of
Brahma Samaj
the essence of being a Brahmap
Brahma lady

sanetioning do cument



calit bhaca 

c a tu sp a t i a. 

cola

Charak (properly, Ca'etak)

cheledhara

cheledhara phand

chojalok

cir.a-bai dhabya

dal

dalapati

dir-al-fcLarb
dar-al-Islam

dacx

deeacar

desxya

ahanadhya

dhanTlok.

dharma-blia f • a

dharmopades

Durga Puja

edu-dal

ekanna-bartita 

Ganga-yatra

GayatrT Mantra

ghat

ghafr

go da

2>74

~ spoken language

- Sanskrit school 

= follower

= Hindu festival

- kidnapper

w .r* c* p k/ ̂ i. ' g t j. ap

= low people
- eternal widowhood 

= faction

- leader of a faction 

» land of warfare

= land of Islam 

= slave* maid-servant 

~ cusix>uu^bf the land 

= national 

= rich man 

= rich people 

= religious language 

religious instruction 

~ worship of Goddess Burga* 

the Mother Goddess 

= educated community

- the joint family system
= the custom of carrying dying 

Hindus to the banks of the 

"River Ganges 

ancient Sanskrit prayer

- acticn5 blow 

~ embankrvi i1

—■ ore 11C c. o x
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go$a-dal

gora

gogfchi

gug
gun-bhed

Hindu-samaj
*Hindu Ssstra-sammata 

~Khdubni~ 1
Hinduttva

fcoma

ijtihad

Ingraji-wala

isat-

Isvar

Isvar-pratyadi

Isvaravatar

jata-karfta

jati

jati-bhay

jati-bhed

jati-bibhed

jati-chyuta

jatiya

j atTya atma-nirbharata 

jatiya bhaga

•i f n V *“>d «■ ; v>nV*O— VAX.
jatiya ni rbharata
j a ci ya sahas
:

kubi-grn.

o r thodox c ommunity 

whi te/Bri tish 

social group 

merit

distiuctions in merit 

Hindu society/community

approved by the Ilindu Scriptures
Hindu way of behaviour 
the essence of being a Ilindu

sacraf x ce

the tradition

English-educated

slightly

God

revealed by God

incarnation of God

ceremonies performed after birth

race, caste

caste fear

caste distinctions

caste distinctions

outcasre

national

national self-reliance 

national language 

national pride 

national self-reliance 

national courage 

caste pride 

poetry sessions
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kanca

kanya-bikray

kanya-dan

khal
khemta

Khrig^an dal
kirtan
kritavidya

kpitya

KoulTnya
Kou3 Tnya-pra tha

Kulln
kuturaba

lok

lok-yukti
loukikacor

madhyabitta

madhy a., mab as tha
*madhyam sreni 

maha cabha 

manalla 

mahasaya 

maha trig 

roardir

caangalik- chi nha 

masT-.iTlri I: a

= mud-built; temporary 

= practice of selling daughters 

= ceremony of giving away the 

bri de

- canal

- song and dance routine 

= Christian group

= religious si aging

- educated? cultured man 

= ritual

= Kulinisra 

= the KulTn system 
= upper caste 

= relative 

s people

= common reasoning 

= socio-domestic rituals 

= middle class 

= middle income/position 

= middle class 

= great meeting 

= locality 

~ gentleman

= great soul? great man 

-- tempio

=: auspicious sign 

= respectable ic u 

= working with pen, white- 

collared job
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aatyi -bhaga 

mleccha

nagar sanfcxrtan

nam-karan 

ns.ra-~pu.ja 

navy a

navya abhijat 

navya dal 

navy a samp ra day a 

navya tantra 

nicu-.jat■i. . r.
nxl-hnngama
padrx
J3a.it a

paka

pall?

pcn-omtha

panchavat (properly 
pgncayat)

>ar '* ■

para

p&ram bandhu 

par da

oaroanasxn

oaritr'lia

pafchpTTla

pa tat a

ponttalik p-uja

: mother language 

= followers of an alien religion 

: singing in praise of God in 

the streets of the city 

; name-giving ceremony 

; the worship of men 

; modern, youth 

; the new aristocrat 

modernists

new/progressive community 

y o u t li/mo de m  i s t s

low caste
indigo troubles 
Christian missionary

sacred thread

brick-built, solid

gang

enclosed carriage 

locality 

dowry system 

committee of five 

scholar 

locality 

great friend 

seclusion of women 

secluded 

saviour

primary school 

fallen

idol worship



pouttalikata 

pracxu sampradaya 

pracTnatva 

pradhan 

pradhau acarya 

praja 

p rap, am

pratham sreriT 

prathamik 

pratighat 

p ra ti jna-patra

pratyadipt.a
— /prayascitta

P^ja
purngi-kumbha

Raj-bidhi
raksansTlaia

ii£i
sabha

sabhya-sareaj 

cadharan 

sadhu bhasa 

sago era 

£ aha—ms ran

r-alagram .sila

GOJBO.3

= idolatry

= old/conservative community

- ancient nature

= leader, foremost 

= chief preceptor/priest

- subject

= saluting by touching feet or 

bowing low 

= upper class 

= early 

= reaction

- note of promise

= ordered, revealed 

= atonement ceremony

- worship, religious festival

= water-filled pot - an auspicious 

Hindu sign 

= official legislation 

= conservatism

- sage

- association

= civilized society 

= common, common people 

= literary language

- belonging to the same clan 

the custom of the widow 

dying with her husband

- sacred stone symbolizing Vishnu

- society



samaj-bbay

at aj-oaffnkar

sambhranta
sagiskar

sampradaya

Sahti-jal

SaptapadT

SarasvatT Fuja

^sasan
fcastra

has t r a- r-arcm a t a
Sastra-siudha
sat'f

satT-daha

sharaf atn amah 

shirk 

sipahT 

sikgita

jjlsks

Ja££Q*
srot

s t rT- s v a d hi n a t a

G i i i T  cx  Q j x n . x  
$susikgi ta

- social fear

- social. reform 

= aristocratic

= beliefs arid traditions 

= communityt group 

= sacred water of peace

- the custom of the couple walking 

seven steps together in a Hindu 

marriage

=: v;orship of Goddess SarasvatT, 

the Goddess of learning 

= control

= Hindu Scriptures

- approved by the Hindu scriptures 
= approved by the Scriptures
= widow who burnt with her husband

- the custom of burning widows with 

their husbands

= certificate of respectability 

= polytheism 

•- sepoy 

= educated man 

= educated community 

= rhythmic couplet in Sanskrit 

= ceremony after death

- class

= current

~ female emancipation 

~ good night 

= well-educated man



svadesabhlman 
✓ / .
tr ,- desi
avatantra ,i"ti 
svayambar

 ̂ M- .svotapgini

tauhid

tritiya-sreni
tulsi,
ncca-slksa
>* ^ucu~jat

unnata

upabita

upadharma

upasana-p r a calT

npacarya

Vai dik-fcakye.
KkJt»-»rr»i»nu»at<w«i»rnr»in ri n-j

vamsabalT

varna.

yajnopabita

yatra

.yavan

yug^nxltano

yukti

zenr.ma

= national pride 
= national 
= separate race
= ceremony of tbe bride choosing 

her own husband 

~ white/European 

= whi te/European woman 

= unity of Cod

= third/lower class
r: a plant sacred to the Vaishnavas 
= higher education

= upper caste

- advanced, progressive

- sacred, thread

= semi-religious rules of conduct 

= system of worship 

= assistant priest/preceptor 

= Vedic sayings 

= genealogy 

=: colour, caste 

= sacrificial thread 

= open theatre 

t= non-Hindu

- epoch-turning, epoch-making

- reason

- woman, inner quarters of the 

house where women lived in 

traditional families
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and Despatch to the Government of Indiaf 
No. 72, of 15th July, 1869.

•69. Vol. 77 (Paper C 7190) Railways in 
India: Report for the year 16tc-69.

Vol. 52 (Paper 39?) Education: Reports, 
showing the progress since i860; and Cor
respondence between the Government of India 
and the Secretary of State.

, Vol. 53 (Paper C 163) Railways in India:
Report for the year 1869-70.

, Vol. 53 (Paper 371) Hawab Nazim of Bengal. 
Despatch no. 30 of 17 Junf l8(>7 from the 
Secretary of State.

Vol. 53 (Paper 371 I) Nawab Nazim of Bengal. 
Letters from the Governor General, l86l and
1863.

Vol. 53 (Paper 396) Moral and Material Pro
gress and Condition of India during I866-I869.

Vol. 68 (Paper C 187) Statistical Abstract 
relating to British India* from l860-l869»

Vol. 2 (Paper 157) European British subjects: 
To extend in certain respects the power of 
.Local Legislatures in India (Act Eh 7 35 •
Viet. c.57).

Vol. 79 (Paper 309) Nizamut of Moorshedaba.d. 
Secretary Deaden s Note* an <. .. j ure Lo 
Indian Financial Letter, No. 52" dated 9 
December 1853? Lord Dalhousie1g Minute on 
the above, dated 19 Jo I;,- lc/0 ; despatch from 
Court of Directors, No. 19* dated 17 May 1857.



1371. Vol. 50 (Paper IK ) Nawab Nazim of Bengal.
Memorial dated 28 July 1869 and correspondence

I87I. Vol. 50 (Paper 210) Moral and Material
Progress and Condition of India during 1869-70

1871. Vol. 51 (Paper C 4l8) Railways in India: 
Report for the year 1870-71*

1872. Vol. 44 (Paper l6l) V/ahafcees at Patna.
Copy of Minutes by Lord Lalhousie, in 1S52 
relative to the precautionary measures to 
be adopted.

lo72. Vol. 44 (Paper 243) Moral and Material
Progress and Condition of India during 1870-71

l8/2. Vol. 44 (Paper C 643) Railways in India: 
Report for 1871-72.

ii) Parliamentary Collections

Acts of Parliament Pel a ting to India,

vol. 1 (1697-1850) 
vol. 2 (1851-1903)

11) Governments of India and Bengal

1. Acts and Proceedings of Legislative Councils

Leg!sict'i ve Acts of the Gnyrrror General of India 
in Council, vol. 1, 163 1̂— Id^l. By V;. Theobold.

Proccod(ngs of Legislative Council of India, l6gi-l66l.
7 volumes.
Colicc ti0:15 of Acts passed by the Governor General 
of b e  (a in Council. , 184.1-18?2.

Acts of Lt. Governor of Bengalin Council} I862-I876.
2. Government Proceedings/Consultations

i) Government of India

egislative Proceedings* I85O-I858, 167O-I872.
Public Proceedings, 1850-1856, l860-l86l, I863-I865>
i A0~ t guv.

ii) E ;r:al Government

5sis jti ■ L Procee II 1853- g,/, 1862-1864*
L .ucationa.i Proceedings, I85O-I058, I865-1864. 
General Proceedings, 1862-1864.
Judicial (Public Works) Proceedings, 1856.
Lh Jitical - ■  i L852-18571 L862-1864.
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Public Proceedingsj IbpC-lSbS.
Public Works "Proceedings, lo55»

3. Committees

Public, Ecclesiastical and Educational Committee. 
List of Papers on Table. l864-l866.

4. Reports, Gazetteers, Selections from Records, etc.

i) Administration Reports

Reports on_the Administration of Public Affairs 
in the Presidency, included in Gonersl
Renorts on tbe Administration of the General 
Presiccncies ;nd Proci . p f Britlsh_ Indi< , 
1853-58 to 18/2-75 /referred to in thesis as 
Bengal A •ministration :>rr o.rjT'.

ii) Gazetteers and Statistical Accounts

Description of Scrarr.nore,its r>orrl-P:lor, revenue 
and 1 ministration under the Danish Government
By I.E.Elberling. 1845 (Printed in 18/4).

Statistics of Zdllah Mi on moor. By J. S. To wen s.
io49 •

GeographicalABtatistica.1 Honor t of the District
of i.clriah. By u.U.Pemberton. Calcutta, 1054.

Goc ;raphies1 end Statistical R-port of the District 
of Boerbhoom. By Capt. \7.S„Sherwill. Calcutta, Ic55*

Reports on the Districts of Midna;;ore (including 
hi ;i else) -m  Cuflack. By II. Rick ecus. Calcutta, I858.

Statistical and Ge^-r-cificn.1 Report of the Moor- 
abad rict. By Capt. J.E.Gastrell. Calcutta, 

18 CO.

Statistical and Geographical Report 01 the District 
of Baiicocrah. By H.Rosc. Calcutta, l8o3.

A Geographical and Statistical Report of the
jina; ;cr)ore - istrict, Idt By J.L. Eherwill. 
Calcutta, 1g o5»

Principal heads 01 Hi:'Lory and Statistics of Dacca 
si v halon. By A, L. Clay, Calcutta, I80S.

G eograplii call and Stc t i ? > tic.-a R eport of the Li strict 
of Jes _ ' ireedporc :e. By J.
Gast.re 11* Calcutta, loeo.

A Report or: the ii strict: 01 Jcsso re. Its _An ti -"
: j-os, • is History and i ts Commerce. By J. 

Westland. Calcutta, lb/.U

feport on ti e Statist! cs tl Beerbhooi trie
■ y >i , u Cs leu l ta, L874.
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Report on the Stati nil ;s of P.m-pore for the 
year V67 By G.C* >ass* Calcutta, 1 87'3

/olumes.
W.W.Hunter. London, io,;5“77*

Ix'otec on t: e History o£ Hidnaporo as contained in 
Re cords ... int in the Collec to r 1 c Of lice. By 
J.C.Price. Calcutta, lo', 6.

History m l .Ota tin tier of B;:k"v - lb strict. By
K. Beveriage. London, u//C.

The liiioerl-~.l Ggze Lteer of Indie, l̂ t voluir.ee.. By 
V/.Iv.Hunter. London, lcb9-&7.

History of Midnapore. Calcutta, 1902.

iii) Census

Report on Census of Calcutta, iSot.

homorandun re- arciinf- the_ Proposed Census of 
Lower Bengal in Idyl. Calcutta': 137Q?

Report cn C.nsus of Bengal, lu72.

Report on Census of fv 1 orirbs of C-H ■ • n i.ta, 18?P.
Report on Census of Calcutta, l6>- ,

Report on C msus of luburbs of Cod cutty. lb?u.

Report on Census of Truly, 19Cl3 vol. VII.
Calcutta, Town and Puburls. Part I. A Chert 
History o eutta. UK.R . Calcutta, 1902.
Part IV. Renort (Statistical). By J.R.Blackwood. 
Calcutta, 1902.

iv) Municipalities

/.hridpejTion b of the let amort of the Commi ttee 
. appointee by the ut. :k:u Governor o T Bo n y 1 for 
the Lsta .. inrnent of a fever He ,• , and for
Inquiring in to local ma..acement /i taxation
in Calcutta. loiG.

First (-Seventh) Half-Ycrrly Revert of the Co.-n- 
nisgioners for the Irr.proverse-n t of C Icuttr.
Calcutta, IL'tbC-pl).

Report on the Lstablirheant 01 ’ • tor Works to 
Supply tne 1 yy o b ■ (wi tii other papers
on Watering and Braining the city). By F.W,
Simms. Colon Lta, 18,95«

Tenth (-Thirteenth) Ann el R- x ■ ■ the Con ilssiohers
ior the - ini \* ' ic n t cuttr itt< •



Letter frorn the Municinr:1 Commissio nors to the 
Government cf Ben;-: 1, f- ruarriinr a roror t on 
the drains v of Calcutta by W.Clark* • • dated 
the 29th December* 1855- -

Report o.f the Committee on the Drainage of
Calcutta, ld37 (with appendices, pi?as and
map s /'« oal cu t ta., 3.o9/.

General Reports of the Commissicners for
the Improvement of the Town . 59*

The Drainage of Calcutta.. (A letter from the 
Commissioners for the Improvement of Calcutta 
on the subject of a proposed new system of 
drainage of that city, v.dth the report of Messrs.
M. and G. Rendel and observations thereon by 
V/. Clark and A.M. fowl cans). Calcutta, l8pR.

A 'ministration Reports of the Calcutta. Munic:;nuILlty, 
1860-1872.

A ReoorI on the Drainere of Calcutta. By J.A. 
Longridge. Calcutta, l8ol.

Proccecin;:s o f rn_ O r d i r y  I Me L:.:- " of the Muni
cipal Corporation of Calcutta hold at the lorn 
Hall ... 7 th March 1c.1-:, con to in:: r- - full report 
of Bobco Ron, 'ocnul Chose ’s 3~oeecj. rerarcing the 
suppression of burnim- c-'.ats on the bonks of 
tiic Mooghly. (Reprinted from the Hindoo Patriot)a 
Calcutta, 1868.

Report on the 'drainage and Conservancy of Calcutta.
By Davia B.Smith. Calcutta, I069.

Minute on Matters relating to Municipal Taxes.
By Raja Ligambar Hitra. Calcutta, 1870.

Administration Report of the Muni clpnIIty of 
the Suburbs o f Calcutta, 1872-?j’«

Bengal Municipalities Renort, 187.1-7.8.

v) Crime and Police

Reports of the State 0 f the Pol ice in the Lov;er
Frovine es of Bengal PreciccuBLZj. : 19 to 1698 ?
l8ub to Icr) n (

Reports on the State 0f the Pollce of the Tov/n
( utt a its Sr. ' ■ ,! Ibhl5 1892, I899-I8

R - >orts on the Police 1of Chi. t tar or ' vis ion,
Ibpl to L t 80, I00C !;o 107J..
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Report on the Suppression of sacoi. by :ln Bengal ,

3eng• lL_Pollcd,_Ivpcrs rol^tirr to tbo System 
in t;:n Presidency, London, lo57«

Reports on the Police of Burduon division,
IboO to l6?l, lo75.
Rpgorts on the Police of fresiccncy Division, 
looo to lo/I»

Annual Crime Report of Precedency Division 
for the year Ibyi. Calcutta, 18?2,
Report of the ii i chi an Poll c e C ommission and 
Resolution of the Governrnent of In of a (presented 
to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her 
Lajesty) London, 1905.

vi) Education, Language and Publications

Pronosed Plan of tho University of Coleutta.
By F.J.Houat. London, lob-S.

Catalogue of the Calcutta Publ 1 c Library.
Calcutta, 18oh, 1155.

Annual Reports of the Hindu College, Patshalla, 
Branch School, Sanskrit College, Calcutta 
r.ur'j.sS'a, a o ;■ i ;lah Scho » Calcutta, 101 e—'ig vO
1053-!^'.

Annual. Reports of the College of Hadji Hehamsd
1 oil!jin; sd j.s and of cr.o Colleges of.
uacca ana idc,ms.hur, Calcutta, iSiy-Ab to 1853-5^.

Rules and Regulations of Calcutta Free School. 
Calcutta, IbpC.

Papers relating to the Establishment of the 
Presidency College of Bengal. Calcutta, I03A.
Papers connected with the Establishment of Uni-
versiti es in Inaia. Calcutta, 185nt «
A Collec tion of Despatches from the Home Govern-
ment on tb.e Subj ect of Education in India l6y4~63.
Cu-l cu t ta, lov0.
Report of the Lire ctor 0 ~ Publi c Instrue ticn in
the Lov;or I rovinces, for the fir *—< 4" 0 ̂ 01 arter of

. __Caleu 11a, 1853.
Corresn ondenc e rel at i n t o  V c rn aculor Educaticn in
the 1 reer Provin os 01 no 1., Caleu t ta, loffi „

Rf; turn s relat j i ; ■’ 4- ~  4-4 ,» r. v, 4- A l u  Bc.l w X  ; «... J. X J.ii rJiL- Pres sec and
Pu 1 tio in _ ■en:;al, Calcutta, 18 . .

.J J *
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■ f the Marties and V/ritings of 515 Persons
com eb with Bengali hi tera ture i ei ther jus
c . t  o jt -  c v  v ro u e  P r in t e d  V.'or)t s 2 c h ie f l y
duri: t ■ 1; ;t 50 years; i , st Gat; o i i of
3gj peli Newspapers and Periodicals v.’hi ' have 
is; from the Pressv from the year 3 tcu to 1855.

Ltted . me: , by tho R v. J. Long.
Calcutta j 18513.

General Report on Put1 i  2 In ;fcruction Ln the Lov/er 
Pro3 > Bengal Presidency from 27th
Jam t 3Qth anril 165' . Cs leutt* ,

Gen err-1_ Per or t on Public In atruction in the I.ov.-cr 
Provlnt;es o 1 Don; al Prepic ~:;cy for lc55-5°«
Galcuttaj I8 5C.

opcci~I Appeal on behalf of the Calcutta Normal 
School. Lonclonj 1 8 5 8 .

Colon L Cu University Calendar. Calcutta* 1858-59* 

General Liucation in India. London, 1859.

Returj relatin • to public? iinns in the Bon.r.al
Lan ; in 1857< to which in nodea, a Lint of
the 1; ‘ v0 Pyoiaos* with tho books printed at
each, taeir •price and character with a notice of 
the ; a t condition and future prospects of the 
Veri nular Poo or. or1 Don;;ol, nru; the statistics 
of Bo L y and Ladras Vernacular Presses, by 
the Rev. J. Lon;;. Calcutta, 1&59*

L_ Plii: lo-’uc of Sanscrit and Born Mice Publications, 
Printed in Bengal. Compiled by J.Wenger and sub- 
mitted to Government on January : , 1865. Calc ,i 0/3[*J. o o,v%

n th e_ I\ 1 at - ? Of Edu ca t i o n in In din dr, ring 
l6t5~ . Revised edition. B5 A.M.Monteath,
Calcutta! l86r/.

Adam’s Reports on Vernacular Education in Bengal and
Beher, submitted in Government in 1835i Icfo and lo;8
{ : brief vLev/ of i ts and pres ent condition)

7o i. 0 up cho C tate of Educe tion in India, 3.866-6?.
By j.«i'.lov/eJ L, CaLcutta., loco.

i;j ;n to by VIcg—Chancellor of Calcutta bnivorsity 
B.C. y * r ng t cf Lt. Governor
c [ . for ■ :endii th< j flu nee of Calcutta
liniv j   to t . cos. (With 1 covering letter
fr Gffioi; ting Under IS- cretary to Government
of Bengal). Calcutta, 1&70.

■ . ndence n the subject cf the Education of the
.: .v 3 . in Dr tn 1" In'nia and their -n tp Loy—

i r morally. CzicuVt&j loOC.

Co 1 1:1.' Col cut to, I0 8 8 .
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vi.i) Miscellaneous

C o r r e so ondence between the Government cf Ben al
and the Brafei&h Indi m  .issoelation on the Sub-
joe c o t  the - r : on Tobacco, Calcutta,

: .
Papers relating to the ucation of Forming a
Separate Judicial Brand i cf the Civil Service '
in India and the Le -:al 'fraininr of Civil
Servants. Calcutta , loo-,.

b) Other

i) Societies

1* Asiatic Society

R u l o  of the Asiatic Socioty of Bengal* 0alcu11a, 1869,

2. Bengal British India Society

Evidences relative to the Efficiency of Native 
Agency :i.n the At minis bra lion of the A f fairs cf this 
Country. Calcutta, 189M. Reprinted with a supplement 
of British Indian Association. Calcutta, 1&33-

3. Bethune Society

Pro coed in rr, of the Bethune Society for the Sessions 
of IcwO-63. 2 volumes. Calcutta* 1662, Io70.

Proceedings at a Monthly liecting of the Bethune Society 
held ... on the 16 hovonijor ly-yh . Calcutta, 1839.

Proceedings at a Monthly Meeting of the B ethune 
Society held ._. on the 12 April lodO. Calcutta, i860.

d. British Indian Association

Proceedings of the Associati on at a Monthly General 
hee-c.ing held on 2 A An id. .1, lSbl. Calcutta, 1861.

Repor ts of Monthly Mee t:in ~s : June, July, Sept., Dec.
ludiJ June, dov. IbcO; .■ore!-, July, C lt-j_J.j 
Iced. Calcutta, 1939-62.

3. Mahomedan Literary Society

Proc edings of.tl Mahal . •' n Literaryi l L JsA c -L U JL
So civ cy of Calcutta at a i.cecinc held ... on ..

November 16V0. Lecture .y Houlvie Aaramat .
(of ocunpore) on --.uo:n.j >n cf Mahomedan Lav/, in- 
yc.j.y''n.y tho cuty of Ms homy c urns ir. n ri t j. sh In a i. a 
towards the Ruling Power. Calcutta, Lo?l.
A iu rter C entv; of the Id. dome dan Lit crsry Society 

:utta: : y frt 1 63 to ;
etc. Calcutta, 1889.
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Arts 
;.nnn-h IA-pm-t 1'cv the Scy' lv_ for the M ro mo ti on of •
1 »i • t . • -> IS a Vvr> 4 hr 1 8 n i rut. X.P. . 1 8S6 .
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7, Tattva Bodhini Sabha

Tattva todhlnT Sabha. Sambatsarik 6 Biseg Snbha.
Seko 17/'o. /Tattva Bodhini Saban. Annual and 
Special Meeting, 1 6 ^ - 5 ^  Calcutta, lo55 /in 
Bengali/.

ii) Conferences, hoctings, Petitions and Appeals

I '-'citinn A:loptefl by the Calcutta I.issionary Confcrcun:o
;ust le a-, in reference- t che .i-ast maia Company's 

Charter etc. Calcutta, 1852.

Petitions to Parliament by the Calcutta Mis:.!onery 
Conference, against the Grant to Juggernath ana the 
connection of thei Best India Comoany with the Hindu ana 
Mussulman Religions. Calcutta, 1855•

Poport of the Proceedings of a Public Meetine of the 
ii. live Community hela in the fern i M l  . the 29th July 
1855 (vjith a petition to Parliament requesting Indian 
representation and. protesting against Sir Charles Wood’s 
Indian Bill). By J.F.Bellamy. Calcutta, 1853.

Utta Hi plenary Conference. Tho Foucaticnpl Posti-
tution in Bengal an harj and tho Londoxx Christian

ty f r | lia. Calcutt , 1-55.
Proceedings of a General Confer n co of Bensal Protestant
la.'ioionaries... ~T5y3, Calcutta, 1055. ” ’
General Conference of Bengal Proto.- - tan t Mi ssi onaries, 1855» ^n 
-o macular Christian Literature. By J.Long, Calcutta, lo55«

i.' :fiti ii of the Calcutta Mission? , for a Royal 
C ; pission to Enquire into the condition of the People
of Bengal. Calcutta, I85G.

■■ ' Petition to the Parliament: Petition
o the Colon tta hi sol onaries for a noy-il Cc:u oi union to 
•<. -.ui re into the Condi then of the Pcorle 01 Bengal 

(Keprinted Iron the Christian Intelligencer 15 December 
I Gy 6). Calcutta, 1857.
C yrrected Deport of Proceedings of a Puolic Meeting
r the Torn Hall, Calcutta, in fm'cur of the .intension 
of the Jurisdiction of tho_ hpius:ril Criminal Courts.
By J.I*1.Gomes. Calcutta, 1857.

Pi blic Meeting of ;ta,
 ; • . iber tov , to Position both Houses

of Pariia.- .ent against a Bill entl ti cd a Bill for the
Prados : \ :;.i o: , etc. By J.k.Gaumisse.

Cr.i.cutta, 1-59.
ort of . • tee 0 f the Calcutta I issionary
1 for the IB;taulishment of a Jtk v y o  Christian
.ily Pu: , 1  th Pro posed Rules for its 1 1 nut.

Calcutta, 18 jC?
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Petit:!on aminst Incor.e Ton of the Zcrnlndors of
Ben t1* boh; r one Orissa to irnorial i :?rii arcnt. loci.

A Full and Corrected P.epcrt of the Proeeer.itirs the
t...... i ts V .cinit.y,

>101 cJ at tho four: H I ]., on ?3 February J.c ; tor tro Pur~ 
pone of_Tostifyinc Public h. a n n  : ' Grcititude tc JTi s 
:v'cc 1 1 en cv Earl Cannirr-' ... lor Ain Ge i erg 1 Adminis t ration 
of the Country. By lhakoordoss i/oss, Calcutta* 1 8 6 2.

Statement Concerning Sir Mordaunt V/ell■?' Judrment in
the Ca.{ i o f H . . .. j t V/i th no ten and appendices)*
Calcutta* iSbp.

St p. tic Lical Tobies of | :ant I by;. si o m  > in India*
Ceylon and Burrra for lu/I. (Prepared at the acquest 
of Calcutta Missionary Conference). Calcutta* 1873-

Rencrt of ProceedIr.gs of Second Pub 11 c__ Meting hold at 
Tov.r. Hall on Ftp.day 6 Septern'ocr 11/8, in connection 
v/ith Vernacular Press M t . By Jogesh Chunder Banerjea.
Calcu t ta* 1878.

Proceedings of the Pubic Mec-tin; cn the Civil Scrvice 
Mieriicn hc].d at Town Hall of Calcutta ... 2k March 
lo'/V. Bj K.K. . mrti. C? .cutta, 1879*

IV. Newspapers, Journals and Periodicals

a) In Bengali

Arupodaya. Serampore, 1838-I839.
3ama Bo cl'inf Patrika. Dacca, 1867, l8?l-l8?7,

Bayga Ba.nd.hu. Dacca? 1873 •

Bayga Vidya Prakasika. Calcutta, 3 839-1838, I863-I866.
Bengal Spectator. Calcutta, I0A2-I8A3 /in SBS* vol. 3/. 
BharatT. Calcutta, 1877.

Bharat VarshTya Sabha. Calcutta, May-June 1839j April l86l. 
B.i.bi dhartha Sago.raha. Calcutta, l832-l86l, 1872-3 873®
Charnatkar Mohan. Calcutta, 1838 /In Bengali end English^- 
...-"I-:a Prnkls. Dacca, l86l.
■biarma Frachari;u Patrika. Calcutta, 186A-1866.

Pharma Pa j . Cal cu 11 a , 3.833-1833.

a Bart a Baha. Calcutta, 1838-3.839 •

•a ■ Barta Prokasika. Calcutta, 1865-1866*

ftp://Ftp.day
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111.TV u Rntna It eulakor. Calcutta»18^8-1859.

Jn.-:.nrTnvecr.gL. Calcutta, lS>y2~39 /in £33, vol. Kf

Jyotiraqeaii. Bhov/anipur, lo70.

krlikKta Patri k“ ._ Cal cut ta, 13^8.

K-Q ua Drum, Bhov/anipur • 187(3,

I oriohar. Calcutta, l86l.

hlrapeksha Dkarr.ia Tattv--. Calcutta, i860.

Ni tya Dhariia vr anrijika. Calcutta, I8p0-l8b4.

Paknhik Sagibad, Calcutta, 1 February 1871.

Pel IT Bi ;jn~ii. Dacca, 1.867-1868,

P/nridprsak, Calcutta, 1861.

Purnivna. Calcutta, l£^3.

Be ha zy andarbb a. Calcutta, 1862-1 864, 1868.

Fan; pv.r Di.k ikr V~.aa. Eanypur, l860-l86l.

£-■/. r r Ch.-:; < rl kn. Calcutta, 1865-1866.

Br.r.iacnar SucM' Bnrsha#. Calcutta, 18^8.

Snnb"d BhTsk- Calcutta, 1848-1.857 /in BBS, vol. 2/, 
lo_̂ ’o—j.oo.L, H T > j . 86l.

Sa^ibad Prabhakar. Calcutta, 1840-1892/in BBS, vol, 1/, 
Bon era 12c2 "C1S55) /Tn BBS, vol. 4/,'^1858, I865-I066.

£a*bFd Purga. Ck: ~ ndro day a . Calcutta, l865-1867,

Sr.-yceJ. jRaKarF,;. Calcutta, 1862.

Sppt"bik 3; icbpd. Calcutta, 1 January 1869.

Sarba B a t h P a trikp. Calcutta, 3 aka 1772 (lopO) ^in
£B£, vol. 1677.

£•'-■ v‘‘"rtha PTi ; Chandra. Cal cutta, .1 855-1857 - 

Sarlnrtha Say ;raha. Calcutta, i860,

na:: arip: ka, ( ■ utta, 1858.

2;. Jrae'T n £■ 1 cutta, lobl.

floo&hly, Ben era 1 , 1 (1865-I866),
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utta, i 59- - , Ben o n  12 b-l<..
(l6tC-lody) /in SBC, vol. Kj

Suborihini Patrikn. GMnsuraft, SeraBspore, 1858.
Suj.■ ibh .?atrika. Calcutta* Bc-n eral2t0 (l853>)«

Sul f:hh 1 amocha r. Cal cutta , iG?0-l8?l.

Tattva Bodhini Patrlksu Calcutta, 18**3-1859, laka 
17o5-l832'(1844-1911) £±n SBC, vol. 27, 1869,

Vidya larean. Calcutta} §aka 17 '■ )/i
SBC, voJi. 27

l) In English

Bengal Catholic Herald. Calcutta* 1898-1862, l86*(-.
Bengal Claris ti an Herald. Calcutta, 1872, 18?^.

Bonga.l IIurkavv . Calcutta, I09C-I866.
Dacca News. Dacca, 1896-1898,
»7v> rr**i x‘er'c Journal. Calcutta... 1866.

In liman. Calcutta, 1890-1872.

Fri da;: kovi e\! 0f Folitics, Litera turo, Society and Religion.
Calcut tu, 3 867.

B'i of India (end Overg o an Friend of India). Scrampore,
1890-1 872.

Hindoo Patriot. Calcutta, 1897-1863.

Indian Daily Nev/s. Calcutta, 1867-1872

Indian Economist. Calcutta. 1369-1872.

Indian mpire. C. I cut fea, 3 • ; 1-1862.

Indian Field. Calcutta, 1838-1863.

Indian ill rror. Calcutta, I86I-I863.

Indian News. London, I83O-I838.

Indian Observer. Calcutta, l8?I-l872.

Indian Reformer. L rampore, l86l-l8o2.

Chat : t 9 . , Ct ! ci - ta, 1869-3 677.

The Tin-as3 London , louO-lS/1
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Pamphlets and Books 

In Bengali

Anonymous . Asurodbaha Aapak /a drama about
''unnatural marriages" - ciiticizing the 
Rajihiya Brahmans for selling their 
daughters in marriage/. Calcutta* 1869.

Anonymous . A tin tat tv a V1 ay a //he knowledge of the 
soul/. Calcutta, lo52.

Anonymous. Brahma LTiarmo /the Brahma religion/.
2 parts* Calcutta) lot>0.

Anonymous * Brahma Pharma //he Brahma religion/.
Calcutta* Saka era 1773 (loS2 )a

Anonymous . Brahmn Bharaa: ‘To to ary a -2" h t  /The 
Brahma religion: with explanations/
Calcutta* Saka era 1791 (1869-70).

Anonymous * Brahma Lharrn.a /the Brahma religion/.
2 parts« Calcutta* 8aka ora 1792 (l8 ,;;0 ).

Anonymous. Brahma pharma /the Brahma religion/.
Calcutta, Saka era 179** (i6 r;2-7y).

Anonymous• Brahma u n a r m  o Brahma SnrF.i Bigoy-ak Prasteb 
/proposals regs rding the Brahma religion and 
the Brahma Sarna/7. Calcutta, Saka era 1792 
(1870).

Anonymous. Brahma Sharna SI oka So ip : raha /a compilation
of theistic texts - from Hindu, Jewish, Christian, 
Mahomedan and Pars! Scriptures/. Calcutta* 1869.

Anonymous. Brahma Lhrrmer Mata S~ r /a summary of the
beliefs of the Brahma religion/, Calcutta* Saka
era 179** (1873).

Anonymous. Brahma JSadhana /Brahma worship, a lecture
delivered at the annual meeting of the Kidnapur 
Brahma Samaj/. 2nd edition. Calcutta, Saka era 
1792 (1870).

Anonymous. Brahma Sapgut /Brahma hymns/. 7th edition.
Cal cut to.* i'8'bu.

vincny mou s. BrAhma Sapcit o Sajpkirtan /Brahma songs and 
sii i1 / /  2nd ;iorf. . sa, 1872?

Anonymous. IhuAn.opasan'-I /Brahnic prayer/-. 2nd edition. 
Calcutta, Saka era 1790 (l8fo).

Anonymous* ! hr:, op a: anF Paddhati /manual of Brahma p r a y e r s / .  
Calcutta, Saka era 1793 (IM0 8).



Anonymous*. Bralniopllsona Pransli /manual of Brahma 
p r ayerT^r ~ '0*:’" I'lrT” *~~f t7 2.

Anonymous. Brahnot.'b /the festival of Brahma/.
Calcuttaj 1666.

Anonymous. Bu.jhle Kina? /Do you understand? - a drama
criticising the traditional leaders of society/.
2nd edition, Calcutta, 3en era 127'? (1866-67).

9

Anonymous » Chai trn I cl a /the Chaitra fair* proceedings
of the second annual moet-ng of the Chaitra Mel?/, 
Calcutta, Saka era l/CO (3.868),

Anonymous Dhaka Bra Sama.j v Itihag /the history 
of the iiacea Brahma Samaj/I Sicca* Saka ora 
1796 (1871).

Anonymous. Pharma o KTti /religion and morality/* Calcutta. 
Saka era 1791 (1871).

Anonymous. Xfnr~i ''Hr Bodalok: Praha ran /are these
the leaders of society?: a comedy - attacking
the hypocrisy of the leaders and advocating 
social reform mainly In connection with the 
position of Hindu women/, Calcutta, 1868.

Anonymous. JTban^r : les.ya /The aim of life - collected 
from the sermons delivered at t o thirty-eighth 
annual meeting of the Brlhrna Saitili/. Calcutta, 
1868.

Anonymous • Khrisfcan Sisyer Kayek Libasik PrarthanK
// few daily pray* t Christi l disciples/.
Dacca, 1868.

Anonymous.* Nara Pula /A Brahma tract a * Inst idolatry/ 
Calcutta, Srka era 1/91 (l8b9).

Anonymous* Prarthona Fustak / ’ .n C- tholic book 
of prayers/. Dacca, i860.

Anonymous . Prlrth.-: n~~d.inii /BrT'h:. a prayers/* Calcutta*
Saka era 1799 (T£»78).

Anonymous,. Prat;/; } Ik r hmopusana /claily Brahma prayers/. 
Calcutta, 1.8 ,u...

Anonymo-is,* Sami /a :ure of social evils -a
work criticising the ' ra3 Lty aj d imitatic n 
of the West within Calcutta society/. By ”A 
Midnight Traveller”. Calcutta, 1869.



Anonymous .• gati-trijjisa Byekhyan /Thirty-six dis
courses, reprint eel TrcTm the ‘fatty a BodhinT 
Pa trikly. Calcutta? lo>'r.

Anonymous•• Strir Prati Tirades /advice to married 
woman* on .Brahma religious and domestic 
duties/. 3rd edition. Calcutta* taka era 
1791 (1869).

Anonymous • Subhasp a £1 liram /one sooner the better - 
a drama advocating the marriage of widows/T 
3 rd edition. Calcutta* Ben era 12c8 (186I-62),

Anonymous.. Bastu-bicar ,/eight lectures on the majesty 
of God as shov/n by the wonders of nature de
livered at the Brahma C m / / .  Calcutta* Saka 
era 17b? (I8A3 ).

Anonymous- Samajik Brahmopasan” Prunali o Prarthana - 
mala /soci al pray er"s an a” hymns of’ "thTTBrahmia 
.religion/. 3rd edition. Calcutta* 1877.

Anonymous . Vi dya Ba.ri dra-dal r-.nT /education destroys 
poverty - a series of poems showing the 
benefits of education/, Calcutta* 6 aka era 
1783 (1861-62).

Bandyopadhyaya (Banerjee), G.P. P h - ; s r Abaidhatn
/the illegality of the use of intoxicant^.
Colcutta* loop.

Bandyopadhyaya* G.P. Bou Haon ~ki Bay* Gq~j<unuy Pray.
lay (/the life of a young wife is miserable and 
tormented* a play advocating the education of 
young wives/. Calcutta, Ben era 1268 (l86l-62).

Bandyop dhyaya* G.P. Premada Prmnmada Nafrak /"the
loving woman - a drama about the miseries of 
Hindu widows/. Calcutta* Ben era 12'/} (1862-6/),

Bandyopadhyaya* G.P. Punarbibahn hPtak /a drama
criticising the custom of second marriages^. 
Calcutta, Ben era 12G9 lie' 2-63).

Basu (Bose), A.L. Amp.ta Lai Eassr Smpitikatha
/the reminiscences of s..a7i.'la Lai Balu/T Included 
in B.B.Gupta* Puratan Pr-g a. C :ta, 1966 .

Basu, I.C. Brahma 2 ariter Asamrn /  re
ligious catholicity of hie brvhma religion/. 
Calcutta* 1872.

Basu* M.N, Stri-lok Sadn,ya Hate : ■ ;he ability of
women - a ararna advocating the education of 
women/*. Calcutta* Saka • rn h/59 (16



Basu, R.N. .ytm?<-harit //utooiogr^hyy. 4th edition.
Calcutta, 1941. (First published in 1909).

1 , i.N.
Tirih atmik A) ’ . ,_1. .. ha 1 . eal ; ' tl e Bralmias 
and our present spiritual deficiency. Calcutta*
1875.

u, R.N. Prakrita Asampradsyikata Kahiike Bale? /what
is real catholicity?/ Calcutta* 1794 (1872-73/.

Basu. R.N. HTj l-.Frayan Bssur Bcktr.it a /lectures of Raj
harayan Basu, uelivered at Calcutta and Kidnapur 
Brahma Samajes and printed in the IV. tty a Bodhinx 
I-.utrika/. 2 ports. Calcutta* 1?93 (Itpp-d^T.

Basu, R.N. Sokol or lk~l /The past and the present, essays 
on the bad effects of Western civilization on 
Hindu society/! Calcutta, Saka era 1794 11574).

Basu, R.N., Bibidha Pro bam ha /collected essays/. Part 1. 
Calcutta, l8d?..

Bhattacharya, K.K. Acarya Krislina Karri.?.! Bhattacharyer Srnylti- 
kathT /The reminiscences of 7.ear.7a -*ri slina karnal 
Bhattacharya/. 3 parts. Included in B.B.Gupta,
Purater Prasa.aya. Calcutta, 1966.

/ -r- •—• .Bhattacharya, L.h.B. Sar.b- ndha N i r r r : Bajjr-?- :csiya .-.diR
Jati-samuner Ba::.a.jil~ Bri ■ 1 nta /Tot02 mining re
lationships ’• An account of the social history of 
the ancient races/castes of Bengal/. 2nd edition. 
Calcutta, I3O7 (1898 ).

Chattopadhyeya (Che.tterjee), B.C. Pr.l/hTt Kusu?. /The morning 
flower - Bral a prayers/, Calcutta, Saka era 
1790 (1869).

Chattopadhyeya, Y.N. Bi dhaba-bilas Nat ale /widows indulging 
in pleasure - a drama about the bad effects of 
forbidding the marriage of young v/idov/s/. Seram-
pore, 1864.

Choudhury, B.C. Kay a st ha Toika /a. work 011 the origin and
history of the Kayastha caste with excerpts from 
books and journals commenting on the Kayastha 
claim to Kshatriya status/. Khidirnur, Ben era 
12.39 (1832-33).

Choudhury, N.N. Calni Balen Suflc.* Tumi Knkl Cliy/hda /a sieve 
points out that the noeale has a hole-a drama 
criticizing Bengali society/'. Calcutta, loo/.

Das* A.C. I ija /Thi > (drinkin; ) is a pl< - -e - tl
evils of intemperance in prose an-.;verse/. 
Calcutta, 1672.

Fas Gupta, K.N. Kanya-pcp f .i.nasik” lu h/i k”. /a bock on how
to destroy the 0.0 wry s.ysU.y/. Calcutta, Ben era 
1266 (1839).



Dasi » K.K. Cl lta Bilasini /"pleasing bo the heart - a work 
criticizing the position of KulTn women and 
widows/'. Calcutta? 16b/.

Datta (Dutt), A.K. Pharma hiti /"religion and morality/. 
Calcutta? 189^.

Datta? M.S. Bupo Saliker Ghade Roh /The plume of an old
sparrow - a comedy satirizing traditional Hindu 
society/". Calcutta* i860.

Datta* M.S. Ekei K1 Bale Sabhyata? /is tils civilization? -
a drama criticizing tee Westernised urban 
Bengalis/, Calcutta* i860.

Datta* M.S. Gr/nthlbulT /collected works/. (Edited by
B.H.Bandyopadhyaya and S.K.Das.) Calcutta* 19^5-51«

Datta* M.S. I’. Ik cl. R a c a n ~  Sambhar /collected works of Michael
Maahu Suaan Datta/. (Edited by P.M.Bisi.)
Calcutta* 196^.

Datta* B.C. B"lya-bibaha Hafnk /a drama criticizing the system 
of chiid-marriage/^ Calcutta* l8?6.

Datta* B.C. M b l l c r  Jsnrnlr Bilan /The lamentations of the 
mother of a drunkard/. Calcutta* loyl.

Datta* U.C. Ur.csh Chan era Patter Svyl b.i-kathl /The re
miniscences of Umesh Cl ndra Datta/. Included 
in B.B.Gupta, Pi1 re tan P i‘ -.sari g a. Calcutta* 1966,

Do, U.C. Aga'tya SvTkar /agreeing against one's wishes -
a drama on the defects of Hindu marriage pract
ices/. Calcutta* Ben era 1266 (18,59-60).

Dc-bi (Gup ta) * K . B. Hindu Abala-kuler Vi. dy~b:iyr 3 o tahar 
Samunnat.i / ’"the education of Hindu women and 
its progres k7- Calcutta* Saka era 17o? (1855-56).

Debi (Gupta)? K.3. Hindu Kahila-;vancr HlnabestVil /The
miserable condilion of Hindu women/1 Calcutta*
I865.

Ghosh, K.P. 1- -.1,1 SodhrnT /social reform - a work against 
Ku3.In polygamy/. Part I. Dacca, 1872.

Gcswami* E.K. Brahma. SrrT.jer Bor tar."21 Abastlr" o 7~m~r JTbane 
Billima Sama.ler Parik;:i ta Pi£uy /The present 
condition of the Branma Samaj and the place of 
the Brahma experiment in ky life/. Calcutta*
IS??-.

Gunanidhi, •. h Kali Koutuk Ka£ak e fun of the Kali Age - 
a drama" criticizing Cue traditional society, 
particularly Kulinism/. Calcutta, Saka era 1780
(1858-59).



Gunanidhi, I'l.C. Kali Krtubsla IPT A  /u book en
titled "the wonders of the Kali Age" - a work 
criticising aspects of traditional society such 
as Kulinism and the treatment of widows as well 
as the imitation of the West/. Calcutta} Ben 
era 1260 (iS^y-p^).

Gupta» A.L. Brahma 3 1 ay Tc Git a- £ mu ha /songs relating to 
Brahma/. Calcutta, Hbaka era- 1?79 (18^7).

Gupta, B.B. Puratan Prasanga /on old times, being the re
miniscences of some leading nineteenth century 
Bengalis/. (Edited by B.l lkhc jya.)
Calcutta, Ben era 1373 (3-966). (First published 
in 1913*) /deferred to in thesis as PP.7

Kar, P.M. hadha i-iadh-.-b Karer G; ri il-Katha /The reminiscences 
of kadha Kauhab Kar) » Included in B.B.Gupta, 
Prratan Prassnga. Calcutta, 1966.

Mallik (Kullick), B.K. Brahma Mohan Ml ' -r Grpiti-bl tha 
/the reminiscences of Brahma hohan Kallik/.
Included in B.B.Gupta, Puratan Prasa^ga.
Calcutta, 1966.

D.B. Biye P~'l ~ Bngto /a drama satirizing an old men’s 
aesire for marriage/. Calcutta, Ben era 1272
(1863-66).

B.B. Jarr.si Barik: Pra)'asr-n /The abode of sons-in
law: a comedy satirizing KulTn polygamy/.
Calcutta, lo71.

D.B. Mu gal am Ku 1 a- n a s a 11 arp /a blow to the family -
a drama about the fall of a family through the 
vices of its younger members/. Calcutta, Ben 
era 1270 (1863-oh).

D.B. Nil Darpap /The indigo mirror - a drama about 
The oppression of the indigo-planters in Ben
gali/. Calcutta, Saka era 1?S3 (1861-62).

D.B. S u d h a b a r J -ka d a si /The traditional and miser
able life of Bengal.! women/, Calcutta, 1866.

K.C. Iv/ao Dhrrbe Ke? /who will bear the responsibility?- 
a drama in support of widow marriage/. Dacca,
Ben era 1269 (1.862-63),

P.C. (pseudonym Tck Chand Thakur)* Tlaler Gharor
Dulal /The spoilt child of the h'ouse of H a l  - 
a work criticizing urban Bengali society)''',
(Bdi ted by B.K.Bandycpadhyay a an--. S .K. Das) ,
2nd edition. Calcutta, 19^7 (First published 
in 1838).

Mitra, 

Mi tra, 

Mitra,

Mitra,

Mitra, 

Mitra,

m. Ira,



Mitrai P.O. (pseudonym Tek Chand Thakur)* Mad Khaoa Baffo
Dav?, J7~t Dh~h:~r ki. Up~y? /The problem cl' alcohol- 
drinking and obstacles to castc-practices in 
Calcutta]/. 2nd edition. Calcutta? lS59.

Mi tra j U.C. Bidhaba-bibnha Ka*:a.k /a drama advocating widow- 
ma'rriage/T 2nd eextion. Calcutta? 18.57.

Mukliopadhyaya (Mukher/iee) ? M.N, Mahendra Idabh Mukhonadhyayer 
Smyiti-katha / ““the reminiscences of Mahendra 
Lath liukhopadhyaye/. Included in B.B.Gupta? 
Puratan Prnssgga. Calcutta? 1966.

Mukhop adhy ay a , R.B. Ba~Qr ii SegsodhinT /The reform of the
Ballal sytem of Kulinism - a tract on the evils 
of Kulinism/. Dacca? 1868.

Mukhopadhyaya, R.B. Koulinya SamsodhinT /The reform of 
Kulini sm/. Dac c a ? 1571.

Mukhopadhyaya? S.N. BLTya-bibnha hutak /a work criticizing 
child-marriage/. Dacca? 1870. v

Mukhopadhyaya? U.C, Biahnba-biblhe Beg Phcl /The results of 
widow-macringe - a work criticizing the vidow- 
remarriage movement/'. Dacca? 1869.

Nandi? B.L. (assisted by N.C.Seal). Bidhaba-parigayot sab 
Lefcak /a drama supporting v,ldo \;-raarriage/I 
Calcu 11a ? l8p7.

Pal? N.C. Kanya-bikray D~pak // drama criticizing the pract- 
* ice of selling girls in marriage/. Calcutta?
1864.

Barker? P.O. Sura-panor Phal /The bad effects of drinking/. 
Calcutta? I806.

Sastri? S.U. ~ zmac harit /autobi ograp hy7. 2nd edition. 
Calcutta.? 1921.

Sastri? B.l!. I. hi an Pnrnser SanrJ dhye /Tn the presence of
reat rac 1? being bio raphical sketches of some 

nineteenth century Bengalis/. (Translated 
from Lnglish by Maya Ray.) Calcutta? Ben era
I363 (1956).

Sastri ? S.N. Ramtanu Lahiri o Tat-kalTn Baftga Sarnia j /Ramtanu
socie tj/.

Calcutta? .1.903.

S< n? G*C, punishment follows pleasure -
: cor/ /L Dacca? 6oka era 1/cA  (1862-63).
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Sen, K.C. T. Try or Upaoes /The advices of the preceptor - 
eight sermons delivered by the leader of the 
Bharat VarshTya Brahma BainaJ/'. Calcutta*
Ben era 1284 (1&77)-

Sen* K.C. Etaddcsiya Strl - U n n ■ ti Bisayak Prastab 
proposals regarding the improvement of 
the women of this country - translated from 
Keshab Sen's speech on "i.'ative Female Improve
ment'1 at a meeting of the Social Science 
Association held at the Town Hall on 24 February 
1871 j: Calcutta, l8?l.

Sen, K.C. JfTnn?.-latika /The creeper of knowledge - an
abridged translation of an English lecture on 
"Atonement and Salvation//. Calcutta, Ben era
1276 (1869).

Sen* K.C. l-iaha Purug /Treat men - translated from an English
lecture entitled "Who are esteemed Great Men?//.
Calcutta* 1877.

Sen* K.C. Nava Sisur Ja m a  /The birth of a new child -
address on the foundation of Nava Bidhan or New
Dispensation, 29 January l880/. Calcutta, 1916.

Sen, K.C. Funa r ;j anma-r> rac -. Bi sva s /Translation of the English 
lecture on "Regenerating Faith/7. Dacca* 1871*

Sinha, K.F. Jin ton PyrHc'T  IF I-rsa /sketches by the Owl -
satirizing the liie-style of the new Bengali 
urbanite, particularly the blind imitation of 
the West/'. (Edited by H.Gangopadhyaya). 2nd 
edition. 3rd impression. Calcutta* 1938 (First 
published in 1862).

.C. Bclyod .boha N T / k  /a drama criticizing early 
marriage/". Calcutta* Saka era 1?S2 (l860-6l).

Sri m e m *  S
marriage/

T a rh up an c h an an, R. D. BidiiobT-bcdan Nlsedhak /Torbidoing
widow-raarriage, written .it the instruction of 
the Bo alia Dharrna Sub ha/'. Rampur Boalia, Ben 
era 1274 (1868).

Tarkaratna* R.N. Bahu-bibsha Prabhriti Kupratha Bisayak 
/Criticizing evil customs like polygar.^/. 
Calcutta, Ben era 1273 (l866).

Tarkaratna, P..H. KulTn Kula-sarbasva /criticizing the 
obsession with lineage among the KulTns/. 
Calcutta, 1834.

Tarkaratna, R.N* Nava hi t •••!•; /The new drama - criticizing 
the tr1 L system of Hindu m ' a/*
Calcutta,- Srka era l?8o (1806-67).



Thakur (Tagore), D.N. 7 tr:a.jibmi /autobiography/. (Edited 
by S.C.Chakrabarty.) Calcutta, 1962 (First 
published in 1S96).

Thakur, D.N. (Praahan Acarya or the Chief Preceptor).
Brahma Dhrrmer I---i o Biswas /the beliefs and 
faith of the Brahma religion - ten lectures or 
sermons/. 2nd eaition. Calcutta, 1863.

Thakur, D.N. Brahma Lharmcr By ak hy an /discourses on the 
Brahma religion - sermons preached in 1782- 
83 (loo0-ul)7. 2 parts. Calcutta, 19/ h  (First 
published in 1861-62 and 1806-67).

Thakur, D.N. Nacik Brahma Sama.jor Upades /a collection of 
eighteen addresses delivered at monthly meet
ings of the Brahma Sainaj during 1782-69 (i860-68) 
and first published in 1868-69/, included in 
D.N.Thakur, Brahma Dharraer Byakhyan. Calcutta,

Thakur, D.N. Dwijendra Nath Thak 
reminiscences of Dwi,
Included in B.B.Gupta, Puratan Prasapga, 
Calcutta, i960.

kurer Smyiti-katha /Tin 
ijendra math Thakur/.

Thakur, R.N. Chelebela/childhood reminiscences/. Calcutta, 
1961.

Thakur, R.N. JTbur -Bmpiti /memoirs/. Calcutta, 1939.
(First published in 1912-13-)

Vidyasagar, l.C. Bahu-bibai 1a Nohit Keen licit Kina Etad- 
bi say ak Bi car. /considering whether polygamy 
should be prohibited or not - a work criticizing 
polygamy/. Calcutta, 1871.

Vidyasagar, l.C. Bidhabr-bibaha /a work in support of widow- 
marriage/. Calcutta, 1863.

Vidyasagar, l.C. Bidhabo-bibaha Haoa Uc~t kina /whether
widow-marriages are proper or not - a work in 
support of widow-marriage/. 2nd edition. 
Calcutta, 1837.

Vidyasagar, l.C. Vi dyasagar RacahabalT./collected works 
of Ishwar Chandra Vi.dyasagar/ (Edited by 
D.K.Basu.) 3 volumes. Calcutta, 1966.

In English

Alinied, B. Bengy.1̂  Mussulmans. Calcutta, 1883.



Anonymous. Norrative of Three months' March in India, 
Calcutta! io4i.

Anonymous. The Timely Retreat, or a year in Berr-si
before the .vatinics. 2 volumes. London, 1838.

Anonymous. Chat shall V.’o do with the Mussulmans?
Calcutta, I038.

Bnnerjea, S.N. A Nation in 1- ' I ’U  Being mini sconces
of Fifty Jfc• ars of Public Life. 2nd impression. 
London, 1/23•

Bhattacharya, J.N. Hindu Castes and Sects. Calcutta, i960. 
(First published in 1696.)

Blechynden, K. Calcutta Fast and Present. London, 1903.

Bose (Basu), P.N. A Hi story of Hindu Civilisation during 
the British Rule. Volumes I, II and III.
Calcutta, 1894-96.

Bo telho, T.F. Bengal Police Manual: conto rising the Circulars
and Circular Ferros o" oho 1? •aooctor General 
of Police , n.P. , from Ichf uo 13 August lbo2.
2nd revised edition. Calcutta, idol.

Braddon, E. Life in India,: A Series of Sketches shoving 
some thin.;" of the Anglo-Indian, London, I8y2.

Bradley-Birt, F.B. The Romance of an Eastern Capital.
London, 1906.

Brahma Gamaj, Calcutta. Brahmic Questions of the Day
answered by an Old Brahmo. Allahabad, 3.869.

Brahma Samaj, Calcutta. A Brief History of the Calcutta 
"Brahma Samaj" from t--r.uary to 10 the Day of 
its Foundation to j ... cei[ber Is,--(• By C.L.P. 
Calcutta, 1866.

Brahmo Soraaj (Brahma Samaj), Calcutta. Br• r.n? Sana,1 VI rdicated : 
Being • ] ̂stance of a Lecti * re delivered o::~
tempore at the C;leiitta Brr.lu.iO Souaj ifa 11, on 
Gator • , tore An ill lot-'. Calcutta, lo63*

Brahmo Samaj, Calcutta. A Deforce of Brahr.oism end the 
Brahmo Samaj: B n ; a Lecture delivered at
the Mldnarore (Lidns%our; Samaj hall on 1st 
June loci. Iiianapore, 1803.

Brahmo Soma j (Brahma Samaj), Calcutta. Tyy. n os ties o f the
New Dimonsation: A Lecture delivered on the 
occasion of the Fifty-first
B 3 vahrr.o L 0 :. 1 a j a t th, 3 i'own II 'Li , Calcutta, on 
Saturday, the 22 January lcul. By K.C.Sen? 
Calcutta, luul.
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Brahmo Soma j , Calcutta, Brahmo Soma.i* Our Faith and Our 
experiences /y. lecture delivered on the 
occasion of the Forty-sixth Anniversary of 
the Brahmo Gomaj at the Town Hall, Calcutta, 
on Saturday* 22 January l8?c/. By K.C,Sen? 
Calcutta) 3.866,

Brahmo Soria j , G-~ lcutt^.: Cod-vision in the nineteenth
Century: A Lecture dpi. 'act; c:i the occasion 
o f the littleth arriver>sary of the BrahiSoma.j 
at the .To-x K-11 of C.• 3 cutta on Saturday, 2M-

. ; . . . .

Busteed, H. E. Echoes from Old Calcutta, yrd edition.
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.ti R I C H  I I S T  OF  B U I L O I N G S  
I I  TIE TORI OF CAICMTTA.

9  N o rth e rn  D iv is io n .

^ H F rc e  C hurch  In s t it u t io n .
H in d o o  FeniB le S chool.

[ ■ C h r i s t  C hurch .
■  m etal A ssem b ly 's  In s t itu t io n .  
^ ■ '• ( • iv T a l  Fem ale School.
■  i 11 r r  A sy lum .
■  A im s House.
■  l ohce H o sp ita l.
^ ■ c h u n T .  M iss ion  P rem ises.

College.
- J l  Im .lo o  C ollege B ranch  School. 
■ C a lc u t ta  U n iv e rs ity .

■ \ l i n t
^ ■ A r m e n ia n  C hurch .
| R .  C. C a th ed ra l.
■  Co er k C hurch .

M ed ica l C ollege.
■  ponded W are House.
^ ■ C h in e s e  C hurch .
^ ■ E le c t r ic  Te legraph.
^ ■ W n 'e r ’s B u ild in g s .

A ndrew 's  S cotch C hu rch . 
I'ohce 

H T o '. v n  G uard.
H C u s to n i House.
M G e u c t.il l  os t O ffice.

H G i\ s W o rks ’
■  SOUTHERN D IV IS IO N .
^ ■ S e a ld a h  S m a ll Cause C o u rt. 
gM Sealdah M a g is tra te ’s C u tc h c rry . 
^ ■ P a u p e r  H o sp ita l.
^ ■ C a n n in g  T a nk .
^ ■ N o s tra  M m o n i Dolores R. C.
3 H  Chapel.
H  m o n  C b a re l.

■ s e rv o ir  W a te r W orks .
m m  E ng ine  House. 

^■ C h a n d n o y  H o sp ita l.
C. Chapel.

^ ( M i l i t a r y  D e p a rtm e n t.
4d |St. Xaviter’s K. C. C hurch . 
^ ■ B a p t is t  C hu rch .

M iss ion  C hurch .
■  c u r re n c y  O tlice .
H p t .  Joh n  s C hurch .
■ F o r e ig n  D e p a rtm e n t.
^ ■ T le tc a it  H a il.
■ s t a t io n e r y  O ffice . I
15 [Govt. House D om estic  Offices.
U G o ve rn m e n t D ispensary.
^■ B o c iy  G ua rd  S ta b lin g .
>1 J l ’e ttv  C ou rt.
■  l eg is la tive  D e p a rtm e n t. 
i t K o w n  H a ll.
H . 1: casury.
^■ B e n g a l S ec re ta ria t P. W . D ept.
>6 I ln s iU v e n t C o u rt.
>7 .B ank o f  B engal.
■ n c  w  H ig h  C o u rt.
•) SUeservoir "W ater W orks .
'■ S tea m  E ng ine  House.
1 [G overnm ent. House.

I t 'o l i b  r lo n y  M o n u m e n t .
■ l ;  leu  Gun lens.

I l l o m e  D epiirtn ien t..
■Bengal S e c re ta ria t O ffice .
[ im p e r ia l Muse.um.
[B eng a l S e c re ta ria t O ffice . 
lU n ite .d  S ervice C lu b .
I.A s in tic  S oc ie ty .
[F ree S chool.
p t .  T hom as’ C hurch .
(Free C hurch  o f  S co tland . 
■M oham edan College.
1st. X a v ie r ’s H iu io o s tc n e e .

C hurch , 
fe t. J a n i t  s’ C hurch .
[B a p tis t M iss ion  C h u rch .
[B a p tis t Chapel.
[B a p tis t M iss io n  Fress.
[Bengal C lub .
[D ove ton  C ollege, 
p u rv e y o r  G enera l's  O ffice , 
p t .  X a v ie r 's  College. .
p t .  T h o m a s ’ K. C. C hu rch . 
[Revenue S urvey O ffice , 
p u rv e y o r  G en e ia l's  O ffice P hoto . 

B ranch.
I Do. Do. L itb o . B ran ch , 
p .la fh e m a tica l In s t ru m e n t  M a k e r’s

D e p a rtm e n t, 
p t .  Paul s C a th ed ra l.
[B ishop's Fa'ace.
[ i in is e o t  C o rre c tio n .
U,a M a rtm e re  School, 
p io-iy G ua rd  S ta iilcs .
Iilhav.a riecpoor schoo l.
G enera l H osp ita l.
L u n a tic  A sy lu m .
)lt H ig h  C o u rt.

Ln-.iue H osp ita l.
Tooley O ffice.
,i< u te n a n t G overno r’ s House. 
l|.tv>i* O rphan  School.

K r i lerpn'-e C hurch .
H N a w a b 's  Palace.Bow C o m m issa ria t B a rracks , 

n ribe r Shed.

,i- k e t G round .
. a g r ic u ltu r a l D epa rtm e n t.
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Showing tho Conservnnoy Division* snd 
Police Seotlona with roforonco to the Registra 

. of births and deaths.
1st Division.....................  m
2nd do  ........ .*... FZ3S
3rd do...................................r  1
4 th do................................... f""l
5th do  ................  .... ’ 1 W

POLICE SECTIONS
Kitoy 

A  to R.
Sente, 11 mrA =3 1 m ilf .

*  1 Bi 'iueli Post Offices,
0 Pillar Post Offices.

A rm e n ia n  G ha t S team  I 
S w im m in g  B a 'l i
Govt.. l a i d
i  . ii: <>. C om p any ’s H on 
Lew is Thea tre  
Up' Wi ilonse  
( ' o n ,m i•; ai int. O ’fice  

Ifi— F ya n itiif* i M il i ta ry  Aceo* 
317 h V ST h i ■ ~M ■ml 1. Si v' o m l. ,

N U M E R I C A L  L I S T  OF R III THE TOWII OF CALCUTTA
N o rth e rn  D iv is io n !

1 R am kanth  Bose’s S tree t.
2 Ha.'ah H a jbu llu b 's  S tree t.
3 B u ia rn m  Ghose’sS tre e t.
4 B em ato lah  S tree t.
6 H u rree raohun  Bose’s Lat
6 1 a r tik  C ha tte rjea ’s Lane.
7 Doorga C lm rn  M ittc H s  St 
R B unom alee  S ircar's
9 G our La h a ’s S treet.

10 R am nai am B hottacharjcn
11 D hunnoo  Battan Road.
12 N iha ieepara  Road.
13 G ounba rce  Road.
14 B aur M irza p o o r Road, 
lb  H urrce  Ghose’s S tree t.
26 M a m c k to ila h  Road.
17 H o o g u lko o rya  G ullee .
18 H a te<: Bacan S tree t.
1!) .Sinkilin Hagan S tree t, i 
20 (Joa B n ra n  S tree t.
” 1 .'o in ln ig n n  S treet.

K u io in iim n n  S tree t.
73 (V iu n u c k tla n g a  Street.
“ I H urto lJ iih  S tree t,
2b S obhnram  B ysack’s Street. 
‘28 P ovaha tta  S tree t.
27 B aur S im la  Road.
23 Facnoo C h a tte rje a ’s Street 
23 .Ih a m a p o k liu r Lane.
30 B iiii^ 'o ila h G u lle e .
31 B u rto lia h  Street.
33 A n th o n y  Pagan Lane.
33 Boo ihoo O stagar’s Lane.
34 C arey’s C hurch  Lane.
36 Bnowanee C hurn  L 'u t t ’s L;
36 B .im n 'o lii Lane.
37 Syed Saleh's Do.
33 T a rac l.a nd  D u tt 's  Lane.
39 Ram M o hun  Bose’s Do.
40 Soortet' B agan Lane.
4! Fugya P u t-.ce S tree t.
47 H ya ’ K han ’s Lane.
44 O d Byt.ukhana Lane.
4b S n o ti's j ;u.p.
46 W ill ia m 's  Lane.
47 Rain K a n t M is tre e ’s Lane. 
4« (7.‘ io tu rp a ra  Lane.
4.1 G!u u no G ullee .
50 1’ire ta  F a ra rS tre e t.
6 l F, "a Si ree f.

’ I . i s* !• fT iu rc h  S treet, 
f■■3 Ne v d u r a  Bazar Do.
54 3 v o il ’s K iinge.

SO1 t i l l  ERN D IV IS IO N .
5.5 Fordyoe’s Lane, 
bn V. at.' i lo o S t ie e t.
67 D ixo n 's  Lane. « 
i-s M irv a i • ” >r la n e . 
jiQ ; .inv! fiTi tn Gk' u-’a I an",
60 H id a in m  Bsmerjea's I.anp
61 M u d u n  D u 't 's  1 ane.
>n O u firp iim i Lane.
6'i B 'lb o n  Bazar Lane.
i < W eston s i I 'tifl.
i Im a m  art Lane.

. 'am a T ar’s I  a n *
6, Chan Incc Choke S tie e t.


